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ABSTRACT
Personal and professional development of teachers and trainees is studied through the

training period and beyond in England. This is a study of the changing self during transition
to teaching, reported through an interpretative narrative of the transitional experience.

Three contexts are used:
1. The early development of the author.
2. The author's teaching and researchactivities with primary traineesin HE.
3. A longitudinal study of secondary
trainees.

A reflexive approach is used to discussinitial professional development, the growth of
personal knowledge and the emergenceof a teacher-self.Significant events are identified in
the researcher'sworkplace: teaching episodes,informal meetings and interviews are analysed
through a searchfor noticed themes.A single casestudy is piloted. Resultsare used to inform
a longitudinal study, with data derived from semi-structuredinterviews and repertory grids.

Data analysisinforms the construction of a narrative of transition for eachparticipant using a
psychodynamicperspective analysethe data for evidenceof conscious influences and
unconscious elements.The study draws on Winnicott's theory of transitional spaceand its
application to classrooms.The construct of self is theorised from both intrapersonal and
interpersonal perspectives.The emergingteacher-selfis evidencedas complex, idiosyncratic
and partly influenced by unconsciousmaterial from childhood and adolescence.Salient
featuresof participants' transitions are used to extend the theory and elicit an account of each
transition. The findings are interpreted from a holistic viewpoint that recognisescognitive,
affective and psychic influences on the development of an emergent teacher-self,viewed in
terms of agency,intrapersonal and interpersonal dimensions.
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TRANSCRIPTION

CONVENTIONS

Transcription conventions used in the thesis.

"

The transcript follows the spoken word as closely as possible.

"

Unintelligible and omitted speechis indicated by
...

"

Interjections and brief comments during what is substantially monologue are shown in
brackets ( ).

"

Words spoken by the interviewer are given in italics.

"

Words spoken by the informant are given in roman.

"

Squarebrackets [] denote numbered footnotes.

"

Curly brackets {}

"

Hesitations and pausesof up to 2-3 secondsare marked {Pause}.

"

Pausesof more than 2-3 secondsare marked {Long pause}.

"

No attempt hasbeen made to indicate stressesor the varying speedof speech delivery.

are used to encloseadditional commentary.
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FOREWORD
This study is a seriesof stories. In consequence,it seemsappropriate to present it as a story,
and to invite it to be read as one. Like many stories, this one contains a beginning, a middle
and an end. I begin with a review of my own development as a teachersince this reflexive
processhas helped me to understand the stories that other teacherscan tell about their
development and provides an articulation of my perspective through which the other studies
will be viewed. The middle is an exploration of other people'sstories, gleanedfrom my
professional work over severalyears.I end the study by theorising the transitional experience
that leadsto the emergenceof a professional teacher-self.

I believe that the researchprocess should fashion the methodology rather than the reverse,
and so this study could not and does not slavishly follow a pre-determined formula. Instead,
there is a dependence on chronological flow and personalised accounts.If the study has
strengths, these are due partly to the development of an idiosyncratic method which has been
fashioned to serve the telling of the story, and the yielding of answersto the puzzles that I set
myself. I am encouragedby Jerome Bruner who writes:
In the first quarter of this century,somethingcrucial happenedto thinking
people.Let us call it "the interpretive turn." The turn first expresseditself in
drama and literature, then in history, then in the social sciences,and finally in
epistemology.It is now expressingitself in education.The object of
interpretation is understanding,not explanation;its instrument is the analysisof
text. Understandingis the outcomeof organizing and contextualizing
essentiallycontestable,incompletelyverifiable propositionsin a disciplined
way. One of our principle waysof doing this is through narrative: by telling a
story of what somethingis "about." (1996: 90)

Of course,it is still appropriate and necessaryto refer to the relevant literature, to discussit
critically and to draw on it. I have done this, for example, in relation to the self a concept on
which much of this study depends and which needsdiscussingprior to the development of
the thesis.

One view of self that I have found productive is that of Mead (1934). He argues that language
plays an essential part in the development of a self. According to Mead's view self does not
exist at birth but `arises in the process of social experience and activity' (p. 135). Mead sees the
self as containing a vitally distinctive quality. It has `the characteristic that it is an object to
itself'. (p. 136). Thus self can be both subject and object. Mead identifies a generalised other
that is also objectified by the self. According to Mead, a "me" arises out of our ability to
interact socially and take `the attitudes of others'. (p. 174). It is our reaction to the "me" that
invokes the "I". Other denotes both an objectto the self, in the reflexive sense, as well as in
the non-reflexive sense. What I claim for Mead's viewpoint is the usefulness of his ideas in
exploring notions of self and other when analysing the data presented in this thesis and when
theorising the emergence of a teacher-self.

Jung offers a structure of the prycbe,which was the subject of his psychological
studies, that
contains Ego, Shadow,the Syzygy (Anima and Animus), and Self.Jung usesthese terms in
specific waysbut he often nurtures a certain obscurity rather than providing sharp definitions.
In Aion, Jung (1968)draws on many historical sourcesto indicate the longevity of the
construct. He refers to ancient Gnostic and Indian texts in order to illustrate a mystical sense
of self which he finds useful:
Yajtlyavalkyadefinesit [self] in indirect form in the Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad:"He who dwells in all beings,yet is apart from all beings,whom no
beingsknow, whosebody is all beings,who controls all beingsfrom within, he
is your Self the inner controller, the immortal... " (p. 223)

Jung arguesthat the evidencedrawn from a range of ancient writing is for a self which is `an
archetypeof wholeness'. (p. 224).

My conceptualisationof the self hasbeen aided by these two contrasting viewpoints. The
process of interpretation of the data contained in the thesisrelies on an understanding
derived from these preliminary explorations.

Tony Brown September2000
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INTRODUCTION
I set out to study the personal and professional development of beginning teachersstarting
into school settings after they qualified as
with their college-basedtraining and following them
teachers.My specific goal was to enhancemy knowledge of transition to teaching and to
I
produce an interpretative narrative account of their transitional experience. started with a
I
happens to people who
generalquestion that may seemnaive: `How can narrate what
led me to a number of researchpuzzles
undergo a course of initial teachereducation?' This
investigation by writing a seriesof questions.
which I tried to investigate.I began my

Question 1. Is it possible to construct an interpretative account of the experienceof
transition in dynamic terms, using a psychologicalperspective on individuals' current and past
experiencesas potent sourcesof influence?

Question 2. How can reflecting on one's own experienceas a developing teacherbe used to
inform our understanding of the process of transition in more generalterms?

Question 3. Do teachersdevelop a teacher-self?

Question 4. Is it possible to produce a valid narrative account of transition that presents the
transitional process and the acquisition of a teacher-selfin ways that make senseto a
professional readership?

Question 5: Is it possible to theorise the process of transition to a teacher-selfas a dynamic
life-course event?

I then addressedthese questions as five conjectureswhich I investigatedby conducting
researchin three areas.

1.1 began with a reflexive study of my earlyprofessional development as a teacher.
2.1 used critical incidents that I had identified from my work with primmyeducation trainees
in a higher education setting. These students were following a four-year course and this
allowed me to work with individual traineesover a relatively long period.
3. Later I began a longitudinal study of secondary
trainee teacherswho were following a oneyear course. This shorter training period enabledme to interview traineesin the collegebasedsetting and then follow them relatively quickly into their respectiveworkplaces.

In part one, I have explored significant events from my early professional life. Selected
episodesare presented and analysedthrough a searchfor emergent themes. I have used a
reflexive approach to discussearly professional development, the growth of knowledge and
the emergenceof a teacher-self.

In part two of the researchI drew on significant events from my work in primary teacher
education and training. I developeda method of data analysisbasedon teaching episodes,
informal meetings and interviews. I analyseddata through a searchfor themes.I have
included a single casestudy that I usedas a pilot. I used the results from the pilot to review
my thinking, to test certain proceduresthat I had adopted and to inform the overall
organisation of the longitudinal study, which is containedin part three.

The third part of the researchspannedthree years.I collected data from eight longitudinal
casestudiesof secondaryPGCE students of which three are reported. The datawere derived
from semi-structuredinterviews and repertory grids conducted during the training course and
subsequentlyafter qualification.
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I analysedthe data by searchingfor themes.These themes informed the construction of a
narrative of transition for eachparticipant. I analysedthe themes from a psychodynamic
perspective, searchingfor evidence of both conscious and unconscious processes.I was
searchingfor evidenceof consciousinfluences and unconscious elements from early
childhood and previous transitions. A further stageof analysiswas then undertaken, which
drew on psychodynamicmodels of interaction and self-perception. I drew on all the research
findings to develop a theory of transition.

Transition leadsto the emergenceof a teacher-self.The transitional process is revealedas
complex, idiosyncratic and greatly influenced by childhood and adolescentexperience.I argue
that the findings of the study need to be interpreted within a holistic framework that
acknowledgesthe cognitive, affective and psychic development of a teacher-self in terms of
agency,interaction and complexity.

13

1. A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF TRANSITION

1.1 Becoming more aware of the dynamics of transition
What was I able to articulate at the early point when I was becoming curious but before I had
establishedwhat I might study? I was able to seethat the period of beginning teaching is a
transition characterisedby personal change.The training process appearsto form a
particularly distinctive period of initiation, which begins for many students when they start
their course of training (or when they consider applying for a training place). The transition
continues for an indefinite period through the training and beyond into the post-training
period. These were my initial thoughts as I began to synthesisethe discussionsI had been
having with students in training.

The desire to pursue this research developed as a result of two separate awarenesses. The first
was that my teaching had changed substantially over the years since I began work in 1968. In
the nineteen eighties, I had a growing interest in emotional education, partly through training
as a counsellor. I was beginning to incorporate aspects of emotional learning more explicitly
into my teaching. This shift of interest sensitised me to the process of emotional growth and
learning in myself and others, particularly in the students with whom I work. I became

increasinglyinterested in the affective domain and its influence on cognitive abilities.

The second awarenessgrew out of many discussionswith individual students. I began to
notice when students talked about emotional disturbance.I becameinterested in the nature
and origins of what they reported. They frequently reported disturbanceswhich appearedto
emanatefrom some of the following:

14

"

responsesto the training processin college;

"

interactions during school placements;

"a

process of adjustment during their first yearsof teaching.

I began to pay closer attention. There were severalsourcesof disturbancethat were included
in students' accounts.

1.

Excitement, confusion and disappointment in the early period in college,involving
the establishmentof new relationships and the challengeof maintaining existing ones.

2.

Anxiety and disappointment from those who wanted more detailed assessmentand
feedback than is generally availableabout their early collegeperformance.

3.

Surprise at the unexpectedintensity of feelings and interactions experiencedwhilst on
school placements.

4.

Surprise at the suddenemergenceof previously unconsciousor vaguelyremembered
material from childhood and early adolescence,suddenlybrought to mind and
persisting in the conscious present.

Why were these themes emerging for a small but noticeable number of students at the outset
of their course?I senseda connection between my vicarious interest in students' early
adjustment to their courses,my own development as a teacherand my work on in-service
courses.Why was I becoming hooked by these stories?It is hardly surprising that some
students face a period of adjustment when their imagined world as a student teachergives
way to the actual experienceof studying and managing classesof children. But I sensedthere
was more. I perceived that some of the students' concerns were echoed by the teacherswith
whom I worked on in-service courses.
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I began to form the idea that there were some personal, developmental processes at work
which transcended the training period. More pertinently, some of the issues that were
important
throughout

to students and teachers appeared to have remained relatively unexplored
a fairly lengthy period of initial training.

I wanted to study thesetransitions more closely in order to understand them better. Why was
it that students and teachersreported similar concerns about adjusting to teaching?Why was
it that addressingthese major concerns appearedto be beyond the scope of initial training
programmes?Could I begin to understand the training process more clearly,and sensitise
myself to the individual challengesfacing students in training? What did I need to do to gain
more insight?

At this point, I chose to review my own training and early experiencesin school. But how
could I approach this topic from the point of view of my own development?A book by
Tripp (1993) entitled Criticullnddentrin Teaching
appearedto offer a way forward. This report
of his work with teachersprovides both a conceptual framework and also a practical guide for
developing professional awarenessand managing change.

It is also clear that one does not come to researchwith an uncluttered mind. Researchstarts
with the researcherholding to certain valuesand beliefs, and immersed in a range of practices.
What takes place is an act of selection from all that it is possible to say and write, a process of
stressingand ignoring, a refining of previous ideas and, hopefully, the development of new
insights and new ways of thinking.

My interest began to coalescearound certain themes and later theseled to specific research

questions.The principalthemesbecame:

"
16

the constructing of accounts of self and other during professional development;

"

directed from within (intrapersonal),
viewing the transition as a dynamic shaping force,
in
and influenced from outside (both through interpersonal relationships and response to
prevailing circumstances);

"

interpreting the processesby which we draw on previous experiencewhen negotiating
current transitions;

"

finding ways to describe transition in more generalterms;

"

the emergenceof a teacher-self;

"

communicating with a professional readership;

"

developing a theory of transition to a teacher-self as a dynamic life-courseprocess.

At this point I discussmy initial ideas and the sensitisingprocess that I usedas I began to
consider what this researchstudy would look and feel like to me. How can the researchbe
shaped and conducted in order to explore thoroughly the researchthemes and the more
focused questions they generate?

1.1.1 Exploring emotional learning
In 1993 I became an OFSTED registered inspector, enabling me to lead primary school
inspections. At this time, I was heavily involved with in-service work for primary teachers
who were facing the first round of school inspections. In a short space of time, many found
themselves appointed as co-ordinators of several curriculum subjects. Unfortunately, for
some there was no negotiation in the devolving of these responsibilities and the writing of job
descriptions. Many reported feeling threatened and overwhelmed by the looming inspections
and by the response of their senior managers to the inspection threat.

Most teachersacquiescedin these structural changesto the middle tier of school
management.They felt they had no right and no power to resist. For some, the lack of
autonomy carried with it echoes of earlier situations and demands they had experiencedboth
17

in their work and at other times in their lives. For some, the changes that were brought about
by the way senior managers were responding to school inspections evoked in the teachers
feelings of being overwhelmed. They reported feelings that were unpleasantly reminiscent of
threats of physical violence or abuse. Some teachers found that what they experienced was
unbearable.

My responsewas to devote time, during some of the courses,to creating opportunities for
explicit exploration of the problems being encountered. Colleaguesprovided support and the
coursestried to provide help, in some small measure,by studying the effect of the inspection
process on the boundaries that define teachers'working lives and professional relationships.
Many boundaries had shifted as a result of the introduction of inspection. Some teachers
found it difficult to accept, or even identify, new boundary positions and neededprofessional
support if they were to be able to dealmore effectively with feelingsof intrusion and abuse.
They needed to mediate the new requirements placed on them creatively and to develop new
ways of assertingthemselvesin response to sometimes intrusive and invasive demands-whoever was making them.

I was responding to a need that emergedquite quickly among primary teachersand this led to
some adhoccourse planning and teaching.We opened up discussionsabout how we felt about
our work, and how to communicate feelingsin an assertiveway. I becamemore awareof the
effectivenessof explicit approaches to emotional learning in my teaching.This helped me to
avoid simplistic reactive responsesto needs.One starting point for increasedunderstanding
was to work with collegestudents in ways that allowed for emotional learning as well as
cognitive learning to be part of courses.

I thought it likely that the intense period of personal development experiencedby some initial
teachertraining students would be a highly appropriate place to begin my research.I wanted
to incorporate a psychological perspective in the study in order to examine the forces
19

affecting students. The perspective I developeddrew on a number of writers and theorists
but the construct of transition, transitional objects and transitional experiencedeveloped by
the psychologist Donald Winnicott (1966)has been particularly important. There is a
discussion of transitional spacein sub-section 3.2.2 on page 52 and a discussionof classroom
teaching spaceviewed as a transitional spacein the footnote at the bottom of page 54.

1.1.2 Unpredictability and increased dependency
Is it possible that training courses encouragedependency?Do they promote the kind of
professional knowledge, praxis and know-how that characterisesan effective classroom
teacher?Training institutions and schools may be unpredictable placesto students. Tasks
planned in collegefor students to carry out in school are dependent on the college's and
school's mutual understandingof a highly complex situation. If each partner setsup
expectationsin the student that the other partner cannot deliver, then one consequenceis
likely to be students who cannot easilymake and take decisionsabout their own practice.
Does the training process then become an infantalising process where students are denied the
opportunity to make even simple decisions?

It seemedto me that students' lack of knowledge about the structure and content of courses
could, at leastin the initial stages,produce confusion about the sort of behaviour that is
expected,and lead to learned helplessness.
The structuresthat are evolvedto dealwith this [uncertainty] may involve the
form of coping or defencemechanismsthat canprovide short-term alleviation
of the immediatestress,but leadto longer-termharm. This has similarities to
the infant having to createsomeform of order and securityout of a situation
which is both chaotic and confusing.(Coren, 1997: 128-129)

The untrained student is quickly expected to function as a responsible teacherwithin formal
education settingswhilst retaining the position and role of student in many aspectsof the
setting. These same settingsmay well hinder the development of an autonomous individual,
since the apparent chaos and confusion can create'strong tensions. It can be difficult to take
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on the role of the adult teacher fully if one experiencesthe training process as confused and
chaotic.

These ideasadded to the complexity that I saw as part of an alreadycomplex issue.The
transitional experienceis not simply a moving on, or a moving through. It may well promote
a regressionto an earlier stagein one's life. The acquisition of adult roles of responsibility is
part of a process of individuation that requires`the severanceof childhood emotional
attachments,but to successfullycomplete that we may need to go back and relive them'
(Coren, 1997: 10).

1.1.3 The nature of transition
Teachersdevelop a discernible teacher-self.In order to explore this conjecture, I would need
to develop a researchframework that allowed me to look at the `teacher-self and to search
for congruity with students' behaviour. Changesin students' abilities to perform roles and to
respond as teachersduring the transition might help in describing the nature of transition
itself.

I was alreadyawarethat where students experiencedisturbance this can be the consequence
of experiencingechoes of the past. I was beginning to think of transition in terms of
boundaries. I saw transition as lying between two psychologicallydistinct states,either side of
a period of disturbance.The part-remembered past and the unknowable future are negotiated
through the present period of disturbance.

Can the transition to a teaching-selfbe characterisedfor some students by psychological
changesin the way the individual is both merged with and stands separatefrom significant
others?This would need to be explored through students' relationships with significant
others both past and present.
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To do this, I would need to look for evidenceof the transitional experiencestandingfor the
the trainee and others,
changing relationships with significant others and also standing between
separating them and helping them to form a distinctive teacher-selfThe list of significant
others was likely to include; parents, siblings,partners, children, friends, tutors, as well as
teachersand others in the teaching practice schools.

I was awarethat I was thinking of transition in dynamic terms, not as something that
`happensto' people in training. For the purposes of the research,I would need view the
students' transition as a dynamic interplay between present live course events and reservoirs
of previous experience.Transition is shapedby cognitive and affective elements and draws on
conscious and unconscious material. I would need to be sensitiveto evidence about the ways
student teacherscan usethe transition, particularly when working on unresolved material from
earlier episodesin their lives.

Anecdotal evidencesuggeststhat many students are successfulin their collegecareers.From
conversations and observations, it would appear that many go on to enjoy their teaching. For
many of them, their transition seemsto be a `good-enough' experience.If students are
relatively well integrated with a coherent self, and can project onto the transition the good
relationships experienced with significant others, they may well feel protected by the
transitional experience if it becomes imbued with the characteristics of the good relationships
that have gone before. It could be seen by some as primarily an opportunity

to get to know

children or to teach interesting subject material.

The transitional experiencetakesplace as a seriesof events in the current life course but it
also has the capacity to act upon the contents of consciousmemory and the reservoir of
unconscious experience.For students who experiencetransition as successful,the transitional
experiencecan allow the student to bring to mind relevant affirming imagesand feelings
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including positive associationswith significant others. This process can foster coherenceand
robustnessat a time when the student is exploring the emergenceof their self-as-teacher.

Of course, the converse is also possible. The transitional experienceto a teaching-selfmight
result in the projection of negative feelings,where disturbing events from earlier experiences
are evoked by the transition and are relived within it, imbuing it with the qualities of earlier
experiencessuch as a fear of failure, a loss of confidence or a lack of autonomy. Some
experiencesencountered during the transition (for example,adopting an authoritarian role
with children, being separatedfrom family and friends or experiencing emotional attachments
in new relationships) can carry a strong emotional charge,one that for some is as unbearable
as it is unanticipated.

Students experiencing difficulties have reported:

"

being surprised that the transitional experienceis in fact disturbing;

"

being emotionally unready for the level of intensity of the disturbance;

"

being surprised by what has been remembered from the past;

"

being surprised that disturbance is not related to any particular recollection.

The length of the transitional period appearsneither fixed nor easilydetermined. I noticed
that the nature, intensity and content appeared to vary from individual to individual. I began
to seethat a Winnicottian perspective (seepage 52) might be helpful in constructing a
discussionof transition. Individuals appear to invest the transitional spacewith what
Gattegno (seepage 24) calls `objectivations of experience'and to engagein a search for
meaning.
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The unconscious products of experiencecan be projected onto the new situation in ways that
confound the conscious mind. By projecting unbearableand problematic feelingsonto
others, one can create an objectification that allows one to work on the disturbance
constructively. This can mean that:

"

the disturbance can become bearablewithin oneself;

"

it can be introjected and reabsorbedlater when one is ready to recognisethe internal
components of the projected material.

The period of transition can be marked by the creation of distinct boundaries or by abrupt
change.For some, the beginning and end of the period appear to merge with other aspectsof
the individual's life course to make the changea smooth developmental process.

I hypothesised that I could make more senseof students' transitions by exploring their
transition thematically. I could conduct interviews and look for relevant themes in the
interview material. I could then explore the extent to which these themes represented forces
that were shaping the students'development of a teacher-self.To work thematically, I needed
a starting point. What themeswere likely, plausible, productive? I neededto sensitisemyself
to possibilities.

It was at this point that I noticed I was alreadyreviewing a number of my own experiences,
including transitions. It seemedpotentially profitable to look at my own teaching, partly
becauseI had plenty of material on which to draw, and partly becauseof the particular
opportunities that self-studyprovides in terms of accessand analysis.

I hypothesised that important themeswhich thread their way through teaching might be
common to different people. The themes emerging from self-study might not be confined to
my experience, nor indeed to transitional periods. Thus, I did not limit the exploration of my
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own teaching to any particular period but drew on significant episodes throughout my work.
My purpose here was to establish a sensitising process both prior to and alongside a study of
students' experiences. I needed a starting point that would help me tune in to other people's
experience and allow the development of a theoretical perspective.

1.1.4 Awareness
I had alreadydrawn on the ideas of Caleb Gattegno in my teaching, particularly his work in
relation to the education of awareness.Gattegno seesexperienceas a generative process. One
consequenceof converting time into experienceis the production of what Gattegno calls
objectivations.
While time is given, experienceis created.Hencethe most primitive generation
of wealth is the transformationof time into experience.Time is a universalraw
material out of which humansmake all the things that are "objectivationsof
energy" -a pot, a novel, a hypothesis,a theorem.Time that is spent- actively
exchangedfor experience- leadsto objectivations.(1986: 214)

I had conjectured that the content of transitions is createdand defined by students through
their objectivations of experience.This processis shapedby their awarenesses.My research
was intended to help me gain accessto the students' objectivations via a self-sensitising
process and through exploratory discussion.

1.1.5 Producing accounts
I wanted to establish a collaborative researchprocess.I did not want ` to do researchon
someone', nor did I feel that such researchin education was ethical. But how could I ensure
equity when my interests might not coincide with those of the students?Trust alone is not
sufficient, though it is an essentialingredient of a participatory working arrangement.To
begin with I useda process of identifying significant events to elicit and to record aspectsof
my own work. I neededto generatedata and to develop a method of imbuing it with
meaning.John Mason (1996) describesa process for collecting and analysingexperiential
accounts in this way. I decided to use Mason's approach and this led me:
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1.

To render an account
of eachsignificant event.

2.

To engagein a process of hypothesising, analysingand interpreting that provided
for the event and its significance.
opportunities to account

When this process was establishedand a number of significant events had been recorded, I
was able to work with students undergoing transition to teaching. In the early stages,I was
not sure how long this processwould continue. I have been gathering data both formally and
informally since 1993.

During a three--year period, I collected data from a wide range of students. I then began
work with a small group of PGCE secondarymathematicsgraduateswho becamepart of a
longitudinal study. Both formal and informal discussionsand interviews took place. I made
use of repertory grids (seediscussionon page 86) which were developedfrom personal
construct theory (Kelly, 1955),although the analysisof this data does not appear in the thesis
becauseof a lack of space.

Inevitably a translation has taken place in what I have written. As author of this thesis, I have
been engaged in an interpretation of objectivations emerging from experience. I have used
the research process to explore ways in which I can present my thesis and my perceptions,
(this is, after all, a presentation of my perspective). At the same time I have continued to
search for and report resonance with the accounts given by others. This has been made
possible following discussion with those who have reported their experiences directly to me
and as a result of working with critical friends who have reviewed my writing.

I have not sought to present a unified view, a singleaccount or a generalisationof transitional
experience.That has never been my intent. My purpose in starting the study was to enhance
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my own insight into the processesunder investigation and to researcha method by which I
can render coherent stories that illuminate people's transitional experience.

1.1.6 Looking forward
This marks the end of the initial orienting stage.My next step was to consider what an
interpretative paradigm might mean in practice. The anticipated degreeof personal
involvement suggestedthat there was unlikely to be a place for a positivistic stancewhere an
invisible researcherremains outside the sphere of influence, although I still have to determine
what I mean and what is implied by following a researchparadigm that involves personal
involvement.

1.2 Summary
I have reported the starting points of the research:the tickling of the nose that started the
whole thing. My initial curiosity about certain students' difficulties in adjusting to training and
working in schools hasto be seenagainsta backdrop that shows the majority as appearingto
develop as teacherswithout major difficulty.

I have hypothesised a distinctive period which I called tnnnritionto teaching
(action emphasised)
(intrapersonal changeand interpersonal relationships
and trarsitionto a t.acbiag-self
emphasised).I thought that some of the changesin my own development might be mirrored
in some of those experiencedby students who had recently trained.

I have identified the source of someof the disturbancesexperiencedby students and
recognisedresonancewith the in-service work I was doing at the time. I wanted to improve
the quality of my teaching and the students'experiencein training by utilising the research
process.
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I began to use the term significanteventseeingthis as a helpful focus for self-study, and
identified emotional growth and learning as important in personal development. I have
hypothesisedthat

certain features,such as the unpredictability of outcomes to transition,

would emergein the data. Students' collegelife and their work in school could create personal
disturbance and this is part of what I meant by the transitional experience.

I have began to explore transition and identified some characteristic features.I have discussed
the conditions for exploring researchquestions2 and 3. Winnicott's and Gattegno's work
have shapedmy thinking and helped me to plan a researchapproach to transition and the
development of a teacher-self.

I haverecognisedthe value of looking for themesin interview material and then using the
themes to explore the nature of transition. I have recognisedthat the study will result in an
account of transition and I wanted that to be one in which the voices of the students were
respected.I was not setting out to do researchon them but with them.
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2. UNDERSTANDING THE PERSONAL
IN PERSONAL RESEARCH
In accepting the challengeI had set myself, I noticed a shift in both what I was attending to
and in the quality of my attention. I began to seemy work experiencesas offering
opportunities for furthering researchas well as for carrying out my role as a teacher.These
roles overlapped,creating a dynamic balance,but I experienceda shift: I felt different. I was
sensitiveto opportunities in a different way. I saw that my teaching could be researched,and
that reflecting on the process could lead to new insights.

In considering personal researchI wondered whether it was useful or even realistic to think
about a `realportrayal' of even a singlestudent. Surely all I could seeand think would be
processedthrough my researchlens with its unique filters? What then could be meant by
validity, accuracyand researcherobjectivity in this context?

One's values,beliefs,personal knowledge and understanding inevitably colour one's thinking.
How else could I think about the problem under consideration except from my perspective?
How then would these sameinfluences shapemy interpretations and my understanding
during and after the researchwhen I am faced with writing up my work as I am now? If it is
problematic to eliminate or avoid personal idiosyncrasy in interpretation, then at least I need
to acknowledgethe problems inherent in personal accounts.Following Bruner's (1996:90)
observations that the `object of interpretation is understanding,not explanation', I do not
have to account for the way in which my personal involvement was causally
implicated in the
production of an interpretation. What I understand from Bruner is that there should be
sufficient meat on the bone for the participants, and later the reader, to know something of
my values,beliefs,and idiosyncrasies,sufficient that they can sensehow I come to view
things. The readeris activelyinvolved in judging whether the interpretation is relevant and
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useful, whether it contributes to a discussion on the nature of students' transition and the
development of a teacher-self.

I am male, white, British, according to the coded way in which we can designateaspectsof
our selves, fifty-four yearsold at the time of writing. I trained from 1965-1968in Derbyshire
and gained a Teachers' Certificate which enabledme to teachin secondaryschools as a
physics and mathematics teacherfor five yearsbefore moving to the primary sector. I studied
part-time for an Open University honours degree.I taught for eight yearsin junior and infant
schools, as they were then known, working as a mathematics co-ordinator, and later as a
deputy head. I left to do primary advisory work for an LEA for four yearsbefore working in
the university sector as a teachertrainer.

for a five-year period. More
I began writing and was joint editor of MathematicsTeaching
recently, I trained as a school inspector and led severalinspections, drawing on my LEA inservicework with primary co-ordinators and senior managers.

I gained experienceof research,undertaking my own small-scalestudies,and publishing the
findings (Brown, 1987). At the sametime, other people's researchalso influenced my
teaching. Dissertations were a feature of both undergraduateand masters level coursesand
the work of supervising students has continued alongsidemy own research.

In this study, I have analysedstudents' experiencesin a professional training context and each
student's life-course was seenas unique. The generalisationsthat I have made are
interpretations offered to the informed reader who in turn can searchfor relevance,
resonanceand usefulnesswithin the context of their own professional lives.

I claim membership of a teaching and researchcommunity and I basemy claim on the
training and experiencedescribedabove. Membership of an expert professional community
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allows one to `seewith an enlightened eye', rather than merely to look (Eisner, 1991:1).
Membership of a community can have a profound effect on the quality of understanding.For
someone who is not a member of the teaching community, their understanding of teaching is
limited becausetheir experiencedoes not include personal knowledge of teachers'praxis: the
deeply-held professional `know-how' that allows teachersto make senseof what they and
others do in professional contexts.

I argue that I am qualified to researchmy chosen areathrough my membership of the
community of teachers.However, despite sharing a professional outlook with other teachers
this position also includes a unique perspective becauseof my birth, culture, beliefs and
values.My personal researchstance excludedlooking for causalrelationships between training
and subsequentintrapersonal development, since it appearedthat simple causeand effect
relationships were unlikely to exist in such a rich and complex context. I did not include any
formal assessmentof student competence.

This personal researchdoes not make statementsabout how things should be. It is a research
story about my attempt to understand the process of transition and the emergenceof a
teacher-self existing within a multiplicity of selveswithin each individual. It required a
researchvocabulary appropriate to the task. I utilised terms which involve interpersonal and
intrapersonal perspectivesand which offer opportunities for a reflective stance (Schön, 1988,
1991)which require an interpretative tradition. I explore the issue of appropriate vocabulary
in more detail in the Chapter 4.

Before embarking on a consideration of the data sourcesand data collection, what was
required was a careful examination of the context in which this researchwas to be
established.What other studieswere there on teacher thinking that would inform the
construction of a researchstyle?How has researchinto teachersand teaching been
conducted?What changeshave taken place in researchmethodology and tradition? What
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could I learn from the current debate about appropriate ways of sharpeningmy researchideas
into a researchparadigm that is rigorous, appropriate and ethical?

In the next chapter, I take a critical look at a selection of the researchthat has been published
I
it
inform the decisions that I
on the subject of teachersand teaching and show how used to
made about the structure of the research.

2.1 Summary
The researchincluded personal exploration and a searchfor knowledge. I have recognised
that the decision to conduct researchaffected my perspective on much of what I did both at
work and elsewhere.

I have consideredwhat might be meant by "rear' in the context of the research,its findings
had made the claim that I was rendering an informed
and my interpretations. Earlier I
account as an informed member of a community, with accessto particular pedagogic
knowledge and practical know-how that informed my interpretations.

I haveidentified some biographical details that would influence my viewpoint and my
interpretative stance.They were identified to gain some insight into my personal position and
in order to consider the researchfindings in relation to the researcher'sinterests and
dispositions. To make my researchstance as clear as possible at this early stage,I have
identified some boundaries to the research.I have reiterated that it would be a story about
personal knowledge acquisition, and that the choice of vocabulary was an important one,
since the enterprise is one of interpretation.
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3. RESEARCH INTO TEACHERS AND TEACHING
This is an appropriate point for carrying out a review of literature. I need to discussmy
developing researchfocus in relation to a published body of knowledge, to extend my own
thinking about teachersand teaching and to indicate the scope of the study.

This chapter begins with a review of the changing nature of researchinto teaching, from
studies of teacher behaviour to more recent studiesof teachersas knowledge creators.The
shift in focus has been accompanied by a shift in paradigm. It has resultedin an increasein
the quantity and quality of studiesinto teacher thinking and identity. I review the work of
severalauthors who have contributed to researchinto beginning teaching, and follow this
with a discussion of the nature of self. A study of the teacher-selfis consideredfrom a
psychodynamic perspective,and the nature of transition as disturbanceis explored. Finally
there is a discussion of the useof narrative as a vehicle for developing the teacher'svoice.

3.1 The changing focus of teacher research
The focus of researchinto teaching has changed considerablyin the last thirty years.From a
position where most researchfollowed a positivistic paradigm, researchershave widened their
interests to include a broad range of sociological and anthropological perspectives.The
changing focus has meant that studieshave, broadly speaking,shifted their attention from
measuring teacher behaviour to include studies of the inner world of teachers,their ideas,
motives, values and beliefs.This hasled to a considerablevolume of researchstudiesthat
explore reasons for teacherbehaviour. There hasbeen a shift in vocabulary that includes the
following components
of teachers'knowledge; personal, professional, tacit, pedagogical,knowhow. Most researchersand writers on teacherdevelopment now seethesecomponents as
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knowledge, which are active components in
overlapping, interactive aspectsof teachers'
teachers' professional decision-making.

I need to explore the congruence between theseideas and my knowledge of the development
I
draw on the results
of beginning teachers.If I can claim a measureof congruence, then can
focus. I shall also seek evidence from the literature
of other studiesin developing my research
that the process of knowledge acquisition by teachersprovides evidence of the development
from a historical
of a teacher-self.I begin though, by considering teacherresearch
perspective.

3.1.1 Studies of teacher behaviour
Through the nineteen sixties and seventies,studiesof teaching were primarily studiesof
behaviour - the outer world of teachersand teaching. Much of the researchat this time was
between what teachersdo in the classroom (the process of
seenas a study of `relationships
teaching) and what happens to their students (the products of learning).' (Anderson,
Evertson and Brophy, 1979: 193). Researchduring the period tended to make use of
positivistic and behaviourist paradigms

(McDonald and Elias, 1976).There are very few

ideasof Polanyi (1958: p viii) `within
studies,for instance, that engagedwith the
everyact of
knowing there enters a passionatecontribution of the person knowing what is being known
[the] knowledge.' Two notable exceptions areJackson (1968) and
... as a vital component of
Armstrong (1980)who describe the thinking and the mental constructs of teachers.Jackson
conducted lengthy interviews with teachersof long standing, acknowledgedto be expertsin
their field. He establishedhis own classificationof behaviour and explored teacher constructs
informality,autonomy
and individxakty,arguing that all four of these
under four themes: immediacy,
themes resonatedwith the perspectivesof student teachersas they set out to acquirepractical
know-how during their school placements.
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Many teachers express strong views about how students should relate to pupils in classroom
and other settings. Students need to interpret teachers' expectations, learn how to engage
with pupils, and how to avoid being too distant or too familiar. There is a general expectation
that teaching involves the immediacy of discourse: that questions and answers will feature as
part of most lessons. Managing the great variety of pupil responses can be a particular source
of difficulty when establishing rapport and immediacy.

Infomralityis problematic for certain students. Students are expected to acquire a range
of
behaviours for use in school, and to demonstrate that they know how to perform in these
different settings.They also need to determine what passesfor acceptablewithin the different
educational settingsin which they are being trained. Rapport cannot necessarilybe achieved
by modelling the level of formality displayedby teachers' behaviour.

Axtonomycan be highly problematic for many students. They can find themselvessharing
responsibility for classesand for teaching with a range of different professionalswhose
expectationsvary. Acting autonomously is difficult when responsibility is diffuse and unclear.
Pupils too, can become disturbed when the role of the teacher shifts to accommodate a
student. In the sensethat autonomy requires the ability to make and carry out decisions,it is
not easyfor students to take initiatives, particularly at the outset of their training.

What is significant about this early work is that Jackson sought explanations that went beyond
the recording and coding of overt behaviour. Jackson identifies key areasof teachers'
performance that are applicable to the development of students who need to engagewith
these `teacherconstructs' in developing teacherskills and know-how. Jackson was sensitiveto
issuesthat were unlikely to be explored at the time, such as teachers'personal strengths and
the power relationshipswithin school settings,`... even a first-grader knows that an absent
teacherrequiresa substitute,whereas an absent student does not. ' (p: 32)
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His study offers a model for showing how teachersmanagethe subtleties and complexities of
their teaching experience.
The personalqualities enablingteachersto withstand the demandsof classroom
life havenever beenadequatelydescribed.But, among thosequalities is surely
the ability to toleratethe enormousamount of ambiguity, unpredictability, and
occasionalchaos... (Jackson,1968: 148)

Jackson takes us towards the inner worlds of teachers.Many contemporary studiesconcerned
themselvesprimarily with teachers' classroom behaviour and its supposedinfluence on pupil
behaviour. His paradigm shift away from detachedobservation is substantial and significant.
The predominant researchparadigm was unidirectional in its assumptions about causeand
effect: teachers'behaviour being seen as causingeffects in pupils' behaviour and thereby
influencing learning. Adherence to this paradigm often resulted in coded responsesto
behaviours (Flanders, 1970) in categorical observation schedules,with a de-contextualised
data analysisseekinggeneralisabilityaccording to positivistic rules. Thus, although there was a
growing interest in teachers'behaviour, the predominant researchculture influenced the
enquiry in a way that is more obvious from a historical perspective than perhaps it was at the
time.
It may be that our understandingof teaching is inadequatebecausethere is too
much emphasison conditional admonitionsand too little attention to an
.
analysisof the behaviourassociatedwith these intentions. For all exceptthe
most gifted teachers,there is a gap betweenfairly goodintentions and the
teachingbehaviourwhich occursin the classroom.Perhapsteachersknow what
they ought to do, but they don't reachtheir aspirationsas consistentlyas they
would prefer. It is this observationwhich suggeststhat the studyof classroom
interaction may improve the quality of teachingsimply becauseit would reduce
the gap betweenintent and action - with a built-in safeguardthat causesthe
shift to be in the direction of more effectiveteaching. (Flanders, 1970:5)

This is a curiously contemporary view in that it foreshadows the current desiresof the
English and Welsh school inspectorate. Teachersare positioned as inadequateprofessionally lacking the knowledge and ability to close `the gap between intent and action'
without the guidance of those who know better. Nowhere in this framing is there a
suggestionof invitation by professional teachersto recruit researchersto help solve an
internally perceivedproblem.
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The shift in paradigmsrequired a move awayfrom the data that is typically produced by the
FIAC (Flanders' Interaction Analysis Categories)where, as Flanders writes:
`an observersits in the classroom... to hear and seethe participants.... decides
which categorybestrepresentsthe communicationeventsjust completed,...
the
writes down this categorynumberwhile he [sic] simultaneouslyassesses
continuing communication, ... at a rate of 20 to 25 tallies per minute. (ibid
p.37)

Current interest for many teachersand researchersstarts from the premise that stayingwith
complexity and ambiguity is neither bad nor avoidablein classroom settingswhere human
behaviour and intent are the focus of study. The study of classroom settings as containing
complex and ambiguousexperiencesdoes however require a paradigm shift from the one
outlined above. If the classroom life of the teacheris complex, then that of the student
teacheris arguablyat least as ambiguous and unpredictable and possibly even more so.

3.1.2 Teachers as thinkers
Later studies (Nias, 1989;Diamond, 1991;Goodson, 1992; Huberman, 1993) show more
interest in teachers' thinking and teachers'lives. Nias notes that very little had been published
about who and what teachersperceive themselvesto be. Seekingto find out what teachers
think and believe is part of the shift from behaviourist models of teaching and learning to
in
studiesof cognitive and affective processes.This shift also revealsa change researchers'
of study, teachersbecame
attitudes to the question of who teachersare. From being the objects
in
like Nias who began
people to collaborate with. Perhaps this is due part to researchers
their professional careersas teachers.
I haveattempted
to presentanaccountof primaryteachingas work,fromthe
its
perspective
of practitioners.My justification... is that neitherpupils'nor
adultobservers'
accountscanfully capturethelived realitiesof teachingas an
to voicetheir own
that canonly bedoneby allowingteachers
occupation,
feelings.
(Nies,
1989:
2)
thoughtsand
Nias' work has significance for this study which also seeksto establish a way of presenting
is
accounts of the participants and the lved realities of teaching'. Nias' thinking that teachers
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operate in complex ways that are determined by professional judgements, many of which are
made `in-the-moment'.

Here, teachers are viewed as professionals who work `within a

complex and uncertain community, ... and ... teachers' thoughts, judgements and decisions
guide their classroom behaviour'. (Fang, 1996: 49)

This study will need to consider how the `lived realities' of student teacherscan be accessed,
and how to detect connections between teachers' thoughts, judgements and classroom
decision-making.

3.1.3 Knowledge and knowledge production
Through the eighties and nineties researchersplaced increasing emphasison teachersas
knowledgeable,informed practitioners who make skilful judgements.Shulman (1986)
identifies three sources,or dimensions
of teachers' broad professional knowledge that inform
To these can be added
their teaching: subjectmatter,contentknowledge,
and pedagog
calknowledge.
`know-how', a fourth dimension which relates to `personalpractical knowledge' (Beattie,
1995). Beattie arguesthat knowledge can be `viewedas experiential, as a fusion of the
objective and the subjective ... ' (p: 63).

Shulman's classificationinforms the search for themes intended in this study. I anticipated
that interview data could contain referencesto any of Shultnan's knowledge dimensions. It is
practicalknowkdge
probable that students will seethe acquisition of personal
as the main purpose
of training courses,and the focus of their work in schools. Shulman'sand Beattie's
classificationsare a useful sensitisingdevice to help the interpretation of data.

The literature shows two interesting epistemologicalshifts away from knowledge seenas
externalto teachers
-a body of facts to be acquired through appropriate training - towards a
A second shift is from the
quite different view in which knowledge is perceivedas arnstrmcted
views of researcherslike Flanderswhose inherent assumption was that researcherswere
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experts able to judge whether teachers'behaviour was effective and appropriate. Increasingly,
teachersare the researchers,researchingtheir own practice and that of their colleagues.

A constructivist view of teachersas knowledge-creatorshas been developed rather late in the
day. Although interpretative studiesof teachershave increasedin number, and their
complexity has steadily developed(with teachers' knowledge categorisedin various waysby
researcherslike Shulman), the prevailing view in some quarters (e.g. TTA and their lists of
competenciesto be acquiredby trainees)continues to be that teachers'knowledge is an
external commodity, not an internal construct. Teachers' knowledge was the subject of a
paper given by Hargreavesin which he presents teachersas knowledge creators in the context
of the `knowledge-creatingschool'.
[One can] treat practitionersthemselvesas the main (but not only) sourceof the
creationof professionalknowledge.From this perspective,the knowledgecreation processand its managementcan be analysedfrom two perspectivesthe characteristicsof knowledge-creatingschoolsand the dynamicsof
knowledge-creatingactivities. (Hargreaves,19981:4. Author's original
)
emphasis.

Hargreavesdevelopsthe notion of teachers' tacitknowledge as `closelyrelated to procedural
knowledge and practical know-how' (ibid p. 5). He draws on a model of knowledge-creation
developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). In their model:
SociaWatlon concernsthe shared experiencethrough apprenticeshipand onthe-job training, which generatestacit knowledge.Dialogue and collective
reflection amongmembersof the community trigger externalisationby which
tacit knowledgeis articulated into explicit knowledge.Learning by doing
stimulatesinterne cation, by which explicit knowledgeis convertedinto tacit
knowledge;as in skill acquisition,what is initially explicit becomestacit
through experience.(Hargreaves,1998:5)

This posesinteresting issuesfor this study. As students complete their course of training and
take up posts in school as qualified teachers, their construct of teacher'sknowledge is likely to
reveal something of the nature of their self-perception as teachers.How they seethemselves
as conforming to a teacherideal or a `good-enough' teachercould be revealedby exploring
1 Paperpresentedto the BERA conference1998.
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(cf. Chambers
their understanding of tacit knowledge. If tacit knowledge is indeed ancßoken
dictionary), does this mean it is that whichcannotbespokenor that whichneednot bespoken?

Hargreavesarguesthat tacit knowledge is convertible into explicit knowledge through a
process of reflection between members of the community, but one needs to ponder the
extent to which students in training seethemselvesand are seenby others, as full members.
There could be problems in gaining accessto students' tacit knowledge through an interview
procedure and this needsto be considered carefully. I believe that some tacit knowledge
could be articulated by participants during interview, but that some will need to be inferred
from the data.

3.1.4 Inner worlds
As the researchfocus shifted towards studiesof knowledge-creation and internalisation of
explicit knowledge, so the inner world of teachers'thinking becamemore significant to
researchersand their studies.The construct of a teacher's inner world requiresexamination
and theorising. Clandinin (1983)develops the notion of imageas a component of the teacher's
knowledge. Image is construed as dynamic, coalescedexperience,including teachers'private
experiences.Teachers can use their images as `the perspective from which new experienceis
undertaken, ... through reflection ... an individual can make conscious her (sic)imagesand
can set them up for inspection' (Beattie, 1995: 58). Images are internal products of
interactions between experiencesand other internal activity. They are likely to be shapedby
valuesand beliefs about what students hold to be worthwhile, achievable,appropriate.
Repertory grids may be useful in eliciting constructs which give information about the images
that students construct.

This study draws on accounts of the lives of students and I intend to include exploration of
the influence of their previous experienceson students' current decisions.It is therefore
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appropriate to review researchinto the lives of teachers by drawing on the work of writers
who have explored this area. Diamond for example makes use of repertory grids in order to
identify shifts in values and beliefs held by the students during the period of his study. He
draws on theories of social psychology, particularly those of Vygotsky (1979) and Kelly
(1955). The use of repertory grids follows Kelly's personal construct theory. 2

The way teachers are constructed in political terms can be seen as attempts by other groups
to exercise control Constructions that identify teachers as passive recipients of external
knowledge are likely to emphasise the need for external control of teachers and the teaching
profession.

Diamond identifies four major conceptualisationsof the processof teachereducation:
language
He then discusses
competeney-bared,
perlonakrtic,
andframingandperpectwe
tra , vnation.
criticism of the competency-basedmodel.He describesit as castingteachersin the role of
passiverecipientsof knowledge:
the delineationof specificbehaviouralobjectives,prior to or early in a teacherlearningsequence,
that theteacheras learneris inert and passive,that
assumes
thereis a stablebodyof knowledgeand skills and that thereare fixed
to learning.(Diamond,1991:10)
approaches

Diamond arguesfor a conceptualisationof teachereducationusing transformative
approaches,describingthem as emancipatoryprocesseswhere teachersbecome:
critically aware of how these structures [of psycho-cultural assumptions] or
schemataboth enable and constrain the way teachers seethemselves and their
relationships and then reconstituting this structure to permit a more
discriminating integration of experience and acting upon these new
understandings'. (Diamond 1991: 17)

2 Personalconstructsareseenas fundamental,
coreprincipleswhich shapeour decisions.Theyare elicited
from elementswhich `representpart of theactive,creativeprocessat the heartof the experienceof being a
teacherWE Theyhelp us distinguishbetweenpositivewill (bringing aboutwhatone hasacceptedfrom
othersas appropriatefor a teacher),counter-will(opposingthedemandsinappropriatelymadeon oneas a
teacher)and creativewill (bringingaboutwhatone wantsas an autonomous
teacher)'(Diamond, 1991:23)
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He is concerned that, `Although the most distinctively adult domain of learning, the
epistemologicalempowerment of teachersto engagein knowledge production is the least
known paradigmin adult education'. (ibid p. 17)

This study is firmly in the transformative camp and I concur with Diamond's sentiments
about the different models and the different views of teachersthat they perpetuate. Is it
possible to distinguish between emancipatory processesthat are self-initiated and those which
are conferred by external agents as part of the training process?

The inner world of teachershas become central to many contemporary studiesinto teaching.
The contents of this inner world: value systems,beliefs, imagery, personal constructs, and so
on, represent the internal forces that shape the development of an integrated teacher-self.

There is growing acknowledgementthat many aspectsof being a teacherare
rooted in childhoodexperiencesand culture, ... All teacherswere once children
engagedconsciouslyor unconsciouslyin observingand constructingknowledge
of teachingboth at home and at school.(Weberand Mitchell, 1996: 109)

I argue that exploration of the former will help shed light on the latter, and that as part of the
discourse with participants, it is appropriate to explore their value systems, and beliefs, etc.
not only as these feature in the participants' current settings, but also how they featured at
earlier points in their lives. In this, I follow Kelchtermans who writes that:

symbolicinteractioniststudies ... and recentpsychologicalresearchgive
supportfor a dynamic, interactionistand constructivistnotion of self... [which
develops]as the result of a social constructionprocess,that goeson during the
life cycle.(Kelchtermans, 1993:200)

3.1.5 Beginning teaching
There are severalstudiesof beginning teacherswhich have contributed new knowledge
(Calderhead,1988;Bullough et aL, 1991;Goodson, 1992;Biott and Nias, 1992;)aworski and

Watson,1994;Borich, 1995).
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Bullough et ah (1991)chart the professional lives of a group of newly qualified teachersduring
their first year in the classroom. Goodson (1992)offers a range of methodologies for
studying the lives of teachersand considers their relative strengths. Tabachnick and Zeichner
(1984) discussthe actions of novice teachers.Borko et at (1988) study the development of
pedagogicalexpertise and describe certain types of student-teacher behaviour (teaching
planning and preparation) and then identify influential factors. Russell,(1988)is interested in
how students in training and novice teacherslearn the `practical, professional knowledge of
teaching' (p: 14).

Calderhead's(1988) study of ten student teacherswas conducted to explore their
understanding of the training process.This reported experienceof teachersand supervisors
resonateswith my own findings. Calderhead'sstudents report anxious feelingsresulting from
They experiencedislocation as they begin work in
being constantly watched and assessed.
school and attempt to model their teaching on that of the teacherswith whom they have the
most contact, particularly those who are supervising them. They try to fit in with existing
school practices.

Diamond (1991) alsoreports dislocation in the students he observed. Two students, Grant
and Mitzi were tempted to deny their own selves:
[Grant] I swung like a pendulum. My thoughts,attitudesand feelingsreacted
violently to reality. I changedquickly to my supervisingteacher'sform. I did not
like it but it was successfulin dealing with the volatile situation of school.
Anyway he would be assessingme. I still don't like the shift away from myself
though. (Diamond, 1991:38)

[Mitzi] First high schoollesson:Me playing a doublerole. One is the make
believe teacherat the front and me going beyondmyself to whereI wasthe
other watching the personout front, giggling and gazing in disbelief 'That
surely can'tbe you out there!' How do you becomea 'real' teacherand not just an
authority figure? (Diamond, 1991:21)
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This researchis pertinent becauseit signalstwo things relevant to this study. First, Diamond
finds evidence
of student disturbance during their adjustment to teaching while on a
placement.Second, the students can talk about themselvesin terms of playingdoublemlesand
seeingthemselvesas multiple beings, i. e. they demonstrate ownership of a languagewhich can
include discussionabout a teacher-self.
The availability of a languageof transformation suggests
that these constructs will be accessibleto me during this study.

Some studieshave looked closely at the effects of training courses.Knowles (1992) finds little
evidence that university-basedcoursesinfluence the roles that traineesadopt in school
settings.
In no casewasthe university preparationexperiencestrongly evident in the
individuals' teacherrole identities or in their classroombehaviours.While the
university teachereducationexperienceappearedto help make cognitive
changesin the pre-serviceteachers'thinking, there appearsto be no significant
evidenceof the university'sinfluence on practice - at leastduring the early
monthsof practice.(Knowles, 1992:134)

Thus, severalof the above studies support the view that the period of studentship can be a
disturbing one. The effect of university-basedprogrammes is unclear and may be masked by
strong effects brought about by periods in school, where students model teacher behaviour
whether they value them intrinsically or not. Students tend to adopt behaviour that is
approved of by those who are assessingthem rather than follow their own beliefs. These
findings are useful and informing as I move towards considering a suitable methodology for
this study.

3.1.6 Studying the self
Exploration of the self is central to this study. It is essentialto establishwhat is meant by self
in the context of this research.Two different views are discernible in the literature. One tends
to draw on intrapersonal and intrapsychic featuresand emphasisesself-referentialprocesses.
The second requires the presenceof an other,and arguesthat interpersonal processes
involving the social construction of self are fundamental to identity. The two views are not
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mutually exclusive and in this section I shall explore the usefulnessof drawing on both
viewpoints.

It seemsundeniable that self-referential processesexist and that we are capableof recognising
shifts in what and who we perceive ourselvesto be. Since self changeis a key aspect of the
study, the work of Bannister (1981) is highly relevant. Bannister discussesthe importance of
self-referential skills in the context of managing one's own development:
To try and understandoneselfis not simply an interestingpastime,it is a
necessityof life. In order to plan our future and to make choiceswe haveto be
able to anticipateour behaviourin future situations.This makesself-knowledge
a practical guide, not a self-indulgence.... The strangerthe countrywe are
entering the more threateningthe prospectbecomes:the more we realize that
somedegreeof self-changemay be involved, the more we must rely upon our
understandingof our own characterand potential. (Bannister, 1981:261)

In Psychoanalysis
(Cohler and Galatzer-Levy, 1992), the authors argue for a selfand theclassmom
referential construct that draws partly on the work of Freud and partly on Klein and
Winnicott. The difficulty of establishinga definition is argued to be the result of a more
global problem. The authors argue that a paradox which emanatedfrom the work of Freud
continues to play a part in shaping psychodynamicdefinitions of self. Freud's interest in both
the development of a generalpsychology with a biological basis and a theory of meaning
encouragedexploration of the psychoanalyticworld in two different directions, which
included psychoanalyticresearchersattempting to adopt positivistic paradigmsin a search for
generallaws of psychology - the searchfor a metapsychology. Klein identifies the problem in
this way:
Freud's metapsychologyis not distinctively psychoanalytic.Moreover,it reduces
human behaviourto a conceptualdomain which requiresa kind of observational
datum different from that availablein the analytic situation ... metapsychology
throws overboardthe fundamentalintent of the psychoanalyticenterprise- that
of unlocking meanings.(Klein, 1976:49)

Bettelheirn (1983)records the shift from the study of experiencetowards a study of functions
and processes,and suggeststhat part of the problem lay in the translation of Freud's work,
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typified by `Strachey and Jones's preference for the experience-distant Latinate term "ego"
rather than the more introspective and experience-near term "I" as the best translation of the
German term "Ich", ' (Cohler and Galatzer-Levy, 1992: 52). It has been argued that the term
`selfis a better translation than ego. Cohler and Galatzer-Levy continue:

Problemsapparentin the translation of such termsas "ego" and "id" reflect lack
of clarity regarding the contribution of experientially relevant conceptswithin
psychoanalysis.The term "self' is perhapsthe most readily confusedof these
conceptsand may betoo easily viewed as psychosocialor interpersonal
constructs...
Understoodmore generally within psychoanalysisas experiencedcoherence,
continuity, or personalintegrity ... the psychoanalyticconstruct of self refers to
an intrapersonalor subjectivestateor agencyleading to enhancedsenseof
personalspontaneityand wholeness.(Cohler and Galatzer-Levy,1992:52-53)

Cohler and Galatzer'-Levy's self is an intrapersonal construct. The view of self that one
adopts depends on one's orientation within the different psychodynamic frames of reference.
For those with an interest in clinical theory and the world of experience,the concept of `self'
relatesto personal integrity. This researchinevitably draws on this senseof identity and
coherence.Different interviewees have describedtheir transition in ways that show variations
in their levels of internal, psychic coherence.

I becamevery awareof an intrapsychic dimension and self-referential processesadopted by
interviewees. It was helpful to draw on a psychodynamicperspective that viewed `the self as
including the ego, the senseof being the subject [versusthe object] of experience,the bodily
self, and the senseof being a whole individual person' (Cohler and Galatzer-Levy, 1992: 53).

I also argue that Winnicott's construct of transitionalspace,
createdby mothers and infants, can
be usefully adapted to a study of (student) teachersand children, and tutors/mentors and
their students. This useof the construct of transitional spacerequiresboth a .ref and not-se#',
or
selfand other.
The need to consider both intrapersonal and interpersonal dimensions of self meansthat I
neededto look beyond a purely psychodynamicmodel. This study is also informed by the
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work of Mead (1934)whose theory of the self posited a `mind' or `consciousness'as
containing three elements,an "I", the actor, and a "me", who is the object of self-scrutiny (an
`objectification of the selfin Bollas' (1987) terminology). The I and the meare dynamically
integrated with a third element, a `generalisedother' representing those individuals and
cultures with which we interact. For Mead, the dynamic interplay of thesethree elementsis
the basisupon which the `complete selfis constructed. The ability to conceptualiseoneself as
a developing teacheris regarded as integral to all discussionson self-reflexivity within this
thesis. I saw a need to invite participants in this study to share their self-perceptions.Mead's
distinction between actor and object helped to structure the discourse.

This study also draws on Freud's ideasabout the power of childhood experiencesto become
integrated into the unconscious and to shapelater behaviour. I do not draw on Freud's
archaeologicalmetaphor and its associatedmodel of `reconstruction', requiring a rebuilding of
the past through the analyst'sinterpretations of the patients' free associations.Instead, I saw
the work of Spence(1982) as more helpful becauseit givesgreater heed to the construction
of a `narrative truth', constructed in the present, and taking precedenceover a historical truth
from which it may originate.

The `self that emergesfrom Spence'swork is not a singular self, but rather a continually
constructed and reconstituted self, formed from overlapping identities. As Somekh and
Thaler remark, '... the identities of individuals are not only multiple and overlapping, they are
also continuously reconstructed' (Somekh and Thaler, 1997: 144).

The processesof self-construction and self-managementrequire a dynamic psychology where
self-awarenessand reflexivity are combined with an ability to `seeoneself' s an object and to
other
act wilfully to managethe integration of Mead's `generalisedother'. Here, the generaked
includes all the external elements,(pupils, teachers,parents,...) who become involved directly
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in the student's world and who, in consequencearepotentially implicated in the development
of the student's teacher-self.

3.2 Objectification, integration, disintegration and becoming
disturbed
The study presupposestransition as disturbance and within the work of Diamond and others
(above) there is evidence that disturbanceplays a role in shaping the self. I have already
discussedthe influence of Mead. The consequenceof adopting Mead's argument for a
discernible I and weis that it requires an objectification of I asme.This allows for scrutiny of a
changing me, and suggeststhat observation of a changing me is not only possible but
probable, particularly if an interviewer prompts the interviewee to talk about how they see
themselveschanging. Saltzberger-Wittenburget al., (1983)reports that the personal
experienceof learning has the potential to be deeply emotional for the learner.

What I believe is critical here is the extent to which learnersare disposed to or able to sustain
an integrated identity during periods when they are integrating new experienceswith previous
psychic accommodations. To maintain coherence as one developsrequires that one is able to
engagewith current experiencesin training and connect them to establishedvalues,beliefs
and patterns of response.The ability to mediate problematic experiencesmay require the
skilful managementof both conscious and unconscious material that becomes associatedwith
the training experience.Salmon (1983: 92) arguesthat self-awarenessis a critical component
for development when she saysthat training should enable teachersto `become present to
themselves,so that they are able to engagewith the material from their own personal
standpoint' and to be able to adapt their engagements.

Wilson and Cameron (1996) also report on student teachers'experiencesof disturbance
during initial teachertraining. They focus on students' perceptions of effective teaching and
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draw their evidence from unstructured student teacher journals. Their belief is that
disturbance arises out of students' confrontation

with conflicting views of what constitutes

good teaching. They add that this creates, `dissonance for many as they try to make sense of
the teacher's role' (p: 194). Although this is a likely source it is unlikely to account for all
sources of disturbance. Dissonance is possible even when a student experiences little conflict
with views of what constitutes good teaching. I suspected that disturbance may be
experienced even when a student begins enthusiastically to adopt a teaching style over which
there is little or no disagreement. This current study goes further in the search for sources of
dissonance by seeking to analyse transition in terms of its potential for creating intrapersonal
dissonance.

In order to be present, in the sensethat Salmon uses,one needsto be in touch with one's
past, through being:

"

consciously awareof significant prior events,which demandshaving a senseof the quality
of one's engagementwith them, and the subsequentadaptations;

"

open to communication with the unconscious.

There is benefit in knowing the past as a story of previous experiences,hopes and imaginings.
According to Bollas (1987: 6) `the historical and the fantastical,the actual and the imaginary,
are engagedin an endlessand inevitable dialectic'. Some aspectsof this dialectic are available
to conscious processes,providing us with opportunities for consciousreflection and
deepening self-knowledge.The dialogue can be entirely an intrapersonal one, conducted with
oneself. It is common for us to seeourselvesas the other, as an object to our own inner gaze,
and as someone who performs as if `at a distance'.
`Constant objectification of the self for purposes of thinking is commonplace' (Bollas, 1987:
42) and allows for observation of current performance and reflection. `This intrasubjective
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relationship will changeaccording to the person's state of mind .. . '. Making senseof the
experienceof transition to a teacher-selfinvolves an appreciation of:
the nature of intrasubjectiverelations to the self as object - thoserelations
...
that are biasedby instinctual forcesand superegoactivities, and thoserelations
reflective of integrativeego activities (ibid. p.42).

The ability to make senseof, and integrate the transitional experienceis achievedmost
effectively by an alreadywell-integrated self that can mediate the disturbance of transition
creatively, constructing a teacher-identity that is in relative harmony with the existing self,
ensuring coherence and integration within the developing self.

The process of psychic re-adjustment during transition is shapedby our ability to see
ourselves as `othe,'. In the context of a developing teacher-self,this objectification can contain
both meand not meelements - not dissimilar from Kelly's (1955)personal construct elements.3

One has to recognisethe possibility that, at one and the sametime, a student might have an
objectification comprising both an internaland an extetwalelement; perhaps as a consequence
of having successfullydeveloped some classroom know-how, whilst at the same time
experiencing dissociation in respect of a highly skilful teachermentor, perhaps perceiving
becausethey are unable to perform as well as their mentor.
themselvesas not-teacher

3 Kelly's original repertory grid and the various adaptationsall follow broadly similar lines. Often the
interviewer asks for a repertorygrid of constructsto be constructedfrom triads of elements.Each elementis
a card on which is written a key word or phrasethat is seenas fundamentalto our senseof self. These
elementscan include words and phraseslike: me, not me, theperson I would like to be, theperson I fear to
be, The interviewer then asksthe intervieweeto draw three cardsunseenfrom the set.The interviewee
...
hasto arrangetwo of them togetherto form a pair that the intervieweebelievesare associatedin someway
and the third is setapart as being qualitatively different in meaningto the interviewee.Thus, for example,
an intervieweemight draw; meat f ve, theperson I wvuld like to be,and tie present me. Supposethey
arrangedthe cards by placing me at five and theperson I would like to be together(implying similarity) and
thepresent me separately(implying differencefrom the pair). Through discussion,the interviewer then
proceedsto elicit the interviewee'sconstructsabout the similarity of the pair (e.g. I could always bemyself
when I was five -I was happyand free from feelings of social responsibility.NowadaysI'm playing a game.
To be successfulat work I have to put up a front to hide the frivolous side,the sidethat really would like to
play). The interviewer then encouragesthe intervieweeto interpret their key constructfor the pair. Onedoes
not always get a predictableresponse.What is important for the intervieweemight be:(being free from the
pressureto conform socially) or (preservingchildhood as a time for play) and the oppositeconstructmight
be (having to conform), or (beingan adult), or (being a child in an adult's world).
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The meas Brot-teacher
could be identified negatively,by being associatedwith an absenceof a
quality that is perceived as integral to the development of a teacher-self;a lack of skills
perhaps, or an inability to managespecific types of professional relationships with colleagues
can also be regardedpositively. For example they
or pupils. Objectifications of meas not-teacher
may coalescearound a resistanceto the adoption of certain teacherbehaviours,practices or
valuesof which one disapproves (the bullying of pupils, for example) and which one does not
wish to adopt.

However, if one perceives one's existing selfas vulnerable, or one's experienceof transitions is
of loss, abandonment or an inevitable succumbing to overwhelming forces, then one may be
threatened both by a senseof impending loss of personal qualities, as well as by the fear that
there will be no-one to whom one can turn when help is needed.

So there are risks associatedwith studying our developing selves.
We may be at our most vulnerablewhen studyingclosely our own personaas
...
teacher - the imagesothershold of us and thosewe hold ourselves.... we may
be entering into processesby which we deconstructsomebasic,historically
rooted viewsof ourselves.In suchprocessesour existing imagesof the
professionalself will be challenged,questioned,re-thought and re-shapedin
somedegree.(Dadds, 1993:288)

Evidence from SallyT. in the pilot study showed that transition can be accompaniedby an
unconscious senseof loss. The disturbancecan be sufficient to threaten one's senseof self.
The I, the meand the not-me,are all involved in Bollas"unending dialectic' through a process
of objectification. And in Sally'scasethe objectification led to a split object where Sally failed
to locate herself in her family (seethe diagram on page 187). It would seemthen that
depending on the nature of the dialectic, and the regard in which the I and the we are held,
the transition can tend towards either preservation or disintegration of the self.

An intrapsychic objectification, then, allows the beginning teacher to observe and comment
on their performance during teacher-relatedactivities.At one and the sametime one may
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recognise oneself as both teacher-in-the-making
and not-teacher.One may catch oneself feeling
surprised at `seeing oneself' taking control of a whole class for the first time, or giving advice
about child-care to a parent who is younger than oneself. Thus, part of the value of
disturbance in transition and its potential for personal enhancement comes from the way it
can sharpen one's consciousness of self and the changes that are underway. Through Bollas'
`unending dialectic' one can become much more aware of the constellated aspects of self and
the shifts that are taking place during transition. These may include new awarenesses of what
constitutes the changing self. For example:

0

not-teacher;

"

nearly teacher;

"

not just a lay person;

"

not just a parent;

"

still adolescent;

"

not alwayswanting to be adult;

"

lacking immediacy with one's `child';

"

regaining one's "child";

"

an authority;

"a

tyrant;

"a

bore;

"a

storyteller;

"

an actor.

These different and sometimes competing constructs generate resonanceand dissonance
within the changing self. Their co-existencein the psyche is the source of the creative energy
necessaryfor psychic change.The process of intrapsychic objectification is not:
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just a cognitive division enablingus to widen the parametersof thought and
...
action, nor is it simply an intrapsychicobjectification of the play of instincts,
desires,reproaches,inhibitions, and mediativeactivities. It is a complexobject
relation and we can analysehow a person holds and relatesto himself as his
internal and external object.(Bollas, 1987:42)

3.2.1 Growth of the teacher-self
Salmon (op.cit.) arguesthat for the transition to a teaching-self to be accomplished
successfully,traineesneed to function reflexively. They need to recognisethe process of
Bannister
changethat is taking place within, and have some ability to manageit for themselves.
argues:
if
have only a vaguepicture or no picture at all then we cannotchange;
... we
we needto be ableto'see the changedus in the distance.... when we have the
picture then we can enactthe role of a personlike that. [and] if we enactin a
committedand vigorousway for long enoughthen, at somemysteriouspoint,
we becomewhat we are enactingand it is much moretrue to say that we are
that personthan that we are our former selves.... (Bannister, 1981:259)

The period of transition is necessarilyill-defined because,`the [newly qualified teacher]may
still psychologicallybe `a student' who is enacting the role of teacher,who is putting on a
teaching style and carrying out the duties of a teacherbut who still, ... seeshimself [sic] as a
student' (ibid p51). We use our ability to become objects to ourselvesto develop a selfreflective stance.Exploration of our objectifications provides us with a sharper perception of
what we want to become and what we are currently experiencing.

Working on the substanceand nature of the transition in this way not only influences the
process by which the teacher-selfbecomes integrated into the self, it also entailsworking on
self-esteem,self-managementand monitoring of processesof integration and disintegration.

3.2.2 Adapting Winnicott's notion of potential space
Winnicott developed the construct of potential spacefollowing his therapeutic work with
children and families, and describesit as a spacethat exists between mother and infant,
createdout of a senseof confidence. He arguesit is the location of cultural experience
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`betweena child and the mother when experiencehasproduced in the child a high degree of
confidence in the mother. ' (Winnicott, 1986: 36).

Winnicott extends his ideas to adults, `for everyindividual the use of this spaceis determined
by life experiences
that take place at the early stagesof the individual's existence.' (Winnicott,

1971:100).

What we have is a description of a learning spacethat we can employ in relation to two
important contexts. I argue that there is a spaceanalogousto Winnicott's potential or
transitional spacewhere a confident child and (student) teacher can work creatively together.
There is also a spacewhere a student can work psychically on self-development with others.
These others could be: a college tutor, a school-basedmentor or a pupil.

For this thesis, there is value in:

"

locating the cultural experienceof students who are learning to teach;

"

theorising the development of a teacher-self;

"

acknowledgingthe importance of earlier life experiencesin the shaping of responsesto
current experiences.

We can benefit from using Winnicott's own words to describe the potential spacebecause,
`For Winnicott, as perhaps for no other analytic writer,
lies in the form of the
... meaning
writing as much as in the content.' (Ogden, 1993: 223). Winnicott admits to the existenceof
paradoxesin his descriptions and considersit essentialthat they are allowed to be, `accepted
and tolerated and respected ... and not to be resolved.' (Winnicott, 1971:xii)
1. Potentialspace is the hypotheticalareathat exists (but cannotexist)
...
betweenthe babyand
the object (mother or part of mother) (Winnicott, 1971:
107)
2. Playing, creativity, transitional phenomena,psychotherapy,and "cultural"
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experience... all have a place in which they occur.That place, potential space,
"is not inside by any useof the word
is it outside"
... nor
... Potentialspaceis
an intermediateareaof experiencingthat lies between(a) the inner world,
"inner psychicreality"
(b) "actual or external reality. It lies betweenthe
... and
subjectiveobject and the objectobjectively perceived,betweenme-extensions
and not-me." ...
4. This "area is a product of the experiencesof the individual person in the
...
environmentthat obtains... " (Ogden, 1993:223-224)

In the current thesis,the construct of a transitional spaceencompassesthe great variety of
physicallocations in which teaching takesplace, as well as non-physical spacethat can be
experiencedby individuals as delineating personal separatenessand mutuality. A teacherwho
engageswith a child can both enter and construct a transitional spacewithin which the two
recognisetheir separatenessbut also their mutuality. They are joined - often by a tacit
agreementthat what is underway is mutually beneficial, cognitively, emotionally and
psychically.There are alwaystemporal, cognitive, emotional and psychic determinants of the
transitional space.

The student, and those with whom the student closely associatesin training, can create and
occupy a transitional space,in the sameway as the child exploring mathematics. (Seethe
footnote below 4taken from an earlier discussion (Brown, 1996b: 113-136)in which I first
made useof Winnicott's theory).
The learning of mathematicsin school is often, at one and the sametime, intensely private and personal,
and very public. The creativeteachercan educatelearnersto staywith their ideas,to toleratethe extent of
each others'knowledgeand to work through thosestagesof puzzlement,confusionand anxiety which are
always with the mathematician.By learning how to dwell and through realising the importanceof
lingering, learnerscangain someself control which aids both their personalunderstandingof mathematics
and their ability to co-existwith othersin a community of mathematicians.
Teachingtakesplacein the spacebetweenteacherand learner.It is a boundary phenomenon.If the spaceis
well constructedand boundariesare appropriate,giving securityand stability to both the teacherand the
children, they can explorethe mathematicstogetherplayfully.
Dwelling can then be practisedwithin the spacethe teacherhas created.It is a working spacethat contains
echoesof Winnicott's "two areasof playing" (Winnicott 1971:38). As Winnicott hints, the teacher
sometimeshasto work to bring the learner from a state of not being able to play at mathematicsinto a state
where it is possibleto play. Friedman,drawing on Winnicott points out:
The... real questionis how one participatesin this. We can seethis most clearly
whensomeonewho only knows the rules joins a gamewhich we enjoy. They
may move correctly, but are not "in" their moves.They have not beentaken up
by the game'sproper spirit. Their absencefrom play maybe becausethey are too
libidinally involved in winning, or in being seento move correctly. (Friedman,
1989:68)
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The exploitation of Winnicott's ideasallow us to consider a range of dynamic interactions
between the student, significant othe,s, and a transitional object. This transitional object has
the potential to support and nurture the trainee so that survival of the transition is more
likely. For some, the transitional object could be the school in which they train if this place
can be embodied with the qualities that the trainee needs for survival and nurture. For others,
it could be objectified in a parent figure (a teacher,mentor, their biological parent). For
described earlier, and by the very
others again,it will be objectified as the me-as-teacher
distinctive professional relationships that can emerge between teacher and pupil as the trainee
engagesin school-basedpractice. For some, however, there may be no focused or objectified
transitional object, only an unfocused senseof becoming a teacher,with no detectableobject
having become imbued with the qualities that make it a transitional object in the Winnicottian
sense.

The notion of transitional space helps pose questions about what it feels like to occupy (or
feel lost in, excluded from, in control of
)
The researcher's
... the process of transition.
questions make it possible to explore the transitional space vicariously with the student during
interview.

The purposeof dwelling in play and in mathematics,then, is to learn to be with and in the learning, to be
complete,to be whole: both within the mathematicsand also crucially within ourselves.I needto emphasise
that this view of playing is not anti-intellectual nor should it be thought to imply a classroomthat is laissez
faire. Play can be a most arduouspursuit of understandingand wisdom. It is essentiallya democratic
activity that the teacherand the learnercan engagein together.It leadsawayfrom fragmentationand
disintegration,towardswholeness.For many children, the mathematicscurriculum representsanything but
wholeness.One important part of the role of the teacheris to work tirelesslyat helping children to forge
links. Wherea child's world is full of fragments- of relationshipsand other broken patterns,a fragmented
curriculum is doublyproblematic.
What I think you must not expect is that a child who has not reachedunit status
can enjoy bits and pieces.Theseare frightening to such a child and represent
chaos.(Winnicott, 1986:61)
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Drawing on Winnicott's theories of `good-enough' mothering it is possible to explore the
incomplete development of the teacher-self in terms of what is `good enough' to pass the
course, and what is good enough to teach. The parallel becomes an even closer one in those
caseswhere the students' objectification of `me' is accompanied by a self-nurturing
disposition emanating from the `I'. The recognition that an incomplete teacher-self is
nevertheless `good-enough' in the Winnicottian sense can support and preserve integration
whilst allowing the gradual incorporation of more effective ways of functioning and a steady
advancement of skills and behaviours.

Echoing Winnicott's idea that earlier life experiences shape our responses to our current life
course, Bollas writes, the `way in which we position ourselves in space and in time may partly
reflect how we were originally situated spatially and temporally in relation to our parents.'
(Bollas, 1987: 45). Where beginning teachers appear to be having difficulty in establishing a
`good enough' teacher-self, they may be experiencing the emergence of material from their
past. Because the quality of self-management during transition may be highly dependent on
previous experiences of earlier transitions, the interview process has to be carefully managed
and sensitivity to students and their situation is important. The educator's role can resemble
that of the parent and the transitional experience may be redolent with a student's previous
experiences of parent - child relationships.
It is my view that eachpersontransferselementsof theparents'child careto his
own handlingof himself as an object.In that transferenceto theself as an
object,the personrepresentstheinterplayof the inherited(true self)and the
environmentalthat featuredin the structuringof theego.In the relationto the
self asan objectthe personre-createselementsof the mothers'facilitation of his
The structureof the egois a form of deepconstitutivememory,a
existence.
(Sollas, 1987:59)
recollectionof the person'sontogenesis.
For some beginning teachers, engaging in performance as studentand performance
as novice

teacher
may prompt an unexpectedlypowerful interplay of the `inheritedand the
environmental'(ibid.p.60) that can be surprisingly forceful.
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Many beginning teachers managetheir transition effectively and with creative flair. For many,
it heralds a period of significant personal development, a successfulintegration of a teacherself, and a precipitation into aspectsof adulthood associatedwith teacher as authority, with
consequentialclosure of many featuresof the adolescent period.

Although Bollas (op. cit.) is describing a therapeutic relationship between therapist and patient,
a similar dialogue may occur as an intrapersonal process managedby the individual novice
teacheras part of a natural inner dialogue that results in greater inner awarenessand
integration. It is appropriate to recognisein Bollas' words the potential for both the
beginning teacher's internal dialogue, and valuable group discussionsin teacher education
settings. Thus, the beginning teacherwho is managing the transition to teaching effectively:
knows who his primary object is, what the assumptionsof this object are
...
...
in terms of being relatedto, and what this implies aboutthe object'sassumption
aboutthe self and its other. (Bollas, 1987:61)

For this researchstudy to be effective, the interview data needsto render insights into the
interviewees' senseof `me' the primary object and gain accessto the assumptions about
selfand otherduring the training period. Becauseof the complexity of the material, narrative
was seenas the most likely vehicle for providing rich, multi-layered analysisof the data.

3.2.3 Using narrative in a study of transition
The desire to studypeople'slives presents the researcherwith considerable challengesin
relation to truth, validity and representation. Researchersusing the narrative tradition have
(Geertz, 1983)
sought to addressthese issuesdirectly. The publication of LocalKnowledge
marked the beginning of what Denzin & Lincoln (1994: 12) call the `fourth moment of
qualitative research - the crisis of representation.'

Geertz wrote about changesto qualitative researchprocessesas `the blurring of genres',
describing them as a `seachange in our notion not so much of what knowledge is but of what
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it is we want to know' (1983: 34). A good example of this was the growing senseof wanting
to know about teachers' experienceand the consequent focus on overt behaviour discussed
earlier. The influence of the predominant paradigms of the time meant that researchin
education tended to follow positivistic and behaviourist approaches in answer to research
questions about classroomsand teachers,as the work of Flanders (1970) testifies. In
consequence,answersto the question "What do teachers' do?" focused mainly on the
observation and recording of teachers'physical activity. As interest shifted to a broader view
of teachers'experience,the information generatedabout teachers' overt behaviour seemedto
be less helpful in answering new questions.Increasingly, it was motive and intrapersonal
issuesthat capturedpeople's
curiosity and what researcherssought from their studiesgradually
shifted in the way Geertz describes.

Narrative is a vehicle for `seekingbetter ways to make more understandablethe worlds of
experience' (benzin & Lincoln, 1994: 12). In discussingthe development of narrative as a
vehicle for qualitative researchI draw on my earlier writing (Brown, 1996a, 1996b), as well as
the work of Spence (1982)in the psychoanalytic tradition.

Noddings (1995: 129) takes a critical look at the way `qualitative researchhas been extended
into "narrative research" '. She argues that in some cases,the historical veracity of narratives
is not important if the `confessedpurpose of a narrative is to encouragereadersto "try
looking at it this way"' (p.130). The important point, Noddings argues,is that:
have a moral interestin truth-telling, and everyresearchershould be
... we
honestaboutthe statusof his or her work as report, philosophicalfiction, or
speculation.... what seemsunarguableis that researchersshouldbe
forthcoming aboutthe purposesand limitations of their work.
Readers
...
should be invited ... to interpret the story in light of their own experienceand,
whereethically and practically feasible,to test its recommendationsin their own
experience.... Narrative research,as part of the hermeneutictradition, invites
interpretationand reinterpretation.It puts far more responsibilityon the readers
or usersof researchwho must play an active role in constructingmeaning for
themselves.(ibid. p. 130)
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Employing narrative was intended to aid interpretation and reinterpretation through the
provision of a detailed and rich text. I intended to use the interviews as vehicles for
collaboration and joint exploration. I organised them to ensure that roles were not blurred
and I did not assumethat agendasand responsibilities were identical.

Objectifications may become more accissible through the production of a narrative, allowing
participants to articulate the transitional process in a more coherent and connected way. `The
stories we weaveinto our lives play a hugely important task in re-organizing our pasts,
permitting

the present and anticipating the future. ' (Plummer, 1988). As Goodson comments:

If we are discussingthe role that pastexperiencecomesto play in the
constructionof `a life' then it is difficult to work without making referenceto
work done in the field of psychoanalysis... Spence'srecent work developsthe
argument; he assertsthat there is a truth lodgedin the narrative that peopletell.
That truth can be quite different from the `historical truth' of what happenedin
their lives .... (Goodson, 1992:224)

Some writers argue that the process of creating a narrative not only helps the articulation but
also acts as a vehicle for claiming ownership of some of the changes that are captured in the
telling.
As a child my life was controlled by my parentsand teachers.Then it was
controlled by my husband,children, money, lawyersand doctors. ... I believed
all important decisionsof life were taken away from me. Things were decided
for me. I could not speakout, I had no voice, I had no power. Among many
worthy reasonsfor wanting to becomea teacherwasa vaguedesireto realize a
measureof power over my own life. Going to university gave me a steadily
growing awarenessof personalcontrol. (Poirier, 1992:85)

We re-work the past when we reflect on it, and our perception of past events shifts as we
follow our life course. Working in the way that Noddings argues,with her invitation to the
participants to interpret and re-interpret, may (according to Spence)result in reports that do
not accuratelyreflect the original historical truth. Instead, the narrative becomes true through
its articulation and its persistencein the present. Its survival ensuesas a result of a process of
scrutiny and potential rejection. What is left is a narrative truth, but not necessarilya historical
truth.
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Spencedistanceshimself from Freud's archaeologicalmodel of psychoanalysis.Freud argues
for the analyst's`hovering attention' as a mechanism for interpreting the patient's free
associations.Freud's description of the analyst as an archaeologist of the patient's past is
dismissedby Spencewho arguesthat:
The analystcannot fail to form his own reactionsto eachof the patient's
utterances.... Sensitiveempathic listening can probably take placeonly if the
words spokenby one speakerare investedwith private meaningsby the other.
Unlesssomekind of internal elaboration takesplace,the listener hearsonly
words. ... To listen with understandingand involvement requiresthe listener to
be constantlyforming hypothesesaboutthe next word, the next sentence,the
referencefor a recent pronoun ... becauseit is in the midst of this kind of
activity that words take on somekind of meaning.(Spence, 1982: 116-117)

Spencethus arguesfor an interactionist perspective whereby meaning is constructed in the
here-and-now from dialogue. The meaning derives from the present and the patient's free
associations(with their potential for providing echoes of the past), but according to Spence
what the analystdoes is construct a narrative that is a linguistic interpretation made in the
present. In Freud's view, the analyst re-awakensthe past for the patient, whereasin Spence's
account, it is the narrative constructed in the present that is powerful. The narrative has the
potential to become true and this gives it precedenceover historical truth.
The linguistic and narrative aspectsof an interpretation may well have priority
over its historical truth, and we are making the somewhatheretical claim that
an interpretation is effectivebecauseit gives the awkward happeninga kind of
linguistic and narrative closure,not becauseit can accountfor it in a purely
causalsense.An interpretation satisfiesbecausewe are able to contain an
unfinished pieceof reality in a meaningful sentence:that is part of what we
meanby finding its narrative home.The sentenceacquiresadditional meaning
when it mesheswith other parts of the patient'slife; it acquiresnarrative force
by virtue of these connections,and adds narrative understandingto what is
alreadyknown and understood.(Spence,1982: 137-138)

The narrative forms which we acquire and develop `provide us with genres for thinking with'
(Beattie, 1995: 60) and offer ways to engagein the `eternalrummaging in the past' and in the
`daring, scandalousrehearsalof scripts for the future.' (Rosen, 1986: 226,237).
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Spence'sargument is critical to the notion of truth and hence validity. I argue that the `truth
which lies within narrative' has current validity, however brief: when something is said,

`something is said'.

In this study, the narrative process commenced with the discursiveinterview and continued
through the transcription process where reading and re-reading led to a cycle of
interpretation and reinterpretation. It continued with the drafting of the accounts of the
transition based on the data and what was read into the data (for example, through an
interpretation of the influence of past events on the interviewee's current life course). From
here, it entered a final stagewhere critical reading by informed professionals can add to the
`certain kind of authenticity' (Spence,1982: 138) that survival of a challenged narrative
ensures.If a professional readership finds that the accountsresonate with their experience,
then this informed criticism provides `anarrative home [and] amplifies and expands this
...
truth. ' (ibid.p. 138).

The variety of contexts in which the current narrative has been re-viewed and re-worked has
strengthened their robustness. I used sections of the data and the narrative with teachers and
other professionals studying on different Masters research methods courses. The critical
debates that took place contributed to the re-working of the narratives.

3.2.3.1 The reader's use of narrative
Beattie (1995: 59) reminds us that `researchconducted within the field of narrative studies
could provide opportunities within which individuals can find voices to tell their own stories'.
As Maclntyre (1981)argues,human social practices have histories and the meanings of these
practices can only be understood within the narrative unity of the individual's life. Reading
the narratives may be of practical benefit to the readerif they are used to stimulate reflection
on the reader's own life course and professional development. If reading the accounts
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nurtures narrative unity for the reader when reflecting on their life course, then so much the
better.

Narrative then is implicated in the telling of a present truth that acknowledgesthe past as
potentially active and influential in shaping current lives. Maclntyre links narrative as method
with a concept of selfhood, `a concept of self whose unity resides in the unity of a narrative
which links birth to life to death as narrative unites beginning to middle to end' (MacIntyre,
1981: 205).

Following Goodson's (op.cit.) argument that there is a truth located within narrative and that
narrative truth can be quite different from historical truth, it follows that narrative can be a
vehicle for the continual re-construction of present lives. Narrative is also implicated in the
development of those interpretative researchparadigms which are politically motivated by a
desire to strengthen the actor's voice.
The significant aspectof classroomsare the contextual and social features,the
very aspectsthat interpretativeand narrative researchmethodscaptureso well.
Theseare always interpretedin different waysby the participants,creating not
", but many "truths" (Gudmundsdottir, 1997: 1)
one `

The narrative tradition hasbeen developed over severalyears.It invites contributors, writers
and readers of narratives to reflect and review their motives and their life course. In so doing,
their story may emergemore coherent. The emergent story may well be more robust and
more organised than earlier accounts of professional life. Narrative can aid articulation of
previously less coherent thoughts and it may also encourageownership of the changes that it
helps to reveal.

The writing of narrative accounts based on interview data necessarilydraws on personal
history and the narrative has the power to take precedenceover the historical and become
Present discoursesaid the
true becauseit representsand becomes part of apresentdiscourse.
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continual re-construction of present lives. The past is inexorably drafted in to furnish
accounts of the present and speculationsabout the future.

In this study, narratives were intended to work at the level of interpretation. They were not
an attempt to present a historically accuratereport of the interviewee's past. Instead, through
the narratives I sought to furnish an `unfinished piece of reality in a meaningful sentence'and
to locate it in its `narrative home'. (Gudmundsdottir, 1997: 1).

There was no analyst-patient context here. Instead, I sought an active,joint construction
through discussion in extended interview settings. It was more akin to a searchfor an
emergent truth, a `construction of something that makes sense', [and borrows from] Goethe's
statement that only what is fruitful is true - W'asfruchbarist, alleinin wahr.

3.2.4 From questions and conjectures to theses
This chapter has dealt with the development of my researchintentions. I started with the
researchquestions in mind and tackled them as conjectures with the intention of working
towards a thesis through argument supported by researchevidence.

Question 1
I have supported the claim that interviewees' past experiencesare potent sources of influence
on their current life course, and that to incorporate evidence of the influence of the past into
interview data requires a psychological perspective and a languagethat allows for the
interpretation of psychic material.

Question 2
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I conjectured that reflecting on experiencethrough interviews can help identify and interpret
the process of transition. I conjecture that my own experienceis a suitable data source,
together with material gathered from various sourcesas a teacherand a researcherin higher
education.

Question 3
I have argued that teachersdevelop a discernible teacher-selfand that this development may
be influenced by the quality of the transitional spacein which the student trains.

Question 4
I have argued that interview data is a potentially valuablesource of material for the
production of narrative accounts that explore transitional experience,and that offering
narratives to a professional readership is an effective way of validating narratives.

Question 5
I have begun the process of theorising the transition to a teacher-selfand incorporated a
discussion of self-reflection through objectification. I theorise that a more integrated and
coherent objectification of `me' is achieved by a humane,caring and integrated T.

What still remains is to provide further evidence to support the conjectures and the
development of the associatedthesesin terms of an appropriate methodology that guides the
gathering of data, its analysis,and interpretation.

3.3 Summary
Researchinto teaching and teachershas changed significantly in recent years.It has ceasedto
draw predominantly on behaviourist and positivistic paradigmsand hasbroadened to include
cognitive and affective studies.Education did this rather late in the day (Bruner, 1996: 90), but
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researchersnow view teachersas potential partners and collaborators. Many teachersare also
researchers,and many researchersare teachers.Teachers' thinking is central to many research
studiesand teachersare perceived, at least by some, as producers of knowledge rather than
being positioned as the recipients of training requiring induction into external forms of
knowledge. Teaching as `lived reality' hasbeen accompanied by a respect for teachers'voices
as legitimate sources of interpretations of teaching.

The categorisation of teachers' knowledge can sensitisethe interview process and aid the
interpretation of data in this study. Access to students' tacit knowledge may not be entirely
possible through direct discussion and may require the researcherto interpret the data.

The ability to seeoneself is central to discussionsof transformation during transition. The
notion of `images'(Clandinin, 1983)is helpful, as indeed is Diamond's (1991) discussion of
the conceptualisation of teaching as transformative. Resonanceis detected between this
writer's experiencesand the findings of other writers (Saltzberger-Wittenburg, 1983;
Calderhead,1988; Diamond, 1991;Wilson and Cameron, 1996) that learning is potentially
disturbing and that students do experiencedisturbance during the transition to teaching.

The source of some disturbance comes from students being confronted with conflicting
views of what constitutes good teaching, and dissonancecan be created for many as they try
to make senseof the teacher'srole. Some may also resist the acquisition of certain teacher
traits and responsibilities, not wishing to be seenas `that type of teacher'.

Objectification of the emerging teacher-selfas the new "me" can help in the transformative
process, particularly when it is conducted by a healthy nurturing "I".
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Arguments for the construction of a teacher-self drew on the work of Mead (1934);Bannister
(1981);Bollas (1987)and concurs with the view expressedby Somekh & Thaler (1997) that
the identities of individuals are multiple, overlapping and continuously being reconstructed.

Objectification (Bollas, 1987)is central to the individual's ability to be reflexive and to manage
changefor themselves.In order to managechangeeffectively one needs to be `present to
oneself(Salmon, 1983).The past is an integral part of the present transformative process
(Winnicott, 1971) and the teacher-self can persist as partial and fragmentary (Bannister, 1991)
for some time after qualification as a teacher.

Narrative is a powerful and appropriate way to explore the developing teacher-selfand the
eachparticipant's story of transition. Teaching is a human practice. Human practices have
histories (MacIntyre, 1981)and these can be understood effectively through narrative.
Narrative truth can take precedence over historical truth (Spence,1982).Narratives can
support and encourageownership of change(Poirier, 1992) whilst also providing us with
`genresfor thinking with' (Rosen, 1986).
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4. A DISCUSSION OF METHOD

4.1 The story so far
In Chapter 1, I began by discussingmy interests. I identified the areasthat I will need to
explore and I finished with a seriesof researchpuzzles (questions 1-5) that need to be
addressedif the study is to provide an informed discussionof the training process of student
teachersand their transition to a teacher-self.

In Chapter 2, I identified myself unequivocally with an interpretative paradigm. I discussed
how the personalneeds to be acknowledged and written into the research account. I stated
that I was a member of the community under study, with specialist knowledge of the research
area, and this had a bearing on the research style, the approach that I took. I claimed the skills
needed to generate and interpret the data. The interpretative process and the production

of a

narrative assumed an informed readership, i. e. one which can also claim membership of the
same community.

In Chapter 3,1 discussedchangesin the focus of researchers'attention on teaching and
teachers.An examination of the literature also served to sharpen the discussion on the nature,
focus and direction that the study took.

In writing this chapter, my main concern was to ensure that the researchprocess supported
the searchfor validity of the conjectures derived from the researchquestions. There are
severalpoints throughout the study where it hasbeen appropriate to discussthe methods
employed and I have explored them in these various locations rather than risk decontextualising them by bringing them all together into one chapter. Developing the
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interview process is discussedin sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 beginning on page 170. The
suitability of the methods was reviewed following what had been learned from conducting the
pilot study (seepages176 and 202). A discussion on methods appearsin section 7.1 on page
210 whilst developing the narrative is reviewed on page 212 in section 7.1.2.

In Chapter 9, there is a discussion of the limitations and weaknessesof the research study
written just prior to submission of the thesis when I carried out a thorough review of the
study and the methods used to collect and analysedata.

4.2 Fitting a method to research objectives
Over the last twenty years I have made and retained notes on a wide number of professional
issues.I have recorded short extracts that explore my own development and during the six
years spanning this researchproject, I have looked for themes that have emergedin my own
transition to a teaching-self.A reflective, analytical exploration of my own experiencewas
then combined with contemporary data and formed a theoretical study of transition into
teaching.

The notes relating to my own teaching included data that covered development in both
interpersonal and intrapersonal dimensions. I continued to have an interest in both, and this
interest played a part in shaping the structure of the research.I was curious about how
teachersconstruct a teaching-self and the part that affective learning playsboth within
teaching contexts generally,and within the transitional process in particular.

I formed the view (expressedin previous chapters) that many students undergo a complex
transitional experienceas their training progresses.I based this on observations, discussions
and notes made over an extended period. I had produced had a wide range of field notes on:
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"

discussionsand interviews with individual students in a variety of settings;

"

reflection on my own development as a teacher;

"

discussionswith groups of students at various points in their training;

"a
"

range of teaching episodes;
notes and comments proffered by students interested in my research.

The value of a reflexive study of my teaching was that it sensitisedme to others and the
pattern of their professional development. This is discussedfurther in section 4.6 (The
researchmethods). Field notes and discussionswith a range of students strongly suggested
that the college-basedand school-based elements of their training affected their learning in
wayswhich are not alwaysincluded in categorical researchlike that of (Shulman, 1986)who
knowledge
pedagogical
usessubjectknowledge,
to focus on discrete areasof
contentknowledge,
academic,syllabusand praxis knowledge. These are perhaps the most familiar areasof
knowledge to students and others associatedwith training courses.

The resulting method grew out of the need to extend the researchto include data on
psychological and psychical changesin individuals and guided the exploration of the
conjectures and the generation of an account of transition that encompassedboth
interpersonal and intrapersonal perspectiveson transition to teaching and the emergenceof a
teacher-self.

4.2.1 What counts for students' experience?
Most students do well enough and complete their training with little personal difficulty. A few
appear to experiencemajor emotional and psychological disturbance. Several students have
reported being surprised that the training provoked emotional disturbances that were quite
unexpectedin their range,content and intensity. A few of these students have explored these
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effects in more detail as part of their own studies.To obtain entry into the world of students,
I chose to:

"

use a process of self-sensitisingby reviewing my own early experiencesand subjecting
them to an analysisof themes;

"

interview a range of students using a case study approach;

"

analysestudent interview data by searchingfor themes;

"

seekresonance between the data derived from these different sources and basedon the
perspectives discussedin Chapter 2 (see page 28 ).

I sought evidence of various hypotheseswithin the data and developed a theoretical
discussion of the nature of transition that could account for the evidence that I accumulated.
The purpose of developing a sensitisingmechanism was to help me train my awarenessso
that I could more readily notice aspectsof students' transition to a teaching-self. This was
achieved through reflection on my own experienceas a beginning teacher. Identifying the
data that related to the emergenceof my teacher-self sensitisedme to the transitional
experiencesof others. This sensitising process enabled me to interpret the transitional
experienceof the students with greater awarenessthrough a range of data collection methods.
By listening to students and probing their initial responses,I gained valuable insights into
their experienceand I used this data to search for evidenceof congruence with my own early
teaching. The sources of data that I included were:

"

collegeteachingsessions;

"

other college-basedwork and experiences;

"

school-basedtraining

"

students' reflections on their current life experiences;

"

students' reflection on their life-stories;
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"

students' emotional and psychological disposition.

There is a substantial body of writing on which I drew, and which pointed to powerful
emotional effects associatedwith both the learning and the teaching mathematics (BlanchardLaville, 1991b; Buxton, 1981; Burton, 1990; Pimm, 1994; Walkerdine, 1988; Weyl-Kailey,
1985).

Blanchard-Laville offered a model of working with teachers.She conducted psychodynamic
group work with teachersin school, researchingtheir experiencesof mathematics teaching in
their secondaryschool classroom work. Buxton's book dealswith anxiety and panic
associatedwith tackling mathematics. It includes a highly relevant discussion of the ways
successfuland accomplished people hide a fear of mathematics from their colleagues.
Burton's work in gender specific issueshelped me becausethe majority of students that I
interviewed were women and it offered insights into issuesof gender in the learning of
mathematics. Pimm's work, like that of Blanchard-Laville, addressesthe development of a
psychology of mathematics education that includes the areasunder investigation in this study
and foreshadows this research.Walkerdine's researchplayed a large part in challenging
current pedagogyof mathematics.Weyl-Kailey's book consists of a seriesof interesting
accounts of a child therapist who applieschildren's knowledge and beliefs about mathematics
in a therapeutic context. Weyl-Kailey's work provided me with insights into the cycle of
therapeutic interview, reflective analysisof interview data and the production of narrative
construal.

Davis (1992: 173) suggestedthat `by laying the strands of recent experiencealongsidethe
strands of past experience,you gain accessto some possible ways of behaving in similar
situations'. It is also possible to detect professional development in the shifts between choices
that take place over time.
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Some data from my current setting was gathered without any formal planning other than the
practice of recording the results of noticing. I also carried out data collection using a more
formal and systematicapproach.

4.2.2 Moving from the particular to the general
I started by organising data from the early period of my teaching. I also kept notebooks of
my current interests in which I recorded significant events. Some of theseI wrote up in
extended form. I worked with significant events asparticularexamplesof what I had noticed. I
analysedthe particularexamples,allowing generalisationsto emergeas over-arching themes of
association.From here I moved towards the development of a theory of transitional
experiencethat incorporated both intrapersonal and interpersonal dimensions. I set up a
dynamic between attendingtopracticeand attending
to theory,so that my researchproceeded in
ways which allowed me to use eachto inform the other.

4.2.3 The enlightened eye of the professional reader
My researchhas led to a particular thesis and a particular story which includes making the
thesisavailable to others. There is a tension here, though. As Eisner (1991)argues,to look
with an `enlightened eye', rather than just committing the act of seeing,requiresone to be a
member of the community under study. This study is offered to professionals becauseit may
inform them in their professional contexts. Informed readersare invited to engagewith the
study and to compare it with their own experience.There is an expectation that they will
recognisesome of the findings as relevant to their own professional lives. Validation of the
study and its findings therefore dependsin part on readers finding that the study resonates
with their experience and informs their future practice.
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In the following paragraphs,I discusshow I developed my initial ideas so that the research
stance was underpinned by the methods used. It is followed by an account of the actual
methods employed.

4.3 Determining appropriate methods
This researchis a study of the processesby which humans make senseof their lives. It was
achievedby researchinghow a small number of people shapedtheir life course and made
senseof their lives. I conducted a search for meaning in their lives in order to answer
researchquestions posed at the outset of the study. The conjectures I made were explored
through the analysisand interpretation of the data I collected and used to theorise the
process of transition to teaching and the emergenceof a teacher-self.

4.3.1 Searching for meaning
In Acts of Meaning,Bruner (1990) identifies a growing interest during the nineteen eighties
towards a culturally oriented psychology. Bruner describesa shift in the interests of
psychologists to a broader, more inclusive view of people; less interested in the study of
individuals, more interested in the constitutive role of culture. He acknowledgesthe centrality
of languageand particularly the work of Vygotsky in drawing attention to `the impact of
languageuse on the nature of man as a species'.

Drawing on the seminal work of Geertz (1973) on the nature of culture, Bruner argues that
the shift of focus causedthe work of psychologists to undergo a significant changein what
constitutes psychological enquiry: Languagecould no longer be seenas being `addedto' a
natural pre-existing mind. Neither could psychological enquiry regard culture tuning or
adjusting biological needs:
A culturally orientedpsychologyneither dismisseswhat peoplesay abouttheir
mental states,nor treatstheir statementsonly as if they were predictive indices
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of overt behaviour.What it takesas central ... is that the relationship between
action and saying (or experiencing) is, ... interpretable.(Bruner, 1990: 19)

Bruner arguesthat psychologists adopted practices which allowed them greater opportunities
to interpret the relationship between actors and experience.In order to develop this research
I need to develop methods that will allow this process of interpretation. One starting point is
to study myself. I am encouragedin this by a lecture given by Caleb Gattegno in Winchester
in 1988 shortly before his death. Gattegno argued passionatelythat we are all capableof
studying the learning process becausewe all have an ideal caseeasilyavailableto us: ourselves.
Gattegno (1987) offers a paradigm for studying the self as learner in TheScience
of Education.
(cf. Gattegno, C. (1971) Whatweevechildren: thesubordination
to learning).
of teaching

The `cultural context' which particularly interested me was that of professional teachers.I
could look with `an enlightened eye',in order to recogniseand interpret the actions, words
and experiencesof students who were training as teachers.I could analysesignificant events
and identify key themesin the researchdata. The themes were used to explore and theorise
development as a teacher.

The second part of the thesis consists of an account of a pilot study and a longitudinal project
with analysisof interviews with student teachers.The pilot involved a single student who was
studying for the Bachelor of Education degreein primary education.

The longitudinal study consisted of eight secondarymathematics students who followed a
Post Graduate Certificate of Education course. During this longitudinal study, I followed the
students for two further years after they completed their training. Data from three of these
respondents has been included in this study. A longitudinal study allowed for a more effective
search for meaning within each student's transition to teaching and greater accessto the
changesin the student's teacher-self.
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4.3.2 Justifying my research approach
4.3.2.1 Accounts and accounting
Much of the data that I obtained emerged from reflections and anecdotesembedded in
personal accounts. I neededto look to qualitative methods and the systematicresearchof
personal accounts if I were to develop a rigorous and defensible argument for my work.

The data neededto be gathered so that it included, `... well-grounded, rich descriptions and
explanations of processesin identifiable local contexts'. (Miles and Hubernian, 1994: 1). The
data that formed the first part of the study spans a period of thirty years.I wanted to preserve
its chronological flow, partly becauseof the time span and partly becauseI saw the
preservation of a chronological flow as allowing me a greater opportunity to tackle hermeneutic
(what Bruner refers to as one of the nine universals of narrative realities).
composition
No story has a single, uniqueconstrual. Its putative meaningsare in principle
multiple. ... The objectiveof hermeneuticanalysisis to provide a convincing
and non-contradictoryaccountof what a story means.... the meaningsof the
parts ... are "functions" of the story as a whole, and, at the sametime, the story
as a whole dependsfor its formation upon constituentparts ... A story's parts
and its whole must ... be madeto live together. (Bruner, 1996: 137)
The second part of the study drew on the life-stories of students who trained to become
teachers. I sought to work on the interview material in ways which allowed me to interpret
aspects of their individual life course through a search for themes which had emerged as part
of my analysis of the interview data. The themes were used when revisiting and reinterpreting
the data in the production

of a narrative of transition and the development of a theoretical

framework that sought to account
for the data.

As Bruner argues,it is inevitable that data can be interpreted in many different ways. I set out
to provide the readerwith a narrative construal of the students' transitional experience that
was a convincing account. I do not claim to have produced a unique construal, although I do
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claim that the parts of the narrative and the whole do indeed live together, and can be laid
alongside the experienceof others. I also argue that my construal:

"

enables me and others to make senseof my development as a teacher;

"

makes a useful contribution to the interpretation of the professional development of
other teachers.

Readerscan explore the narrative to check for resonancewith their own lived experience,and
differences in interpretation can be used to prompt a closer study of both the accounts and
the derived meanings.
Listening to two contrastivebut equally reasonableaccountsof the "same" event
leadsus to examinehow two observerscould "see" the samethings
...
happeningand comeaway with suchdifferent stories of what went on. It wakes
us up. (Bruner, 1996: 147)

4.3.3 What decisions had to be made?
I took a sodalinteractionxrt
perspective that drew on accounts of: culture and discourse,
(Vygotsky, 1979), familial and cultural influences (Geertz, 1968), culturally-based
`appropriation' (Leont'ev, 1981), reflective practice (Schön, 1983),and what it is to feel like a
teacher (Nias, 1989,1993).

Initially, I considered the methods of action research.Within the action researchparadigm,
the improvement of practice and understanding of practice are paramount (Elliott, 1991; Carr
and Kemmis, 1996). I expected the study to be informing and I anticipated developing my
own practice as a teacherand also theorising aspectsof it. Carr and Kemmis argue that
practitioners can not only improve their practice by acquiring know-how but can also theorise
their practice as a result of an action researchapproach. As I was concerned to improve my
interactions with students, there was undoubtedly a flavour of action researchto the study.
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However, a good deal of action researchsets out with the intention of establishingclose links
between current practice and improvement. The contexts for action researchare
predominantly those where the practitioner is in the actofpracticing,and this is not the context
in which much of this study was set.

My intention was to generate theory about transition to a teaching-self and about the
interplay between each actor and the contexts in which they functioned. In doing this, I used
a psychodynamic approach to the interpretation of accounts. Few action researchstudies
include psychodynamic interpretations and I concluded that although action research
informed part of my study, its methods were not sufficiently relevant to its central themes.

The languageof the study and some of its technical terms can be traced back to both
education researchand psychodynamics. `Analysis'is a good example, so is `interpretation'.
Each has specialisedmeaning in both domains. I was conscious of the fact that as I interpreted
the accounts and stories of the participants, I was drawing on both domains. The potential
for ambiguity is an invitation to the reader to explore both fields, or at least to consider the
languageand meaning generated within the study from both perspectives.

One major criticism of both scientific and large-scalesociological researchis that they have
failed to addresssubjectivity. In this study, I emphasisedsubjectivity and I neededto draw on
an interpretative style which hasits roots in `anthropological interpretivism', although this too
presentedpotential difficulties since the anthropological approach assumesthat researchers
will be `no more detached from their objects of study than are their informants. ' (Miles and
Huberman, 1994: 8).

Pollard (1997) summarisesthe work of interpretative researchersas follows:
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Typically, they study a limited numberof casesin depth and try to achievea
view of the whole situation in a way which is seento be valid by the
participants. (p.47)

Anthropologists like Steedly (1993) often work hard to become integrated into the cultural
milieu of their subjects' lives.
I dancedand ate with the spirits, provided the umangswith their preferred
cigars, servedtea to the musicians and guests,took photographsand notes,
helpedout in the kitchen, and did duty from time to time as the butt of spirit
jokes.
becamea favorite partner of the Europeanspirits, who enjoyedthe
...
chanceto "disco" and make lewd remarks in fractured foreigner's Malay ...
(p.38)

Condensation of data is often resisted by anthropologists, many of whom prefer a process of
multiple readings that will lead to a practical understanding of meaning and action. I have
drawn to some extent on an anthropological researchapproach, although I am distant from
the students. I was more detached than the students from many of the objects of study, since
they, and not I, were the ones embarked on a rite-of-passageas beginning teachers.I was also
absent from the settings in which they found themselves:I no longer worked in schools. My
visits to schools were as an outsider -a teacher trainer or a consultant and I occupied a
position of authority as a representative of the institution that trained and assessedstudents.

However, anthropological studies provide excellent examplesof the struggleof reportage.
They are useful sourcesof guidance in determining appropriate ways of communicating
findings. On the subject of reporting her stories, Steedlywrites that her efforts:
belief, agency,and authenticity ... raise with particular urgencyquestionsof
lie
heart
questionsthat
at the
of ethnographicexperienceand its representation.
What to believe?Do others believe?Do I? Is this experience(of mine, of others)
"real"? How to evaluatethe evidenceof unseenexperience,or of experience
sharedyet incomprehensible?... It may - indeedshould - be presentin any
narrative encounter:yours, reader, with the book beforeyou; mine with the
stories I heard in Karoland. ... the historical space... opensup many narrative
possibilities,only a few of which I have traced ... my intention is not to get to
the bottom of it, but rather to provoke [a] mode of critical thinking. (ibid: 38)

I agreewith Steedlythat readersshouldquestionfor themselveshow to evaluatethe evidence
as they encounter the text and I sharewith her a common concern about how one
approachesrepresentation, interpretation and authenticity. I am not convinced that there is a
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bottom that one can get to! - in the senseSteedlyimplies above, but I was concerned to
provoke modes of critical thinking and I take up this discussionin greater depth in the
section on validation below.

4.3.4 The discipline of noticing
It is clear that many researchersand writers in the fields of anthropology, psychology and
sociology welcome the involvement of the observer in the environment of the observed. The
disciplineof noticingoffers a researchparadigm that provides a structure and a method for
involving the observer as an active participant in the environment under study. Its structure:
can be describedin a numberof overlappingphases.... more than one phase
can be operativeat the sametime, and there is a greatdeal of recycling and
revisiting, rather than a simple linear development.(Davis, 1992: 171)

The methodological phasesidentified by Davis are:
"

teaching moments.

"

systematicreflection.

"

recognising choices.

"

preparing and noticing.

"

validating with others.

The discipline of noticing is an appropriate methodology for my areaof study. It identifies a
researchprocess basedon the pursuit of queries,questions and puzzles that are not seenin
causalrelationship. It recognisesa community of informed researchersand readerswho seek
to test their theorising on each other through a search for resonancebetween writers'
interpretations of significant events and readers' own experience.It therefore recognisesthe
value of the narrative approach that I adopted and it reflects the view that social contexts are
`shot through with indeterminacy and openendedness'(Bohman, 1991:vii).
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Although the discipline of noticing eschewsa positivistic paradigm, where a detached
researcherlooks for quantifiable data, it does so without recourse to an anarchic position like
Feyerabend's(1975:23) where `anything goes'. It provides a valuable example of the
structured approach that Bruner (1996) arguesfor, and which can lead to understanding
through a process of `organizing and contextualizing essentiallycontestable,incompletely
verifiable propositions in a disciplined way'. (p.90).

Thus, my concern to organise data that was undeniably contestable and to offer it to an
informed readership,fitted the paradigm. It mirrors my concern that representation,
validation and authenticity of researchinto the human condition should be through
resonanceand the identification of congruity of different lived experiences.

4.3.4.1 Focusing noticing through critical incidents
Tripp (1993)invokes the term criticalincidentwhich is closely related to the phrase significant
exit which I use.He suggeststhat:
the developmentof professionaljudgement through the diagnosisand
interpretationof critical incidents will lead to what might be called
...
`diagnosticteaching'. A diagnostic teacheris one who can analysetheir practice
in a scholarly and academicfashion to produceexpert interpretationsupon
which to baseand justify their professionaljudgements.(pp.7-8)

My interest is arousedby significant events that occur in my life. My actions as a participant
researcherare informed by focusing on what I find interesting within the environment being
researched.I can work on my awarenessesby sensitisingmyself, for example, by naming
significant events as particular examplesand then looking out for further examples.Noticing
is the conscious act of being with our awareness,being awarethat we are distinguishing
between different aspectsof our experience.Noticing is a process of stressingand
emphasising.

What I notice in myself and in the experience of teaching, results directly in a process of
selectivity.If I am sensitiveto my awareness,then I can researchthe consequencesof acting
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on what I notice. The shift of focus of my attention, from certain noticings to new ones, can
itself become a study of professional change and development. It is possible to study the
dynamics between the object of awareness what I notice, and what questions arise for me.
Thus noticing can become a process of enquiry.

Some events are highly significant because,for the person who is engagedin noticing, they
resonatewith past experience to produce meaning. Through introspection I can use
awarenessto connect with and explore aspectsof significant events.This can lead to the
production of researchquestions,hypotheses and decisions about future actions and future
focusing of awareness.I can then choose to look for further occurrencesof what I noticed.

4.3.5 Reflecting on my teaching
When I worked as a beginning teacher, I often observed myself become interested by specific
events. I labelled events as particular examples of general categories and I actively sought
further examples. At various times I was taken up with what it was like for me to be a
`teacher'. I noticed many examples where my behaviour in school was different from my
behaviour elsewhere. I was also very interested by student behaviour and how I came to
influence it. I worked on these issues at the time by recalling memorable moments and
reflecting on them. More recently, as I assembled and selected data from this period for the
purposes of my research, I employed the discipline of noticing as I recalled events and
scrutinised the data from my early work as a teacher.

4.3.6 Using and analysing in-depth interviews
The second part of the study explored students' experiencewhile training as teachers.This
could have been achieved by the kind of deep involvement describedby Steedly,above.
However, one of the constraints facing me as a part-time researchstudent was the lack of
opportunity to become immersed to the extent that Steedlyachieved.I had to find an
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approach that, while not offering the involvement available to Steedly,nevertheless allowed
me a period of contact and a degreeof intimacy sufficient to construct a narrative of student
transition.

Interviews provided impetus for subjects to construct coherent accounts of their experience.
Some topics were less likely to emerge in the course of ordinary conversations and this meant
that unstructured interviews might not generate material in which I was interested. I chose to
use semi-structured interviews to provide a cultural product in which students had
opportunities to provide data that covered my area of interest. In consequenceI was more
confident that I would obtain the data that I wanted to analysein order to produce an account
of transitional experience.
The studyof cultural productscan be seenas one way of applying the basic idea
of a qualitative approachto modern, individualised society ... the object of study
may consistof one single story, a genre of stories,or a certain themeappearing
in different stories. This kind of material is readily available. It is also better
suited to a 'thicker' descriptionand interpretation than a superficial survey
analysisof data collectedin structured interviews. (Alasuutari, 1998: 115)

In order for an account to be generated,I encouragedthe interviewees to tell stories. During
the interview I wanted both of us to play a part in shaping its direction and content.
Beforehand I identified prompts that I would use to ensure coverageof the areasin which I
was interested. I also chose questions that were likely to initiate story-telling and elicit
historical accounts. I askedfollow-up questions in order to probe for meaning, and I
encouragedstudents to reflect and explain the meaning behind their words, in order to help
them to generate coherent accounts that were self-referential attempts to attribute meaning to
action and thought.

Interviews are social settings and they offer opportunities to construct social explanations.I
worked within the discipline of noticing during the interviews and this influenced the
formation of my personal view of the individual and the interview experience.I sought to
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establish rapport with the interviewee partly for selfish reasons. It is rapport, with its
underlying assumption of trust between the parties, that I regard as contributing
to the interviewee's desire and opportunity

significantly

to produce accounts that possess authenticity,

coherence and integrity. The development of rapport is often accompanied by an increased
sense of collaboration and joint ownership of the material, which makes shared interpretation
easier to achieve.

[interpretative] research... is to describeand interpret the
... the purposeof
phenomenaof the world in attemptsto get sharedmeaning with others.
Interpretationis a searchfor deepperspectiveson particular events and for
theoretical insights'. (Bassey,1990:40)

The interview process provided me and the student with opportunities to explore agreement,
to searchfor resonance and to establish an account of the student's transitional experience to
a teaching-self that has meaning for eachof us. Alasuutari writes about in-depth interviews:
idea is to negotiatean explanationthat is internally consistentand in
... the
accordancewith other facts, .... (Alasuutari, 1998: 143-144)

I tried to negotiate shared meaning by remaining sensitive to the words that were spoken
during the interview and I re-used them to probe for further detail. My use of the noticing
paradigm included for example,working on becoming more alert to slips of the tongue and
word substitutions that interviewees sometimes make. My assumption was that such word
combinations may provide evidenceof unconscious thought processesand connections.
Among the slips of tonguethat I have collected myself, I can find hardly one in
which I should be obliged to trace the disturbanceof speechsimply and solely to
what Wundt [1900], 392] calls the `contacteffect of sounds'.I almost invariably
discovera disturbing influence in addition which comesfrom somethingoutside
the intendedutterance;and the disturbing element is either a single thought that
has remained unconscious,which manifestsitself in the slip of the tongue... or
it is a moregeneral psychicalmotive force which is directed againstthe entire
utterance.Freud, S. (1901: 61)

I tried to remain sensitive to the occurrence of and to pick up on them in some way in the
interview. At one point in the discussionwith Nicola I had a senseof her struggling towards
an important statement or perhaps a clarification of her own thoughts. She seemedto be
exploring the feeling of being changedby her course literally as she spoke. I was aware that
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previously she hasused conversation to work on her views and ideas. I was aware that it
might also occur during this interview. In discussion she said her feelings had altered as the
course had progressed.I heard in the emotion of her words a concern about being able to
preserve that part of herself that had existed prior to the training. She used the two words
affected
and infectedOn this occasion Nicola acknowledged the two words were
interchangeable.I didn't actually hear her comment that either word could be used.My
response was triggered from regularly trying to notice word slips and unexpected
juxtapositions.

but um, the third year I've got doubtsthat are more personalto me. Um, becauseI think that Mrs. W,
...
the two lecturesthat we'vehad with you and the maths have beenparticularly interesting to me becauseI do
think that now Fm starting to questionwhether or not I can actually go out of here, still with a bit of me left,
that's not going to be infected,or affected. I mean,you know, you could useeither of those words really,
(TB: - Yeah)
TB: - Both of those words describeyou (Nicola: - Yeah.) in, causeone of them is quite invasive isn't it?
(Nicola: - Yeah) to be infected(Nicola: - Yeah)

My intention was to draw Nicole's attention to what I had noticed and I tried to do it by
sayingwhat I had noticed. By juxtaposing the words myself and offering what I noticed, my
intention was that any conscious or unconscious associationsthat Nicola had made could
become more easilyavailablefor her, should shewant to use them or explore the association
further. By working with the discipline of noticing in this way I was assumingthat:

"

the speaker'suse of words results from a conscious or unconscious association;

"

by drawing attention in this manner, I make the associationmore easilyavailable for
further use;

"

as a result of my intervention, the interviewee can more easilydecide if it is fruitful to
explore things further.

By holding back from asserting`this is the case',and by stayingwith accounts-of,
rather than
for, one can stay with a rangeof possible
trying to move too quickly to accoxnting
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interpretations and explore possible meanings.With the rich data that was produced,
complete agreement over interpretations was unlikely and may not in fact be productive.
Differences over interpretation may be more fruitful to explore than agreedaccounts.

A look at another section of transcript from a little later in the interview with Nicola may be
useful. Following her utterance presented above, I was wondering if she meant she couldn't
survive the course without being `infected'. Had she recognised `apre-course self' and
thought it would be lost to another self, developed (partly against her will, perhapsor against
her better judgement) during the four yearsof study?What did this mean to her? I tried to
probe but the answer I received seemedto increase the complexity even further.

TB: - But that leadsme on to my next question, which is, does it make, does it makeyou feel any different
as a person? Thisprocessof thinking about becominga teacher,feeling about becominga teacher.
Nicola: - No, I don't think that um, College hasparticularly mademe, friends of the family have said,
friends and family have said to me that I've changedsince I've beendoing this, which I think is absolute
rubbish really. Becausepeoplelike to say things like that. They'vegot expectationsthat when someone
goeson to a degreecourseor goes into, I mean the, when we went into the Accesscourse,somebody,one of
the lecturersdown there said that we give a health warning with this. Now if that's not freely determining
someoutcome. They'retelling you, you're going to change. You know, why saythat, peopleare stuck in
this "oh you'regoing to change" thing? I don't know, I'd like to think I could maintain the things that I felt
dear and strongly aboutthat the actual um, considerations.

What happensif we disagree?Does that invalidate an interpretation? I think not, but it does
shapethe interpretation. I heard Nicola in defensivevein here, strong and forthright,
challenging others' assertions.People had said she'd changed. She rejected their argument.
However, she had previously stated that she experienced an `infection' of her previous self,
which did imply change to me.

My interest was in the complexity and the apparent confusion about whether changehad
taken place; in consequence,I was more likely to shuffle away from disagreementwith Nicola.
The complexity of the interview data at this point showed that the nature and degreeof
changewas an important subject for exploration. Agreement about interpretations will not
alwaysbe achieved,in which caseneither party can make a claim to truth. Instead,
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disagreementcan be explored and alternative interpretations offered. Disagreementscan be
rich sources for exploration.

4.3.7 Personal Construct theory and repertory grids
When I planned how to carry out the researchwith the students, I thought it would be an
advantageto obtain data from more than one source.I was not sure how effective I could be
at managingin-depth interviews, nor how effective theseinterviews would be in identifying
students' valuesand beliefs. I wanted to be able to draw on their beliefs and value systems
when I analysedthe interview data becauseI was seekingto account for their actions and
thoughts.

Repertory grids are a possible source of data becausethey provide information about beliefs
and values.They are an experimental tool derived from the work of Kelly (1955)who argues
for the existence of personal constructs within the structure of a personal construct
psychology, Kelly (1963). Kelly's work as a therapist led him to an exploration of the
motivating factors lying behind personal judgementsand decisions.Behind the judgements
people make, lie implicit theories about events: how things work, how people behave, how
we are constituted. Our implicit theories are implicated in guiding our decisionsin the hereand-now. We have our own hierarchy of theories -a network of meanings through which we
function in all our social settings.

Any such hierarchy of constructs is highly personal: a unique structural systemwhich in one
sensecan be said to be a description of the individual.
A constructis like a basic dimension of appraisal,often unverbalisedand
...
frequentlyunsymbolised and the systemof constructsprovideseachman with
...
his own personalnetwork of action pathways,serving both to limit his
movementsand to open up to him passagesof freedom which otherwisewould
be psychologicallynon-existent.(Kelly, 1969 in Fransella& Bannister, 1977:
p3)
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Fransella and Bannister argue that groups of constructs can be elicited which are implicated in
particular areasof a person's life. I made use of a cluster of ten constructs elicited
independently from each student.

4.3.8 The Triangle of Conflict and the Triangle of Person
The view that our past can catch up with us is a commonplace one. Common-sense is
problematic however within the context of a thesis.Within a study of the self, inseparability
of past, present and future could be seen as the province of psychotherapist. This could raise
assumptionsabout the focus of such a study with attendant expectations of a focus on mental
well-being.

This study does not focus on issuesof health. Its preoccupation is the description and
analysisof the development of a teacher-self taken from within a broad range of typical
behaviours of generally healthy individuals. In studying the ways in which past experience
shapesour current responsesto our lived experience,it is necessaryto consider the role of
unconscious processes.Such a discussion can gain valuableinsights from using
psychodynamic (though not necessarilypsychotherapeutic)perspectives.

Malan (1995) provides a useful way of working and thinking about psychodynamic
interventions and analysis.Although a practitioner of psychotherapy, his theorising provides
the readerwith a broader view: a psychodynamic window into the unconscious. In his writing
he offers short but powerful narratives that invite the reader to make senseof the complexity
of his practice and what his clients present. His writing offers examples of how
psychodynamic theorising can emerge from practice.

I made use of Malan's work by drawing on TheTriangleof Conflict,with its three vertices
in which the
representing Defence, Anxiety and Hidden Feelings;and the Triangleof Person,
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three vertices represent; other'0' (usuallyrecent past), Transference, 'T' (usuallyhere-andnow), and Parent 'P' (usuallydistant past). (Seethe modified diagram of Malan's triangles and
the discussion on page 278.)

Malan offers us a framework for posing questions about unconscious processes,but
significantly, his work offers insights into how past experiencesbecome interwoven in our
present lives, often in unexpected ways. The first and second triangles are related:
by
fact that the hidden feeling is directed towardsone or more categories
... the
of the triangle of person namely Other, Transference,and Parent,represented
by 0, T, and P, respectively.... [E]ach triangle standson an apex, which
representsthe fact that the aim of most dynamic psychotherapyis to reach,
beneaththe defence,and the anxiety, to the hidden feeling, and then to trace
this feeling back from the presentto its origins in thepast,, usually in the
relation with parents.... The importanceof thesetwo triangles is that between
them theycan be usedto representalmost every intervention that a therapist
makes.(Malan, 1995:80)

In the section `Adapting Malan's model' (page276), I have discussedmy modification of
Malan's ideas to fit the study of transition to teaching and the non-therapeutic interview
context in which I was working. I have drawn on a theory of unconscious functioning in
order to relate current disturbance or perturbation (emanating from a student's reaction hereand-now to the experienceof transition) to earlier transitions (from home to school, from
parent to step-parent, from school to school, ... ). Thus, when analysingthe data that was
presented in the pilot study, which involved Sallyin a discussion of the disturbance she
experiencedas she embarked on her course, I recognised that Sally'sresponse to the college
setting was not only related to anxieties about recent changesin her life-style but had its
origins in her more distant past, in childhood settings.

This analysissuggeststhat it would be productive to be alert to similar themes in the
longitudinal study. In consequence,I askedinterviewees in the later interviews about early

experiencesandparentfigures.
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4.4 The nature and process of validation
Within the discipline of noticing validation is related to resonance.Joy Davis (1992: 174)
writes that there is a process of personal validation which involves the comparison of
experienceand a process of validating with critical readers, `validatingwith colleagues,by
juxtaposing your own and their experience'.

In the study, I began by laying out the strands of my own teaching experience and I worked
teacher
with the strandsin order to make senseof my development as a
and to generate
theory. In the second part of the study I examined and interpreted the students' transition to
teaching. I looked for resonance with my own experience.I explored the strands of each
student's experience and looked for coherence and meaning while continuing to build theory.

Accounts are offered to readersin the expectation that they will involve themselvesin a
search for meaning through resonancewith their own experience.Valid accounts are
plausible ones and can be understood through:
identification, empathy,or a senseof entry into the lived reality of the case.
...
kind of truth involved can beregardedas akin to that of the novelist: the
The
...
derived
from identification with and living through a story with the
truth
richnessand complex inter-relationshipsof social, human life. (Ernest, 1994:
25)

The study should be plausible and appear authentic both to the students who took part and
to others who can respond as members of an informed, critical readership.However,
different readersmay make different kinds of senseof the material as it resonateswith their
particular experience.

The theory was developed in relation to my practice, with theory and practice eachinforming
the other. I present evidence of practice as examplesof theory-in-action. I also present
theory derived from analysisof practice. If validation is be addressedeffectively, the theory
generated should be seenas relevant to, and offer explanations of, apparently disparate
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events. The reader should also be able to make useof the theory to account for a range of
events from within their own professional sphere.

4.4.1 The use of narrative in the search for meaning
What the reader of a narrative account can do is examine the plausibility of the contents. In
discussingthe narrative mode of knowing. Bruner (1986)writes:
The imaginative application of the narrative mode leads... to good stories,
gripping drama, believable(though not necessarily`true' historical accounts.It
dealsin human intention and action and the vissitudesand consequences
...
that mark their course.(p. 13)

The narrative mode is an appropriate way of preparing fragments of a life-story for further
analysis.A search for meaning depends on personal location and the schema one brings to
the act of reading. `In interpreting a narrative we apply a schemathat best seemsto make the
story plausible' (Rumelhart, 1977: 303). Schematheory anticipates an active interpreter: there
is an interpreting subject and the act of reading. Readersare invited to searchfor alternative
readingswhere the story fails initially to fit their schema.

Authenticity and cohesion within a narrative account can be made problematic when subjects
talk in contradictory ways, as Nicola appeared to do, but the value of the contradiction within
the narrative can be stimulating. Contradiction is a powerful way in which to engagethe
reader in sense-making:
by analysingand identifying the different repertoirespeopleemploy in
...
different contexts....
Such repertoiresor discoursesare also thought to be linked with identity
construction, ... as representationswith certain subjectpositions inscribed
within them.(Alasuutari, 1998: 127)

4.4.2 Validation and the general reader
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Validation is neither seen as a distinct object nor as a quality that exists as a separate entity
within the text. Within the discipline of noticing validation with colleagues (and by
`colleagues' I mean professionals with an interest and professional experience within the
scope of this research), is achieved through juxtaposing my own experience and theirs. The
reader engages with the thesis and validation is explored through the process of construal. It
is a process dependent initially on the construction

of the narrative and subsequently upon

the reader, the reader's actions, and the judgements that the reader brings to the reading. In
this spirit, the reader is invited to consider the following questions.

1. Do the incidents reported in the thesis, and the themes that have been drawn out from
them, speak to informed readersand resonate with their experience?
2. Can an informed readership use the data provided here to gain new insights in relation
their own experience?
3. Does the theory of transition I have generatedresonate with the experienceof informed
readers?

4.5 Ethical considerations
The Johari Window ( Luft, 1970)is a useful reminder of different aspectsof the self.
According to Luft's model, usedby Pfeiffer, there are aspectsof ourselveswhich we offer
openly to others, and aspectsthat we desire to keep private. There are aspectsthat are open
to our conscious awarenessand others which may exist only in our unconscious.
Not known to others

Knownto Self

Notknownto Self

Known to others

Private Self

Public Self

InaccessibleSelf

Self-blind Area

Figure 1 The Johari Window into public and private selves
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4.5.1 Interviews as catalysts for change
The Johari window helps to make senseof the flow of conversation and reminds us of what
might happen as a result of interviews where the interviewer is probing for understandingand
where conversationsmay take an unexpected turn. Interviews can perform an integrating
function, providing coherence as well as being revelatory. They can alter both the content
and location of material in the four areasof the Johari window and I maintain that we are
often brought to awarenessthrough a realisation that a shift has occurred in the contents of
one or more windows.

I argue that the in-depth interview has some parallelswith the `therapeutic interview' and that
this gives rise to a number of possible consequencesfor the researcher,the interviewee and
the data. The in-depth interview is partly an enquiry into the interviewee's current feelings
and their possible origins. The act of relating the origins of one's current disposition can be
revelatory to the interviewee as well as to the interviewer. The disclosure of personal material
can create an intimacy that shapesthe relationship which is developing. Interviews can cause
shifts of awarenessand new insights in interviewees. It can be cathartic to an interviewee who
wants to `get things off their chest' or needsa `shoulder to cry on'.

This therapeutic quality needs to be considered by the interviewer. The therapeutic nature of
the interview will influence the shape and direction of further interviews and can lead to
Interviewees:

"

regrettingthe disclosureof certainmaterial;

"

refusing to take part in further work;

"

attending future interviews in the hope of obtaining something more profound than an
opportunity to provide further data.
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The researcher will not be able to control for all possible events, but needs to be aware that

interviews, like all human contacts, can be unpredictable, generateambiguity and release.

4.5.2 Using ambiguity
I discovered that ambiguity was an inevitable part of the interview process. For example,
when I was interviewing, the respondents sometimes showed signs of having gained new
insights. Sometimes interviewees made disclosuresthat did not require any comment from
me. They simply found it beneficial to talk to someone who would listen to everything they
said. An invitation to be heard, and the opportunity to talk to an active listener might be
sufficient to significantly change an interviewee's perception and attitude to both interviewer
and interview. However, I would not necessarilyknow that anything of the sort has
happened. Interviewees may try not to communicate their feelings: and of course they may lie
about how they feel when asked.They will inevitably keep some thoughts private, and so the
interviewer is never fully awareof the interview material.

Ambiguity can also exist as a result of differences in the meaning each person ascribesto the
languageof the interview. I was aware that certain words usedin the interview context have
both generaland specific meanings.The word `analysis'for example,has meaning for both
researchersand therapists. The use of certain words and linguistic turns can invoke quite
different expectations in participants to a conversation, and not only becauseof the ambiguity
that exists at a lexical level. The fact that words invoke different associationsfor different
speakers and listeners led to the free-association technique adopted by Freud.

In the courseof an interview subjectsmay changetheir descriptionsof, and
meaningsabout,a theme. ... The `therapeuticaspect' of the in-depth interview
is evident in the fact that the interview itself is seenas the first stepof analysis
[my italics]
interviewer,during the interview, condensesand interprets
... the
the meaning of what the intervieweedescribes.(Alasuutari, 1998: 145)
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In the act of interviewing, I sometimes sought validation by questioning the interviewee and
asking for clarification. This causedrespondents to reflect and sometimes to gain new insights
for themselves.Interviewees can discover:
describing,and suddenlyseerelations
... new aspectsof the themesthey are
had
been
that they
not
consciousof earlier. (Kvale, 1996: 34)

I had an agendaand my agendawas not always clear although clarity often emergesas the
interview gets underway.Interviewees react to the personality of the interviewer. Different
respondents at different times could interpret my behaviour as: detached,remote, interested,
sympathetic, curious, expert, controlling, lacking in direction, etc. The interviewee's
perceptions undoubtedly shapetheir behaviour during the interview and this influences my
behaviour as well as the scope, content and interpretation of the interview as an experience.
Each participant will have a perception of the boundaries that exist during the interview. An
interviewee's self-declaredboundaries may limit the scope and value of the researchin a way
that the researcher finds unsatisfactory. The boundaries that the interviewer communicates
will influence the nature, range and scope of the disclosuresmade by the respondents.

4.5.3 Preparing for the interview
At preliminary meetings I sought to clarify the scope of the researchand to agree some
boundaries with the interviewees. I wanted to establish a rapport that allowed interviewees to
question me and gain sufficient understanding of the project to be able to make an informed
decision about whether to take part. I wanted the preparatory process to allow the
interviewee to seethat I was going to encouragean active discussionrather than pose a series
of formal questions during the interview proper. I believed that I would benefit from a
committed, interested and informed interviewees since they are more likely to respond in
ways that generate rich narratives that have meaning and coherence to both participants,
without either party feeling used,betrayed, manipulated or embarrassed.

4.5.4 Using a pilot study
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I neededto rehearsecertain protocols and gain some experience of the preparatory processes
prior to a main study. Conducting pilot interviews is a valuable preparation. Pilots can be
analysedin relation to ethical issuesand assessedin terms of the extent to which agreed
procedures have been followed. I wanted the pilot to provide an initial experiencethat would
allow me to further develop the quality of subsequentinterviews.

A pilot is a useful preparatory devicepartly becauseit offers opportunities to practice
interview managementso that the interview remains broadly in line with the researcher'sand
the interviewees' needsand expectations.I needed to reflect on the results of the pilot to see
if I had broadly achievedmy researchaims. In particular I wanted the pilot to provide
evidence about whether I had:

"

Confirmed my earlier hypotheses;

"

generated relevant material in a coherent form that makes sense;

"

managedthe pilot in ways that mean the longitudinal study will be effective;

"

developed the appropriate skills and tested procedures;

"

discoverednew possibilitiesthat couldbe incorporatedin a longitudinalstudy.

4.5.5 Managing

boundaries

I neededto consider the way boundaries are established in the context of interviews. I
believed that to be effective as an interviewer I needed to allow some flexibility in the
interview process so that potentially valid and rich material would not be excluded by overformalised protocols. Of course an interviewee may not wish me to enter certain areas.If
these include areasof interest to me then the interviewee may not be a suitablesubject. The
identification and managementof boundaries needed to be explored prior to the interview
and of course boundaries would also need to be managedduring the interview process itself.
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This researchstudy is not merely a conversation about the here-and-now. I sought to
generate a narrative that necessarilydrew broadly on interviewees' past experience.I asked
interviewees to reflect on the current transition to a teacher-self and I encouragedthem to
talk about earlier transitions and previous experiences from childhood and adolescence.In
the preliminary meetings I indicated the broad range of topics but not the specific questions.
The preparatory discussion helped intervieweesget a dearer picture of the scope of questions
that I would be asking.

4.5.6 Involvement over time
I wanted to ensure as far as possible that the researchpresented the students' transition to a
teaching-selfin ways that they could recognise.This meant maintaining contact with them for
up to three yearsafter they left the training course albeit for brief periods. Ethical
considerations are kept alive and under review by offering interviewees opportunities to
revisit earlier ideasin later interviews. Extended discussion during the interview process allows
them to examine, challengeand inform the researcher'sinterpretations. My original plan,
following from the pilot, was to submit draft versions of the narratives to the interviewees
and receive their responses.This proved impossible to organiseand this weakenedbut did
not invalidate the evidencebase of the study.

4.5.7 Personal confidentiality
Since the thesis is in the public domain it is important to follow the usualrules of
confidentiality and to respect the subjects' right of privacy. The names of all subjects have
been changed,the dates of interviews have been altered and referencesto locations are
fictitious.

4.6 The research methods
Three main influences shaped the way I developed the research.They are:
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1. Interests, opportunities and constraints.
2. Researchhypotheses.
3. Possible methods.

The genesisof the researchwas an examination of personal notes, writing and reflection on
my own development as a teacher. I identified significant events, generated accounts of some
events and then produced analyticalwriting that provided accounts for the events and their
significance for me as a teacher.

4.6.1 Preliminaries leading up to the pilot
I reviewed and reflected on significant events that occurred in my own early teaching. I
recorded events in my current teaching and kept field notes, which included data from
extended discussions(some audio-taped)with severalstudents studying on BEd and PGCE
primary and secondarycourses.A further six extended conversations have not been included
in the study.

I also decided to support interview data by collecting information on personal constructs.
Two students agreedto help me generate repertory grids prior to their usein the longitudinal
study.

One of the interviews was suitable as a pilot project. The informant came to seeme on a
number of occasionsafter beginning a BEd four year training course for intending primary
teachers.She wanted to discussher progress on the course. She expressedconcerns about
her own progress and her feelingsabout starting a lengthy, full-time course as a mature
student with a family. I told her about my researchand my interest in the transitional
experienceof students beginning training. She offered to return so that we could have an
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extended discussion.With her permission I audio-taped this meeting, and introduced her to
the process of building a repertory grid. We reviewed some issuesshe had raised at an earlier
meeting before moving on to new areas.

I transcribed the tape of our discussion ensuring referenceswere anonymous and untraceable
to her as an individual. I sent her a copy of the transcript together with some notes I had
written as a commentary of the conversation. There was an invitation for her to comment on
the material that I sent to her. She acceptedand wrote a brief but carefully worded reply,
identifying points of agreement and offering further commentary.

We met subsequentlyto discussher continuing concerns about settling in to the course and
she subsequentlyleft the course at the end of the following term, without directly indicating
whether our collaboration had influenced her decision. There was no evidence that emerged
from our conversations that would suggestto me that she was academicallyunsuited to the
work or failing to achievesatisfactory grades.I was careful not to adviseher nor to appear
anything other than interested in her concerns and positive about her status as a student. This
collaboration raiseda number of important ethical questions about procedure. For example,
she was not made sufficiently aware of the range and depth of the discussionsand the nature
of the material likely to arise.In retrospect I believe that she was not in a position to give
informed consent to the exploration. This situation arose partly becauseI was not fully
conscious of the extent of the study either. I selectedthe work with this student as the pilot
partly becauseof the difficulties that it illustrated for both of the parties involved.

I continued to make field-notes of lectures, workshops and individual discussionswith
students. Significant events arose during my teaching, both in formal and informal sessions.I
wrote up some of these significant events in more extended form. Some significant events
occurred as part of sessionsand on these occasionsit was appropriate to discusswhat had
occurred with individual students and groups who had been involved. It was also possible to
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offer some piecesof my extended writing directly to individual students where we had
conversed privately.

One student, Nicola, was happy to meet on severaloccasionsfor discussion and to help with
the development of repertory grids. I was able to trial the process of searching for themes
and began to usethemes as sources for interpretation and analysis.

By this time I had gained considerable experienceof conducting in-depth interviews,
transcribing data and identifying themes. The pilot provided me with an opportunity to
analysethemes, seek confirmation with the informant and review the impact of in-depth
interviews on informants. At this point, I made the first attempt at constructing a narrative
account based on the themes.

4.6.2 The longitudinal study
The research protocol for the main study developed out of the pilot. I was able to use the
experience gained from the pilot to refine the interview procedure and the semi-structured
interview probes. I queried the need for transcription of audio-taped data but finally decided
to adhere to the existing procedure of searching for themes from transcriptions of the
interviews.

I tabulated the themes againstthe section of transcript where they initially occurred. Then I
identified subsequentappearancesof the theme and matched them to their appropriate line
numbers within the transcript. I used each thematically organisedtranscript to write an
account of the interview. I then combined the accounts for the three interviews to form a
singlenarrative. I experimented with different genres.My intention was to produce a style
that re-presented the interview, seen through a thematic window and incorporating a
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psychodynamic perspective that would allow analysisof the emergenceof a teaching-self. The
completed narratives were usedin the development of a theory of transition to teaching.

The protocol adopted for the longitudinal study was prepared following the review of the
pilot. What follows in Chapter 5 are examplesof episodeswhich are significant events that
are illustrative of different aspectsof my professional development. Each episode is examined
and the emergent themes identified. At a later stage,the themes derived from analysisof
these earlier episodesare compared with those which emerged during the interviews with the
students who took part in the longitudinal study.

4.7 Summary
The researchprocess needsto support the search for validity of the researchconjectures.
Notes and reflections on episodesfrom earlier stagesin my professional development have
been used for analysis.The process of exploration and analysishas allowed a reflexive study
of my professional work to take shape.

The familiar categorisation of training with its emphasison cognitive learning, (e.g. subject
knowledge) has been argued to be insufficiently broad. There is more to the training
experience than this. The resulting method hasgrown out of a need to explore more widely
and to include psychological and psychical data.

The nature and range of students' experience has been hypothesised and I have discussed
methods that would give me accessto students' experience as a researcher.I have identified
severalwriters whose work includes psychological and psychical studiesof students and
teachers.I have discussedthe use of particular episodes as a source of evidence that can
inform more generalviewpoints and I discussedthe process of validation that takesplace
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when informed readers critically engagewith the thesis by setting it against their own
experience.

I have considered the appropriatenessof a number of researchmethods including action
researchand I have identified the importance of using a method that satisfactorily addresses
for episodeshasbeen identified as an
and accounting
subjectivity. The process of givingaccounts
important part of the chosen method and the process can be incorporated into a noticing
paradigm. Accounts can be developedinto narratives which are also amenableto analysis.
Readerssearch for meaning when they engagewith narratives. Meaning is constructed by the
reader,partly as a result of the readerbeing influenced by the internal coherence of the text,
but it is also consequent upon a senseof resonancederived from the laying together of
strands of the readers' experiencewith those reported in the narratives.

The benefit of in-depth interviews has been discussed.Personal construct theory and
repertory grids have been identified as an effective means of interpreting and analysing
interview data. Malan's work has been shown to provide a powerful insight into psychic
processes.

The chapter concluded with a discussionof ethical considerations, what has been learned
from a review of the pilot study and how this hasinformed the development of the
longitudinal study which followed.
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5. ILLUSTRATIONS
This chapter provides data that has been derived from an exploration of significant events
that have occurred in my professional work. I have presented each event as a brief account,
before introducing a discussion that attempts to account
for the event and its significance.The
methods adopted were chosen becauseI argue that the reflective process enhancessensitivity
to the events. This part of the thesis was written prior to a major study into transition and the
development of a teacher-self,in order to sensitiseme to the data that could emerge from a
detailed study of students in transition. What follows includes:

"

the production of data from my early development as a teacher;

"

more recent work with teachersduring in-service work;

"

selectedfield notes and accounts of work with trainees.

5.1 Significant events from 1969-1990

5.1.1 David 11/69
In my second year of teaching I was working in a secondaryschool in the sciencedepartment
as the head of physics. I was in my first term at the school and teaching a physicslesson to a
group of 16 year olds. The lesson proceeded as I had expected. There was a period of formal
teaching, followed by practical work and then a formal question and answer summary.
Towards the end of the lesson, when students were writing up notes, I was standing near
David who said to me said that he couldn't understand what was happening in the classroom.
He reported that throughout

the previous year the class had been troublesome, awkward and

very disruptive. Members of the class had climbed out of the laboratory window during
lessons and then re-entered by the door, disrupting the teacher as much as they could. They
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had connected the low pressuregas to the high pressurewater supply with disastrousresults.
David said he thought they had contributed to the previous teacher'sdeparture after only one
year at the school. David knew I was the replacement. He reported his surprise that during
my lessons everyonehad behaved themselves and had worked.

I concurred. I had not experienceddisruption. I had not been aware of any lack of effort or
any problem over discipline. The view I had formed of the students was that they were well
behaved,polite. For the most part they worked, were responsive and contributed
appropriately to classroom discussion. Their behaviour had not been part of any conscious
concern on my part. The content of what David said surprised me and in the following weeks
left me feeling disturbed. I experiencedwhat I now call a senseof disidentification.
5.1.1.1 Discussion
The anecdote is important becauseit haspassedthe test of time. Twenty seven yearslater I
can recall the classroom, the student, our relative physical positions and some fragments of
the conversation. What was the significance of this event for me at the time? In the moment,
I was aware of feeling amused,surprised and proud that my teaching was so effective. This
was followed later by a realisation that pride was perhaps misplaced arrogance.Whatever I
had done in my teaching role, I had not done anything different from usual, so something
elsewas happening.

Without David's comment there seemedto be nothing to separatethis lesson from many
others in terms of either my performance or the students' - at least on the surface.I had a
dawning realisation that it was not I, but they (asindividuals and as a group) who seemedto
have determined that these lessonswould proceed without disruption. I was shocked by the
thought that theyrather than my teaching might be the determining factor.
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I began to realisethe vulnerability of the teacher. I sensedfor the first time as a teacher,the
power of the classroom group and the process of `working by consent' that I had certainly
had to manageon previous occasionsbut had never really attended to. As a result of the
episode I was much more awareof the complex nature of the classroom teaching process and
the power relations that exist within teaching.

My teacher-selfwas challenged.This was the first time that many of the contents and
constructs were brought into the open so starkly. Some of my naive assumptionswere
clustered round a notion that teachers held power (and of course they can do), but I had
more or lessneglectedto consider the power of the student.

My teacher-self had developed without attending to the notion of what are called `power
relationships'. I had spent little time consciouslyreflecting on what it meant to be `a teacher'.
The problem I faced after the encounter with David was that I had been brought `face-toface' with a teacher-self that I realised was not much help to me.

One of the consequencesof David's interjection was identificatory compromise. I could no
longer continue behaving as though I were not a teacher,but neither was Ia sufficiently
knowledgeableteacher.I saw myself in a transitional state,where I saw my under-developed
teacher-self as representing a more limited professional self than I had realised. I recognised
that part of my lack of attention to my development as a teacher came from a resistanceto
accept what being a teachermeant to me. It seemsI had retained an identification of myself
as `not-teacher' in order to avoid acknowledging the emergenceof some aspectsof being a
teacher that I disliked.

There are similarities between the identificatory compromise I faced during this episode and
Diamond's reports of students' feelings of dislocation (seepage 42). My `personalpractical
knowledge' (Beattie, 1995: 35) of classroom dynamics was inadequate. I wanted to know
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more. Emily (in interview 2) recognisesa transitional stagein her development as a studentteacher when she says:
I'm not very nice becauseI'm in a small community. We start hearing commentsfrom people.I know
people's mothers,and, the word witch has croppedup a lot. I mean, I'm not that nice, and I'd like to be a lot
friendlier than I am. And sometimesthey say things and I generally think they're funny and all, and I think,
in the future, I'll be able to be, have a better relationship that way, but at the moment I don't think I have
the discipline to be able to get away with it. Generally, I'm not very friendly, I don't think. I'm not really
bad, but I just, I'm not like I eventuallywould like to be,... [EM T2: 194]

5.1.1.2 Summary of emergent themes
"

Gaining a broader view of power and influence in the classroom.

"

Recognition of an emergent teacher-self
and some of its components.

"

Identificatory compromise: not wanting to be seenas taking on certain `teacher'
behaviour and attitudes, and not wanting to lose some of the current aspectsof self.

5.1.2 The school disco
In October 1970, I was working at a secondary school where year 11 pupils could organise a
disco if they recruited sufficient numbers of teachersto supervise.On one occasion, there
were just two of us to supervisea disco. The other supervisor was a teacher who had
difficulty making relationships with teachers and pupils. I was unaware until the disco
commenced that Cyril and I were the only two teacherssupervising.At about 10pm a pupil
came to me sayinga difficult situation had arisen in the entrance hall. Cyril had found some
of the Year 11 boys smoking in the school hall and had told them to leave immediately. They
had refused. He had then threatened them with me!

I went and spoke to them for several minutes about what had happened and then reminded
them of what would happen to them the following week if they didn't do as they had been
told. I agreedwith them that Cyril's decision had been unnecessarilyharsh. I suggestedthey
wait outside for the disco to finish at which time they could meet the rest of their friends and
go home. After about ten minutes they left quietly and without any trouble, continuing to
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smoke despite having been asked by Cyril to put out their cigarettes. I did not ask them to

stop smoking.

There was a large crowd watching and severalpeople were making comments. I spoke quietly
to one or two in the group so that the crowd could not hear what was being said.The group
was all male and severalof them were with girls who had been let into the hall. I was
conscious that they would probably not want to be embarrassedin front of the girls.

5.1.2.1 Discussion
I felt nervous when I had to go to deal with them, but this soon dissipated. I was aware of the
considerable complexity associatedwith this situation and what I saw in their behaviour I
interpreted as adolescentstrategiesfor managing anger. I decided to interact with them by
producing plenty of talk about different aspectsof the situation. I involved them in trivia. I
askedquestions out of curiosity rather than in an inquisitorial manner. Where had they been
prior to coming in? Where had they been standing when they were told to go? I asked them
what exactly had been said and by whom. I realisedthat talking in this way was having a
calming effect so I continued by:

"

telling them what I thought had happened;

"

explaining why I dissociatedmyself from the other teacher's decision;

"

explaining why I had to go along with his decision even though he had put me in a
difficult decision by not consulting me before banning them;

"

telling them that I could not revoke his decision;

"

explaining the consequencesof causingtrouble;

"

suggestingseveralalternativeslike waiting outside for the last half-hour.

After five minutes of angry comment about the way they had been treated, they left quietly,
the disco continued without incident and everyone who remained enjoyed themselves.
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I interpreted their verbal threats of violence as face-savingin front of their friends. I assumed
the comments were not being directed at me but as a means by which annoyance and
frustration could be voiced. I also saw their anger as having some legitimacy.

There are some parallelswith Barbara Dockar-Drysdale's advice about holdingas a technique
for managing anger and violence, albeit in the much more difficult circumstancesof a
therapeutic environment for violent adolescents.
The real risk in the questionof holding is that the holder may becomeangry, or
at least impatient. It is important to understandthat the boy will recognizethe
anger or impatience.... It is essentialthat the holder has the right feelings compassion,empathy ... (Dockar-Drysdale,1990: 124)

5.1.2.2 Emergent Themes
"

Developing the ability to be in authority and learning to exerciseauthority when one has
little actual power.

"

Learning to distinguish in-the-moment between potentially violent actions, and displays
of anger that serve to bolster the ego.

"

feelings. Responding with
Holding, learning to act as a container for other people's
empathy.

5.1.3 The introduction of a commercial maths scheme
I recall the adoption in 1974 of Mathematics
for Schools,
often known as FletcherMaths after the
main author. Its introduction and usein my classroom provoked many difficulties. It took me
a considerable time to understandwhat had happened.

was teaching a classof children aged 6-7 at the time. Prior to the introduction of this
scheme there had been no commercially published material in the school for the infant
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children and teachers,although textbooks were used by the older junior children. I have
identified some of the things that changedwhen the scheme was introduced.

"

The proportion of whole class-teachingdecreased.

"

Talking to the classabout specific mathematical ideas more or less disappeared.

"

The children's mathematical diet had been mainly arithmetic. This now becamemore
diverse with the specific teaching of sets,logic, algebraand data handling.

"

Workbooks were introduced. These contained unfamiliar horizontal layout for arithmetic
calculations. Considerable usewas made of empty square boxes in which children were to
write the solutions to number sentences,e.g. 6+Q=9Q+5=

"

12

The introduction of the workbooks createda more sequentialcurriculum governed by the
order of the topics in the workbook pages.

"

The order of work was determined by the contents of the pages.

"

The range of attainment increasedas some children literally raced through the pages
whilst others struggled with the reading and the mathematics of each successivepage.

"I

found teaching maths increasingly difficult.

I was able to identify and explore some of these changes at the time. I have only been able to
explore others more recently.

5.1.3.1 Discussion
I couldn't managethe workbook regime and the requirements of the teachers'handbooks.
The workbooks separatedthe children. They were all doing different pages.The handbooks
were full of pictures of groups of children being taught by their teacher.In my classroom the
work books were the more powerful determinant of practice. Group teaching disappeared
and I continued to struggleto managethe new situation. I felt I wasn't a very good teacher
becauseI couldn't make the systemwork in my room. I couldn't do what the scheme
required.
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The rate of children's progress through the workbooks almost immediately became a
common way of defining `mathematicalability', yet this clearly didn't equatewith the
children's knowledge when one looked at what individual children understood. Teachersin
successiveclassesbegan to demand that all children were on the samebook when they came
up at the end of the year. This was impossible to ensure if one wanted children to understand
what they were doing. Helping individual children in classbecameimpossible becausemany
couldn't read the instructions and so didn't know what to do. The external cultural forces of
education increasedthe problem becausethe general consensuswas that individuals develop
at different rates, and that any attempt to force groups together simply prevented the children
developing properly. 5

This experiencedirectly opened up my thoughts about children's mathematical abilities. Prior
to this experience,I thought that if people have an aptitude for mathematicsit was likely to
have been revealedin childhood, predominantly through work they were able to do in school.
I did not seemyself as having an aptitude for mathematics, because
I had regularly faced
problems with mathematics in primary and secondaryschool.

I began to seethat there was ambivalencewithin the school and the educationworld about
what constituted mathematical ability. Strong associationswere made in school between
ability and individual children's progress through the workbooks. Fast progressmeant good
mathematical ability. I gradually gained the confidence to reject this as a measure.Too many
individual children seemedto be providing me with contradictory evidence.I was beginning
to emerge as a teacher with my own convictions. I began an Open University degree course
and chose courses that focused on some of the issuesI was beginning to raise.Professionally
I was beginning to develop my thinking in a number of areas.For example:
5A moreextendeddiscussionof this issuecan be found in Brown (1996).
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mathematicswas becoming a specialism.(I was drafted onto an LEA curriculum working

"

party), I learned a lot about children's development;
"

my successcriteria for children studying in school were not accepted by many of my
colleagues;
began to realise that teachers' thinking and action can be oppressed by external

"1

imposition of pedagogicalimperatives;
realisedthat in mathematics, many teacherswere working in a state of pedagogical

"I

confusion;

found that many of my views on education didn't fit my colleagues'views.

"I

My development was shaped by childhood memories of the danger of being different. My
perception was that being different could be equatedclosely with being naughty and being
punished. I briefly discuss(page 46) Freud's unique contribution to an understanding of how
adult behaviour can be shapedby childhood experiences,and Spence'snotion of the `truth'
of childhood being constructed in the present narrative of one's childhood rather than in a
formal history of occurrences.For me, there is an associationbetween being different and
being punished, such that being different can be hard work. This episode also illustrates what
Somekh and Thaler (1997) call a `multiple and overlapping' professional identity (see page 46).
5.1.3.2 Emergent Themes
"

Recognition of distinct teacher attributes and beliefs.

"

Learning to speak with a professional voice.

"

Managing the feelings associatedwith being different from other professionals:
recognition of an individual teacherwith distinct opinions.

"

Beginning to seemore diversity, less homogeneity in teaching and teachers.

"

Developing more focused views about what the mathematics curriculum in schools
should be like.
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"

Establishing strong convictions about children as mathematicians and their rights to

experienceschooling as successful.

"

Rejectionof what I sawasspuriousmeasuresof educationalsuccess.

5.1.4 Paul - April 1975
From 1972 until 1976 I held the post of mathematics coordinator in a first school. In 1975, I
taught a Y2 classof children aged 6-7. Paul was very noticeable in a small school. He was in
this class,had a sunny disposition, was almost alwayshappy and smiling. His physical
development was well below that of other children his age.He had limited vision,
malfunctioning kidneys, poor speech and a stammer. He had poor gross motor control and
walked in a stumbling manner and often tripped over. He had difficulty in lifting his legs
sufficiently to step over the threshold to go in and out of the classroom.

One afternoon after school had ended, I heard frantic screaming coming from the
playground. I was alarmed by the intensity of the noise. When I went out I saw Paul
screamingat his mother who was pulling him gently across the playground. He was stamping
his feet and was in the middle of a very impressive tantrum. His mother gently challengedhis
behaviour. She repeatedwhat shewanted and askedhim to behave. There was no-one else
nearby and the three of us were in different parts of the playground. Paul then saw me and
blushed violently. He covered his eyeswith his hands, immediately stopped crying and went
quietly along with his mother. I heard him sayrather pleadingly that he wanted to go straight
home and askedif they could not go shopping.
5.1.4.1 Discussion
What struck me during this incident was:

"

the contrast between this behaviour and what I was familiar with;

"

the intensity of his screaming;
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"

the mildness of his mother's reaction;

e

the rapid changein behaviour that took place on seeing me watching him.

The event was significant for me becauseI was intrigued by Paul's behaviour. I had no
children, and realised I hadn't given much thought to how children might behavewhen they
were with their parents or other carers. I'd `sort of assumed'they were much the sameas they
were in school. I was so taken up with learning how make my classroom performance
appropriate for six-year-olds that I hadn't given much of my attention to them as people in
their own right. (I had only recently transferred from secondaryschool teaching to teaching
5-11 year-olds.)

I had assumedmy knowledge provided a fairly full description of Paul as a person. This
relatively flat two-dimensional picture with little inherent complexity allowed me to interpret
his behaviour in a shallow way. Thus, for a while, I could only seehis behaviour with his
mother as `playing her up'. I had to accommodate his different behaviours in a more rounded
view of him as a person.

Professionally, I possessedsome (intellectual) knowledge about children and I probably could
have given a psychological presentation on why different contexts might provoke a range of
behaviours in school pupils. However, this explicit knowledge of child development had
never been transferred know-how that I could usewhen working with children.

This episode was important becauseit enabled me to seehow I might improve my
professional knowledge of children by paying more direct attention to them and their lives. I
was able to convert the experience gained through this episode into tacit professional
knowledge, (see the reference to work by Hargreaves(1998) on page 38).
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5.1.4.2 Emergent Themes
"

Teachers' internalised knowledge emerging from their work with pupils and their wider
professional life.

"

Seeing the teacher-self as influencing only one part of the child's world.

"

Respectingthe child as a person.

5.1.5 Julienne and John: two pupils in the same class
A Year 3 class in a junior school. John worked slowly and frequently failed to get work
finished in the allocated time. He was big for his age and relatively clumsy. He took a long
time to assimilate new ideas and had difficulty in presenting work neatly. Julienne explained to
the class what we already knew but didn't usually say publicly: that John found much of the
school work difficult.

Julienne went on to say that she thought John was being unfair to himself. In her opinion,
one piece of work that John had completed this week deserved a House point but he didn't
think so. She added that she had looked back through his work book and it was clear to see
that he had improved. His work was neater, and the ideas were well written. To paraphrase
Julienne, `Some of us have given ourselves House points for work that isn't as good as this.
John should give himself a point for this work but he won't, because he doesn't think he's
good enough to deserve one. '

After some debate,to which John, julienne and others contributed, John agreedthat his
work stood comparison with the work of others and that it warranted a House point. It is of
course possible that we persuadedhim against his better judgement.
5.1.5.1 Background to the episode
I was appointed as deputy head in a junior school and I found many of my ideas challenged.
In my view, it was an unnecessarilyrule-bound school. It seemedto me that everyonewas
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expected to follow pre-determined rules and discussion of the rules was not welcomed. Rules
were long-standing, created and enforced by those in authority. Older staff enforced rules on
younger ones, prefects in the older classesenforced rules on younger children.

Three elderly teachersdominated the ineffective head teacherand imposed their own social
etiquette throughout the school through brow-beating him. Severalyoung teacherswere
systematicallycriticised and sometimes isolated by being ignored. Today, this whole process
would be seen as bullying. I was adamant that the situation should not go unchallenged.My
own view about rules ran quite counter to those that dominated the school. I believed that
children and adults are more likely to adhere to rules if they are part of the decision-making
process that produces them.

I wanted to work towards the establishment of a social systemin my classroom that produced
only the minimum number of rules necessaryto maintain a fair and harmonious social order.
I wanted a classroom in which everyone has the right to their own opinion and to question
the views of others. I felt that the climate of the school demandedsilent adherencerather
than scepticism and debate.I wanted to develop opportunities for children in my classroom
to:

"

practise decision-making,

"

develop self-reliance;

"

express their own opinions as a way to improve their powers of reasoning and their
motivation.

I immediately found myself in difficulty over the school's House system.The school routine
was to award cups and medals to `Houses' on a weekly basis.The House systemplayed no
other part in school life except for providing teams for the school Sports Day once a year.
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I was personally antagonistic to a system of rewards that I believed deprived children from
gaining personal satisfaction directly from their work. I have an intense dislike of the notion
that children should focus on extrinsic factors like gaining points for work done. I strongly
believed that successfulinvolvement in the work per secould and should lead to a greater
senseof achievement and satisfaction.

I tried to get children to make decisions for themselves about how and when to tackle the
work that I set. I expected them to be self-critical and to have opinions about the quality of
what they achieved.Public celebration of high quality work within the classroom was a part of
my method of encouraging and sustainingintrinsic motivation. I wanted children to gain
satisfaction by recognising when they achieved;understanding,knowledge, skills and new
insights.

I did not deny that children can be motivated by gaining points for work done in class,but at
the time it only emphasisedthe point that children can be motivated - something which I
alreadyknew. I preferred to find ways to motivate the children with whom I worked by:

"

devising activities that were interesting and pleasurablein their own right;

"

using puzzlement as a starting point for exploration;

"

discussingideas with the whole class;

"

providing direct and informed comment about the quality of their work;

"

identifying and celebrating effort and struggle as well as high achievement;

"

suggestingwaysin which work could be improved;

"

letting children decide for themselvesas far as possible, how and when they were going to
tackle their work.
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I regularly invited comment about the quality of the classroom activities I provided. I
encouraged suggestionsfor improvements. I have always been comfortable with children
voicing their own opinions about my performance and what I provide in the class.If children
were bored, tired or struggling, I would often switch to another activity, giving me time to
revise inappropriate activities and redevelop them for a future occasion.

This was a classof Y3 children aged 7-8. They were new to the school, having previously
attended the infant school elsewherein the village. I was immediately faced with the problem
of `House points'. Every Friday these were collected from each classteacherby a prefect
from the Y6 class.I explained my problem to my class.I said something like:

"

I'm new here too. I've never given children House points for work and I don't want to
start now.

"

Something has to be written in the House point book eachweek otherwise it will look
like this classhasn't done anything.

"

We need to come up with a way of putting something in the House points book.

It was julienne who suggestedwhat was to become a regular feature of our year together. She
was a very creative individual in many ways.She often found solutions to problems and
invented ways of organisingus to good effect. Julienne suggestedthat children should give
themselveshouse points, but before they did, they should spend part of the first hour on
Friday mornings looking at each other's work. We all commented on the idea and criticised it.
Severalchildren voiced the opinion that some people might be too generous,giving
themselveslots of points. Julienne said that if they looked at each other's work then they
could tell if people were being fair.
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Julienne's scheme was adopted and proved very successful from my perspective. Each Friday
the children spent about an hour finishing off bits of work, giving themselves points, looking
at each other's work, and talking about their work to each other. I avoided organising

individuals if I could. They knew the task had to be finished by a certain time and there were
other activities availableif they had completed what they neededto do.

The children were very blunt at times. They had been together for two yearspreviously, knew
each other well and were often very perceptive about each other's qualities and strengths.
What also excited me about this review process was the close scrutiny that the work received
and the constructive comments I heard. We tended to spend the last few minutes talking as a
whole classabout good work that people had noticed and children often stated how they
were trying to improve. What developed over the year was a relatively unsophisticated form
of target-setting.
5.1.5.2 Discussion
I was awareat the time that people learn in different ways, what is now commonly referred to
as different learning styles.I didn't have the vocabulary to expressthis awarenessin any detail.
I was not able to explicitly describe or identify appropriate teaching procedures for
responding to different learning styles, though I was making decisions intuitively. Gardner's
(1993) work on multiple-intelligences

has taken my thinking further and providing a language

and structure that has supported the development of my pedagogy.

Julienne's statement and the underlying implications causedme concern. My classroom was
not a place where John could feel successful.This suggestedthat I had failed to achieve the
very objective on which I was trying to basemy pedagogy.

I strongly hold the belief that a fundamental purpose of education is to allow learners to
demonstrate success.But here wasJohn, judging himself (or his work) to be `not good
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enough'. The problem for me was that I sawJohn's low self-esteemas emerging at least in
part from my practice. It followed that I needed to improve the classroom, not just for John

but for others who might feel the sameway.

Should John receive lots of House points, and more easily?Should I acquiesceand give
House points and take this heavy responsibility off his shoulders?Was there insufficient
opportunity for John to derive motivation and self esteemfrom the tasks that I set for him?
This latter view was the line I took. I was too resistant to the House point system to really
consider adopting it, even if it would have helped in John's case.I concluded that:

"

much of the work I set him was probably too demanding intellectually and in terms of
writing skills required;

"

too much work at too hard a level was undermining his confidence and self-esteem;

"

more needed to be done to provide all the children with a greater range of strategiesfor
tackling work and a broader range of ways of working;

"

they neededa greater choice of ways of tackling classroom learning;

"

more needed to be done to encouragechildren to express their own views about the
activities and their responsesto them.

In retrospect I recognisethat I was preoccupied with the quantityof work that children
produced. I was wedded to the notion that there is `an appropriate quantity' of work that
needsto be done each day or week, for progressto be made. Quality was a subsidiaryissue
that was only consideredafter quantity had been addressed.Realisingthis was a shock.

The classroom contained rhetoric that I had heard but had not noticed. `You haven't done
enough."I want to seeat least one page of work from you this lesson."I've done four pages
you've only done three - I'm beating you.' I had become more concerned with coverage of
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the curriculum and keeping people busy. I was less concerned with quality. It exposed a
dissonancebetween what I wanted to do and what I was doing. I wanted to work for quality
but in practice I was less concerned about this than I had realised.

I began to shift from a position where I just ignored certain rules. Instead, I began to look for
ways of working on them, modifying how they could be interpreted. For me, this resonates
the ability to take, `active control ...
with what Marilyn Osborn calls constructive
mediation,
responding ... in a creative, but possibly selectiveway.' Osborn (1996: 36). She contrasts this
approach with others that she calls: compliance, incorporation, retreatism and resistance.

There is an objectification involved in this self-review. "I" am a teacher, but there is also a
professional "me" whose practice can be examined.I can watch me teach and examine the
various products of my teaching. I can make comparisons between what I believe in, and
what the "me" actually does.In this example, the "I" and the "me" were not too dissimilar.
Reparation was possible since what I claimed to value and what my teaching demonstrated
was actually valued in my classroom were not too distant or distinct to prevent me from
working on the mismatch.

In contrast, if we look at Sally's experiencedescribedin the pilot study (seepage 50), the gap
for her seemedto be enormous and she failed to bridge it. Bollas also comments on
intrasubjective relations and the use of objectification of the self (seepage 48).

5.1.5.3 Emergent Themes
"

Changing my response to rules in professional settings.

"

Beginning to find ways of using constructive mediation.

"

Finding ways to incorporate children's opinions into classroom work.

"

Recognising the pedagogicalgap between what I assumedI was doing and what I noticed
when children drew my attention to the results of my practice.
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"

Using objectification to integrate different aspectsof the teaching-self.

5.1.6 Ella, May 1990
I was working as a supply teacher for the summer term in a primary school, teaching a class
of 10 - 11 year olds in their final term before they transferred to secondaryschool. With the
exception of one girl, the children had establisheda good relationship with their previous
teacher.He had been the deputy head and had worked in the school for severalyears,but had
left in the spring after teaching them for two terms.

Ella had been diagnosedas diabetic at the beginning of the year (some months prior to my
arrival) and according to the adults in the school who knew her, her behaviour had
dramaticallychanged since the diagnosis. The family GP was monitoring her medical situation
but there was no contact between the school and other agenciesor support services,either
medical or psychological. I sensedthat the general feeling in the school was that the situation
should be manageablewithout receiving external guidance or support from alreadybusy
services.Ella was learning how to manageher condition by monitoring her blood sugar and
regulating her sugarintake.

Her mood swings were sudden, sometimes inclining to brief spells of aggressionthat almost
alwaysending in desperatecrying. After an episode, she often sought a cuddle or wanted to
hold hands, either with me or with Joan, a non-teaching classroom assistantwho had a good
relationship with her, but who was basedin another classroom. Ella was a bright girl, lively
and chatty, often able to concentrate for long periods particularly on mathematics work
which sheenjoyed and in which she could became engrossed.Her outbursts were frequent severalper week. They were often followed by:
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"

shrieked accusations against other children, `they've stolen my pencil', `they're ganging-up
on me';

"a

period of shouting and sobbing,

"a

period of subdued distress when she would put her head on the table and rest with her
eyesclosed;

"a

period where she wanted physical contact, a cuddle with me or Joan.

Ella was wonderfully extravert but erratic in her temperament. She frequently brought
collections of toys or equipment from home to show to everybody. She particularly enjoyed
swimming (which was timetabled in the school pool eachweek) and would bring large
quantities of equipment on swimming day; various costumes,a wet-suit, snorkel and flippers but perhaps no towel.

Although

she was supposed to bring them only on days when the class had a swimming

lesson, she would sometimes bring them on other days claiming that she had muddled the
days up, dressing up in them before school. She was great fun, generally biddable and
amusing.

Ella's emotional state continued to fluctuate enormously. She was genuinely friendly and
affectionate to all of us for some period during most days,but almost every day shewas in
tears for some of the time. Ella sometimes causeda disturbanceduring lessons.More often
she causedproblems at break times by arguing with other children and occasionally fighting
with them. She would fall out with her friends, usually while out on the playground and
occasionallyshe was physicallyviolent. When adults intervened she would arguewith them,
sayingthat `the others' had said or done something againsther. She would arguevociferously
for a short time and then burst into uncontrollable tears, run back to the classroom and bury
her head in her hands. A messagewould then be sent to me or to Joan.
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During lessons she would provoke an incident. She might amass a large collection of

classroom equipment (pens, pencils, scissors,erasers)around her and make busy useof them
all. She would refuse to share them and other children would take an item that she had beside
her. She would respond by snatching things back, pinching or hitting other children,
snatching their belongings, tearing up her work or theirs, refusing to do what I asked. Ella
was occasionallyverbally abusivetowards me. The frequency of these disturbanceswas
distressing to other children in the classroom who displayedgreat tolerance but seemedto be
gradually distancing themselvesfrom her.

Ella's mother collected her from school eachday but showed little interest in her. I had
observed Ella punch and kick her mother, who was generallyindifferent to her and took little
interest in her school work, but who bribed Ella with toys and money.

I tried to respond to Ella by:

"

ensuring I gave her time when shewas happy and when she was distressed;

"

letting her know my feelings as well as my thoughts. `You look happy today"You must be
very angry to want to say that"You seem very sad at the moment"I get upset when you
shout at me';

"

talking to her about her diabetes, but only on those occasionswhen she initiated the
subject;

"

mirroring the anger in her voice by responding with what I judged was a similar level of
intensity in my own voice when she was shouting at me.
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I tried to match the intensity of her voice when she shouted at me, loud when she was loud,

soft when she subsided.I made sure I was availablewhen she wanted a cuddle, and I tried to
be sympathetic when shewas miserable.

Ella's increasing isolation from the other children was a factor in trying to find a way of
managing her behaviour. When shewas in a state of distress,Ella seemedlost to us and to
her normal self.
5.1.6.1 Discussion
This work opened up severalareasfor exploration and personal development for me that
drew on the training I had received a few years earlier as a Relatecounsellor. My view of Ella
was of a well-behaved,pleasant girl often overwhelmed by feelings. I did not think of her as
fundamentally naughty, vindictive or deserving to be punished. Working with Ella challenged
my assumptionsabout classroom boundaries and rules. She seemedunable to cope with the
loose boundaries that I generally maintained. I began to think that the freedom of choice and
the weak boundaries I normally provided were unhelpful to her and perhaps even disturbing,
leaving her with the feeling that she was not secure. I wondered if they provided a metaphor
for her own condition. Until recently she had been an ordinary person in good health. Now,
the boundaries of her health were difficult to determine. The prognosis of diabetes can be
difficult in the early stages, but it nevertheless remains a serious condition. Perhaps the vague
classroom rules and boundaries too closely mirrored her ill-defined health?

I am inclined to use intrinsic motivation (see the account of Julienne and John above page
113) to encouragechildren to work. I try to avoid making useof extrinsic rewards or
punishments, in the form of `stars' or points. I have alwaysbeen fundamentally resistant to
using systematicmethods of behaviour modification. I don't believe in compliance for its
own sake- either for me or for children.
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Thinking about how to meet Ella's needs challenged my position as an easy-going teacher.

Managing the classroom becameproblematic. I was trying to strike a balance between:

1. making changes to the classroom environment that I thought might allow Ella to feel
more secure;

2. avoiding over-protecting her by pathologising;
3. ignoring her when she needed support.

I recognisedthat I was making some assumptions.For example that:

"

There was a psychodynamic perspective to the situation that could inform me.

"

That she was expressing (and unconsciously projecting) fear and confusion as a result of
becoming diabetic.

"1

would be able to provide something useful for her.

"1

did not fully understand the situation but that I would have to try to find new ways of
working.

"I

had to work intuitively most of the time and review what was happening analytically
from time to time.

"

It could be productive if I showed Ella that I could contain her anger.

Containment implied a role for me as the responsible adult in the classroom. I was trying to
`temporarily hold a part of another before returning it in a transformed and benign form. '

(Coren,1997:61).

I assumedthat Ella needed to be able to make senseof her feelings of despair, fear and panic.
Becausethey didn't make senseto her but overwhelmed her, she neededme and other adults

likeJoan,to help her makesenseof what washappeningto her.
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To offer her a more securemetaphor for classroom life, I wanted to ensure that classroom
life could become more predictable and make more sense. I decided to establish more

restrictive boundaries and apply the classroom rules more consistently and systematically.Ella
would have to meet the rules of the classroom as closely as she could. As much as anyone
else,she had the right to a classroom that was useful to her. To achievethis, I had to give up
some classroom practices that I had developedover the yearsand which I believed offered
children more `on-the-spot' decision-making.

I wasn't sure whether I could or should apply this more rigid regime to everyone. In the
event I didn't. I wondered if these strong boundary conditions might become unrealistically
demanding of Ella, sinceI would probably overlook other children's occasionaltransgressions
whereas most of Ella's misbehaviour would lead to a consistent response from me.

I didn't impose any punishments like extra work. If Ella broke rules, by fighting with other
children or taking other children's possessions,or refusing to do her work, I:

"

admonished her;

"

explained which rules she had broken;

"

expected her to apologise to others when she had regained her composure;

"

limited her accessto the playground during the play periods.

It helped me to understand some of the feelingsof confusion and anger that I was
experiencing, by supposing that Ella was unconsciously projecting her confusion and anger
onto me, the other children, and other members of staff.
Emotions do not needwords to be communicated;they too can be transferred.
The mechanismsmost commonly usedfor the transferare projection and
projective identification. ... what hasbeenprojected,which can be an
unacceptablewish, emotion or quality, is somethingunacceptableto the subject
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and consequentlysafely placedin the object who is then unconsciouslyinvited
to act out the projection. (Coren, 1997:49-50)

Both Joan and I spoke on many occasionsabout how inadequate and bad we felt, suggesting
that the process of projective identification was well established.There were occasions when
I could not determine why the feelings I was experiencing had appeared.When there was
nothing in my own immediate life that could account for the feelings of confusion,
frustration or anger that I was experiencing, and I was at a loss to know their origin, I found
it helpful to ask myself, `Whose emotional stuff is this?' This allowed two developments in my
practice:

1.1 could free myself from the urgency of the emotions and look at them in a more
detachedand objective way as unexpected arrivals from elsewhere.
2. I could give some attention to Ella if I thought she might be the source.

Bion writes about projective identification as a necessaryprocess in the healthy development
of curiosity in the infant.
Projectiveidentification makesit possible(for the infant) to investigatehis own
feelings in a person powerful enoughto contain them. Denial of the useof this
mechanism,... leadsto the destructionof the link betweeninfant and ...
[mother] and consequentlyto a severedisorder of the impulse to be curiouson
which all thinking depends.(Bion, 1990: 117)

I wanted to show Ella that the classroom was strong enough to contain the very worst fears
that she could project onto us. I tried this by making the classroom a more formal and
consistent place, demonstrating that it survived every challenge.I thought it was vital, for
example, never to exclude her from the classroom, as a punishment, becauseI felt this
implied that we and the classroom were insufficiently strong to contain her feelings.

If shewas to transfer responsibility for managing her emotions to Joan and me, I wanted to
try to understand the transference if I could. Education offers many examplesof the
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transference process. Some are given by Saltzberger-Wittenberg

(1983) who writes that

transference can affect:
(a) the way we perceive,(b) the way we interpret, (c) the way we behave.An
...
exampleof (a) is of a boy who adoreshis mother and has beenthe appleof her
eye.He may expectto seducehis teacher(as he did his mother) by his charm
rather than feel a need to earnpraise by hard work and achievement.An
exampleof (b) is of a girl who has an ailing father and who interprets her
teacher'sabsenceinvariably as a sign that shehas beentoo much of a burden on
him. An exampleof (c) is a young man who, expectingpunishment, behavesso
outrageouslythat he eventuallydrives his teacherto act in a punitive manner.
(p.263)

There were some improvements over time. What appeared to happen was that when I
confronted her with her rages,Ella began to notice me and respond. Before, her feelings
appeared so overwhelming that she didn't seemto know what she was doing or to notice
anything I did or said.

A crucial factor in helping me determine whether we were being helpful was her attitude and
response to both Joan and me, and the other children during her calm periods. She continued
to be friendly, courteous, lively and enthusiasticin the periods between her outbursts. At a
parents' meeting her mother reported that Ella liked me and was happy in my class.

I have no firm evidence on which to claim successfor my decision to confront Ella with her
anger in the way I chose. I do think the classroom,Joan and myself proved to be goodenough containers for her. There was some anecdotal evidence from other teachers,
playground supervisors and Ella's mother, that suggestedshe was more settled during the
latter part of the term. And at a time when some children were becoming anxious about the
impending transfer to secondaryschool.

This experiencebrought the issueof emotional learning in classroom contexts to the fore and
dramatically changedmy view about education. Until this period, I had not considered
emotional learning in the classroom in any depth. On reflection, I believe that my training
was at least ambiguous about affective learning. It is possible that I would have been unable
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to function effectively on this broad front during my early training, though if I had received
some training, then who knows what might have been possible?

It does appear that there are some ambiguities that still exist in teachertraining, in relation to
the affective domain and what some call `emotional literacyb',or `emotional education'. I
suggestthat the following questions would raise some debate and probably some
disagreementabout how teachersshould act.

1. Should teachersdisplay anger while teaching?
2. Should teachers discouragechildren's anger?
3. Should children's behaviour be channelled carefully into more positive emotions?
4. Should children seeteachers as people who experiencea full range of emotions?

It seemsreasonablethat teacher behaviour needsto be a selectivesubset of human
behaviours.There is an increasing expectation that children should learn about relationships
as part of their schooling. This must include an exploration of emotions. Is this to be done
mostly `academically'through discussion?

It seemsunlikely that an effective curriculum can be establishedif teachers'emotional
behaviour has to be circumscribed. However, teachers' behaviour is now more closely
monitored than ever before. This is more likely to lead to a narrower rather than broader
range of behaviours evidenced from teachers.

Teachers'relationships with children are more carefully scrutinised than ever before and as a
society we seem to be more ambiguous in signallingwhat we want the teacher's role to be. All
6 Antidote is engagedin a `Campaign for Emotional Literacy', from The Hub, 3-4 Albion Place,Galena
Road,London W6 OQT.
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this seemslikely to make the transition to a teacher-selfincreasingly complex and challenging
for individuals.

5.1.6.2 Emergent Themes
"

Accepting that the exploration of emotions is part of the classroom curriculum.

"

Learning to make useof the psychodynamic concepts of transference and projection to
interpret classroom behaviour.

"

Recognising that previous training had focused on cognitive and skills learning, with
limited opportunities to learn how to make provision for education of the emotions in
classrooms.

5.2 Important findings - what has become available for future
use?
Reviewing the emergent themes from the critical incidents above shows that I was:

(David, 5.1.1.2);

"

making use of objectification

"

identifying aspectsof myself-as-teacher
and as not-teacher
and managing the identificatory
compromise that accompanied this;

"

holding others' anger (School Disco, 5.1.2.2and Ella, 5.1.6.2);

"

developing a professional voice - beginning to speakas teacher, (Maths Scheme,
5.1.3.2);

"

acquiring know-how directly from work with pupils, (Paul,5.1.4.2);

"

using discrepanciesbetween different objectifications of the self to indicate where
reparation and integration of different aspectsof `me' could be attempted (Julienne

andJohn, 5.1.5.3);
"

learning to use psychodynamic concepts to interpret behaviour (Ella, 5.1.6.2)
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Identifying the emergent themes allowed me to look for evidence of the development of my
praxis in later work with students. The use of critical incidents and the application of a
reflective process hasidentified themes from my own transition to teacherwhich I was able
to apply directly to subsequentwork with Nicola, Sallyand others in HE contexts, and which
were further developed for usein the longitudinal study with Emily, Paulineand Brigitte.

5.3 Significant

events 1990 - 1997

5.3.1 Working with Nicola, March 1992
Nicola was a primary BEd student who consistently presented herself as a socially confident
person, holding strong opinions, generally lively and animated, and assertivein groups. She
readily engagedin pedagogicaldiscussionwith me before, during and after teaching sessions,
and she would initiate conversations on other occasionsif we met in the college.We
establisheda closeprofessional relationship very soon after her arrival.

At an early point during her first year of training Nicola had openly shared her fear of
mathematics in the professional studiesgroup to whom I taught mathematics. She had
describedher secondaryschool experiencesbriefly, and had identified points of crisis. Most
of theseanecdotescontained reports of her as a school student experiencing high anxiety and
distressduring mathematics lessons.Nicola had describedseveralincidents that had reduced
her feelings of confidence, and she elaborated some of the ways in which teachershad been
implicated in theseparticular incidents.

Nicola's manner of introducing her anecdoteswas in keeping with her enthusiastic response
to pedagogicaldiscussionand college work. I thought at the time that the anecdotesmight
have had two quite different purposes. They were wholly appropriate and legitimate themes
for the group this part of the course focused on children's mathematical errors and
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common misconceptions. I did wonder about a second (perhaps unconscious) need for
Nicola to present such forceful descriptions. I wondered if perhaps she was signalling that her
school experiences had led to such discomfort that she wouldn't welcome any further
involvement in public mathematical activity: in short, that she was trying to `warn me off'.

Following her disclosures,I asked her permission to work directly with her on maths
problems when they arosein the course of a mathematics session.She agreedthat she would
respond to my questions if I tried to engageher in working one-to-one with the rest of the
students observing. She added that she probably would find the situation difficult. I had
alreadyworked directly with one or two other students in previous sessions,so this strategy
was not unknown to the group.

I did engageher in the next couple of sessionsand she found these situations immediately
disturbing. I looked for opportunities where the group was unsure about adopting a
procedure or unclear about the correctnessof an answer. I would then pose Nicola a
question and work for severalminutes in a one-to-one conversation exploring her thinking
and her reasoning. At the outset of eachinterchange she would quickly become
uncomfortable and displayed quite untypical behaviour. On severaloccasions,she showed
agitation, panic and her facebecame very flushed. We continued with our discussionsand
Nicola sometimes added a commentary on how she was feeling during the interchange.

Other members of the group were often strongly affected by her panic. Severalattempted to
side-track or stop the interchange. They were successfulon one or two occasions.One
student describedthe dialogue as an `attack' and severalchallengedme directly during these
question and answer exchanges.Some complained that Nicola was being `picked on,
she found the work difficult. I checked with Nicola both
emphasising that it was because
within and between sessions.She was willing to continue. These exchangesbetween Nicola
and me occurred during approximately five sessions.Her contributions becamelonger and
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more confident but so did the introduction of new anecdotesabout her secondaryschool
experiences.
5.3.1.1 Discussion
It was clear that Nicola did not like the experience of being overwhelmed by these emotions.
The other students did not enjoy my interchanges with Nicola. The emotional disturbance
created by engagingwith a student will inevitably contain socially and culturally related
elements.There was a clear senseof the other students wanting to look after or even protect
her. Their discomfort seemedto me:

"

to be in part directly related to Nicola's discomfort and their concern for her as a friend
and a fellow student;

"

generated partly by what they saw as `exposure'of Nicola's inability to engagewith the
mathematics allied with a sensethat such `exposure'is unacceptable;

"

partly due to their relatively passiveroles during these periods. Some of them appeared to
have difficulty with `sitting on the answer' to a mathematical problem when someone else
hadn't got an answer;

"

partly due to unconscious elements within the group.

There is a need to work discursivelywith people who are having difficulties with mathematical
knowledge, conceptual strategies,techniquesand procedures. For many people, the difficulty
may not arise out of conceptual difficulties with the mathematics as much from the
incompleteness of their mathematical education. For many people, their classroom
experiencesover the last twenty yearsare characterisedby the absenceof discourse.

One outcome of mathematical discourseis that it offers an opportunity for confirmation of
big ideas and the making of connections between ideas that are conceptually linked (but
which may not be obviously linked). Many of the students in training today have not had
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their ideas and misconceptions exposed to any form of rigorous examination through
discourse. The result is they are secure in very few areas, not necessarily because they do not
know or understand the mathematics, but because they have never had their ideas confirmed
in any external discussion with another adult. And, they have never had to articulate their
knowledge and commit their ideas to public discussion. Their experience of mathematics has
been a solitary one. Communication
communication
workbook

has seldom been about mathematical ideas. What

with teachers has been available has been solely through the submission of

pages returned by teachers with marks and written comments.

Evidence from TIMSS and from OFSTED inspectionsshowsthat English
children still spenda considerableamountof lessontime working individually
from publishedmaterials.OFSTED's Key Stage 1 and 2 Subjectand Standards
Review1994/95 identified that teachersusually deploy a very narrow range of
teaching styleswith a class, a major reasonfor this being that they rely too
heavily on publishedschemes,which pupils work through individually. Pupils
have someassistancefrom the teacher ... but are fundamentallyleft to "teach"
themselves.An effective teacherof mathematicsconveysinformation ...
personally,rather than relying too much on curriculum material or textbooks.
(DfEE, 1998: 19)

As a result, large numbers of people are unfamiliar with the experience of being involved in
direct, classroom-baseddiscussionin mathematics.

This work pre-dates the introduction of the National Numeracy Project and the subsequent
Strategyby some six years.It points to some of the possible difficulties faced by teacherswho
are required by the NNS to develop mathematical discussionin classrooms.Not only were
these students lacking in experienceof learning mathematics through discourse that involved
the exploration of common errors and misconceptions, but also the cultural milieu of their
formative yearsused the publicising of pupils' errors punitively, and to underline failure rather
than successin mathematics. Such personal histories may be expected to contribute to
teachers' difficulties in implementing the strategy.
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The cultural experience of seldom having errors discussed openly in classroom settings may
be a significant factor in the emergence of the emotional disturbance that seemed closely
allied to the cognitive disturbance that I attempted to create.

The exploration of mathematical errors in English classrooms may be perceived more in
terms of the failure of individuals to learn mathematics successfully,than as a common and
universal experienceof learning mathematics. If the evidence from TIMSS and other sources
is reliable, then engagementwith errors and misconceptions in other European countries and
elsewhere,does not produce high levels of emotional disturbancein learners.It may be that
the English school experiencemay have contributed to. the establishmentof a logical link that
could be presentedin the following manner, with apologies to Laing (1970).
I make mistakesin mathematics
ThereforeI am stupid
My teacherdraws attention to my mistakes
in order to punish me for being carelessand stupid
I must be doubly stupid
Stupid becauseI make mistakes
And stupid becausemy teachertells everyoneI make mistakes
And I must be trebly stupid becausemy friends all know I make mistakes.

RD Laing recognised the knots that we sometimes create in our lives. It is useful to look at a
couple of knots that Laing wrote about. It is interesting to read them after positioning oneself
as learner - and then to read them againafter re-positioning oneself as teacher.
JILL
You think I'm stupid
JACK
I don't think you're stupid
JILL
I must be stupid to think you think I'm
stupid if you don't: or you must be lying.
I am stupid every way:
to think I'm stupid, if I am stupid
to think I'm stupid, if I'm not stupid
to think you think I'm stupid, if you don't
(Laing, 1970:22)

There is somethingI don't know
that I am supposedto know.
don't
I
know what it is I don't know,
and yet I am supposedto know,
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and I feel I look stupid
if 1 seemboth not to know it
and not know what it is I don't know.
Therefore I pretendI know it.
This is nerve-racking
since I don't know what I must pretendto know.
Therefore I pretendto know everything.
I feel you know what I am supposedto know
but you can't tell me what it is
becauseyou don't know that I don't know what it is.
You may know what I don't know, but not
that I don't know it,
I
and can't tell you. Soyou will have to tell me everything.
(Laing, 1970:56)

These knots are phenomena that are built up through our responsesto relationships with
others in a range of social and cultural settings.The exploration of mathematical mistakes and
misconceptions in classrooms seemsa good example of a knot that is likely to be difficult to
undo in the short term. It requiresteachersto recognise the complexity of the situations in
which they engagelearners on the subject of mistakes, and to review the choices they make
when they work with learners on mistakesin classroom settings. Certainly it could be argued
that avoiding public exploration of errors and misconceptions and continuing to engage
privately with individuals may well only exacerbatefeelingsof failure and inadequacy.

The response that I encountered included some collusion between the students. Some began
to display anxiety and agitation. It seemedto me that some of the students behaved as if they
were being challenged directly. Not everyone appearedto be interceding on Nicola'sW4.
Some appeared to be behaving asif they were experiencing what Nicola was experiencing.
They may have experienced projection of Nicola's need to be protected from anxiety or
hidden feelings.

I am now more acutely awareof the emotional disturbance that emergesfrom cognitive
disturbance. I seek students' permission to work with them in difficult areas.I try to maintain
an open dialogue with students about staying with the present. There is a need for them as
student teachers,to work as teachers
and not just as students in emotionally challenging
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situations, and to bring to the group their experiences as teachers in classrooms. As a result of
working with Caleb Gattegno in workshop situations over a period of eight years, I now try

to pay attention to educating awareness,training behaviour and harnessingemotion. Only by
combining work in all three areasdoes it seem possible to develop as teachers.
Only awarenessis educable
Only emotion is harnessable
Only behaviouris trainable
distinctions betweencognition, affect,
... correspondto modernpsychological
force
The
the
and enaction...
of
word only, which Gattegnousedin his
formulation of the first assertion,acts to generatedisturbancefollowed by
questioningand even investigation of senseand validity for theseassertions....
The threeonly's memorablysummarisethe main components and provide a
...
framework for structuring professionaldevelopmentand practitioner research
through distinguishing different energiesin training, harnessingand educating.
(Mason, 1994:7)

It is valuableif there are possibilities to continually communicate with the people with whom
you work. Nicola and I met on severaloccasionsand explored the very personal issues
associatedwith the process of her becoming a teacher.

5.3.1.2 Emergent themes
"

Learning to identify themes in students' development (for example, resistanceto the
articulation of mathematical ideasand thinking processesas part of learning mathematics).

"

Learning to create exploration through provocation. (Introducing a method of teaching
that challengesstudents' previous classroom experience.)

"

Using modelling to show alternative ways of working with individuals in group contexts.

5.3.2 Nicola in conversation - searching for a professional life
The following is an extract from a taped conversation with Nicola 4th May 1994.

Nicola: - The morethat that that first year I think I wasquite keen. Although I didn't originally set out with
the idea of being a teacher,I didn't particularly want, I've never wantedto teach. I wantedto do somekind
of education,Further Educationand I can't rememberif I told you this, I wasgoing to do radiography(TB Hmm) yeahwell um I wasoffered a place at the Schoolof Radiographyand when I went along they offered
me a week's work experience. So, I thought that wasgreat, and I felt sure that I was going to really, really
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enjoy it.... Um, so off I went for this weekswork experienceand I was so disappointedbecauseat the end of
it you didn't say to somebodyat the end of it I'm ever so sorry but you've got a broken arm and I'm going to
fix it, you know. The doctorsdid that!
it
just, you know, youjust passthis pieceof film
... at the end of you
to somebody,and he'sthe one, or she'sthe one, that saysright to the person you know were going to do
this. So I wasreally disillusioned and I had to say no. So then it was, right, what can I do? That's going to
give me a professionto um, that I feel I can grow and move on in, and developeven,you know, something
that I wasreally going to enjoy, and really there weren'tmany choices.... Then in the first year I though
well yeah I, becauseon the interview, I probablytold loadsof lies, do you really want to teach, oh yeah I'd
love to teach,I've always wantedto teach You know. And um, I think G. smelt a bit of a rat on the
.
interview, you know and she said I really think you ought to go out into schoolsand you know, perhaps,
...
you know, get a bit more of an idea what its all about,but anywayI got in and the first year I did think, yeah
I think this is what I want to do. The secondyear, um, perhapsa few doubtsstartedto creepin. Mostly
aboutthe theory and the practice of it. I felt therewere differencesthere aboutwhat [the college was]
saying and what it wasactually like. There were obvious problemsthere but not just for me I think even for
peoplethat had come in desperatelywanting to teach,you know, ... I was listening to the other end of it,
this is what it's going to be like for you, and this is what you will do, and then when I went out there I saw
it was different. Sowe're all seeingthesedifferencesbut from different perspectives.Having gonein at
different points, with different wants and needs.But um, the third year, I've got doubtsthat are more
personalto me. Um, becauseI think that Mrs. W. the lecturesthat we've had with you and the maths have
beenparticularly interestingto me becauseI do think that now I'm starting to questionwhether or not I can
actually go out of here, still with a bit of me left, that's not going to be infected,or affected. I mean,you
know, you could useeither of those words really.
TB - Both of thosewords describeyou (Nicola: - Yeah. ), one of them is quite invasiveisn't it? (Nicola: Yeah) to be infected(Nicola: - Yeah).

From 1990,when I returned to higher education teaching, I began working in this detailed
way with students. I noticed similarities in the story-strands provided by different students,
that could be given, which in some way
and began to wonder if there was an account
representedthe essentialfeaturesof these different stories but without losing their
uniqueness.I began to use and muse on these accounts and occupied myself in:
laying of the strandsalongsideeachother, weaving them
... somesort of mental
into a tapestry-likestory ... [and] using them to sensitisemyself for noticing in
the future. (Mason, 1996:31)

In this extract Nicola was searchingfor a profession first radiography and then teaching.
Her account shows the emotional and the cognitive clearly intertwined. In both radiography
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and teaching she saw opportunities for caring, for cognitive learning, and for emotional
engagement.For Nicola, professional training was strongly associatedwith personal growth.

The concern about differences between college-basedand school-based experiencesappeared
not only with Nicola but again later in the longitudinal study, in conversation with Emily. In
the extract below, Emily discussesa one-day meeting with other students at College to plan a
pre-professional week towards the end of the final school placement. She alreadyknew she
had successfullycompleted the course and her teaching placement school had already
recruited her as an NQT for the following year.
EM: And I also said I've struggledmarking coursework for GCSE especiallyattainment target one. I can't
do that very well. And everyonesort of said no. It meantdirecting the daysfor pre-professionalweek.No
one elsecame up with any idea. I wish I hadn't come up with an idea. W. can't be there for the whole week
so I think, well what's the point? I'd rather have anotherweek in school. Getting resourcestogether or
something like that. I thought well if we've beenin schoolthis long and we're coming back for a week
surely college can organisea way of seeinga lecturer so we can talk about problems.]
[EM, T2: line 542]

For Emily a significant aspect of her transition was underway. A stronger identification with
school and a weak, compliant response to the remainder of the college course.
5.3.2.1 Emergent Themes
"

Using student accounts to sensitiseme to students' views of professional orientation,
growth and development.

5.3.3 Number 17 - working with Karen and Nicola, June 1993
This sessionof about seventy minutes was part of the professional maths programme for a
group of primary BEd students in their second year of training. They were not yet half way
through their training course. The group had been formed at the beginning of their course in
their first year of training. Some were confident about their own mathematical knowledge and
about teaching maths. Most lacked experienceboth of teaching mathematics in schools and
of discussingpedagogy.
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My chosen purpose for the sessionwas to support students' mathematical thinking, and to
offer a classroom model. The group had a history, having studied together for two years
already. Severalin the group appearedto have made strong friendships. I felt comfortable in
this group. I sensedthat most of them regardedit as a useful place to learn. I had worked
with them in both their first and second year professional mathematics programmes.

I introduced the `Function' game to the group of about 20 students. I invited them to play
the game and set the rules as follows:

"

The game was to be played verbally, but people were free to write anything they wanted
to (most did).

"

Only one calculator available- used solely by me.

"

They are to offer me a number and I will enter it into a calculator.

"I
"

will tell them the calculator output number.
They must use trial and improvement in an attempt to give me an input number that will
output 1

"1

perform the same operation on each number given to me.

"

The group discusseswhat number should be give to me next.

"I

will only accept a number after it has been agreedby the group.

I requesteda number, sayingthat I was going to begin with a very obvious calculation. This
was to ensure that we were all clear about playing the game.

I was offered 6 and returned an output of 9; then 4 and returned a 7; then 12 and returned
15. There were severalcomments like:
`three';
`addingthree';
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`it's three more each time'.

I called for a formal statement which was volunteered by one person. I askedif we were all in
agreement.No one volunteered anything more complex, such as:
`input our number add something and then subtract that number and another three'.
I announced that I would begin again with a different function.

I wasoffered 5 andreturned0.29411765
I was offered 13 and returned 0.76470588
It was at this point that Karen offered 17.
I was dividing by seventeen.I was surprised that it was offered so soon. I had no idea
whether Karen had calculated,intuited or guessedher offer of 17. I could seethat most
people were still tuning-in to the activity and were beginning to get involved in one of several
activities. I observed some people:

"

checking they were interpreting the activity in the sameway as their peers;

0

exploring the possible relationships between the pairs of numbers,

5,0.29411765

and

13,0.76470588;

"

discussinghow to record the information in a convenient way;

0

discussinghow they could predict a1 as an output number.

I felt that the acceptanceof 17 as a correct answerwould have:

"

Disrupted most people'sthinking.

"

Emphasised the production of answersover the process of finding a suitable way of
attacking the problem.

"
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Rewardedspeed rather than mulling things over.

"

Positioned me as the arbiter of correct answers rather than them through their
collaborative deliberation.

I had deliberately looked hard at the calculator and pretended to have to concentrate on
pressing the right buttons so that I could keep eye contact to a minimum. I was therefore in a
position to chose to ignore Karen's offering, by pretending that I had not heard it. There was
an added advantagebecauseseveralother people offered different numbers at the same time.

One or two people were writing numbers in lists and organising the numbers in various ways,
presumably trying to identify patterns. One person near me had written 17 in her list and had
left a spacebeside it. All the other input numbers on her list had a corresponding output
number in the form of a decimal. I can recall seeing the spacebeside 17 and thinking how
empty and large it felt. There were now two people pursuing 17. Karen offered 17 again.

Karen: Seventeen.I gaveyou seventeenand you didn't answer me.
Whydddyousayseventeen?
I think it's about three less each time.
(Hearing this answer made me want to continue to avoid closure of the activity. It seemed
that at least one person was using an additive rather than a multiplicative process to calculate
the answer. I wanted different thinking processes exposed and examined for their
appropriateness. )

Whatanswerdojou expectit will give?
Thirteen point something.
That'snot theanswerI harne
hen, (I pausedbut she seemedunready to pursue it any further for
the time being).

Let'sgoon.
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I heard fragments of Karen's continuing discussion with a partner that the answer might not
be three less each time. I also saw the person who had written 17 and left a space tapping and
saying to a friend that I hadn't given them the answer to 17 so her list was incomplete. I

ignored her comments.
&gbt. Cananyoneoffera comment
aboutwhatmightbehappening?
We continued for severalminutes, building patterns and predicting answers.Those who were
not clear were offered ideas and suggestionsby others. Then someone offered 10.
Whatsortof answerwouldyou expect?
Suzanne:Point five something.

I noticed several puzzled faces and looks of admiration. Suzanneis thought to be fairly smart
at this kind of work. I askedher to explain her prediction. It involved looking back at 5 and
arguing that multiplying by 2 would give her 10. So multiplying 0.29411765by 2 would be
appropriate and this would give 0.58 something. I drew people's attention to Suzanne'suseof
ratio and multiplication and asked for some people who had been puzzled to test
multiplication out on some other pairs of whole numbers in order to find out whether there
was a multiplicative relationship. Out of the corner of my eye I saw the spacebeside 17 being
tapped with a pencil.

You haven't given us the answer to this one.

No, I didn't.

Severalcomments came at once. What are we supposedto be doing? What was the activity?
Trying to get 1 on the calculator? Oh. It's got to be about sixteen because8 gives 0.4705882
It's going to be point 8 point 9 something. It's seventeen.
Arr you askingmeto try seventeen?
Yes. Someone askedfor seventeenbefore.
Karen: I did!
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YesI know.I triedveryhardto auoidgivingyou
an answertoo!
5.3.3.1 Discussion -avoiding

closure

I wanted to hold on to the situation where students were engagedin mathematical thinking,
is a useful place holder for the strategy
conjecturing and testing hypotheses.Avoidingclosure
describedabove. I was aware of the expectation of responding to Karen's 17 under normal
social circumstances.Teaching includes discoursesand practises that may need to cut across
or go beyond socialpractices in other contexts. I wanted to employ a teaching strategythat
was sufficiently acceptablesocially, but which postponed the closure that can be a routine
part of discoursein many social settings.

By accepting `eight' from someone, I was able to continue the process of collecting
suggestionsand providing answersthat provoked further study. Severalother numbers were
offered and I replied. After a few more minutes the activity came to a close.We began to
discusswhat had just taken place. The discussion was animated and most people in the room
spoke. I reported that the process of avoiding closure is a pedagogicalstrategy I sometimes
choose to employ. Some members of the group reported being surprised that they were
reluctant to challengeme and ask directly for an answer. Severalsaid that they did not receive
the information they wanted but hadn't the confidence to challengeme and demand that I
respond to them and to Karen. On reflection, they thought they had been more inhibited
than they would have anticipated. Some said they hadn't noticed any of this. Others reported
that they had noticed the focus of the lesson change:their focus of attention remained
elsewhere.Peripherally, they had been awareof my behaviour but had carried on working.
Karen reported feeling puzzled by my behaviour but not discouragedfrom continuing work.

Karen:I thoughtit hadto do with subtraction.I thoughtof it asa takeaway.
Nicola (excited); I want to know how you deflectedus and Karen. I realise now but I wouldn't have done if
we hadn't discussedit. Theseare the sorts of things we needto find out about. It's this sort of thing we need
to learn about.
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TB: Here weare finding out about them. How did I avoid giving Karen an answer?

Severalstudents reported a realisation that their pedagogy didn't embrace avoidanceof
closure. Severalreported that closure was an assumedobjective in their lessons.An
underlying assumption seemedto be that speedis of the essence:rapid acquisition of new
ideas and skills is part of what teachersroutinely strive for. The main purpose of working
with learners according to their pedagogy is to reach a conclusion, demonstrate a point then
move on. Coming to a swift conclusion is seenas a main part of the generalpurposeof
classroom activities. My purpose was assumedby severalin the group, to be that they should
quickly find that 17 gives an answer of 1 in the above activity.

They did not seemto have considered that I might hope:

"

for an exploration of ways of testing whether multiplication or division, rather than
addition and subtraction are implicated in the process;

"

that they would explore why some input numbers (e.g. zero, one or ten) make the
function more transparent and discernible.

The discussion seemedto offer at least some of the students the possibility of greater choice
in their teaching. They were able to contemplate teaching lessonswhere they could choose to
go for closure or choose to postpone it. For others, modifying the process of choosing
whether to closean episode seemedto be closely related to anxiety. For some people in the
group, rapid closure seemedto be a much more comfortable option. For thesepeople, going
for closure during teaching episodesseemedto be equatedwith:

"

lessons that are `going somewhereuseful';

"

the teacherbeing in change of, and directing, the learning;
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"

the teacher fulfilling a role judged to be important, of being the source of knowledge and

the provider of answers;
"

being able to avoid difficult or unanticipated questions from learners;

"

avoidance of long silences(which many said they found uncomfortable).

Teacherslearn to interact with groups in ways that follow different rules from those
operating in many other group interactions in other contexts. The pedagogicalimperative
anticipates that teachersmodify the rules that apply in the social interactions associatedwith
teaching episodes.Signallinga request for closure (e.g. seekingan immediate answer to a
question) forms part of the discoursein social settings. In many cases,the expectation is of
compliance: the requestwill be granted and the desired responsegiven. In the context of
teaching, this may sometimes thwart other teacherly ambitions. Avoiding closure (by
maintaining silence or ignoring aspectsof behaviour, ... ) may help sustain thinking, action
and learning.

For me, severalissuesremained after the sessionfinished.

"

What is it that allows me, as a teacher, to prepare myself to work in this way?

"

How can I explore whether I am justified in my assumptionsabout the strategiesI use?

"

What other issuesare associatedwith avoiding closure?

"

What further issuesneed to be considered when `working with an individual' in a group
situation as I have reported doing with Nicola above and with Elspeth in what follows?

Reviewing this episode again, this time in 2000,1 find myself wishing I'd askedNicola if this
was an example of being infected (seeabove, page 137).
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5.3.3.2 Emergent Themes
"

Wanting to create conditions for critical reflection on my pedagogy as a means of
exploring pedagogicalissueswith students.

"

Learning to create contexts where students have to meet models of thinking and practice
that challenge their current ways of thinking and behaving.

"

Provoking dissonancebetween students' current self and an emerging teacher-self.

5.3.4 Working with Elspeth on becoming more articulate
In December 1993, the PGCE programme of mathematics sessionswas nearly complete. I
had negotiated with the group the topics for the last two sessions.One was' Conflict in
Teaching', the other was `Preparing of Job Interviews'. The mood of the group was very
mixed. There was considerable anger being expressedby a core of students about recent
events which had dramatically affected the circumstancesof one member of the group.
Others had taken up a range of stancesand there was considerablehostility being directed
towards `the college'. Some of this hostility was projected onto tutors, including me, involved
in running this final week of the programme.

We began the session`Preparing for Job Interviews' sitting together in a group of
approximately twenty, around a large rectangular block of tables. I started the sessionby
inviting the one or two students who had alreadybeen interviewed for jobs to recount their
experiences.The mood was sombre with few signs of usual bubbling conversations that
characterisedbeginnings of sessions.Tina agreed to talk and spent severalminutes recounting
the questions she had been posed during her interview. I became aware that the mood had
changed.Most students became attentive. They commented and their body languageshowed
them to be alert and responsive, nodding, smiling and reacting to Tina's account. The group
had become energised.Severalpeople questionedTina and a discussion began to emerge.
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Tina recalled that one interview question in particular had been difficult for her. She

wondered if she had really answeredit satisfactorily. I interrupted Tina and asked the rest of
the group to consider their answer to it. Some began working on this, calling out thoughts
and ideas.I askedif anyone could formulate an answer.There appearedto be a range of
reactions. Some people appeared comfortable with the prospect of having to formulate an
answer to it. Others said they felt unsure of where to begin. However, one or two were
expressinga very different view. They were reluctant to make any attempt at an answer. For
them, the situation appearedto have produced considerableanxiety. I speculatedto myself
whether what had emergedwas something that I could now call `a fear of publicised
inarticulacy'.

Many small conversations erupted in the group. These partly overheard fragments gave me
some clue to the feelings of the speakers. I waited for a minute or two then whispered to
Marietta who was sitting beside me, asking her if she would frame the question in her mind
and be ready to ask it in couple of minutes time. She agreed to this and she rehearsed with me
how she should do this, deciding to act in the role of a school governor. By asking another
person to put the question, I organised myself to be freer to pay attention to the group and
the individual responses. I told the group what I had arranged with Marietta and asked her to
start when she was ready. Marietta asked the question to one person and another as they
signalled they would be willing to formulate a response. Several people contributed what
came to mind. All the responses seemed to offer something of value: a confident tone, a
partial response, an appropriate body posture. Fragments of a rounded answer began to
emerge and we moved on to consider what a balanced answer might need to contain.

It was at this point that Elspeth's behaviour caught my attention. Her normally pale
complexion was red. She was animated, anxious and shaking her head as she spoke quietly to
the person next to her. I spoke directly to her sayingthat it appearedto me as though she
was very anxious and disturbed. I asked her to report her concern. She replied that she didn't
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want to get involved. I wasn't sure whether she was fearful of taking a direct part in this
activity, whether she thought she could never find the appropriate words to answer this
question, or whether interviews made her very anxious. By now she seemedto be in a panic.

I asked her if she would repeat to us what she had said to her friend. She did this immediately
and graphically. She describedvarious situations that had causedher to panic and the great
mental confusion that accompanied such situations generally.She detailed the terror that even
the thought of interviews evoke in her. Having spoken at,some length, Elspeth finished with,
`It's probably one reason I won't get a job. '

It seemedfrom her account that one problem she had in preparing for interviews was that
she had no effective strategy for organising a possible answer.

I invited others to describe how they had rehearsedtheir answersin the moment between
hearing Marietta voice the question and beginning a response. Some reported they were
unaware of any consciouspreparation, but severalhad strategieswhich they shared.I asked
Elspeth which strategiesshe felt were worth trying out, and which fragments of the answer
had caught her interest during the rehearsal.She identified three issueswhich she felt had to
be included in a balanced answer to the question. I then askedher to organise them in some
way and told her to signalto Marietta when she was ready to hear the question again.After a
minute or two of thought, she began by discussingthe three elements of the answer with the
rest of the group, severalof whom responded. Elspeth began organising her thoughts until
finally she said shewas ready to begin to next stage.

There is no doubt shewas anxious and her face was still highly coloured. However, there
seemedto be an eagernessin her voice and her body movements. She appearedto want to
explore the possibility of developing greater control in this situation. Marietta repeated the
question and immediately some of Elspeth's panic returned, and we watched her struggle to
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control it. An answer emerged.Severalpeople congratulated her. I asked for a repeat.
Marietta asked the question againand Elspeth this time spoke more slowly and with increased
confidence, adding a spontaneousgem of her own which revealedthe depth of her insight
into the issue under discussion.
5.3.4.1 Discussion
Only a few people spoke publicly for any length of time during the twenty minutes th

it

took to explore this. For me at least, there was a feeling that we were all engaged in working
on something which I can now describe as `becoming articulate'. Tina's account of her
interview had seemed relatively remote to many people. It was her experience - not theirs. By
centring the work of the group on Elspeth and by working with her, the interview process
became much more immediate and personal for many more in the group. It was no longer
hypothetical:

it had become vivid and present.

Elspeth reported that during interviews her attention routinely became focused on her own
inadequate voice and her halting, fragmentary reply to questions. It would seem that she
routinely places her attention in her performance:

in her anticipated inarticulacy. As a

consequence there is embarrassment and fear of poor performance. There is insufficient
attention left to organise a response to a question and ensure a coherent reply.

When we perform (at interview, in the classroom or elsewhere),we have the potential to
draw upon our entire previous experience.The extent to which we can make use of our
experience is influenced by the degreeto which the experienceis accessibleto us in the
present. One way of making it accessibleis through visualisation:imagining or imaging
situations in which we perform well. Alternatively it is possible to work on disturbance and
the nature of disturbance,which is what I did here.
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I sometimes use the strategy of asking a group to think about the worst question they could
imagine being asked at an interview. My experienceis that when one person offers a `worst'
question, there is often someone in the group who would welcome the opportunity to answer
it becausethey perceive it in terms of opportunity. They can seea way to demonstrate their
knowledge, skills or beliefs. By sharing what they seeas the positive features of someone else'
worst question, a model answer can often be developed.

The sessionwas a variant of this approach and I was alert to the possible appearanceof
people's `worst questions'. Although I spoke to the group before the session,I did not
choose to reveal the methods I would use,limiting what I said to the briefly stated purpose of
rehearsinginterview questions by drawing on individual's experiencesand expertise. It seemed
sufficient to saythat we would work on improving our chancesof succeedingat interview and
that we would consider some waysin which we could prepare ourselvesfor them.

When we perform in an interview we need to draw on our knowledge, skills, intuition and
emotional wherewithal. When we rehearsefor an interview, knowledge and skill can remain
elusive unlesswe harnessour emotions effectively. I thought it might be possible for the
group to consider three things:

1.

In what precise ways are interviews different from normal, everyday conversation?

2.

What characteristicscan I identify in my performance in normal conversations?

3.

Can I become aware of myself and my performance moment by moment in an
interview?

wasn't very explicit about these.The first seemedpalpably part of the beginning of the
sessionwhen ordinary conversation changeddramatically as people explored interview
questions and answers. The second was touched on when Elspeth began to organise her
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answer and the third she demonstrated as she rehearsed and responded to Marietta's
question.

Working on tasks that force me to notice my performance, here-and-now, can be challenging.
It may feel intrusive and overly personal. There are contexts where it is recognisedand
accepted,but in teacher training it is perhaps less frequently experienced.Detailed analysisof
individual performance is very common in sport training for example, in football, or activities
like improving high jumping technique, or a sprint start. Performance is often subject to
minute scrutiny - using a range of techniqueslike video camerasand visualisation, (... imagine
you are getting ready to start, close your eyes,describe in detail what is happening to you, ... ).
Similar attention to the quality of individual performance is a routine part of dance training,
voice coaching and learning to play a musical instrument. In teacher training there is a
tradition of focusing on children's behaviour and learning theory. Focusing on the generality
of teacherbehaviour is not unusual,but looking closely at an individual teacher's (or trainee's)
behaviour is a less common experience for many. This in itself createsthe potential for
disturbance.

The opportunity

that such work gives is that awareness can be heightened. When one is more

aware of one's performance, then one is more likely to be able to exercise control over it. I
may notice that the reason I'm unable to modulate my voice normally is that my chest
muscles are tight through nervousness. It is, perhaps, only as a result of increased awareness of
the quality of the muscle tone that I can try to relax the muscles and thereby ease my
breathing and regain my voice. When I notice I'm gabbling, I can pause in my talking. When
I'm calm in an interview I may gain confidence, and I might be able to ask for a difficult
question to be repeated, improving the chances of answering well. If I feel my face tense, I
can smile and work at relaxing the facial and neck muscles. In their book The Inner Game of
Music Green and Gallwey discuss the advantages of focusing on awareness instructions.
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Awarenessinstructions put studentsinto an entirely different frame of mind.
They are basedon the students'own experience- their ability to learn by
noticing what's happening.They don't involve `right' or `wrong' waysto go
aboutthings. (... ) [They can be introduced so as to] emphasizethe students'
own awarenessand experience,...
Be awareof...
Listen for
...

Howdoesit feelwhenyou

...

(Greenand Gallwey,1986:149-151)

Increasedawarenesscomes through increasedsensitivity to the nerve impulses that are
providing us with the information about our current functioning. I can gain some degree of
control in the interview by paying attention to nerve signals and by consciously responding to
the information they provide. I can then more successfullydirect my performance - not
mechanistically - but with greater awarenessof my performance in-the-moment. When my
noticing takes in my moment-by-moment performance, there is the potential for me to
modify it. The increasedconfidence gained through recognising a good performance allows
me to attend to the quality of the answer during the interview.
Changeand disturbanceare the essenceof noticing, at every level from the
functioning of the sensesto the evocationof emotions,to the recognition of
similarities ... To be ableto act creatively and freshly requirestwo things to
happen within a context of genuineenquiry and initiative. You have to be
sensitisedto notice freshly in the moment (to be awaketo the situation), and you
have to have accessto possiblealternative actions. Most of the time, students,
teachersand administratorsreact to disturbance.Their actions are the working
out or unfolding of habits formed and decisions made,hours,monthsor years
earlier. Occasionallythere is a moment of awakening,a moment of real
freedom.A lbw suchmomentscan invigorate you for weeks,so powerful is the
effect. (Mason, 1994:5-6)

I wanted to create a situation worth working on, a situation where there was an opportunity
for some people to explore:

9

how they behavein an interview;

9

how this behaviour might be developed to maximum personal benefit;

"

how their interview behaviour could be informed by noticing

"

how they might be enabled to draw on other more effective behaviours and so improve
interview technique.
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I knew from previous experience that I could choose from a range of strategies to create the
necessary `disturbance' in the sense that Mason uses. What I realise from reviewing this
incident is that I do not have a pre-planned, conscious strategy for shaping and directing such
a session, although I can recognise certain techniques that I employ.

I know I encouragecertain contributions and ignore others. I often vacate the teacher's
`telling' role for certain periods, and assumeit againat other times. I sometimes confront
people with what I am noticing in-the-moment, whilst at other times I notice and withhold
verbal comment. Inevitably, I fail to notice many things. I am however developing the ability
to notice behaviour that suggestschangesin other people's emotional states, and to make use
of these altered stateswithin teaching sessions.

Emotions
I basethis principle of action on the maxim that `onlyemotions
areharnesrable'.
heralded by physiological changes are alwayshere-and-now, and give an excellent guide to a
person's disposition in-the-moment. I want to draw on people's emotional engagement
becauseit is here-and-now and I view their engagementas a potentially powerful lever for
change and development.

My performance when working with groups may be more variable in quality than it need be.
To develop my practice further, I need to improve my methods of preparation so as to
increase the opportunities for effective interaction in groups. `To be prepared, is to be able to
be ready to be spontaneously creative, not to be pre-determined'. (Mason, 1996: 37)

The process of becoming articulate that was identified in this sessionwith students was
expanded and incorporated into a discussion on the notion of the `articulate selfpresented at
the Open University researchseminar in May 1994.
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5.3.4.2 Strategies used in the session with Elspeth
"

Seekingevidence of changes of emotional statein others.

"

Reflecting back to others observed changesin their behaviour.

"

Encouraging collaboration.

"

Searching for and drawing attention to resonanceor dissonance between different
people's views or feelings as observations rather than judgements.

"

Encouraging resistanceto uncritical acceptanceof what is happening in the group.

"

Encouraging reflection during the session.

"

Negotiating possible next steps.

"

Arranging the physical space to maximise opportunities to sit face-to-face.

"

Purposelyusing eyecontact to acknowledgeothers.

"

Allowing silence to persist on occasions,so that there is time for quiet reflection.

"

Using silence to create emotional disturbance. (Seenote' below).

"

Setting up sub-taskswhilst trying to ensure continuation of the main task.

"

Giving up and regaining overt control of the group process.

"

Invoking procedures that free my attention.

"

Searchingfor signs of where others place their attention during the session.

"

Harnessingemotion in others, monitoring changing of emotional statesin myself.

"

Intuiting whether my felt emotions originate in self or others.

"

Working to develop articulacy through repeated rehearsalof answers.
1wasoffereda usefulcommentary
by Dick Tahta:
on disturbance

Group dynamicsremind us that the more leaderlessa group the more (emotional) disturbancewill be
aroused.Someonemight do this deliberately in order perhapsto encouragethe group to deal with the
underlying emotional issuesthat have beenaroused.On the otherhand the sort of disturbancethat a student
teachermight want to be setting up with children is quite different. Isn't it? To set up cognitive disturbance
in a group would seemto require the traditional lead role of a teacher- and one might say that traditional
"control" also "contains" any emotional disturbance.
(Correspondence,May 1998)
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5.3.4.3 Discussion - the nature and use of emotional disturbance
When I began teaching, I attempted to conduct my teaching in a manner which would not
worry or annoy those whom I taught. The reasons for this were many and complex but my
original focus was almost exclusively on mechanistic methods by which cognitive

development could be achieved.

I had also drawn on some of the psychological theories of the daywhich I had interpreted in
ways that suggestedlearning needs to be smooth, comfortable, harmonious and that these
conditions can be orchestrated by the teacher through well-regulated lessons.

The teaching style I had adopted after training, stemmed partly from my own desire to avoid
the discomfort that I associatedwith some emotions. Anger, frustration, disappointment
were feelings I wanted to avoid. One strategy to avoid them was to attempt to suppressthem
level of denial of their existence.I also became more
- though this necessarilyrequires some
sharply aware at that time of the beliefs I held about what schools `ought' to be like.

The teaching that followed from this way of viewing the world (of schools and schooling)
inclined towards a view of the learner as a passiverecipient rather than an active subject.
Active participation was confined in the students to responsesto carefully formulated
questions and to carefully structured `scientific' practical work. It was characteristicof my
early teaching, and may be characteristic of the beginning teacher,that interest lies more in
achieving cognitive disturbance in students whilst using control techniquesto manageand
contain emotional disturbance during lessons.Although I have reported above that I realised
that other teacherstackled issuesthat allowed students' emotional statesto be very present in
the classroom, I didn't realise at the time that my methods of control functioned in two ways.
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1. They were effective in keeping students -'on-task' in sciencelessons.They focused on
cognitive disturbance (e.g. exploring differences between common senseand scientific
interpretations of physical events).
2. They contained and suppressedemotional disturbance and in consequence,limited the
opportunities through which students could expresstheir views about the teaching and
learning process.

Experienced teachersand tutors may be more inclined than beginning teachersto encourage
and explore emotional disturbance with pupils. If this is so, then one could speculatethat one
source of anxiety in trainee teachers that could emerge from interactions with tutors might
derive from the dissonancebetween the teacher/tutor's tolerance of emotional disturbancein
classrooms and the students' own lack of confidence in managing this during their own
teaching practice.

Perhaps some beginning teachersneeds to develop abilities to managecognitive disturbance
prior to managing complex emotional disturbance?Might there be an unconscious desire to
suppress emotional disturbance emanating from pupils during the early stageswhen students
are beginning to develop and managetheir teaching?

During the first few yearsof my teaching, I observed other teachersat work. I became very
awarethat some teachersexpected and even demanded active participation of a type which I
avoided and discouraged.It began to appear to me that other teachersheld very different
views about how schools could and should be.

I observed that some colleaguesused questioning in order to invite opinion and encourage
debate.My questioning style at the time was more limited in its range of purposes. I
frequently used it as a form of control. One main purpose was to allow me to check whether
the students being questioned could paraphraseand report on the content or knowledge that
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I was intent on transmitting. An answer judged by me to be good was a single word or
sentence that conveyed to me that the informant

had been `paying attention' in the sense of
-

memorising the content of the lesson. Answers which demonstrated that the informant

didn't

understand, then provoked me (allowed me?) to move the lesson in a particular direction.
Answers which indicated that a informant

had not been `paying attention' allowed me to

invoke sanctions of one kind or another.

I did not value questioning as a mechanism for promoting open discussion- becauseI had
not graspeda broad view the of value of discussion within classroom settings. The idea that
contribution to a discussionmay help us to develop a senseof self worth was not within my
immediate grasp. I did seethat I could use guided debate as a mechanism for helping students
in re-structuring knowledge and understanding.At that time, my focus was firmly on the
transmission of knowledge and skills related to a sciencesyllabus.I used questioning primarily
as a teacher-initiated activity for the purposes of:

"

maintaining control and discipline;

"

creating and maintaining cognitive dissonanceby drawing attention to inconsistencies
(based on my judgementsand drawing on my authority as teacher) between my view of
scientific knowledge and the students' interpretations of facts and events within the
lesson framework.

I was fortunate to work in a school where the practice of teaching was a continual subject for
discussion.I was inevitably exposed to the work and views of other teachersand I found this
fascinating. I becameincreasinglycurious of the motivation of teacherswho seemedto have
very different agendasfrom my own. Particularly, I was eagerto examine the motives and
techniques of those teacherswho welcomed, explored and, it seemedto me at the time,
`indulged' the emotions of their students - on occasionseven publicly commenting on their
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own emotions. This recognition of a senseof `indulgence' helps to convey my senseof the
place of emotions in learning at that time.

I recognisenow that my own behaviour was partly driven by a belief that my emotions (e.g.
anger)might hurt, damageor offend others. My experiencewas that others were unreliable
containers of my emotions. The situation is more complex than I realisedat the time. An
unconscious fear of anger may develop as a response to the fear of loss of self-cohesion and
the inability of others to survive the force of one's emotions.

Schools may in fact be useful placesto work for people who want to work on selfdevelopment and the integration of violent and opposing forces within the psyche.The
school climate is a strongly social one, often with explicit rules and sanctions that apply to
everyone. The behaviour of teachersand students is closely monitored by other students,
colleagues,parents,governors and others. Institutional rules often seek to govern behaviour
which is associatedwith strong emotions.

I began to detect some inconsistency in my own wishes and responsesto the process of
becoming a teacher.This led me to puzzle over what I saw as the broad range (or
inconsistency) of approachesto teaching that I was observing. A gradualselfacknowledgement that my emotions were normal, healthy, acceptableand not dangerousto
others was coupled with a growing realisation that others have the strength to withstand
them. The human situation was not as fragile as I had learned from earlier experiences.I
could subsequentlyallow myself to expressemotion - if only tentatively at first. To some
extent it remains a risky businessfor me.

Teaching without acknowledgingthe existenceof emotions is teaching in a desert. To focus
explicitly on the emotions that are present when one is teaching a group can, however, be an
imposition and a misuseof the leadershiprole ascribed to the teacher.Seekingto harness
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emotions, acknowledging the existence of feelings,inviting emotional responses,reflecting on
changesin one's own emotional state,are all legitimate activities. They are an appropriate part
of working with a group if that work is to be rich: provided the individuals in the group are
able to reach some sort of consensusabout the manner of working. The teacheror group
leader has some responsibility for ensuring that individuals in the group are at least reminded
of their status as consenting subjects.

One mechanism for monitoring that the group work is acceptableand tolerable is to
encourageindividual resistanceto high levels of tolerance and uncritical acceptanceof what is
happening in the group. Inviting resistancealso seemsto promote individual engagementin
what is taking place in the session,although achieving this in group work is complex and
difficult. And, of course,it is perfectly possible to believe one has the agreement of
individuals in a group when one has not.

Many of the fluctuations in people's emotions are signalled by changes in behaviour,
particularly posture, body movements and facial appearance. These changes in behaviour and
appearance are often signals of internalised shifts of attention or strongly felt reactions to
thoughts and ideas. They are the outward signs of an inner engagement - not to be feared or
ridiculed but to be thought of as powerful and direct means of communication.

They can be read as communication although they are often unconsciously produced and are
externalised signsof internal work involving the accommodation, assimilation and resolution
of challenging thoughts and provocative ideas.They are the signs of an active mind, and
sometimes the student is busily and creatively at work on the very same stuff that the teacher
wants to work on. For this reason alone, it is worth looking for signs of changesin the
emotional state of those with whom one is working and developing ways to make these
changesa part of one's direct work.
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5.3.4.4 Emergent Themes
"

Noticing physiological changesin people when working in group settings- seeingbeyond
the spoken word.

"

Developing my strategiesand confidence to work directly with a singleindividual while in
a group context.

"

Improving my awarenessof disturbance and the sources of disturbance - using
disturbance as a source of material for group work.

"

Developing my strategiesfor engagingother group members in noticing aspectsof their
performance with the intention of working on the improvement of personal
performance.

"

Becoming more sensitisedto changesin people's emotional statesin order to harness
their emotions for personal change and development.

5.3.5 Waking up beside you in the morning
During the final sessionof an in-service course (1996) for sixteen primary teachers,we met
together in a large room devoid of furniture but with a thick, comfortable carpet. The course
had run for fifteen days,which spanned severalmonths. I was the full-time tutor. A colleague
had contributed to the course on severaldays and had observed me on some occasions.We
all sat on the floor in a large circle. I asked the group to think back over the times when we
had met, and to recall incidents that were memorable. There were severalcontributions about
the first day and the senseof discomfort that they had felt as individuals.

People referred to the pace of the day, the senseof contrast with the structure and content of
their days in school as classteachers.My colleagueoffered `disturbance' as a theme and
shared the results of her observations basedon previous sessions.What was reported could
be described partly as cognitive disturbance. The opening days of the course had been so
noticeably different from their daily experiencein school that for severalit remained a
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memorable experience.At this final meeting, they reported how valuable it had been for
them to step outside the school perspective for a while. Later elements of the course had
been very closely linked to their daily needsin school and they described how they were able
to `take a step back' and be able to tackle important and urgent school taskswith a broader
perspective.
ii
The discussion moved on to look more closely at reasonsfor creating disturbance.This part
of the discussion exposed the deliberate nature of teaching-with-intent: the process of
teaching in order to create changein others. This was an explicit analysisof teaching purpose
and I sensedthat for some of those present, this was an unfamiliar discussion - though not
unfamiliar in terms of the subject matter. One female teacherabruptly commented, `I would
hate to wake up in bed beside you in the morning. ' She spoke directly, through her emotions
not through her intellect. She was obviously surprised and somewhat embarrassedby what
she had said. She blushed and covered her face with her hands while almost everyone else
laughed as each of us conjured up a picture for ourselvesof what this all might mean.

What is memorable for me is not just the utterance, or my sharing of her embarrassment as I
thought about how I felt about this imagined situation. In addition, what struck me was how
forcefully she had made the association between cognitive disturbance and emotional

disturbance. I was left with the realisation that I cannot consider one without the other, in the
disturbancesI experience,whether I am teaching or not and when teaching, whether I am the
leader or not.

A few weeks later my colleagueproduced a short seriesof notes basedon several
observations of my teaching but focusing on the above incident. It is as well to add that we
have observed each other teaching over severalyearsand do occasionallyprovide each other
with written commentary as well as verbal reports of classroom observations. Some extracts
from her notes are reproduced below:
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TeachingasDisturbance

Disturbanceas in discomfort, unease:as in unbalanced,off course;as in
confusedand muddled; as in stirred up, provokedand rearranged.Different
typesof disturbancemay suggesta variety of emotional responses:anxiety,
distress,excitement,passion,anger,demoralisation,insecurity, denial, laughter,
determination,liberation. Somereact by digging in, others by turning their
backs.It can producesuddeninsight and clarity or gentle, self-driven
realisation.
The teacherwho is ableto live with disturbancein the classroomis both curious
and resilient. A touch of arrogancecan be helpful as disturbanceinvolvesrisks.
(JoannaHaynes- Private correspondence,
April 1998).

5.3.5.1 Emergent Themes
"

Practising the presentation of teaching-intent to a group.

"

Realisingthat cognitive and affective disturbance may be closely linked.

"

Realisingthat searchingfor the links between cognitive and emotional disturbance might
be difficult but valuable.What would it be like to invite the group to search?

5.3.6 Socks on a washing line -1997
Karla brought an example of mathematics work to an in-service meeting. She is a primary
teacher,particularly gifted in teaching the visual arts. Evidence from her photographs and
from several conversations during the meeting demonstrated Karla's outstanding ability to
provide a rich visual environment for her class.She teaches children how to respond and
contribute to their own environment by teaching them to understand the use of a wide range
of media. Her pupils regularly work both in 2D and 3D. They make artefacts and learn a wide
range of drawing, painting and printing techniques.

Her four and five-year-old reception children had been working on the representation of
pairs of objects. Over a period of days they regularly returned to this theme. Karla had given
them severaldifferent ways in which to look at and talk about pairs of objects. One activity
had been to look at clothing. She provided a wide range of different objects for the children
to look at, hold and discuss.
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One group of children were given brightly coloured pairs of socks as an examples of objects
that can make a pair. The children either copied the sock patterns or made their own designs.
The resulting pairs of socks were stuck to a paper washing line by the children. Most had
glued their socks facing the same way but one pair had been glued quite differently with
striking results. These two socks were turned inwards with toes touching each other giving
the impression of someone with turned-in feet, knock-knees and if one could imagine the
whole person, someone slumped crouched or cowed. We talked with Karla about the
children's work and several people immediately commented on this particular piece. What
was striking was that the image spoke to so many of us with immediacy, and communicated
the same sense of anxiety for the child (let's call him K. ) who had arranged the socks in what
I immediately saw as a highly symbolic way.

5.3.6.1 Discussion
Karla offered the following commentary. K. was a chaotic boy, aged five, who was difficult to
contain in the classroom setting. In school, he often showed great anxiety and frequently
appeared distracted and troubled. The day prior to producing this piece of art work had been
a Sunday. He had taken some matches and set alight the flat in which he lived. He came to
school the following day and although he displayed considerable anxiety he wanted to take
part in the art activity. His finished piece of work had struck Karla too as containing a
symbolic (self)-representation of K. and his troubled psychic state.

I found Karla's carefully weighed and highly informed commentary very helpful. For me, and
apparently for Karla too, the episode was a good example of experiencesthat teacherscan
use to increase their sensitivity to a child's communication about their affective and psychic
state. The sensitisingis brought about by a conjunction of opportunities and decisions:

"

being sensitive to the possibility that a piece of work might be imbued with symbolic
content - in this casea very oddpair of socks,and;
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"

being able to draw on a symbolic interactionist perspective argued by writers like Blumer
(1986)8
first premise is that human beings act towardsthings on the basisof the
... the
meaningsthat the things have for them. (p. 11).

fArt, Anton Ehrenzweig argues:
In his book, TheHiddenOrdero,
The complexity of any `work of art' howeversimple far outstripsthe powers of
consciousattention, which, with its pinpoint focus, can attendto only one thing
at a time. Only the extreme undifferentiation of unconsciousvision can scan
thesecomplexities.(Ehrenzweig, 1971:21)

There is a rich body of evidence on the use children can make of artefacts as symbols.
Consider this discussion between Jill (aged7) and BarbaraDockar-Drysdale, also about socks.
Jill wasa withdrawn child of averageintelligence, ... institutionalisedand
conforming, adapting in the situation with me to what she supposedI would
demandof her. She[drew] a squiggle for me and drew a secondidentical
...
...
object besidethe first one....

Jill: A pair of sockstheyare baby'ssocks... onewaslost.
...

Mysey' I am so very sorry - how cold the baby's foot must have been.
Jill: Yes, they took her into a room with an electric fire and a television, but it
wasn't any good.
Mysey' Sheneededthe lost sock?
Jill: It hasnever beenfound ... will she ever find it?
Myself- I am afraid not. I wish it could be so.
Jill: Is thereanything that could be done?
Myself." Well, there is one thing which occurs to me. Could you perhapslearn to
knit, and then you could knit anothersock for the baby- but this would be very
difficult, you would have to find a pattern and the right wool, and someoneto
help you to do it. There would be droppedstitches,and you might even losethe
knitting and have to start once more.
Jill: I would like to come to you, and learn to knit.
Here wasa child who had achievedsomedegreeof integration, and the lost sock
representedher earliest emotional experience,beforeshe lost her mother.
(Dockar-Drysdale,1990: 76)

It seems likely that the above reference to squiggleis to The SquiggleGame' devised by
Donald Winnicott (reported in Goldman) as part of a procedure for initial clinical interviews
with children.
8 `A tree will be a different objectto a botanist, a lumberman,a poet, and a home gardener.' (Blumer,
1986:11) Here was an invitation to considerthe child's work as being in somewaysymbolic of the child's
inner world. I want to be explicit here.I am not arguing or even inferring any causallink betweeneventsin
the boy's life and the productionof the socks.There may be no connectionbetweenthe child's outerand
inner worlds other than in my conjecturing.
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I usethe term "psychotherapeuticconsultation." lt is a diagnostic interview ...
[where] the specialistdoesnot needto be clever so much as to be ableto provide
a natural setting while the patient gradually surprises himself by the production
of ideasand feelings that have not beenpreviously integrated into the total
personality.... At a suitablemomentafter the arrival ... I say... "Let's play
something.... First I take someof the paperand tear the sheetsin half, giving
the impressionthat what we doing is not frantically important ... I say: "This
gamethat I like playing hasno rules. I just take my pencil and go like that ..., "
and I probably screwup my eyesand do a squiggle blind. I go on with my
explanation and say:"You show me if that looks like anything to you or if you
can make it into anything, and afterwardsyou do the samefor me and I will see
if I can make somethingof yours." (Goldman, 1993: 101-103)

In her discussion of the use of artefacts and activities like Lowenfeld's `Make a World',
(Newson, 1992: 91-107) arguesthat activity may allow expression that would otherwise be
hampered by poor linguistic or social development. Karla's sensitivity together with her
lengthy and regular contact with the child makes coherent observation and interpretation a
real possibility. Observation makes it possible to build up an understanding of the child
through his actions and responsesto situations. This is not to suggestthat the teacher should
actas a therapist, but rather that she can draw on some of the insights and techniquesin order
to become more roundly informed.

Newson goes on to give some advice that can be usedimmediately by teachers.Indeed the
suggestions echo ways in which Karla already operates in the classroom whilst teaching.
It is important not to commenton the World [that a child has constructedusing
sand and other objects]in an evaluativeway, including approval.Beginning
therapistshave a tendencyto try to show positive acceptancewith `That's a very
good World' or `That's nice', conveyingthe implication that there are some
Worlds that might be madethat would not be `good' or `nice', often a full and
busy World is equatedby adults with `good' which would make it difficult for
the child at some later stageto express,emptiness,desolationor chaos,as he
may well want to do. So the therapistmust expressacceptanceand interest
without false enthusiasmand shemay now ask the child, `Can you tell me
somethingaboutwhat's going on in your World?' (Newson, 1992:94)

Karla's presentation to the group showed that she often responds to children and their work
by signalling
acceptancewithout evaluation. She also invites children to comment on what
they have done so that they can put their own values and interpretations on their work.
Karla's

account resonated with me in the sensethat through `connecting' the positioning of
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the socks on the washing line and the way a distraught person might stand, we both recognise
it is possible to interpret an (unconscious) mirroring of the child's inner and outer worlds.
Through this juxtaposing of the socks and the child, Karla attempted to increase her
sensitivity to the boy and her understanding of appropriate classroom provision. It is worth
applying caution here.
I assumeduntil recentlythat interpretation belongedstrictly to the fields of
psychoanalysisand psychotherapy.... I have broadenedmy views, and feel that
interpretation can be usednaturally and individually in other fields. This does
not meanthat interpretation can ever be employedwithout care or thought, but I
am certain that it is actually used in other ways, and can be as valuableor, alas,
as dangerousas when it is an analytic technique.(Dockar-Drysdale, 1990: 118)

Considering how powerful I recognisedthem to be, I was struck during this episode and
reflecting on it later, just how little I had developed opportunities to use visual symbolism in
my work. It was three yearsearlier that Sally T. had drawn a representation of her family,
omitting herself from the diagram. Despite my knowing the power of symbolic
representations,I still find their introduction into my work problematic.
5.3.6.2 Emergent Themes
"

Extending (self-imposed?) limits and boundaries of interpretation.

"

Attending to the development of both unfocused and focused attention.

"

Becoming sensitive to the person through `reading' the products of education.

"

Becoming aware of my continued lack of use of symbolic representation in my work.

5.4 Significant events and seif-sensitising
The process of exploring significant events from my own work follows Tripp (1993)and the
work of Davis (1992) and Mason (1996) on the discipline of noticing. I have developed a
sensitisingprocess in which significant events taken from my own casestudy have led to a
range of themes that may be evident in the transitional experience of other teachersas they
develop a teacher-self.
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A significant event is one which leavesa trace in memory it consists of a memorable
disturbance which is then available for us to work on, if we so choose, through reflection,
analysisand re-interpretation. I am more likely to recognisethemes in other people's life
experiences,when gathering data from interviews and other sources, if I have previously
worked on my own.

An interesting line of enquiry is to seek a possible explanation for the retention of an event as
a trace in memory. It would appear that the deposit of a memory results from disturbance an unexpected dislocation - associatedwith an event that becomes significant for us. I am
aware of the problems of distinguishing between the recollection of historic events and
imagined histories. I

am interested in the influences on students' present transitions. Both

historically true events
and imagined ones may influence present behaviour, so I am not
inclined to
attempt to make distinctions between them. In the main body of the study, I have
considered significant events derived from interview data and sought evidence of shifts in the
interviewees'

awarenessesboth during the interview process and afterwards, by analysing the

data thematically

and interpreting it in a search for the existence of unconscious links that

may not be directly observable.
[The unconsciousprocessof identification] becomesconsciousonly in a
movementof disidentification.... At the momentof disidentification, the
subjectremains, in a certain way of speaking,marked - for life - by certain
personality characteristics.(Blanchard-Laville, 1991a: 7)

By examining
describe and

a significant event in terms of what it allows us to become sensitisedto, we can

name featuresof our work and new insights in our professional lives. A

significant event, then, may become memorable through our ability to detect a situation in
which there is a disidentification with our current perceptions of ourselves,our roles and our
work.

In order to
work on significant events, we need to hold them in our awareness.The
sensitising that is initiated by the significant
event can be retained by severalmeans.Our new
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sensitivity makes us more alert to further occurrencesand we may claim to seethings `in a
different light'. We are able to seeoccurrencesof the newly noticed phenomenon in the work
of colleagues,or in the behaviour of other students. We can recogniserepetitious featuresof
our own behaviour. By using strategieslike note-taking and discussingwith others, we can
remain in touch with our new awarenesses,maintain our new found sensitivity and consider
what it might bring us in terms of deeper or sharper insights. Tripp (1993) advocatesa
process of note-taking and review with colleaguesor a critical friend.

By storing notes and revisiting them at a later date, we can sometimes detect a later
disturbance which revealsa further `disidentification'. There is sometimes a difference
between what struck us as revelatory when the significant event first occurred and what
strikes us at a later date as significant when we review it. The difference can give us a measure
of the shift in our professional development over time. Thus, the method is expected to
provide an appropriate structure for describing professional development.

The procedures adopted in the pilot and in the longitudinal casestudieswere significantly
informed by a process of reflection on the critical incidents reported above. The incidents
were critical in themselvesbecausethey contained evidence of important developments in my
know-how and my response to the learning of others. They have continued to be critical
becauseI have used them in a second cycle of development by reflecting on them and
considering their potential for supporting future work.
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6. THE PRELIMINARY

CASE STUDIES

6.1 Moving from autobiography to biography
Severalstrands needed bringing together if a coherent study were to be constructed. The
preliminary work began with an exploration of significant events taken from my own teaching
experience,latterly from my work with teacher trainees.This work was closely related to their
development as teachers.Some of these significant events provided a guide to the
development of a protocol for exploring the transitional experienceof students and the
emergenceof a teacher-self.

I had amasseda considerable amount of informal and formal data and reviewed this to see
how my researchprotocol matched my focus on transition and the development of a teacherself. (A large amount of interview material had been transcribed from interviews and
discussionswith three particular students. Though much of this material is not used directly
within to this study, a review of the material helped shape future protocol. )

I reviewed my existing discussion
procedures and questions,and deviseda semi-structured
interview booklet following Radnor (1994),
containing key areasof interest to me and
interview prompts
which were to be used if interviewees failed to respond to more open
invitations to talk.

I used the transcript
of a discussion with Nicola to develop the process of searchingfor
themes. I wanted to test this process further in order to ensure that it could be used
effectively with a group of informants who would be involved in the longitudinal study. The
opportunity arose to pilot the discussion procedure and the exploration of themes.
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6.1.1 Reviewing the discussions with Nicola
Some main and supplementary questions and prompts were effective in promoting discussion
in areasin which I was interested. Others were less effective. I explored the relative
effectiveness of these questions and prompts.

I also needed to bear in mind several featuresof the particular setting in which these
discussionswith Nicola had taken place since some would not apply to subsequentinterviews.

1. Nicola and I had formed a working relationship over two yearsin which she had been at
the college, and I am indebted to her for the encouragement she provided. She was
naturally talkative, interested in pedagogical discussionand wanted to talk about her own
development as a teacher for her own ends as well as being willing to help me. These
factors were unlikely to be present in my relationships with the students whose
development would form the longitudinal study.

2. Most discussionswith Nicola took place in my study. This was a familiar place to her
(though of course `my space). It was not unusual for Nicola to call in for impromptu
chats, enpassant.We did occasionallymake use of teaching rooms, as well as the college
bar and restaurant.

3. The setting for interviews with the longitudinal study group would probably include my
study and their experienceof this spacewould be different. Interviews also be conducted
in placement schools. I resolved to negotiate discussion settings with eachstudent in the
longitudinal study in the hope of finding mutually acceptablelocations, so I could avoid
situating all the interviews in `my space' and in a college setting. (This was achieved.Two
interviews were carried out in pubs, three in respondents' homes, severalin school
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interviewee was interviewed
classroomsor mathematics departmental office spaceand no
entirely in the college.)

I reviewed the discussion questions and prompts together with the responsesin preparation
for the longitudinal study.

6.1.2 Effectiveness of discussion questions
Main discussion
questions - Nicola
How long haveyou
beenat Collegefor
now?
Whatagegroup
haveyou
specialisedin?
How dofeel about
becominga
teacher?

... You the person,
and you said
infected, having
...
to live with or as
of a system
-Part
Does it makeyou
feel any different as
a person?

Usefulness,effect, possible modifications

Not particularly useful as a warm-upquestion.

Drew rich historical material that revealedimportant desiresanddecisions,and
likely to provoke evidenceof
unfolding of complex history. A useful questionthat is
valuejudgements.
Informal approachthat hints at affective domain but leavesspacefor a rangeof
stylesand content.
Not a question but reflecting back material that emergedas a result of previous
question.Need to rememberto reflect and respondto interesting material as it
emerges.

Potentially powerful, but I failed to deal with it in this discussion.The respondent
clearly identified a contradictionhere. " friends and family have said that I've
changed,... which I think is absoluterubbish."
I failed to pick up on this contradiction, my attention being taken up with the
responseto the next questionwhich revealssomepossiblepoints of difference
betweenNicola andher family but not why she should arguethat she hasn't
changed
Do you think
The respondentfocusedon friendship. This would not necessarilybe the response
training to be a
that others would make. There is value in addinga prompt "Has becominga teacher
has
teacher
affected affectedyour friendships?" or retaining a subsequentquestionabout relationships,
your relationship
as I did here.
with other people?
What'shappened
Interviewer'slack of control clearly evident here. Adding a personal viewpoint to a
within your family
question! Questionstirs a hesitant answer- "problematic" followed by someclear
in terms of
examplesof friction within family relationships. I'm interestedbecauseI
hypothesisethat dialogueswithin relationshipsshapethe student'sself-image,
relationships?
influence what they believe arewise and appropriatechoicesand behavioursfor
their "college lives". It is possiblethat college-relateddecisionsare made in terms
of their impact on personalrelationshipsat home.
Whatdoesthe term
This questiondid not generatemuch material. Perhapsbetter to leave this question
"personal identity"
until a seconddiscussion?The first REPGRIDshould provide someconstructs,
meanto you?
which could then be brought into this question. The phrasepersonalidentity didn't
seemto encouragean answer.
Do you think that
Although potentially a difficult question to answer, this produceda largeamountof
you're the same
material highly personalmaterial. To help focus on teaching, it could be followed

personthatyou

were in the past?

haveaffectedthe
by a supplementary
question."How doyouthink thesechanges

way you seeyourself as a teacher?" Another supplementaryquestion, could be "Do
ou think our ex 'antes hel
u understandchildren better as a teacher?'
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Areyou aware of
waysyou've
changedduring the
course?

This didn't seemto be a very productive question. However, it could have seemed
an abrupt changeof focus for Nicola becausethe previous part of the discussion
had beenvery personal,about changeand had centredon life outside college.I
think she might have found this difficult to answerbecauseof the timing of the
question. There is no mentionof teachingpractice, for example,though she was
fascinatedby her own teachingperformanceand pedagogicalissues.Shealso
reported abovethat she didn't start out wanting to teach.The collegecoursehas
beeninterpreted as quite distinct from work with children (an interesting issue
per se). I want to interview studentsat the beginning of their course,againafter a
major teaching practice and finally at the end. This questionneedsmodifying. In
discussion1, it should perhapsbe about impressionsof the courseover the first
month. Discussion 2 could explore whether the studentcan identify different
componentsof the courseas well as changesin relationships within the student's
college and home environment.The third discussioncould then explore
perceptionsof how the coursepreparedstudentsfor college work teachingin
schools.

Figure 2 Effectiveness of discussion questions

The above are excerpts from the discussionwith Nicola A. The discussion produced rich and
personal material about Nicola's perception of herself and many of the influences that had
played a part in shaping her current self-imageand behaviour. Some of these were taken up
more fully in the discussion on ethical issues(pages91 - 96).

6.1.3 Recognising the value of emergent themes
It was through theseregular discussionswith Nicola that I realised that the themes which
tended to emerge were important issuesfor me. I saw the identification of themes in
discussionsas a way of managing the huge amount of data I had collected. I realised I could
analysethe themes and move between themes and data as I carried out my analysis.

The themes identified from discussion data were regarded as condensations of the speaker's
experienceand which give coherence to their value systemsand beliefs. Conversational
themes were seenas helping speakersto validate the context of their lives and shapethe
emergent self.
The subjectiveperception of oneselfincluding one's working situation is of
central importancein our research.... One doesn't perceiveof a careeras a
chronologicalchain of facts, positionsand social roles. ... A teacher's
professionalbiographyresults from a narrative retrospectivereconstructionof
his or her career.(Kelchtermans, 1993:201)
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I saw the possibility of referring to the themes as a way of reporting both the content of the
discussions and where the importance lay for the speaker. I also realised this could be the
basis of a narrative of connected themes. Biographical narratives are seen by Schulze to be
amongst the most important sources from which to understand the self (Schulze, 1979: 5960).

It was from working with Nicola that I first saw the possibility of exploring the use of
emergent themes to facilitate production of biographical narrative in ways that illuminate the
development of the self. To be effective, thesenarratives should, `reflect events, experiences
that are important for the person one is' (Kelchtermans, 1993: 201). In discussion,Nicola:

"

spoke of never wanting to teach;

"

wanting to be a radiographer;

"

showed disappointment at the actual role of radiographer;

"

was disillusioned with menial work and lack of decision making;

"

clearly wanted a professional role;

0

talked about growth and moving on;

0

describedthe restrictions, boundaries and limitations placed on her by her family
situation;

0

told lies to maximise her chancesof being selectedas a student;

"

experienced an emergent senseof commitment to teaching,

"

had doubts and anxietiesabout college and school perceptions of teaching;

"

experiencedpersonal doubts about her role and life style;

"

used the metaphor of infection and wondered whether there were any `original bits of her

left';
"

felt she was banging her head against the wall, struggling against the
system;

"

fears creeping in;
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"

feared she was slipping into bad teaching habits and fears about strength of her own
determination;

"

recognisedothers' expectations of and attitudes to her as a professional with a degree;

"

wanted to hold onto her deepestbeliefs;

"

recognisedpersonal change by giving examplesof changesin political and social views;

"

felt that friendship had been put to the test;

"

saw some friendships out of college as being firm and continuous.

All these featured in the discussion. By identifying them as themes I had some short labels or
triggers to usein future conversations. Making connections with the sametheme over time
provided a longitudinal picture of Nicola's development. The use of semi-structured
interviews in the longitudinal study allowed me to re-introduce themes into later interviews.

It was evident from the range of themes that I neededto ensure a focus to the longitudinal
study interviews to increase the possibility of obtaining the data that I needed.
With the longitudinal study, there was greater opportunity for exploring authenticity because
the study extended over a three-year period and three interviews, allowing a comparison of
data from three very different point in the transition.

I also discussedauthenticity with the interviewees who took part in the last phaseof the
research.Initially, all of them agreed to respond to any written material I sent them to read.
However, this proved not to be possible to arrange.

The meetings with Nicola provided opportunities to develop my role as a teacher and
researcher.Although working with Nicola was not the only opportunity I had to discussmy
ideas with students, it servesas a useful example of the way I worked at that time. I was able
to refine my interview protocol and reviewed the ethical position of working with students in
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this way. The other student who made a major contribution to the researchat this stagewas
Sally. She agreed to discussher experience of starting training. The data from these meetings
was substantial enough to provide a useful pilot study.

6.2 Working with Sally
Sallywas a student in her thirties who had just begun a four-year vocational course of teacher
training. She was in a long-term relationship with the father of her two children. The
relationship has been a significant and positive aspect of the subject's social and relational life
for a number of years.At the time of the discussion,Sally had been an active college student
for approximately eight weeks.

At the outset of the course, students have to pass successfullya two-part interview
which
covers selection to both their preferred areaof academicstudy and to the professional part of
the course. In the first and second years,students follow two academicspecialisms(a main
and a supportive areaof study) together with professional studies,which includes a seriesof
placements in schools.

Sallyinitially came to seeme about her progress. She expressedmild anxiety
about not
knowing how
well she was doing on the course. She described feeling unsure about her
abilities. Nothing in her manner distinguished her from many other students anxious to do
well and to make a good start in their studies.Sally talked freely about her hopes and
aspirations. She calledin to my study briefly to seeme on a few more occasionsand talked
about the settling in process and what shewas finding enjoyable. She was willing to talk about
the process of becoming a student and I asked her if shewould be willing to contribute to my
researchand she agreed.Sallywas helpful to me for the following reasons:
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"

she was a recent arrival to the college and I assumed that the decision-making process

that led to her becoming a student would be fresh in her mind;
"

from our brief conversations she appeared to me to be stable, happy, reflective and
thoughtful about her intentions. I felt she was likely to be able to speak with confidence
to a relative stranger;

"

she had a partner and two children, and I was interested in the demands that full-time
coursesplace on mature students. I was particularly interested in researching the
transitional experiencesof mature students and the effects on students with family
responsibilities.

We talked about my researchand my interest in the pressureson students as they enter
college, pursue the course and emerge at the end of the training as teachers.From our
conversation I identified a number of influences that Sally was experiencing. My next step
was to form them into more focused questions that illuminated the research.

The issuefor me during the time that the pilot study was carried out was; 'CanI gainaccess
to

'
in waysthatI cananalyse
transitional
toa leaching-self
asa nrearcber?
students'
experience

6.2.1 Reviewing the suitability

of the methodology

The time taken with this single student gave a useful guide to the time that would be needed
when working more extensively with a cohort. I had used the sameconversational style of
interview with Sally that I had developed with Nicola. I made connections with Sally's
previous experiencethrough reflection on the data generated about her present situation.

It was clear to me from the analysisof working with Nicola that this type of interview gave
rise to rich and multi-layered data that related to the focus of my study. I used the pilot to test
my ability to focus the interview more effectively than I had previously done with Nicola and
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this review and comparison helped me to be more systematicwhen searchingthe data for
themes.

I had dismissedquestionnairesat an early stageas too inflexible and impersonal. They fail to
generatedata that is sufficiently rich and they cannot be modified in-the-moment in the way
that is possible with semi-structured interviews. An ethnographic style basedon participant or
non-participant observation was beyond the scope of this pilot and would probably also be
beyond the scope of the longitudinal study. Shadowing Sally for some period of time within
the institution and visiting her at home and on placement in school to collect field notes was
not realistic becauseof constraints of time and other resources.

Preparatory meetings took place becauseI believedit was necessaryto allow Sallyto seethe
scope and intentions of the research.At these meetings, I provided examplesof typical
discussion questions and Sallyoffered the beginnings of answers.Thus, I believe shewas able
to establish boundaries within which shewas prepared to operate during the researchprocess
and I was able to prepare some of the questions in advance of the interview.

Sally reported that she was happy with the scope and range of the questions. She agreedto
respond to written material produced by me as a result of the discussion.

6.2.2 The research process
With Sally'spermission, the discussionwas audio recorded and material from the discussion
used as the basis of an analysisof the transition to studentship. Sallyis a pseudonym: the
identity of the informant remains undisclosed.We agreedthat
no confidential material would
be divulged

other than anonymously.Sallywas free to read and comment on the written

material produced as a result of the discussionand its subsequentanalysis.She was invited to
contribute by commenting and offering opinions that challengedmy interpretations and
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hours
analysis.The discussion was conducted in two parts with a break of approximately two
part way through. This was to allow both Sally and me to meet lecture responsibilities.

At a later date, I played the tape through several times. I then decided to transcribe the entire
discussion. As a relatively inexperienced analyst of taped interviews, I wanted a useful way of
re-entering the discussion material through immersion. I assumed that inexperience could
lead me to miss some important aspects of meaning. By transcribing the tape, I was able to
listen repeatedly to fragments of conversation. This gave me opportunities to heighten my
sensitivity to conversational patterns and structures. The interview proved to be rich. It
contained cognitive, affective and psychic material. There were examples of:

"

single-mindedness;

"

belief;

"

anticipation;

"

anxiety;

"

confidence;

"

nuance;

"

suggestion;

"

intimation;

"

implication;

"

connection;

"

ambiguity;

"

ambivalence.

During the analysisof the pilot data I reviewed the usefulness of transcription. I thought that
it might not be appropriate to analysethe longitudinal study data in this way. However, on

reflection,the taskof transcribingprovided a valuableway of maintaininga focus of attention
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on the data. The experience of transcribing demanded different qualities of attention than
those required during the discussion itself or during a subsequent listening to the tape.

All processingis a form of interpretation. I construedmeaningat different times through the
use of different procedures, and transcription was a useful activity. I decided to retain it for
the longitudinal study.

The transcribed material was word-processed and printed. The printed version was analysed
in the following manner. First, broad categories were identified that were considered to relate
to significant themes, which were interpreted as containing meaning for the subject. Further
research was conducted using these themes for the construction of repertory grids (Kelly,
1955). I listed the themes before searching the transcribed discussion material for further
references to each theme. An analytic, interpretative account was then produced using the
themes and linked references.

A printed version of the discussion and the account was sent to Sally who read it, and wrote a
brief commentary. A date for a second meeting was made. This meeting was also taperecorded. I used it together with Sally's written comments when reflecting on her response to
the initial analysisand interpretation. The resulting material was then combined to form a
final analysis.

6.2.3 Summary of preparations
In preparingthe pilot, my tasksincluded:

"

seeking informed consent from the informant;

"

discussing the broad structure of the research with colleagues;

"

identifying areaslikely to generate
useful material;
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"

preparing a semi-structured interview;

"

drawing on previous interview experienceto ensure, as far as possible, that the discussion
would be authentic and responded to empathetically;

"

making availablea range of materials during the discussion so that the subject was not
limited to explaining verbally;

"

exploring possible methods by which the data could be processed;

"

considering the written form of the report of the pilot study;

"

identifying reading and literature likely to offer a theoretical under-pinning to the work;

"

using lessonslearned from the pilot in the longitudinal study.

6.2.4 Interpreting the transcript
This discussion was based on the original notes submitted to Sally, and reproduced in
Appendix SallyT 1. Page315.

During our meetings, I formed an impression of Sallyas a friendly, outgoing and sociable
person with a bubbling personality. She was frank and thoughtful. She was at her happiest
when she had a self-directed senseof purpose. For Sally,this was an important part of being
fulfilled in life. She appearedto have a clear senseof who she was - or at least who she had
been, up to now. At the time of our meeting she was experiencing anxiety which she said
came partly from the lack of feedback from college tutors about her academicprogress and
achievement. She expressedsome ambivalenceabout her present situation and reported
feeling uncomfortable and not in control of her changing moods and views.
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TB: So what do you think now that you've started? Have
you madethe right decision?
Line no 133 page318

Sally: I'm still not sure to be perfectly frank with you.9 A
couple of weeksago I did think why am I putting us all
through this? To be honest. Because,I thought at my age
and at my, with my experience,it would be like coming
and doing a job of work. And I knew therewould be work
to do at home,but I didn't think it would be as
emotionally draining as my A levels were. But it is.

Figure 3 Conversation with Sally, mating the right decision

Sally's use of `emotionally draining' made me curious. This is an early part of the course and
few students report feeling drained at this point. For many it is still a time of exhilaration. I
During the discussion, I only hear her refer to the
am also responding to the word emotionally.
course. On reading the transcript, Sallyputs her emotional disturbance down to the first lot
of assignments,but in a way that invites other readings and interpretations. Perhapswhat are
being reported are the reactions of Sally,her partner (and others in the family?) to Sally
beginning life as a student?

My curiosity was revealedin the question that followed and her answer suggestsa
displacementof anxiety from `becoming a student' to `knowing how well I'm doing in my
assignments'.
TB: So what is the nature of the drain?
Line no 140 page318

Sally: I think it's um, I've sort of comfortedmyself with the
thought that it's becauseit's the first lot of assignments,and
until you've done than and you've beenassessed,I'm still not
absolutelysure that I should be here,that I'm going to be able
to continueto be here,you know? So I've decidedthat's the big
stumbling block.

Figure 4 Conversationwith Sally,becoming emotionally drained
So, she is not sure she should be here. The opportunity to study is one that is describedin
terms of tolerance and support within boundaries, rather than something which Sally seesas
hers of right. She is here very much by family consent.
9A potentially
risky disclosureto an authority figure who is part of the institution.
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Line no. 161 page318

Sally: Well no, actually. I want to be a useful working
...
memberof society I suppose.10I want a really useful role. It's
not having a degree. If... if it wasn'tvocational I don't think
I'd do it because I think it would be too selfish, you know, on
...
the family. " I did say to my husband,actually, "Oh!
Apparently if you don't get on very well with the teachingside
of it, which actually isn't a problem, for me at the moment, I
feel very comfortablewith that side, (Right), but if you don't
you can changeto a BA. Well, he said, what would be the
point of that at your age? OK his support will go so far ...

Figure 5 Conversation with Sally, selfish and unselfish choices

There is support at home for training if it leadsto ajob but not for education for nonif she pursues full time
vocational ends. Sally revealsthree themes in her thinking. Selfubnesr,
study for its own sake.Her own desire to be a usefulmemberof societ,
y, which seemsto be
underpinned by a notion of contributing by working for a living. Thirdly, the idea of what
constitutes s asonabkmbpontwithin her family setting. What is reasonablehas alreadybeen
negotiated or at least positions have been establishedwithin the family - and the processesof
joint agreement, permission and acceptanceis encapsulatedin the anecdote above about
transferring to a BA degree.

The collaboration and search for a working agreement about changing roles during the
transition is evident in the way Sally describeschangesto family routines that appear to have
been initiated to support her. Role confusion and guilt about relinquishing responsibilities are
implied if not directly stated.

10A furtherstrongassociation
that collegeanduniversitylife is
with the world of work,suggesting
"outside"
in
perceivedas
society someways?
i' What appearsto be emerging here is a constructof selfish not selfish with the preferredpole being not
selfish. To be the personSally wantsto be (and to function appropriatelywithin the family) Sally needsto
seeherself (and be seenby othersas "not selfish". Doing a vocationaldegreeis more likely to be seenby
others(and by herself) as lessselfish than a non-vocationaldegree.
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TB: And he's beensupportive in a practical sense?
Line no 180 page319

Sally: Yes. Absolutely. Which again in a way I feel slightly
that I'm only just making it. I'm not doing anything at home.
He's doneall the shopping for weeks and cleaning and
washing, you know? All the domesticthings he's taken from
me. Which I don't feel is very real.12in a way. But I'm hoping
that next term, I will be a bit more adeptat everything. But
then, on the other hand, he is there during the day and whereas
I have a sort of a daytime social life, he doesn'treally bother
with that. So, he, you know, he's quite happy to, so long as he's
got a video of rugby or cricket he'll stand and iron quite
happily. But I'm very grateful to him. 13But I feel it; I do feel
it's unbalanced
...

Figure 6 Conversation with Sally, being supported but feeling unbalanced

Sallyknows that in the past she hasbeen able to remain positive and purposeful when events
have threatened to overwhelm her. She knows she can cope and gives severalexamples.The
difficult birth of her second child is a story of success: although a stressfuland worrying
time, the family survived and was strengthenedby the experience. The balance has shifted
and she has unresolved feelingsabout the shift and the lack of balance.

Line no. 56 page 317

Sally: Well actually shewas premature. (Oh.) Shewas very
poorly. And the birth, the birth wasall right. My husbandand
I went to NCT classesboth times. We knew what we wanted.
And the midwife allowed it, as far as shecould. But it wasa
very strangeonsetof labour and when shewasactually born it
wasvery quick in the end. So, and then shewas in an
incubator for six days. We were in SCBU 14for a fortnight.
But actually, when things are that worrying I've realised
...
that shutterscome down and you just, I meanthere were lots of
questionsI could have askedbut I didn't even ask them,
becauseI just took every hour as it came.

Figure 7 Conversation with Sally, managing difficult times

Knowing she has been successfulin the past is something Sallyis able to use to confirm in
herself and her family that she is able to come through difficult times.
ý2This is
unclear. What is real / unrealhere?
13Sally seemsto be re-exploring issuesin the sameform as they cameup within the family context. I get
the feeling this is quite closeto discussionsSally had with her husband.

14SpecialCareBabyUnit.
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Sallyappearsa tolerant person. She acceptsthe views of others and is happy to live and let
live'. She acceptsthat other people are different from her and she is happy to let them
expressbeliefs which are very different from her own. She does not usually feel threatened by
what other people sayand she does not try to foist her own views onto them. When Sally
describesherself, she presents a clear view of herself through her own life-story as a stable
and continually developing person. She seesadult life in terms of action and activity in the
world. Being successfulis `making your way' in business,commerce or industry.

The main purpose of education is to study to improve your chancesin life. Education is not a
way of life in itself - except for a minority: a different kind of person.

She wants to be a valuable and valued member of society. This view may involve deep
spiritual or religious roots, though there was no direct evidence for this coming from the
discussion.

Sally sometimes lacks confidence in new situations and one strategy sheemploys is to defer to
authority figures: and she seesmales (and her mother) as occupying authority roles. Sally did
not mention her father in the discussion,so it is impossible to discuss his influence on her
directly. It is, however, possible to infer from the absence of direct reference that Sally's
father was a significant figure in her life though perhaps not a dominant one. There is
evidence to suggestthat her mother did defer to her father and insisted Sallydo the same.
Might this have set a pattern that is present in her current family relationships?
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Line no. 298 page 322

Sally: She'svery outgoing and sort of, happy at nursery,and
with the child-minder. But, {Pause} I don't know what her
behaviourwould havebeenlike with me anyway,because,my
eldest one I found verydifficult at this age, because{Pause} I
encouragethem to talk and make small decisionslike what
would you like to have for your lunch. But it sort of backfires
on me becauseI find I haven'tgot the control, (laughs) that,
perhaps{Pause}well I supposethat my mother had, that's the
role that I've got. But then I've got, I setabout it in a different
way, consciously,so, but we won't go into all that.

Figure 8 Conversation with Sally, the role of the Mother and the mother and the Child and
the child

There are parallelsin Sally'srole as mother and the mothering she received. There appearsto
be an ambivalenceto her mother who still tries to dominate Sally,while Sallyresists this at the
sametime trying to remain friendly and respectful. She wants her mother's approval and
works to achieveit at one level of the relationship. On another level, there is tension because
Sally seeksto give her own children a different childhood experience from the one she
received.

The dilemma may be that shewishes to continue to have her mother's approval but she does
not want to be the mother to her children that her mother was to her. Parental approval is
not easyfor Sally to achieveand there is perhaps some disappointment for Sallyhere, if not
friction in the relationship.

Her new role as student has brought Sally some difficulties, though most were anticipated. It
is characteristicof her relationship with her partner that both of them planned the process of
Sallybecoming a student. There appearsto be ready support for each other. Sally finds her
partner's encouragementsupportive and reassuring;both becauseshe trusts his judgement
but also becauseher partner seesmany things the way Sally does, and so his view is
comfortably confirming.

Sallywants to preserve the stability of the family. She emphasisesthose aspectsof the
maternal role that relate to caring and nurturing others - at one's own expenseif necessary.
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She appears comfortable in a maternal role. Some of her anxiety may well have developed as

a consequenceof the ambiguity that studentship has brought upon the maternal role that
previously seemedmuch more distinct. Sally does seethe family unit as resilient.

Sally'sview of her responsibilities is not unlike that expressedby many carers who which to
beginning full-time study. The other members of the family group and their well-being take
precedenceover her personal needs. She seesthe need to further her own individual career as
both temporary and beneficial to the family in the long term.

She has spent a lot of time considering her changing role. At a practical level, she hasweighed
up the advantagesand disadvantagesof returning to her old job. She has assessedher qualities
and present qualifications including, characteristically,what she has gained from life so far.

A desire for change emerged as the result of Sally considering her future at a time when both
her children were in schooL She understood herself well enough to realise she would not be
fulfilled unlessshe had another role to play. Any new role would need to meet her deep
seateddesire to be both valued by, and valuableto society. Sally explored a number of
options, but academicstudy (for a vocational course) was always in the background. The
possibility of teaching hasbeen a long-held idea,but not a sharply focused one with a clear
role identified.

Sally did not discussher ideal teacherin the discussion but it is possible to speculatethat a
`good teacher' would for Sally be one who achievesthat remarkable double of being a fulfilled
person themselves,while also being able to help others to gain fulfilment in their own lives.
Thus although Sallyis a pragmatist, she is also an idealist with strong beliefs about what is
good and worth striving for.
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Sallyrecognisesthe potential we all have for playing the role of martyr. She is determined not
to play this role herself. It may be that Sally'sspecific reference to the martyr role is triggered
by her perception of the role her mother played during Sally'schildhood. It can be
problematic to criticise the martyr when you may have been one of the (unknowing)
participants in the martyrdom process.
The task for Sally now is to adjust to the effects of the transition to student life. It is
important not to imply that other aspects of life have necessarily been given up. For a person
with children involved in a long term relationship with a partner, this period can be a rebonding process rather than a bond-breaking one. It is a complex process that may continue
for a considerable time before new stable positions and roles finally emerge.

The following diagramis one of severalthat Sallydrew to represent the family. In this crucial
and revealing first attempt, she omitted to represent herself. She then seemed to be struck by
the realisation that she had indeed given something up and was no longer sure who or what
shehad become.

Figure 9 Conversation
with Sally. Sally's absence from her representation of the family
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Line no. 218 page320

Sally: It wasthe circle, just the circle really and um the three
of them in it. (Pause.) Yes, that's what I saw. (Pause) But I
supposeI feel I'm the circle in a way. Where am I?
TB: Whereare you? Yes! (Pointing to circle), you're this?
This thing that's around them? (Yes. I suppose.) In a way?
What is the circle? Is it thefamily? Not thefamily?
Sally: I supposeit must be our family. I supposeit must be...
(Pause)the lot of us.
TB: And yet, that samecircle... (Pause) is you? Whereare
you?
Sally: Yes. I knew immediatelywhere I would put them. I
sawthree of them in a circle. (Long pause) But I'm not, you
see,becauseI'm not, I'm not performing this, this allencompassingrole now.15You know. I'm sort of, I'm not out
here. (Points outsidethe circle) But no, so I don't think I can
honestly say I'm, that I'm the circle, (Long pause) in that
sense. (Long pause)...

Figure 10 Conversationwith Sally. Bringing unconscious absence to consciousness
Where identities develop from the playing out of important roles, within strong boundaries,
there is a risk of a loss of identity when these boundaries are modified and roles are changed.
The most telling evidencefor her confusion was Sally's unconscious omission as she drew a
diagram of the family unit but omitted or perhaps excludedherself. Did the action record an
absenceor a repressedpresence?

The transition required a change of roles at home. Sallydefined herself partly in terms of a
wife and mother whose role was to meet others' needsbefore her own. Since her transition
to student demanded a very different role for her, the transition presented some difficulties as
her roles shifted. Were they being re-negotiated within the family or being re-shaped in
unspoken ways by the changing dynamics?

Sally'spartner had taken on a caring role, which is not uncommon today, but it was new and
unusualin terms of their relationship. Her partner's role could be read as more `maternal' and
this in itself was a source of severaldifficulties for Sallyperhaps becauseof her strong
identification with this role prior to full-time study.
15A poignant moment. S's facehad a confusedlook which mirrored the ambiguity of how she could
representherself in the diagram shehad drawn of "the family".
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Of most concern then, was not the shifting of rolesper se,but the way roles had been used by
Sally to define herself and her partner. With her role as mother taken up at least partially and
successfullyby her partner and accepted by her children, Sally may even have felt herself
excluded from a powerful triadic role that she once occupied with her two children. She was
having to come to terms with the contrasting feelings arising from fear of exclusion on the
one hand, which could be read as representing failure to fulfil her old role `properly', mixed
with pleasureon the other hand, arising from the liberation that becoming a student was
offering. At the time of the discussion this conflict of roles appearedto come to a head.

As Sallyherself perceptively acknowledged,there had not been many gains for her as yet,
though there had been losses.Sally had given up her role as the focal maternal adult in the
family and saw herself as having temporarily perhaps, moved to the edge of things. She had
experienced a loss of control, though she expected to regain some control as she learnt to
manage the student part of her life. Although not life-threatening, the transition had brought
some unexpected discomfort for Sally and it had taken courageto persevereeven though the
first eight weeks.

Her overall demeanour during the discussion was one of a
successful,thoughtful person who

wasmanagingchangewell and enjoyingher life.

6.2.5 The cycle of discussion and response
My discussions
with Nicola had continued over a long period and we had establishedan
informal cycle of discussion,
reflection and review of issuesraisedat earlier meetings. This
process had led to a significant depth of mutual understanding. I wanted my further studiesto
reflect this quality. Sallyresponded to my original analysisof the transcript
and her brief
comments appear on page 329.1 saw great potential in developing a method which
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incorporated extended discussion. From the experience with Nicola and Sally, I hoped to
establish ways of extending and broadening the responsesof informants so that their
comments could more fully engagethe issuesraised.In fact this proved difficult in the
longitudinal study for reasonsthat I had not anticipated.

6.2.5.1 Sally's responses
Sallyreported that my opening comments were accurate.She then went on to contribute
more information about the period through to Christmas and on into the Easter term. She
describedcontinuing to experiencea range of feelings from confidence through to anxiety
and confusion. A few months after the discussion she reported:
I experienceda severelack of confidenceand felt that I had lost my senseof
self. After a couple of sessionswith the counsellor,and talking it through with
my partner someof my self-confidencehas returned. However,in the last few
days,feelings of panic at not being strong enough,intellectually and
emotionally, for this courseand the professionof teaching, have threatenedto
overwhelm me again and I have requestedanother appointmentwith the
counsellor.(Sally T., Correspondence,March 1995)

I had described Sallyas tolerant. Sally rounded out this picture adding in her reply that there
was some acquiescencemixed in with the tolerance. She reported having some difficulty in
confronting others if she disagreedwith their views. I can only speculateabout the origins of
such anxiety and would have welcomed the opportunity to ask Sally about what if anything
she could recall from her childhood about arguments and disputes. Sallywrote: `I am tolerant
of others but often do feel threatened by what other people say and will sometimes make no
comment rather than appear confrontational. '

Sally accepted my description of her about living life by being involved. She agreedshe was
looking for ways to be productive and useful in a practical way. She accepted the description
of herself as wanting to be valued by society and able to contribute to it.

She wrote: `Paragraph5 is spot onl' Here I had attempted to deal with her responsesto male
figures as authority figures. I also speculatedabout influence that her father had played in her
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childhood. She also accepted the description of her relationship with W as being one of
shared planning and decision-making. I had written that they appeared to haveplanned Sally's
college career together.

For the most part Sallywrote that she acceptedthe rest of what I had written. This was less
of a discussion than I had hoped for. Partly, it lacked the quality of discourseand of course it
could also be read as another example of either deferring to a male seenas being `in authority'
or to someone who was uttering ideasthat she didn't agreewith.

In this respect, the pilot proved to be a valuablepiece of preliminary work. It exemplified that
it is impossible to ensure a continuing dialogue of equalsin the researchprocess. Instead, it
points to the necessityof opennessso that interviewees can make informed judgements
about their involvement.

In the final part of the transcript analysis,I wrote about Sally's need for feedback on her
collegework. Sally's responsewas to make a distinction between the main subject and the
educational, or professional studies part of the course,where she felt shehad received less
information

about her performance. She wrote in reply: `Although positive assessmentshave

come through in my major and supportive subjects, I feel nervous at not being formally
assessedin my professional studies.'

6.2.5.2 Difficulties with the longitudinal study
I planned the longitudinal
study based on the experiencesdescribedabove and it is relevant
to raise some issuesrelating to method here. There is a need to time meetings so that
respondents feel a connectednessbetween one meeting and the next. It becameimpossible to
ensure this with the students on the longitudinal study becausethe intervals between one
meeting and the next were too long to maintain coherence between meetings.This meant
that students were busy tackling new
aspectsof work and current issuesin their life course
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while I was interested in exploring shifts in personal development and in comparing data
gathered from the previous round of interviews. It meant, that on occasions,part of the
researcher'strail had gone cold.

The longitudinal interviews did not resonatewith the memories of earlier discussionsin the
rich way that had occurred when talking with Nicola. Sallyfelt a senseof urgency about her
situation and this made the pilot a different experience.It was Sally's anxiety that served to
energiseour meetings.

Following the analysisof the pilot I concluded that an explicit request to write a part of the
narrative should be put to each of the informants in the longitudinal study. In practice this
did not have the desired effect. Although all intervieweeswere welcoming and enthusiastic
about each interview, they made fewer connections with previous interview data than I had
hoped for. After the final interview, Emily did not respond to a request to write a narrative.

I judged that the long periods that passedbetween one interview and the next resulted in a
quality of dialogue that was less rich and multi-layered than I had hoped for. I do not believe
this invalidates the research.The data gathered in the longitudinal study was rich and complex
and I was able to complete the analysiswith the exception of a collaborative narrative.

6.2.6 Analysis
It would appear that in respect of her feelings of displacementSally failed to be present to
herself. As her feelings fluctuated the two roles of student and mother appearedto come into
conflict without Sally's conscious awareness.These two roles appear to havebeen too distant
from one another for integration to be successful,and in some ways eachthreatened the
other. The new `me' was perhaps too indistinct for Sallyto objectify it successfully.The `T'
appearedsomewhat self-critical and supervisory, guarding againstpleasureand personal
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successbecausethis was seenas selfishness.In consequence,Sally seemedunable to engage
with the material. Instead, she presented herself as someone who was dissatisfiedwith the
course becauseit did not give her the information about her current performance that she so
desperatelywanted.

As she had projected her feelings into the course structure and into the people associated
with it, she was looking to the course to provide what she needed and it failed her. She was
unable to adapt her engagements to her family sufficiently and establish a `good enough'
engagement with her role as a new student to tide herself over the difficulty of this part of the
transition.

Though there is no information availableabout her children and her husband except through
her, Sally's response to her child's tantrums reminded her of her mother's way of dealing with
children. So, even a predictable problem of the children finding the changesto their routine
frustrating,

in Sallythe added stress
and taking the opportunity to act out, actually provoked

of unfavourably comparing her own child-rearing abilities with those of her mother with
whom shestill appearedto be in competition (for her father's attention?).

The choice and preparation of the collegecourse had been a responsibility shared with her
partner. I arguethat for Sally,the accompanyingloss of identity and fear of loss of approval
becameunbearable.The
activities for which shehad traditionally taken responsibility shopping, cleaning, cooking, child-care - had become the responsibility of her partner and his
adoption of these activities as much as her relinquishment of them, posed difficulties for her.
Perhapsshe

even saw the relative easewith which she had been replaced by her husband

taking up a more maternal role as another example of her failure
-'If

it's that easy,surely I

should be able to cope?' The ambivalent nature of her relationship with her mother, in which
Sallyboth
sought to resist and to seekapproval was not a new burden but continued.
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Sallyand her partner appeared to have found the transition more problematic than they
anticipated. They seemto have been overwhelmed by the emotions provoked by the
transitional experiencedespite apparently both being committed to making Sally's changeof
life course a successfulone. The shift to a more independent self may have been associated
with Sally's construct of malenessand this might have been another force in the shift away
from her previously more maternal role.
have each absorbeddifferencesbetweenmale and femaleand
...men and women
the psychecontainsimagesof self and other. In an intimate relationship ... the
couple thereforehas the possibility of empathizing acrossthe boundariesof
genderto the partner's needs.(Barnes, 1990:261)

Taking Barnes' optimistic view that it is possible for a couple to empathise acrossgender
boundaries, we could suggestthat during the transition to studentship, this intimate couple
were unable to adjust to the changing images of self and other. Perhaps the speedof
transition, following its relatively abrupt start, posed problems that rendered them unable to
make the necessaryadjustment.

6.3 Analysing themes
I analysedthe transcript and identified several themes that would bear closer examination.
The themes can be seenin Appendix SallyT. 1 on page 315.1 identified the following:

"

motivation for change;

"

role as a parent;

"

relationship with partner;

"

perceptionsof relationshipsin general;

"

preparing for the transition;

"

aspectsof vulnerability.
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I was still working on the idea of producing primary and secondarylevel themes, in an
attempt to isolate what I saw as fundamental constructs or beliefs, perhaps leading to Jungian
archetypes.This proved unsuccessfuland I did not attempt this categorisation in the
longitudinal study.

I thought that these themes could be referred to as primary level themes which could give rise
to others. Examples of two potential second level themes relate to paternalauthorityand the
manyrrole. Carol Pearson (1989) describesan interesting set of six archetypesin her book The
Hero Within. She discussesthe martyr role in detail:
The Martyr embracessuffering, believing it will bring redemption... gothic
novels, saints' lives and other genresall dramatizeand reinforce this belief. So
do our major religions. (p. 142)

Pearsonargues that her six archetypesare transitional stateswhereby one can occupy a stage
for a period in one's life and then move on to another state.This provides what Pearson calls
self-exploration. The problem for women in particular, Pearsonargues,is that for centuries,
the martyr role has been used in a wide range of social contexts, to confine women and limit
their self-development, preventing accessto Pearson's other archetypes,innocent,
orphan,
traveller,warrior,magician.

The confusion that was revealedin Sally's failure to include herself in the diagram the
of
family involved her in long
a
scrutiny of what shehad drawn. She searchedthe diagram for a
place in which to locate herself.

At this point, I tried to
organisethe themes into different levels but this proved not to help
in the
analysisand so was dropped. When I reviewed the transcript, I chose not to include
in any of the first level themes. The difficulty for me was one of making decisions
confusion
about categorisation. A further first-level category could have been produced. For example, I
could have used rearzhing
for a self,or changer
in self-perception.
These seemedtoo broad. The
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difficulty with broad categoriesis that they can become a catch-all, and fail to support further
analysis.Alternatively, lossof identity,or confusion
overidentitycould feature as second level
categoriesemerging from Vulnerability.In some ways, this could be more helpful. It would
allow a discussion of the nature of Sally'svulnerability, itself a noticeable feature of her
demeanour.

Not all students feel vulnerable as they enter a period of transition. I am not suggestingthat
each category must be present in every transition. Changesof identity and self-perception
may not be case-specific,although it did become a conjecture that transition often involves a
modification to or reconstruction of self-perception.

6.3.1 Theorising personal development and transition
What had Sallyexperiencedin previous transitions and in previous family settings?How were
previous beginnings managed?Were they seen as threatening disturbances and met with
anxiety? Were they supervisedby males taking the role of father?' Perhaps,survivors who
judge previous beginnings to have been successfulwill be more likely to speakpositively,
whilst those survivors of painful, unsuccessfulbeginnings are more likely to recount `alitany
of woes: exhaustion, over-investment, tensions and uncertainties.' (Huberman, 1993: 35).

Having demonstrated that it is possible to generate themes and analysethem from a
psychodynamic perspective,it was necessaryto consider models to support this position. For
Sally,an analysisof her present position from both intrapersonal and interpersonal
viewpoints revealedinfluence of past roles and childhood experiences.

16The use of repertory grids in the longitudinal studyassumesthat benefitscould ensuefrom a study of
responsesto previoustransitions.Included in the repertory grid elementsare 'meat five' and 'meat twelve
Thesewere purposelyincluded becauseof the transitions to primary and to secondaryschoolsthat occur
around those ages.
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Analysis of Sally's transition to studentship confirmed the conjecture that the past shapesthe
present. To explore this more fully demands a model of personal development that includes
the consideration of, cognitive, affective, and psychic dimensions. Many models only address
socio-cognitive dimensions where cognitive knowledge and skills are seenas being `embedded
in a social context that includes the individual and the individual's actions'. (Pintrich, 1990:

827).

Many of the models in current userely heavily on rational-logical and analytical definitions of
knowledge and thinking which are insufficient for building a model that includes the data
presentedin this study. The `deeplyingrained and partly unconscious feelings and dispositions
developed' in early life are recognisedby researchersas continuing to influence the here-andnow. (Korthagen, 1993: 319) There are alternative ways of interpreting the data of experience,
and authors such as Korthagen arguefor a different approach.

Adopting Korthagen's viewpoint would involve making use of the idea ofgestalts" and this is
something that I consideredin the very early stagesof the project (seenote 12).A definition
similar to that used in gestalt therapy is helpful, where the whole of a person's experiencesare
: (seealso Polanyi, 1958).
taken to be implicated in the production of ßersonalknowledge

In my search for
evidenceof the influence of earlier transitions on the transition to a teacherself I found Korthagen's position useful. At the outset of this study, I argued that cues from
the environment could activate a gestalt -a non-logical, immediate interpretation of the new
17My
original considerationof the nature of the often spontaneousresponseto certain challenging
situationsfaced by teachersand students,led me to think of a behavioural explanation.I believedit possible
that something similar to a gestalt bundle of previouslydevelopedbehaviourswere triggered by certain
-a
situations.This proved inadequate.Responses
from studentsand teachersoften referredto emotionsand to
rnemories,not of previously similar situationsbut of people- mothers,fathers, siblings and significant
others. It appearedthat the studentwho begantalking about her father, associatedaspectsof her new
situation as studentwith both her actual father and fatherhoodin a more general sense- an archetypal
father. A behavioural
model no longer seemedadequateto explorethe sometimesstrong responsesthat
studentsencounterand which so often surprisethem by their strength.The studentwasquestingher father
and what he (had) offered.
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situation. Further, theseinterpretations could feed and shape the non-rational, affective
domain and determine the person's general disposition by partly determining mood, and
general feelings of optimism, disappointment, comfort or helplessnessin the face of cues that
trigger the existing gestalts.Thus, I arguedevents which occurred during the student's passage
through the transition to teacher might trigger a learned but partly unconscious disposition to
repeat particular responses.It was with this view in mind that I searchedthe data generated
by the discussion with Sally.

For Sally,at the outset of transition to teacher, the disturbances at both intrapersonal and
interpersonal levels seemedto trigger a senseof vulnerability. Despite her careful
preparations, the discomfort of panic and loss of identity returned and feelingsof
vulnerability remained unresolved. There seemedno immediate chance of resolution of Sally's
distress,though Sally herself reported that visits to the counsellor and tallying things over with
her partner helped. The transition appearedto have become a de-stabilisingprocess and the
disturbance was in full-swing, reported as a crisis of confidence in Sally'swritten response to
my interpretative account of the discussion.

The limitation of this analysisis that it appearednot to offer a way of taking the theorising
any further forward, or of offering a model where self-control and choice could function,
since the gestaltswere taken to be bundles of relatively automatic responses.Nor was it clear
how to incorporate the development of new gestaltsinto the theorising. The evidence I had
collected fully supported the notion that agencyis a factor in determining life course
outcomes - and Nicola was a good example of a decision-maker.A theory that incorporated
repression or temporarily unavailableunconscious thoughts and actions was preferable sinceI
alreadyhad some examplesof mechanisms (Freudian slips) that could be used to stimulate
accessto temporarily unavailable or unarticulated thoughts and feelings.
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Another way that disturbance at a personal level may be interpreted is through the use of lifecycle accounts. A life-cycle account of personal and professional development is depicted in
Huberman (1993: 13). This shows careerphases/themes of teachersand teaching in terms
of
years of experience.A more fundamental but similarly structured process is that proposed by
Jung (1930) who suggestsa concept of individuation whereby the healthy individual
progressestowards an integration of the temporal selfwith the primitive self.

It could be argued that Sally'sprogress along the lfe-path' alluded to by Jung has been
disrupted by her involvement in a strongly hierarchical,vocational education institution
where
personal behaviours and beliefs are expected to adjust to the demandsfor adherenceto
institutional practices and mores. The data obtained from the discussion suggestedthat Sally
tended to acquiescein hierarchical situations. The discussion revealeda tendency to defer to
male decision-makers.Although collegelife can be viewed as rule-bound and hierarchical, it
can be experiencedas much more impersonal than some family settings,where taking
decisions for others can be viewed as caring and nurturing, `knowing what's best for
someone'. Sallyreported feeling uncomfortable with what she felt was a lack of personal
information, feed-back
or caring about her performance.

Following the discussion
with SallyI wrote, `It does not seempossible to predict mediumterm or long-term outcomes for Sallyat this moment. ' The motivation for change
which was
evident in the discussion referred mainly to the period when she decided to apply for a
college place. There was little sign of this motivation in the evidence that sheprovided about
herself

when she was interviewed. The motivation to succeedappearedto be in decline and

had been

supplanted by concerns about personal competence and an (unconscious) search

for a lost identity
and a more coherent self.

6.4 Narrative

and the pilot study
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The idea of developing a narrative emerged early on in the pilot study. It was not possible to
fully implement the ideas at this stage,but it indicated how a narrative might be developed. It
also allowed emergent themes from earlier interviews to be explored in subsequentones,
permitting greater opportunities for reflection and review, and a more sustainedexploration
of resonancebetween the views of the researcherand the interviewee. A valid narrative of the
emergenceof a teacher-selfwas much more likely to emerge if I followed students into
school after they qualified for their PGCE. A one-year course was much more appropriate
for working within the time constraints of the study than following students through the four
year course on which Sally had embarked.

The pilot was valuablein providing me with opportunities to:

"

explore the data on Sally's transition to student life;

"

consider alternative theoretical models (gestaltand life-cycle accounts);

"

write a coherent narrative of Sally'sexperienceas a student;

"

identify some of the possible featuresof transition as a student;

"

assessthe application of a psychodynamic perspective to the interpretation of interview
data;

"

interpret interview data in terms of emergent themes.

The pilot demonstrated the efficacy of my approach to the exploration of transition to
teaching and of the protocol for exploring the emergenceof a teacher-self. Interviewing
students over a longer time span was probably going to be more effective in providing rich,
multi-layered evidenceof the process of transition to teacher,and the emergenceof a
teacher-self.I knew that I was going to be able to develop a narrative that analysedthe
transitional experiencefor eachinterviewee basedon data from a seriesof interviews.
Focusing on experienceis crucial to the successof the study and James (1890: 402) implies an
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effective mechanism based on attention that has been taken up and developed more recently
by Gattegno (1987) and Mason (1996). James writes, `My experience is what I choose to
attend to'.

In his autobiography, Paul Feyerabend(1995) arguesthat stories represent a truth, `All you
can do, if you really want to be truthful, is to tell a story'. He continues:
fraud by using storiesright away?
... why not avoid the
had a specialfascinationfor me. Why are so
The problem of reality
... always
many peopledissatisfiedwith what they can seeand feel? Why do they look for
surprisesbehindevents?Why do they believe that, taken together,these
surprisesform an entire world, and why, most strangely,do they take it for
grantedthat this hidden world is more solid, more trustworthy, more "real" than
the world from which they started?(Feyerabend,1995: 163-164)

Discussion can lead to a harmony where the interplay of questioning and response allows for
the exploration of the life story with the informant reflectively exploring her experience.The
interviewer and interviewee can share responsibility for the production and useof the data. It
is possible to compare the responsesof the interviewer and the informant in a search for
resonanceand authenticity. They have different roles but the search for authenticity should
recognisethe roles of eachas contributing to the story that is written. In his discussion about
ways of reflecting on narrative perspectives,Diamond (1991)comments:
teachernarratives are most properly treatedby way of yet anotherstory or
...
...
through extendedand appreciativeresponse.This resolution arises out of
sharing and out of a disciplined subjectivityor attuned intuition. (p. 102)

6.5 Review of the pilot study
The pilot study illustrated
some of the complexity of transition for someone who gave every
appearanceof being stable, competent, healthy and initially enthusiastic.It also highlighted a
number of aspectsof Sally's managementof the transition process, some of which I have
discussedin detail
above.
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Sharing my analysisof the data with her provided us with a measureof agreement over my
interpretation. The brevity of her responseswas disappointing to me and I realised that her
agreement could also be interpreted as typical of Sally's responsesto males in a hierarchical
setting. I neverthelessfound many features of the pilot effective in supporting an analysisof
the changesto self during transition.

The pilot study confirmed that the researchmethod fully supported the exploration of the
researchconjectures and the development of theory. The chosen method was adopted for
usewith the eight initial respondents in the longitudinal study. Their transition to teaching
was explored through interview and transcript analysiswhich led to the identification of
themes embeddedin the informants' discourses.

The analysisof the pilot confirmed the conjecture that the complex process of transition is
implicated in shifts in one's view of self and self-worth. It also demonstrated that difficulties
can arisein maintaining family bonds and relationships. Although positive developments in
the realisation of a teacher-selfwere not evident in Sally's casein the pilot study, evidencewas
available from earlier data. As I discussedabove, I did not achieveall I set to do in the
longitudinal study, most notable was the failure to produce collaborative narratives. However,
the findings of the pilot study were informative and allowed for effective planning of
subsequentstagesof the research.

6.6 Preparing for the longitudinal study
In the second part of the study, I have discussedthe exploration of the transitional
experienceof severalstudents. My intention was to extend the method of the pilot to gain a
greater depth of understanding of the nature of this transitional period and the changesthat
each interviewee underwent. It was a vicarious experienceand I was not a detached observer.
My intention in carrying out a longitudinal study was to further enhance my understanding of
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the nature and complexity of transition through an interpretation of the data collected from a
seriesof semi-structured interviews and from repertory grids (Kelly 1955).1 made a decision
part-way through the study not to include the repertory grid material in the analysis,as this
would have resulted in an over-extended time period and an overlong thesis. I intend to
explore the data elsewhere.

The pilot showed that transition to teaching can involve students in the re-emergenceinto
consciousnessof forgotten experiencesand relationships. Discussions with students prior to
the pilot study provided evidenceof powerful forces for change running through their lives,
particularly in regard to relationships. Many talked about power relationships, and about
becoming increasingly awareof authority roles from the time they entered school settings.
Some described themselvesas having to strugglewith the adoption of authority roles with
children whilst at the sametime also needing to accept very different roles with the head
teacher,class teacher,ancillary and classroom assistantsand parents.

It is worth reiterating that some of the students working in primary school
settings are of a
similar age to the parents of the youngest children in primary school. In secondaryschool
placements, some traineesare only three or four yearsolder than the sixth-form students they
are teaching, whilst they can be thirty yearsyounger than most of the other teachersin their
department.

This multiplicity
of relationships is brought into sharper focus by the expectation that a
student will quickly have to adopt and play many of the teacher'sroles and these roles are
themselvescomplex and subtle.

In the early development
of my thesisI speculatedthat the role-playing aspect of teaching
could prove problematic for those students whose personal relationship
roles in earlier life
contained unresolved elements.These unresolved elements may go

unnoticed in the life203

course of many adults. However, those entering teaching are confronted by the demand to
take up parental and authority roles in relation to pupils, whilst at the sametime to enter into
submissiveand deferential roles with mentors, head teachers and others.

Re-entering a wide range of relationship roles as a trainee teacher can lead to the evocation of
earlier feelings relating to childhood or adolescent relationships. Where these proved less than
satisfactory trainees may re-experiencefeelings of ambiguity, confusion and loss. Where there
were unresolved elements in the students' relationships with their own parents (absenceor
early death of the father, for example) then, I supposed, students reporting difficulties in
managing the acquisition of certain teacher-rolesmay be disturbed by the re-emergenceof
previously unresolved material.

Many students take opportunities to work with children prior to formal training. During
training there are formal and informal placements. Some students also make additional private
arrangementsin a range of settings including; schools, play groups, social servicescentres,
hospitals. Many students working in these settings appear to enter roles which (at least
temporarily) cast them as neither-teacher-nor-child,
and many students find such roles beneficial at least until they want to assumegreater responsibility for directing children's schooling.

My discussionswith trainees suggestedto me that `the classroom can be considered as an
intermediate space' (Cohler and Galatzer-Levy, 1992: 42). I was reminded of the Winnicottian
notion of potential or transitional spaceand saw the possibility for a useful adaptation of
Winnicott's ideas to my interest in classrooms.

The use of Winnicott's ideashad the added advantage(over models like gestalt, which I had
previously considered) that I could use it to explore some aspectsclassroom dynamics and to
theorise students' actions in the here-and-now as they managethe transitional process.The
use of the concept of transitional spaceoffered agency:rather than mere description.
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I saw parallelsbetween the useof Winnicott's potential spaceto describe infant development
(and the establishmentof a symbiotic relationship with a good-enough mother) and a similar
need of students to play with (rehearse)their development as a teacherin a transitional space
that provides good-enough support, guidance and opportunity.

In discussingthe transitional spacethat can be created for students in college and classroom
settings, I sought to researchhow:

"

some of the teacher's status can be acquired;

"

the appropriatenessof certain behavioursis determined;

0

it may be possible to rehearsebeing a teacherwithout having to immediately shoulder the
entire responsibility for children or teaching.

The use of Winnicott's ideas are discussedin generalon page 52: in regard to
mathematicsin
particular, there is a footnote on page 54. For an example of a student experiencinga difficult
transition to teacher training, seesection 6.2.4in the pilot study beginning on page 180.

It had become clear from my earlier work that visiting classrooms as a trainee
can produce
dissonancebetween previous constructs of self and the self that is required during
school
placements.Severalstudents involved in classroomvisits for training purposeshad reported
to me a discontinuity between the self that emerged in direct responseto teaching practice,
and the senseof self that they associatedwith their pre-training experiences,as children and
adolescents,on work experienceprior to selection.

During informal
pre-training placements, severalstudents reported comfortable transitional
experiencesperhaps best describedin the negative as `not-pupil and not-teacher'. Discomfort
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arose for some when they were required to give up the `not-pupil and not-teacher' role in
order to work on formal teaching practice placements as a teacher who was responsible for
children. The British phenomenon whereby teachersact in locoparm is, may indeed compound
the difficulties students face in managing this transition, since responsibility is often
immediate, abrupt and extensive, even in the early relatively informal placements at the outset
of the training course.

Some students reported reluctance or difficulty in creating a more formal relationship and a
greater `socialdistance' between themselves and the children. The struggle appearedto
involve a senseof loss, perhaps of their own freedom from responsibility, but also a loss of
intimacy with the children: marked by a move away from first names to last names. (Primary
students who take up the opportunity to work in London schools towards the end of their
four year training can experienceyet another twist since many of the London placements
expect teachersand head teachers to be on first name terms with parents and with pupils of
all ages)

When students adopted more formal roles with children this was often accompanied by the
adoption of other roles including; being more of a disciplinarian, being a supervisor of play
and work rather than a collaborator, being an observer rather than a participant. Students also
mentioned less physical contact and fewer opportunities to spend time in the playground. My
point here is not to judge the appropriatenessof the students' behaviour as such. It is to
report the very strongly felt difficulty that some students experiencedin emotionally adjusting
to these shifts: reporting either a regret at the loss of intimacy with children (and perhaps a
recognition of the passingof their own childhood), or discomfort with the adoption of more
formal roles, or both.

Invoking Winnicott's perspective one could conjecture that there exists a desire to be treated
as a rather `special'ancillary pupil (not-child-and-not-teacher), and thereby foster or preserve
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a specialrelationship with the classteacher,and to maintain a comforting transitional space to
which they may find themselvesbecoming attached.

During this period of adjustment some students reported feeling strong associationswith
other relationships and with authoritarian settingsrecalled from childhood or adolescence.
For a few, this recollection was disturbing and the intensity of the recollection was beyond
anything that the student had anticipated they would experienceduring training.

The pilot demonstrated that it is possible to provide a narrative of transition. For the main
study the challengewas to tell a story of transition to teaching for PGCE secondary
mathematics students.

My desire to broaden my understanding was certainly bound up in a general curiosity about
the way people managetheir lives. Over and above this, at a professional level, there was a
desire to confirm the thesis that transition - in the sensediscussedabove is a significant
part of the process of becoming a teacher.This, combined with a view that teaching is above
all elsea human activity, means that the human process of adjusting to new circumstances
neededto remain central to the study.

6.6.1 Adapting the construct of transitional space
It was possible to develop diagrammatic representation of transitional space as it applies to
a

students training to teach.The diagram below illustrates how I theorised the development of
a transitional spaceby a (student) teacher and children.
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teacher

children

sharedspace

Figure 11 The transitional space created by teacher and children

tuts or mentor

student

farruly,pupilsand
significantOthers

sharedspace

Figure 12 Transitional space experienced by trainee teachers.
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The diagram borrows from Barrett and Trevitt (1991: 10 and 60) showing the creation of a
transitional space sharedbetween children and teacherin school.

In Figure 11, I have retained the representation usedby Barrett which shows the child space
as smaller than the teacherspace,implying (to me) different physical size. In Figure 12, I have
used circles of equalsize to represent; the tutor/mentor space,the student spaceand the
family/pupil/significant other space.I felt this was necessaryas many comparisons could also
be made here; of ego, influence, emotional capacity, etc. and my main interest was to explore
the ambiguous nature of the space.

Figure 12 also representsthe relationships that impinge on the student during the transitional
process, and illustrates the complexity of the inter-relationships that exist between the student
and significant others - partner, family, pupils, tutor/mentor. I arguethat Figure 12 illustrates
a beneficial arrangement of shared spacearising from the dynamic interplay of psychic forces
within which the transition is played out, and which are implicated in the re-shaping of the
student's existing multiple selvesand the eventual emergenceof a teacher-self.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter, I have discussedthe move from autobiography to biography
prior to
reviewing the work with Nicola and what I had learned from it. The effectivenessof the
discussion questions, interview technique,
and the value of using emergent themes has been
discussed.The work
with Sally hasbeen reviewed in depth and the suitability of the chosen
method hasbeen consideredin the light of the evidence from the pilot study. The transcript
hasbeen interpreted

and Sally'smove to studentship analysed.Personal development and

transition has been theorised in the light of the pilot data. Preparations for the longitudinal
study have been consideredin the light of what had been learned from the pilot. A
modification of Winnicott's transitional spacehas been introduced for later use.
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7. THE LONGITUDINAL

STUDY

7.1 The methods used
The methods used flow from the discussionsto be found in the methodology chapter. There
were six major elements that made up the longitudinal research.

7.1.1 Stages in the longitudinal research
1. Analysing interview data on eachstudent's transition and identifying emergent themes.
2. Searching for evidence of coherence and discontinuity revealedby the data and resonance
with reported earlier experiences.I tried to remain sensitive to important data during the
interviews and I also carried out data analysisbetween interviews.
3. Searching for resonancebetween the themes generated from students' interviews and my
own experiencesreported in chapter 5 (beginning on page 102).
4. Using themes to interpret interview data from a psychodynamic perspective.
5. Constructing a narrative that explored coherence and discontinuity of self-perceptions
during the student's transitional experience,in ways that allowed exploration of, the
changing nature of the self, and the emergenceof a teacher-self.
6. Constructing a narrative that supported the writing of a theoretical account of transition
to teaching.

For the longitudinal study, I sought students from the secondaryPGCE mathematics course.
I thought that the short duration of this one-year training course would be likely to compress
the transitional experienceof students into a relatively short and manageabletime span. I
wrote to each person in the cohort during September at the beginning of the course, inviting
them all to a brief meeting where I explained my researchinterests. Eight students out of the
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cohort of fourteen responded positively to my request. I talked to them about the focus and
scope of the research,my interest in the process of transition and the intended outcome of
the research.

The first round of interviews took place in October and November towards the end of the
college-based part of the year's training and during their first school placement. Interviews
and repertory grid activities together took about ninety minutes. I carried out semi-structured,
in-depth interviews over 'a two week period. I used and followed a schedule modified from
Radnor (1994) containing a pre-prepared series of orienting questions. One question was
written at the top of each page. These questions were designed to provoke lengthy answers.
Students were encouraged to give a brief life history and to talk about their current concerns
relating to the course and their training. At the foot of each page were a series of prompts
that I could use to ensure coverage of the topics I was interested in. The students all gave
permission for the discussions to be audio-taped. They also agreed to try to stay in contact
with me for the three-year research period. Towards the end of the first discussion I elicited
personal constructs from them using a standard method. The elicited constructs were used to
devise a repertory grid (Fransella and Bannister, 1977).

I carried out a second interview in June and July at the end of the students' year of training
when they were completing their second school placement. Most of these interviews were
carried out in school. One student knew she had failed the course, the rest knew they had
passed.The third round of interviews was conducted two yearslater when most students had
completed two yearsof teaching. One student had ceasedto teach and was interviewed at
home. The

student who failed the course, and two others, were not traceable.

Like the first interview, the
second and third also included pre-prepared questions designedto
encouragestudents to give lengthy descriptive accounts of their experience. I sought rich
accounts that focused on the areasthat interested me, but which also provided opportunities
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for interviewees to introduce other material they felt was relevant. Part of the time taken up
during interviews two and three was given over to recording changes to eachinformant's
repertory grid. During this period, I transcribed the interview data and examinedit carefully
for evidence of themes running through the informant's account. Each student was treated
separately.For eachstudent the three interviews were analysedin turn. The emergent themes
were then used to analysethe encounters with family and significant others, college tutors,
teachersand pupils during the transitional experience. I searchedfor evidence of coherence
and discontinuity revealedby the data and I looked for resonancewith childhood and
adolescentexperiencesthat had been reported during the interviews.

A brief commentary was written for each of the three interviews for eachperson. My
intention was to combine the three written descriptions into a narrative that described the
transitional experiencein terms of coherence, wholeness and self-identity. Where current
themes resonated with earlier experiencesthese were identified and interpreted by drawing on
a knowledge of psychodynamics.The narrative thus produced drew attention to issuesof
changing identity, self-development and changing life course.

Comparisons were also made with the emergent teacher-self of interviewees and earlier
findings relating to my own reported development as a teacher.

7.1.2 Three attempts at narrative construction
The first attempt at a narrative resulted in shallow accounts. These could be characterisedas
flat, uni-dimensional chronologies that did little more than reproduce the events described in
the interview settings.A second attempt at narrative writing introduced more speculative
accountsthat drew more extensively on psychodynamic perspectives.This attempt provided
colourful but highly speculativeaccounts of transitions and future possibilities. Although
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richer, their level of speculation rendered them inappropriate for further analysisand the
development of a theory of transition.

The third attempt at construction of a narrative is the one that has been adopted in the
thesis. Here, themes were explored with reference to fragments of transcript which are
embedded within the discussion. Themes were analysedby drawing on a psychodynamic
approach and the analysisis speculativewith fragments of the original transcript used to
justify the speculation with some alternativeinterpretations offered.

Each student was sent a copy of the narrative relating to their transition, together with a
covering letter describing the process I had used, and requesting a responsewhich, at the time
of writing, have yet to be received. The narratives were used to:

"

support discussion of the transitional experience;

"

aid exploration of the changing nature of the self;

0

discuss the emergenceof a teacher-self.

The production of theory drew on all the material available.Theorising beganwith each
student and was then extended to provide a more generalisedaccount of the transitional
process together with a coherent theory of transition.

7.1.3 Preparation of the narrative
Within the narratives I
made a number of professional interpretations. I did not draw on the
entirety of the themes, but I did use them to support the development of a narrative which
charted the students' progress.
Phenomenologyarguesthat every experiencecontainsboth a noematic and a
noetic component.... a `story' (... what happened)and the affective
componentslinked to the `story' (that is, how what happenedis interpretedand
`felt' by the experiencingbeing). (Spinelli, 1992: 150)
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I searchedfor both the noematic component - by considering what happened to students as
well as searchingfor, or rather interpreting a noetic component - by looking at their
responsesand searchingfor links that they appearedto make with the affective components
of their recent experiencesand with their earlier experiencesduring childhood and early
adolescence.As a participant in the researchprocess, I am part of the noematic component.
What interviewees offered, what they communicated, provided the basis for the
interpretation that I made. My interpretations were partly basedon insights that I gained
directly from my meetings with them.

There hasbeen a continuing discussionin psychoanalyticcircles about the need for authentic
casestudies.In this context the question to raise would be, "Does it matter if Emily for
example, is fictitious or real?" One can work on the data and the interpretation from either
starting point. Does it matter that Emily recognisedwhat I `saw' in her account of her
disrupted nurturing as an adolescent?

It is raythesis that the confusion of roles that appearedduring her adolescencevis-a-vis her
mother, reappeared (but I do not mean `replicated) in Emily's relationships as she moved
through the transition to become a beginner-teacher- Spinelli's noetic component of the
story. What Emily said and did, brought to my awarenessthe possibility of the narrative that I
subsequentlyprovided. And of course the sameapplies to the other respondents.

7.1.4 The focus for the longitudinal interviews
Interview

Focus

1

Reasonsfor choosingmathematicsas a subjectto teach. How and where
mathematicshas featuredpreviously in their lives. E.g. as a subject in school;
in relation to another person(parent, sibling or other family member,friend,
teacher...). Hopesfor the PGCE courseyear.Current impressionsof the

course.Influencesandaffects,howthe decisionto train hasinvolvedothers.
Elicitingdescriptionsandperceptions
of self.Descriptionof childhood.

Material from the first REPGRIDwill also be usedwhen planning
subsequentdiscussionquestions.
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2

How they are getting on in schoolplacement.Relationships- how they are
getting on with studentsand with teachingcolleagues.Awarenessof
performancein the classroom.Attempt to locate significant eventsduring the
placementor earlier (i. e. the college-basedcomponentof the course).
Whetherthey think they are becomingthe teacherthey expectedto be.
Significant others- who has beeninfluential recently.How they see
themselvesas a teacherof mathematics.

3

Whetherthe coursehas had any significant impact. How their self perception
haschanged.What significant eventshaveemerged?Whetherthey seemto
be thematic? How the studenthasmanagedto interpret (resolve?) issues

einer in fromteachin in schools.

Figure 13 The focus for the three interviews

7.2 The longitudinal study data

7.2.1 Emily
Emily began her course of training after completing an engineeringdegreeand travelling for a
while in America, the Far East and Australia where she stayedwith her boyfriend's uncle and
his family. She took the opportunity to teach mathematics to the children in the family.
Teaching had been `in the back of my mind' for a while and mathematics was a subject she
enjoyed.

One reason for askingEmily to become involved in the study was that she did not have a
mathematics degree.Mathematics had been an interest and a pleasure.Her engineering
degree,although obviously drawing
on mathematics, did not allow for an in-depth study of
the subject.How would a PGCE secondarymathematics courseprepare her to teach the
subject?

The initial discussion
revealed that Emily, an only child, maintained a very close relationship
with her mother and was likely to return to teachin the town where shegrew up and
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attended school. How would she re-enter this familiar world: as an adult, as a professional?
How would the process of `going back home' influence the transition to teacher?
7.2.1.1 Searching for themes
The discussionswith Emily were reviewed in a search for themes. The approach taken was to
listen to the audio tapeson severaloccasions,recording themes as I noticed them. My
sensitivity was enhancedpartly through the work I had completed on significant events in my
own teaching, and partly by reviewing the contributions that Nicola, Sally and others had
made and then writing about them.

After a collection of themes had been produced from one interview I searchedfor other
placesin the data where these samethemes were repeated. I recorded the different
occurrences of each theme with the appropriate line number referencesin the transcripts and
placed them in the relevant appendices.I then transferred the list of emergent themes for
each interview to the main body of the thesis.They appear below for each of the subjects,
Emily, Pauline and Brigitte.

Having collated the themes for each discussion separately,I then used them to produce a
narrative of Emily's transitional experience.

7.2.2 Themes identified in discussion with Emily
7.2.2.1 Discussion 1(10-11-95)
The following themes were identified:
"

The future and employment.

"

Exploring ideas and making preparations.

"

Challenging parental expectations.

"

Recognising parental influence.
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"

The qualities of teachersand teaching.

"

The need for resilience and personal challenge.

"

Acknowledging feelings.

"

Identifying valuesto live by.

"

Internal tensions - ambiguity and contradiction.

7.2.2.2 Discussion 2 (20-6-96)
At this time, Emily was close to completing the final school placement. She knew she had
passedthe college assessmentand was going to qualify as a teacher.She had had a successful
interview at the school for a mathematics post and would be working there full-time from
September.
The major themes emerging from the second discussion with Emily are listed below:
"

professional development;

"

relationships;

"

preferences,valuesand beliefs;

"

teaching mathematics and specialeducational needs;

"

the nature of transition to teaching.

7.2.2.3 Discussion 3 (8-7-98)
On listening to the tape and reading the transcript, I identified the following themes in
Emily's account:
"A

view of professionalism that emphasisescolleagues,the department and the whole

school.
0A
"

professional perspective that emphasisesintimacy - vis-ä-vis relationships with pupils.
Maternal themes of nurturing and caring and a desire for intimacy within a professional
context.
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"

Seekingand taking opportunities for extending the range of responsibilities by taking on
administrative and other roles associatedwith the broader functioning of the school.

"

Personalqualities are seenas contributing to the quality of teaching performance,
personal development, greater effectiveness and harmony with pupils.

"

Emergence of a personal pedagogy that can resist pedagogicalassertionsfrom others.

"

Needing to work more holistically and moving towards a position where this is possible.

"

Ability to review her own practice.

"

Ambiguity surrounding attitudes to professional life and private life.

"

Complex mechanisms that support social distancing from pupils in a context that
neverthelesssustainsintimacy. The convenience of becoming Witch.

"

Processesof preparation and attunement to teaching.

"

Transition to teaching, transition to adulthood.

Before looking back at the transcripts of the two previous conversations, I need to point out
that I becamevery excited by the complexity of these themes. They seemedon first
inspection to be richer and more elaboratelyinterconnected than the themes which emerged
from previous discussions.This may reflect the increasing complexity of the teaching
situation. Alternatively, since we had by then met severaltimes perhaps a heightened rapport
between Emily and myself might have allowed her to feel more comfortable in making richer
responses.Another possibility is that the integration of Emily's teacher-selfwas by then well
advanced,and illustrates a self:
in
including the capacity for self... embedded a complex matrix of meanings,
soothingand appropriate useof othersas a sourceof comfort, formed by the
experienceof othersas more or lessable to providesolaceduring critical times
of psychologicaldistress.(Cohler and Galatzer-Levy,1992:54)

7.2.3 Emily -a narrative account of transition
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7.2.3.1 Preparing for change 1994 -1995
Transitions can include periods in the life course where contradiction

and ambiguity emerge.

The setting up of ambiguous or incongruous situations may even provide the energy that
individuals need to initiate change in their lives. With the end of her degree approaching, the
trajectory of Emily's life course appeared to be ambiguous. On the one hand, she continued
with chemical engineering, going for job interviews whilst at the same ensuring that she made
herself unattractive to potential employers, for example, by attending for interviews and
behaving unenthusiastically. Her approach appeared to have initiated a transition and
maximised the opportunities

for propelling her out of her undergraduate mould and into a

different life course. [Ti 08:
sort of half waythroughthe degreeI wasrealisingthat I wasjust doing it to get
a degreeand not becauseI wantedto do chemicalengineering.(IB: Rsgbt)It wasreallyweird, I did go for a
few interviewsand I think it
]
wasblatantlyobviousto the interviewerthat I reallywasn'tinterested.

Was it also an indirect way of making things blatantly clear to her mother, who may have
received reports of yet another `unsuccessful'interview? Many people become involved in the
travel and leisure industries, and interest in travelling can of course be for its own sake.Here
though, it may be more productive to interpret a desire to travel as providing a temporary
postponement of decision-making. Mulling things over can often be highly productive when
carried out at an unconsciouslevel, or in the background when fore-grounded by routines like
route planning, and catching trains. It allows time for a maturing of the thinking that
surrounds a search for choices about potential new life courses. For Emily, it avoided or
postponed a return to an earlier life-style that of living with her mother. Travel is also a
normative activity for students and ex-studentsso Emily could be seento be living within a
common life frame and behaving normally.

Emily appeared have
to
usedthe opportunities presented whilst travelling to revisit her earlier
thoughts about teaching as a career. [Tl 26:And then I
reallyenjoyedit and thought,when I got back,
that wasthe first thing I've reallydone that I've enjoyed
and I sort of alwayswantedto be a teacherbut
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everyone wanted me to go into science and I never really thought about it. I just thought .... I took the time out
and travelled and really got into it.

It is interesting that Emily engaged not only with teaching but also with family relationships
and explored both and the way in which they interacted within the family she visited. [Ti 35: I
wasgoing out with someonethen, and I went with him and his uncle is a Mathsteacher,and he couldn t teach
his kids, he wastoo closeto them. And he wasreallyshoutingat them and then gettingreallyupset.
[TI 40: their Maths teacher wasn't very good, their Maths teacher used to swear at them and stuff and they just
weren t strong enough to cope with that so I just went through it [the mathematics] all really quietly. ]

Here Emily seemedable turn a situation to everyone's advantage.She became a teacher,and
explored some of the relationship roles that she might need to draw on as a teacher.She
found herself able to do this, and also discovered that she enjoyed the role.

She was able to parent the family in an effective way, caring for them, providing what they
needed and bringing together two of her strengths, an interest and ability in communicating
mathematical ideas, and providing a calm, supportive environment

for others to live in. In

47: I'd alwayshad the ideain the backof my headbut I think that bought the idea to the front. I wasscared
becauseI thought yes coaching is very easy, its not like teaching. Then I thought there's only one way to find
out and that's to actually try. )

By accepting

the challenge

of coaching,

Emily initiated

a `rite of passage'. In

92: I've always

been very family oriented, so when the threat then of losing my family came along it really made me insecure.
TB: Ute... but then
I know
So I might have been insecure before, being family oriented but that was
......
going...
faith
yourwentO

a by

n4 butjust hea*ng off to Florida and F0 andAustraa andre on, that'r....Emily: That got my

confidence back and when it all started for me.}

Events during Emily's adolescencehad in some ways reversedelements of the roles that
existed in her relationship with her mother. When her mother became seriously ill, Emily
took on some of the parenting. She performed some of the caring functions that her mother
temporarily needed.Emily was physically healthy, strong, qualities that one associateswith the
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Parent. Her mother was ill, vulnerable and dependent, qualities more often associated with
the Child. This role change seems to have been acceptable to both of them and it
undoubtedly extended Emily's qualities and abilities. They both appear to have adjusted well
to the rapid and unexpected change of roles and to have grown as a result of the
opportunities

the role reversal gave. Emily developed qualities of courage and determination.

She was focused, both in terms of pursuing her own needs, and in responding to her
mother's needs.

Emily's maternal role in her own relationship with her mother was emphasised by her
concern that her mother might fall ill while she was away. At the same time, Emily's response
to her own feelings about her mother were complex. [Ti

104:but I find the organisationof the trip

and going awayperhaps a year awayfrom my Mum wasquite hardbut I thought I had to do that. TB: Um..
...
whydidyoubinar
to dothat? Emily: BecauseI'm too old to be .....well I wastoo old to be feeling that way I felt.
TB: What?AMimmy'rgir1I suppose?
Emily: Yes.] Emily is reluctant to name the desire. I recognised
a hesitation and offered substitute for the suppressed word.

Emily had
already described

for her concern about her mother.
some of the reasons

(TI 71:

my life has been really weird becausefirst of all... it has,like lots of things have happened ... my Mum got
cancer when I was fourteen and I looked after her and it was like touch and go for a long time if she lived.
And I did my 0 Levels
did my A Levels when my Dad had a heart attack and
while that happened and then
then um... my Father passedaway a couple of years ago through heart failure.)

Emily's anxiety
could be described through projection. Her concerns for her mother could be
seen as being projected onto the voyage itself. The process of projection could equally well
have functioned in
the opposite direction. Maybe she was travelling too far away and she
wouldn't be able to manage the journey? This feeling may have resurrected earlier feelings of
lacking

confidence. It does seem however that Emily associated the two episodes in her life

and recognised that they were connected. [T1 114:It's hardbecauseyou don't know....you'vegot to
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get over the feeling that maybe she'sgoing to get ill again and the you've wasted a year. TB: Youray »wted,
wbat...? Emily: Well wasted a year with her, but then she might live 'till she'seighty so I could do that... ]

Emily made connections between earlier and current transitions. We use transitional
experience for personal growth and development in two ways.First, we engagewith current
transitions in ways that create a vehicle for revisiting and reworking unresolved elements of
earlier transitions. Second,we invoke resolved elements of previous transitions to assistin
gaining direction and resolution within current transitions.

(T1 146: 1 don't particularly want to pass this course, I want to feel comfortable at the end of it that I've chosen
the right thing and I don't think that comes with just passing the course. TB: Somethingeire?Emily: Yeah, just
feeling that I've done the right thing, to come out of it and think yeah, TB: How doyou thinkyou wiillgethold of
...
TB: And what'sit? n at
that? How mill yomknow? Emily: Normally with me it's if I feel that I'm good at it.
...
in/1£r it? Emily: The relationship with the teaching and kids.]

The key elements of Emily's development towards a teacher-self at this time involved the
ability to perform as a teacher and the quality of the relationships that she could establish
with the pupils. These were the elements that had become constellatedin the setting that
developed in Australia.

At the outset of this transition, what occurred appearsto have been a combination of chance
events and personal choice. Our opportunist use of chance events and the way we exercise
the choices we judge are available to use is often not entirely transparent and therefore not
easyto deduce. Emily's decision making seemedto be guided as much by unconscious
processesas they were by conscious ones.

It appearedthat when working with the family, Emily took the opportunities that arose to
explore a number of important (possibly unconscious) elements.For example, she seemedto
have a previously unvoiced belief in the possibility of teaching as caring. More explicitly, there
was a curiosity about the extent of her own ability to instil in others an enjoyment and
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interest in mathematics that she had. She took an opportunity to rework her relationship with
her mother, by interposing a distance that forced her into a situation where she could not
perform the caring function that she would normally have provided. She neededto explore a
caring role within a family setting, and in some ways this had been denied her through illness
and death in her own family.

All these opportunities were available,although perhaps organisedand explored at an
unconscious level or through an intuitive senseof what she needed to engagewith at that
time, if she was to influence the next part of her life course.

Early on in the training, Emily began to explore her relationships with pupils, her responses
to their needs and the boundaries of her capability as a teacher. [T1 186:The bottom group, there
arethesetwo kids that botherme ... she'sjust, all the kids call her thick and shesaysshe'sthick, it's just a way of
gettingattentionfor her becauseI playeda gamewith her and I waspatientand shewasreallygood at it.]
Emily was highly sensitised to those children who are on the edge of things. She noticed what
they ate, where they sat, how they moved. She appeared more concerned to explore the
extent of her ability to care (rather than determine her responsibility for supporting pupils).
(Ti 196:The other boy Martin, he just...he doesn'treallywant to communicate.He's got a reallybad
backgroundand he'squite bright but hasbeenput in the bottom group. He doesn'tcommunicate,he'sgot no
...

he asks me where he should put the answer for the next question. Things like that. He is always on his own,

he comes in on his own lunch time, sits at the table and things like he doesn't eat properly. The most he will
at
eat is like a bar of chocolate. He bothers me but I think a social worker should deal with it and I will just
concentrate on the maths side. TB: Doyoufind thatyou dowant to gotimahrd in that? Emily: I want to, but I
think that will be a problem, I really do. TB: Yeah,why,whyis it apmbkm? Emily: Becauseum if I went
...
through school taking everybody's problems on board you can't cope. I don't think so.)

The limit of her nurturing role seemedto be defined by Emily's ability to make provision, and

onesuspectsshewaspreparedto giveasmuch asshe couldwithin the professional
framework

that she was establishing.

[Tl

208: TB: Is that the kixd of permnyonarr, tbatyox mighttaobe
other
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peopk'tprobkmrl Emily: Yes. 7B: Doyorr think thal'r part 4 whatyou aretryingto do u th these
year 7 at the moment,the
bu rgroup? Emily: Yes, trying to find out how I can deal with people that I want to be a total social worker
...
and that's ..(indistinct)... that's one of the main changes at the moment, while I've got time to.]

7.23.2 Final school placement - ascendance of a teacher-self
The second discussiontook place in July, some eight months following the initial talk in
college.We met in school towards the end of the final teaching practice.

A training process that includes both university and school-based elements appearsto create
a transitional spacein which the training takes place. At different times and in different
contexts the trainee can be located variously as:

"

neither student nor teacher;

"

neither adult (teacher) nor child (pupil);

"

both teacher and pupil.

At the time of the second interview,
placement

school. She continued

Emily

to affirm

had already been offered
her interest

a job at her final

in pupils who find maths challenging.

[TI 67: if I had a choice between the bottom set and the top set I'd take the bottom set. (TB: Realei.
) Yeah.
Definitely. (lB: Beemm?
) I just find it a lot more challenging. Pitching the work at the right level. Trying to be
creative enough, I mean, colourful things, and worksheets that are attractive to the eye. The top sets don't need
that really. Top set's just hard graft. Give them the maths and make sure they can do it. ]

Emily appeared to have a view of intelligence as malleable and changeable. She saw herself as
a teacher who should make provision for individual pupils. She did not appear to see pupils'
intelligence as being fixed and immutable. [Ti 172:normally,if they don't work very hard, I tend to
think that I've pitchedit at the wrong level or, it's a boring lessonor the weather'sreallybad,like it wasthe
doing,Emily: Normally look at myself, yes.]
otherday. TB: Soynakind oflookat, bok at), u andwbatyow'nr
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[Ti

178: it was probably easiestwhen I first came, actually, 'causethey sort of, they give you a real chance. (TB:

Really)Yeah. Yeah and then, I think as it got on that I'd been teaching them for longer and longer, I think the
I've started living off my own, and
struggle's been that I'm not living off it, - someone else'sdiscipline so much.
that's been daunting. So, it hasn't fallen apart or anything. I did notice a time when it was starting to get a bit
dodgy.]

7.2.3.3 Familiarity and belonging
In the Winnicottian

sense, a potential space is a space for play18and exploration. In the

training setting it is difficult to identify who can take the role of Winnicott's

`good-enough

mother' who maintains the play space for her charge, and who ensures that it remains one
where experimentation and growth can take place. There is evidence that such a space was
available to Emily in her final placement school. It appears to have been provided by the
head of department and staff.

What characterised this second discussion was Emily's general knowledge of what was
happening in the school, to her pupils and to herself. She tended to report happenings as an
insider, rather than as a college student who belonged outside the school. (T2 80:The secondin
the department,EH, at the beginning,when I washere,therewasa Westchesterstudentas well, and NC wasin
charge of me and EH was in charge of the Westchester student. I didn't, I didn't have a lot to do with her
becauseof that. But just lately, she's got some fantastic ideas and she'svery approachable.]
[T2 86: N who works at the end, she's an NQT no, she was an NQT last year, she'svery new. She's good for
that side of things. When you're feeling sort of new and you don't really know what's going on, she'sexcellent
and her maths knowledge is brilliant, just brilliant. ]
[T2 97: There's a scheme of work and it's very structured and it's constantly being reviewed and improved and
if someone tries
something and it works at a meeting they'll say, oh this worked really well. This resource is
really good. (TB: And artiynuimols d in all of that') I go to all the meetings. At the moment I'm a bit introverted I
think

...

(indistinct)... I'm a bit scared to say I tried this or I don't think this works or something. They've got a

lot of experience but that's
something that is my fault not theirs, to be honest. I'm included, even in moderating
and things like that.]

18It is unfortunatethat because
play is dismissedso readily in educational(though not psychodynamic)
circles as a potentcontext for learning, I must reiteratethat play is seenin this context as a seriousbusiness225

[T2 167: And we've definitely got the sort of, the big council estatesand the housing estates.They all come
here and that shows... in their behaviour I guess. Generally, I think they're very well behaved.]

Belonging

was illustrated

by `insider statements',

parents, the acknowledgement

of nicknames.

and the intimate

knowledge

of pupils,

[T2 194: (TB: What a syou like in the classroom?
) Emily:

What am I like? I don't think that, well I know, I'm not very nice becauseI'm in a small community. We start
hearing comments from people. I know people's mothers, and, the word witch has cropped up a lot. I mean,
I'm not that nice, and I'd like to be a lot friendlier than I am. And sometimes they say things and I generally
think they're funny and all, and I think, in the future, I'll be able to be, have a better relationship that way, but
at the moment I don't think I have the discipline to be able to get away with it. Generally, I'm not very friendly,
I don't think. I'm not really bad, but I just, I'm not like I eventually would like to be.]

The process of becoming

a teacher included

her responses to them and her relationship

increased awareness of the pupils' performances,
to different

groups within

a single class. (T2 219:

I've realised that it's only in the past two or three weeks that I've realised that within the classroom there have
been groups that I've abandoned slightly. Becausethey are either so good they don't need any any
...
encouragement or any discipline and I thought, you're not actually rewarding them for that. They should sort of
be rewarded. You know. They're still being and I'd lost that, just lately.]
...

The initial intensity

of struggling

had been replaced with an ability
`automatised'.

to attend to the specific elements

of teacher performance

to take a broader view, once certain behaviours

had been

fT2 225: I've relaxed enough to be able to take a step back and have a look at the classroom as

a whole instead of just ... (indistinct) ... I don't think about the content of the lessons so much now either. I used
to be obsessedby having enough in the lesson and what I'm going to do next and timing, you know, or, "Do
this in ten minutes." And now I can relax and take a step back and as long as I've got ... I know what I'm going
to do ... I've normally got in my head what I'm going to do next lesson so if it falls short I can do what I want
whereas normally I think oh I need this in case I'm ten minutes short.]

Emily realisedthe emergenceof a teacher-self as distinct from the self that functions out of
the school context. The teacher self had some clearly discernible characteristicswhich,
although they did not seem to have been consciouslyor deliberately developed,were
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nevertheless

thought

of as useful within

the school context.

[T2 258: (TB: Yousaid witch!How thou

feel aboutthat?) Emily: I think it's funny. I think it's really funny that my own character analysisof myself out of
school is not witch at all. And I think it's funny that I've come across that way. I don't know. (IB: You don't mind
it?) No. I think it's better. I can work with that.]
[I'2 497: Someone said, and I can see this, the acting bit. A lot of people say, and I'd be a hopeless actress, but
some of them say I'm a witch. I'm obviously not myself in front of that class. I'm taking on another personality,
which is a form of acting]

Emily

saw different

roles emerging

at different

times, with different

demands.

[T2 505: I'll get

to be this teacher I want to be in this role. Then I'm going to want promotion and then I'm going to have
another step. When it gets to the point of taking of taking the next step I don't know if I want to go into the
pastoral side or the department promotional side. I really don't know but once I make that decision and I go up
that next step then I want to fill that role and have ambitions for that role]

7.2.3.4 Managing the course
Emily

appeared to have kept control

Her mother

had returned

of the direction

of her life course through

the training.

to live nearby. (T2 386: I am comfortable with my life at the moment. It's

going in the direction I want it to go and so that's got to be good. (TB: Looking back what little I knowofyou, them
harne
beenhandti)es.) Yes. I'm really pleased actually becauseI haven't let anything affect this course. And when
all the problems started, that's what I set out to do. CauseI didn't want anything affecting it and I haven't.]
Emily separated her life outside school from her life inside. [T2 393: if I
was upset, it just had to not
be in school time. As soon as I walked through the school door then I just totally put everything to the back of
my mind, and then, it's fine to fall apart in the evening I don't mind that but I have to get myself together for
the next day. I can't handle things like getting upset when I'm in school. You know? I'm just not that sort of
person. So I just totally blanked it out of my mind. I didn't dwell on it. I did a lot at home but not in school.]

Emily had a clear sense of her life course at this point. She was able to reflect on herself
as a
teacher and looked objectively at the qualities and skills she recognised as developing within
her. She recognised something of the teacher she wanted to be. [T2 446 Not
gettingclosebut
knowing the direction. I'm

on the right path. (TB: You'reontherightpath).Yeah.I set very high standards]
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She demonstrated

determination,

strength

of character

and clarity of purpose.

(T2 453: To

{pause} to always give the kids what they deserve. You can either think, oh today we'll just do a chapter from
the text book, I can't be bothered. But I always make that extra effort that means I've put something in for the
lesson, you know, and, that's my highest expectation. If I started letting the kids down in any way then I'd be
very hard on myself. So long as I'm putting my effort into it and it's going the right way then I'll be all right.
Then I'm hoping that the experience along with that effort I will make quite a good teacher. You know.]

Emily was aware of changes that were taking place outside the school environment.
Relationships with long standing friends gave some clues to changes in outlook and
adjustment to the demands of teaching. CI`2 516:Friendswho don't haveanythingto do with teaching.
There's been a strain there definitely. I think you do take on a different attitude. I think you do become
different. I've changed my priorities. ]

It seemedthat although relationships with friends were important, maintaining good
relationships with individual friends was not as important to Emily as succeedingin becoming
a good teacher.She hinted at a cooling of friendships, and expresseddisappointment that
diverging interests had led to a drifting apart and loss of regular contact and intimacy.
(T2 523: One of my friends who is starting the PGCE I found myself getting on with her so much better than
the other friend who works in a shop. That's terrible though. And I hate it but there's nothing I can do at the
moment But that's time again. It's all new at the moment. ]

Emily used her mother to explore her thoughts and feelings about her growing involvement
with the school and the job of teaching. This was a seen as a special role, and at that time
only her mother could fulfil the role appropriately F2 513:My mum,she'salwaysbeen.If I am
proud of somethingshe'sthe only one I can tell it to. She'sthe one.I will phoneher up and totally speakmy
true feelingsaboutthings.She'sthe only one. So yesshe'sbeena heavyinfluence. ] What meanings can be
associated with heavy here? Is heaviness essential in order to oppose the unbearable lightness
of being (to borrow from Milan Kundera), or has it simply been a noticeable burden?
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7.2.3.5 The infantalising effect of training
University based training courses appear to have an infantilising effect on student teachers.
This may of course be a general feature of rites of passage. Emily described returning to
college for a day towards the end of the final placement. The tutor was absent. The students
were unable, in the unanticipated absence of the tutor, to organise a discussion about
important issues. Emily suggested this was because
the tutor wasn't there. Initiating discussion
seemed like usurping his role. (T2 556:Whenwe go backto collegewe're looking up to someoneelseto
be theteacher.
] Her interpretation was that the course tutors failed to organise the meeting
appropriately. Another view, though of course it could also be read as a defensive one, is that
this incident positioned Emily firmly as `teacher' - but only in a school context. [T2 540:there's
I felt well, I've got some
one thing aboutgoing back to collegefor the odd day.I wasdisappointedyesterday.
good lessonsto teachand wewere takenout of schoolfor the day.We met W. at one o'clock and it wasideas
for pre-professionalweek.And I saidwell I'd reallylike that we all shareanyresourcesand good lessons.
]
[T2 549: what's the point? I'd rather have another week in school. Getting resources together or something like
that. I thought well if we've been in school this long and we're coming back for a week surely college can
organise a way of seeing a lecturer so we can talk about problems.] This incident
time as she was able to perform
looked

effectively

happened

at the same

as a teacher in school on a daily basis and be

up to' by the pupils.

Transitions

can involve temporary loss of individual power and responsibility. As a student,

one gives up one's autonomy to the power of the tutors and the course.In Emily's case,
autonomy and control were re-gainedto an extent during the final placementwhen she
frequently planned

and taught pupils without teacher supervision for lengthy periods of the

school day. At this point she was effectively a teacher,and as a successfulstudent she was
viewed as such by the pupils.
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If this is a reasonableargument, then those who plan courseswhich begin in university and
which then `push their offspring out into the world of school', are naive if they don't
anticipate some adolescentrejection.

For Emily, there were two teacher-selvesemerging. One appeared as an authoritarian parent
and seemedto be the dominant self, constructed as a public figure for usein most
professional situations. The other teacher-self appeared to be availablemainly in specific
settingsand in relation to particular pupils. Indirectly of course, this nurturing teacher-self
had become more widely known becausepupils and staff invariably talk about their
interactions and their personal knowledge of the teacher's behaviour gradually becomes
shared and therefore public knowledge.

Both these teacher-selveswere developing at the sametime. The nurturing self seemedto
have grown in the shadow of, or under the protection afforded by the more authoritarian
teacher-self.

At the time of this discussion both these teacher-selvesappeared relatively strong, well
defined, and adapted to the complex social settings of school and classroom. Emily appeared
to be exploring their coexistence.She seemedto have found it easyto develop both these
teacher-selves.
7.2.3.6 Integration
The third discussion took place almost exactly one year after the second discussion. By now,
Emily had worked in the school for two yearsas a qualified teacher. She had constructed a
complex view of teaching which had alreadygone a considerable way in incorporating her
own unique teacher-self. Early in the discussion she made a distinction between working with
colleagues,which shereferred to as professional work, and developing relationships with
pupils. She did not use a category label for this second aspect of her work, which took up a
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large part of
our conversation

[T3 4: There's the professional how you feel you're getting on in your

profession and then how you're getting on with the pupils. Pupils I feel like I've got a good relationship with
them now. I've established myself as, they know the boundaries. They don't go too far and something that's
stood out, I had one pupil a lot of behavioural difficulties. He couldn't cope in his tutor group and he was put
into mine and we've built up a very good relationship.]

Relationships with pupils were highly important to her. She saw these relationships as
influenced by the setting of rules and boundaries. She saw herself as responsible for
controlling this aspect of her work. She did not suggest that school rules or the general
school context was a major determining factor, although Emily was evidently conscious of
working within a social context and within the school's scheme of things. She appeared
relatively free from external pressure and saw herself as having considerable personal
responsibility for determining this area of her work. She saw herself as the main determinant
of the nature and purpose of her interactions with individual pupils.

[T3 51:I think I'm very fair,

within theclassroom.If somethinghappenswith a pupil I've definitely got my guidelines.It takesa long time
doesn'tit. Sometimes sayyou'regoing to do one thing but you don't really do it, and you do something
you
else.I know I've definitely, I don't go too far with my punishmentsto be honest.If I put someoneoutsidethe
door it's probablyfor

a minute.If I haveanyonein for detentionit's probably for ten. Somehow,the discipline's

all workedout sincethen. Sincetheykind of know what'sgoing to happen.And I'm reallypleasedwith that
becauseI
still feel my lessons are creative.]

As far as their relationships with Emily are concerned, the pupils were not seen by her as
being in a position to
negotiate the rules about responsibilities and boundaries, though they
were seen as dynamic and influential contributors with their own views. What the pupils did,
clearly affected Emily, her responses to them as people, and the boundaries she sought to
establish. [T3 81:I've got a generalawareness
of whethereveryone'scontributing.I think it's important to
build up their confidenceand not pick on them,you know?]
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The nurturing
firmly

role that was evident in the previous

established.

individual

Emily

had continued

to develop

discussion

warm and friendly

pupils. There was evidence of high quality, intimate,

existing with several pupils who faced difficulties

seemed to have become

at school.

relationships

professional

more

with

relationships

(T3 225: I've got one boy in year 7

who's a concern. He's not really naughty but he's not working where he should be. I have one year 8. I was
concerned about him and I phoned his parents. And I got him tested and he's dyspraxic. I was looking for
in specialneedy.
) Yeah, I was quite pleased
reasons why he was being like he was. (TB: You'reabvaysbeeninterested
about that There were just a few little signs. He's so intelligent but he wouldn't get it down on paper, so if I
was to ask him questions -I can remember he came in at year 7 and knew cube numbers - but then he won't
write anything down - and I'm finding out about dyspraxia now.]

Emily's wish to develop a nurturing role appeared to have flourished in the two years since
she started teaching. It is useful to contrast her nurturing teacher-self with the lack of help
and support that Emily experienced when she attended school as a pupil during her early
teens. Unlike the teacherswho ignored her needs,she was empathic and saw herself as a
person who pupils could `run to' when in difficulties.

Emily's

attempt

some ambiguity
teacher-self

to deal with the 'pupil-under-the-table',
in her behaviour.

in evidence.

not surprisingly

There were aspects of both

seemed to contain

the authoritarian

and nurturing

[T3 272: A lot of calm. A lot of pleasure. Occasional frustration. I've got one

pupil in my tutor group he has really bad -I don't know what they are really - he's got problems. He has
tantrums. He hides himself under the table and he won't come out. And he won't come out for me. And that
really frustrates me. He will for Mr M. And I just can't get him out and that upsets me every single time because
I feel like I've failed.]

In the discussion,Emily reported the episode from both perspectives.She appearedto see
the pupils behaviour as challenging her authority, although her main motive seemedto be to
protect the pupil from the consequencesof his own lack of self-control.
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Emily described herself as possessinga range of qualities. Few of them draw on authoritarian
behaviour or valuesand many were associatedwith nurturing. Her descriptors for her
qualities included: fair, approachable,committed, and involved. Classrooms were seenas
placeswhere pupils had a right to know what was going to happen. They were placeswhere
everyone should have been able to contribute.

She had become someonewho belongs
to teacbing
and someonewho was engagedin the
construction of a complex teacher-self that appeared to be better integrated than a year
earlier. The emergenceof this teacher-selfappeared to be partly achievedthrough
transformation and partly through accretion - built up through interaction with the here-andnow as well as through reinterpretation in the present, of past transitions, critical events and
significant others.

She described school
as a separate bubble of existence. In

210: I've alwayslooked on schoolas a

separatelittle bubble.That whatever'sgoingon outsideyou can just walk into school.It's a separatelittle space
bubble.] Perhaps school had become, for her, a separate bubble of existence when she faced
enormous emotional difficulties as an adolescent in her own secondary school career? A place
where she could exclude or at least distance herself from the distress of illness and death?

For Emily,
a significant feature of the process of becoming a teacher, was personal
development, individuation, integration and the recognition
of responsibility for oneself and
one's own life course. There is clearly Emily thepriaate adult self,and Emily the public teacher-self
with both selves having become more robust, but contained within an integrated whole.
305: 1 think I've
boring

(T3

grown up a lot. (indistinct)I've learnedto prioritise more.I've bought a house,you know, dull

adult things but you have to. You can fight it for so long but just can't win. More independence. I love

My own space now. I don't know. I've been doing more of the adult bit. This is my job, then I go home
and do

this yeahand I can geteverythingmorestraightin my head.I feel like I'm more mature.]
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The transition involved the realisation of a complex teacher-self and the re-definition of a
private-self which was not greeted with quite as much enthusiasm. The teaching-self was seen
as wholesome, whereasthe maturing adult-self was viewed with a hint of criticism or
disappointment and a senseof loss. Perhaps there was some projective identification of the
less pleasant featuresof transition onto the private self? It was the private-self that was
describedas doing `dull, boring, adult things' like buying houses and growing up. There was
quite a strong distinction and separation of the private-self and the teacher-self. This is not
intended to suggesta fragmentation of the multiple-selvesbut rather a symbiosis. Symbiosis
and internal coherence may not be automatic outcomes of the transitional process. In Emily's
case,however, the steadyemergenceof an teacher-selfwas associatedwith adjustment,
growth, success,while development of her private-self was associatedwith a loss of freedom
and the irresponsibility of adolescence.Both were tolerable aspectsof her self, to herself, and
didn't appear to threaten the core Emily or her belief systems.Emily appeared to seeit as
part of the process of growing up and accepted it (albeit with some reluctance) as tolerable
and part of an apparently unavoidable process of maturation.
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7.2.4 Pauline
Pauline applied for a place on the PGCE course whilst she was working as a civil engineer.
She was married and her husband worked in the same profession but on other projects in
other areas. Teaching had always interested Pauline and she had considered it as a job when
she was in secondary school before taking an A- level course. Like Emily, Pauline's first
degree was not in mathematics, although the civil engineering course required considerable
study of mathematics. How would the course prepare her for teaching mathematics? Pauline
showed herself to be a very reflective person. She continually looks back over her past and
sees herself as a developing person. She looks particularly at her growing confidence. The
transition to teaching was in many ways a reluctant one. She loved the life of a civil engineer
and was sad to be giving it up. How was she preparing herself for the challenge of beginning
training as a teacher?

7.2.4.1 The search for themes
I followed the sameprocedure as I had with the taped conversationswith Emily. I still felt
the need to transcribe the whole conversation. Not all has been included here. I have not
included the transcription of the conversation that took place when the repertory grid was
constructed. I monitored the effectivenessand appropriatenessof full transcription.
7.2.4.2 Reflecting
on methodology and methods
It is not clear yet whether full transcription is the only or the best mechanism for identifying
themes. It emphasisesthe visual whereas drawing out themes from an audio tape emphasises
oral communication. The visual form of the data emphasisesstructure and makes regular
comparisons with different parts an easiertask. Transcription degradesthe emotional
content, inflection, speechpattern including hesitation and emphasis.Information about the
vocal register is eliminated.
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I considered how to respond to these two different processeswhereby data was collapsed in
different ways.It was possible for me to search for themes directly from the audio taped
conversations without interspersing a process of transcription. The data was collapsed in
different ways and the channel of communication was different. The quality of the collapsed
data may be just as rich. I used the emergent themes as the basis for the narrative that follows
below.

7.2.5 Themes that appeared in discussion with Pauline
7.2.5.1 Discussion 1(27-10-95)
The following themes were identified.
"

Playing at being a teacher.

"

Work as a purposeful activity.

"

Relationships.

a The development of confidence and self-esteem.
"

Being a student, and becoming a teacher.

"

Home life and influences.

"

School life as a child.

7.2.5.2 Discussion 2 (11-6-96)
"

Confirmation and belonging.

"

Developing confidence.

"

Shaping a teacher-self from a historical-self.

"

Making senseof past and present.

"

Developing a teacher-self.

7.2.5.3 Discussion 3 (14-7-98)
"

Confidence.
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"

Being appreciated and being helpful.

"

Avoidance of ambiguity.

"

Dislike of pastoral work.

"

Relationships.

"

Respondingto pupils.

"

Developing as a teacher.

Again, I chose to draw on the themes to construct a narrative that explored the development
of Pauline's teacher-selfand did not follow the themes slavishly.I wanted to write a narrative
that explored the development of her adult-self as teacher.

7.2.6 Pauline

-a narrative account of transition

It seemedthat there were two selvesto whom we could listen. There was a child-self who
revered adults as older and wiser. This self responded shyly to adults: one might say
withdrawn and even anxious to please. There was another self however who was strong,
determined rather than wilful, who prepared carefully for the possibilities in life. [Ti 25: they
just kept saying"No, no you do what you want,don't be a teacherjust do anythingelsebut!" So I went to
university and I decided to do a Civil and Structural Engineering degree and that took me four years and I got
that in B. And when I graduated civil engineering was my world and I loved it and I went out on to site and I
worked on site for two years. Then I went into a design office for a year, as part of my training to become a
chartered engineer. Then I went back on site for a year and unfortunately I hurt my back going up and down
ladders all the time
and started going to the chiropractor and it was costing me a fortune in money and I'd be
too scared to actually do things at work becauseI would hurt myself and then it would cost me lots of money.
So I thought.... I had
to sit down and actually think about it and I decided to go back to my original choice,
which was to become a teacher. So that was really it, but it wasn't that sort of straightforward, if you know what
I mean.]

This self

was not trapped by stereotypes.As a female,she was sometimes the subject of

discrimination in her first
profession of civil engineering,but her enthusiasm for the work
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helped her overcome it. She drank in the pubs, spent all day and night on site when
necessary,specialisingin seweragemanagement. She became one of the team but not one of
the `boys'. She retained an essentiallyfemale personality.

The two selves evident in the discussion,

appeared to have emerged during childhood.

[Ti

290: 1 mean I noticed a lot of changes in my confidence, from when I left school to when I left university and
again to when I left my job. I think it's all to do with self confidence, that I know I can do something if I set
my mind to it and I'm not... I don't particularly like standing up in front of people and talking]

Opportunities
through

for self expression

came through

sports. Here Pauline demonstrated

great application

an ability to determine

to academic studies and
her own life. (Ti 299:

When I was at school I wouldn't say boo to a goose. I used to sit there and get on with my work. I used to
have a couple of close friends and I never used to do anything really, well never used to say a lot. I used to do
an awful lot becauseI used to do all the sports under the sun at school and I was in all the top classesin lessons
and used to do all the work for those. But to look at me then and say you're going to be a teacher, I'd have just
laughed. You know what I mean, no confidence in myself whatsoever.]

She chose to specialisein science subjects. She chose her sports and became involved in gym
clubs. She chose to belong and to compete. She demonstrated to her parents that she
possessedthe qualities needed to make choices.

All this happened in a context where choice of television programmes, clothes and behaviour
were all carefully managed for her on a daily basis by her parents throughout her early
childhood and her teenage years. (Tl 359:just things like Blackadderon the television. We weren't
allowedto watch that and it wasall whenI wasaboutsixteen,but my Mum and Dad wouldn't let us watch it
becausethey didn't think it wasright]
(TI 364: I mean I watch it now and I think it's really good but and like they used to just tell us what clothes
...
we could wear and things like that. We didn't have any choice until I left home and went to university.]

Her parents appeared united. Many children and adolescentsestablish an intimate relationship
with one parent which is based on collusion with the one against the other. There was no
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suggestionof this here. Pauline didn't appear to havebeen playing them off againstone
another. There was nothing clearly stated but the impression was of parental and family unity.

It was useful to examine the possible relationship between the high level of parental direction

and Pauline'slack of confidence and feeling the odd one out. It was too simplistic to suggest
a causallint, by assumingeither that Pauline's lack of confidence led to her parents having to
provide a highly directive environment, or the converse.It was appropriate to assumethe two
functioned in relation to each other. That her lack of confidence and their taking the
responsibility to choose television programmes and clothes, went hand in hand. We could
deduce from the transcript that Pauline was not so much afraid to trust her own judgement
but rather that shewas inclined to defer to those in authority and to under-play the status of
her own opinions. These responsesto authority could be looked for in other encounters and
may be particularly appropriate in an educational context where school life is strongly
hierarchical.

Here was someone who appeared ambivalent about being alone, possibly she was someone
who feared lonelinessalthough this was not explored in detail during the discussion.At one
point Pauline said she enjoyed her own company. There were other references to loneliness
but the two were not examined together to seehow they related.

Paulineperceived

adults as having accessto greaterknowledge or wisdom. Her responseto

being told to, `Do
anything you like but don't be a teacher',was to accept the advice but then
ponder the reason for the advice - not to question it. The advice influenced her decision to
take up civil engineering. She readily recalled it our discussion.

Throughout her
account she connected rational thought and feelings.She reported feeling
happier

once she had made the decision to changecareers.One might have expected more
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concern about being challengedby others, especiallyolder people - but no. The more
confident self was clearly playing a prominent part.

Paulineused a strongly rational approach to list the advantagesand disadvantagesof a lifestyle
change.Once she had done this she felt prepared to explore the ideas further with her
husband and her mother. There was no senseof Paulinemaking the decision for other
people. Rather, it appeared that Paulineestablished a preparatory period where she began to
think the unthinkable, then allow it to become a possibility. This appeared to be a preparatory
stagefrom which to embark on genuine joint discussion.

Throughout the discussion Pauline made interesting use of rational, emotional and intuitive
thinking in her day-to-day life. All three seemedto be integrated into Pauline'sways of
knowing. She demonstrated that she drew on all three to inform her.

When shelearned of Pauline's decision, her mother recalled stories of her childhood, teaching
her cousins and her younger sisters.This was seenby both Pauline and her mother as
powerful material, confirmatory evidence of the appropriateness of Pauline's decision. There
was a sensein which Pauline re-used these and other memories to inform her current
decisions and shapeher present self. In this case,she identified key qualities that she believed
she demonstrated as a child and which she continued to possessin adulthood. She saw these
as examplesof qualities of good teachers.

She regularly drew upon memories of childhood and other experienceto help her to initiate
the construction of a teacher self. Both sides of her personality were in evidence,in that she
was:

"

able to identify key qualities without embarrassment,and;

"

remain self-effacing.
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Her need was to have an inspiring job, one to which she was committed. This was an
important feature of her choice of both careers.Paulinedescribed the commitment to civil
engineering and to teaching in similar ways.

She busied herself in exploring the wider issuesof education as soon as the course began. She
explored important issues,read more widely than the course required, started to take an
interest in education as a news and current affairs topic. She began to acquire habits of
thinking about teaching from the perspectiveof a teacher.

Apprehension was never far away.Her degreewas full of maths but was it the right sort? At
the start of the course everyone elseseemedto know each other, but she knew no-one.
Standing up in front of people and talking to them would be nerve-wracking, but the course
should to give her the techniques neededto do it. The school pupils might be difficult but
shewould know mote than them becauseshe was older and becausewould have been trained
- so things should be all right.

Pauline appeared a cautious optimist. I got a strong sense of someone living in the healthy
cross currents between a fully functioning rational mind informed by continual emotional
commentary. She was also highly reflective. She looked back over her life and saw herself
changing. She could see changes to her self-confidence. Transitions were clearly marked out
in her observations
about increased self-confidence. She looked back and noticed, [TI 290:
changesin my confidence,from when I left schoolto when I left universityand againto when I left my job. I
think it's all to do with self confidence].

Paulinehad alreadybegun the transition to teaching by the time she told her mother of her
decision

and her mother reminisced about Paulineplaying teacherin the garagewith her

cousins.Transitionssometimesincludea positioningof the traineeasnot-adult.Studentship
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can allow this and some trainees take this up strongly. Paulinedidn't identify with studentship,
although the existence of certain aspectsof her own personality meant that shehad a history
of positioning herself as not-adult on occasionswhen she felt she was not well enough
informed or experienced.

She did not seem to have positioned herself as student, although this conversation took place
early in the course and there might have been changesthat took place later that influenced
her view of herself as student. During the conversation she reported at least two
conversations with a friend about being a student again.She had already contrasted the
feeling of being a PGCE trainee teacher with her status as a civil engineering student.

She argued that in part the difference was perhaps due to living away from the college
environment in her own home as a trainee teacher.

What seemedto be having a greater impact on her emotionally were the responsesshewas
alreadyreceiving and enjoying from working with pupils in school. Some brief mention was
made of whether she would be able to manage.The emotional charge was one of excitement
at being with the children and teachersin school.

Part of the construction of her teacher-self emerged at this point in the discussion. She was
surprised by the reaction of children to her as a teacher.Typically, her comments were
couched in languagethat echoed her own past, and her own childhood responsesto teachers.
Her observation of the pupils was, `They can't be scaredof me!'. Paulinewas beginning to
position herself as a teacher through an elaboratemechanism that allowed her to recognise
herself as generating those feelings and responsesin pupils that teachersproduced in her as a
pupil. The type of construction that Pauline might put on this reflection could be: They
made me feel like that and they were teachers-I seem to be malting these pupils feel the
samt so I must be a teacher too.
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Here was another example of her ability to combine rational argument and feelingsto
shape
her perception of herself and the transition shewas entering.

At the end of this first conversation, Paulineseemedto have alreadybeen working
on the
acquisition of the mannerisms and perspectivesof a teacher.She appeared sensitiveto the
idea of transitions though she didn't use the word. She saw certain periods in her life (school,
university, first career)as influencing her, particularly in respect of her self-confidence. She
saw the training year as equipping her with basic skills and knowledge that she could use.
Knowing what to do
and what to saywould be a key element in the continued growth of her
self-confidence. She clearly expected to be a confident teacheronce the course had trained
her. She also saw herself as being able to learn for herself by being in school and
making
senseof things there.

I cannot leave things here
without commenting on the fact that her family life was strongly
hierarchical. Her father
was a member of the armed forces, an institution organised to exert
force and power through
strict observanceof its hierarchical structure. Paulinewas now
training to work in schools. Schools are another type of institutional structure that rely on the
use of hierarchy for organisation and control.
7.2.6.1 Early
experiences
Teaching

was a theme in Pauline's early life. She often imagined herself as a teacher.Her

childhood was closely regulatedby her parents and their views were held in high regard.Their
discouragement

of Paulinein following her careerinterest was genuinely puzzling to her at

the time. Her respect for them
and the high value she placed on their views rendered them
omnniscientfrom her childhood perspective. They must know why teaching was a bad idea, if
only she could discover what they alreadyknew, then she too would understand.
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There seemedto be two equally powerful sources of influence in Pauline's construction of
herself as a person. She could sometimes act as an omnipotent adult, though on some
occasions she appearedalmost powerless. On the latter occasionsshe appeared to define
herself almost exclusivelyin terms of what she sensed others perceived her to be. Pauline's
behaviour suggesteda self that was continually being re-created,drawing on what had gone
before and re-fashioning past selvesto meet the prevailing situation.

On occasions, Pauline took the leading role, both in her family life and when working in
school. She did this, for example, when taking the decision to leave civil engineering and start
a teaching career. She found it natural to take most of the responsibility

for this decision

herself. Where did she get the assuredness to do this? [T1: 271: I'm quite good at makingdecisions,
but I normallyhaveto think them through so I canwork out the consequenceof it first. BecauseI like to
know what is going to happen].She worked through the problems in a logical and rational way.
(Perhaps here she was mirroring they way her father tackled problems? )

She was careful to ensure the well-being of those around her. When functioning in this way
she appeared to draw on the idealised behaviour of her own parents. Her accounts of her
rather strict upbringing (characterisedby a high degreeof close supervision; of television
viewing, behaviour, language,choice of clothing, ... ), show her to be highly respectful of her
parents acparentr.She gave her parents a high approval rating for their performance as
parents. From her account one could not get much of a senseof them as individuals in their
own right. There was little offered other than her construction of them as parent figures.We
could take from this that Paulinewas very clear about what it was to be a good parent,
becauseher own parents provided a model which she idealisedas a child. They were seenas
wise to have brought her up in the way that they did, they knew best, they had the best of
intentions, and the restrictions they imposed were sensible and a sign of protective love. In
fact it would be interesting to know how protectionfigures in Pauline's construction of love.
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One consequence of the very particular construction

of childhood and parenthood that

Pauline has generated was that she also knew what it was to be a particular type of child. She
was obedient, respectful, reliable and honest and this was reproduced in her generalised
construction

of appropriate childhood behaviour, particularly in situations where children

interact with adult (and particularly parent) figures. One needs to add that the child thus
constructed, was not one with an independent viewpoint who could present counter
arguments. Deference was also a requirement from Pauline's perspective.

So my attempt at a narrative
account was shaped by my belief that Pauline had quite strong
perceptions of a particular kind of parenthood
and childhood
which I arguedwere not only
influential in shaping her
current attitudes and behaviours but also, on occasions shewas
constrained by one or other of these roles, and became locked into a pattern of behaviour
that drew directly on one or the other. She could, I argued, be a strong parent figure (but
most often of the type that her parents were). Equally, she could revert to the child that she
was, a deferential child whose senseof self worth was defined by the opinions of those with
whom shewas immediately associated.

The decision not to discuss
giving up civil engineering with anyone other than her husband
could be interpreted as avoidance of playing the role of the child who disappoints, the child
who has not taken the advice of parents. It could be argued that Pauline was able to minimise
her own feelings
of disappointment

by avoiding a public announcement to the family that she

was going into teaching. [T1: 129: I felt
quite aloneyou know, 'What am I doing?I've done this and now
I've stoppedit.']

Decisions

were often associatedwith feelings of anxiety about being good enough, successful,

or being able to manage in new situations. [Ti- 158: 1
wasobviously a bit apprehensiveaboutwhatwas
going on because I hadn't actually done
a pure maths degree and I was a bit worried that I wouldn't be able to
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cope with maths, and we did an awful lot of maths in my degree anyway but everyone else on the course, apart
from a couple, have done pure maths degrees.]

Although she described herself as `not particularly confident' she displayed considerable
confidence in some settings. In attempting to identify which settings these might be, I was
unable to be specific, except to suggestthat the response to a situation was determined partly
by the role that Pauline took when engagingwith the context. One could usefully draw on the
three main positions of transactional analysis(Harris, 1999)19;Parent, Adult and Child. The
adult role is rational and functions from a secureknowledge of a robust self, (I'm OK).
Pauline, I argued, often occupied either a child or a parent role. The way her behaviour was
shaped by her perceptions of appropriate Parent and Child was significant for her
development as a teacher since they shapedboth her perception of how to be a teacheras
well as how to be a (good) child.

In her early experiences at the outset of the course Pauline reported pleasure in no longer
feeling like a student in the way she had when an undergraduate. She reasoned that this may
have been because she was living in her own home. Pauline also found great pleasure and
personal satisfaction in teaching small groups. This was a strong confirmatory experience.
The college-based part of the course allowed her to review her own maths knowledge and to
explore pedagogical issues. Initial training visits to school brought Pauline face to face with
the emergence of a teacher-self and the accompanying shift from who one was, to who one
might become. [T1: 310: someof the childrentheredon't saya word and you look at themand theylook
scaredand you think 'They can't be scaredof met' But whenI think backI waslike that). The associations
with her own childhood were many and varied. She argued that she should be able to become
a teacher partly because [TI: 329: ... it's just a different situationand these(children)aremostlygoing to
] Here was
be smallerthan me so... and I shouldknow morethan them if I'm teachingthem anyway.
19For a description of TransactionalAnalysis seeHarris, T. A. (1999). For a discussionof the theory of
human behaviouras being determinedby earlier experiencesand learnedroutines,seeSteiner,C.M. (1990)
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another reconstruction

teacher)that
of childhood and parenthood (in the guise of knowledgeable

helped Pauline. Children are smaller than teachers, teachers are like parents in that they know
more. Therefore, I should be OK as a teacher because I'm bigger and because I am the more
knowledgeable person.

The second interview took place towards the end of the training year when Pauline had
successfully passed the course and the teacher practice. She had built up good relationships
with staff and students and was respected. The students were challenging and Pauline had
developed a good level of classroom control. She had become an enthusiastic and effective
mathematics teacher. The department was well-resourced. It consisted of a small cohesive
group of staff with their own office where they socialised during coffee and lunch breaks.
Pauline had been encouraged to continue at the school by being invited to apply for a
temporary vacancy. She had already been for two interviews. She expressed herself
confidently and described the way her confidence had developed over the training year. [T2
29:My problemwas,whenI actuallystartedthecourseI reallydid want to be a teacher,but I lack confidence
until I've done something and I've done it well. So, until I can do something well, I won't tell anyone I can do it
really. Becauseit's my confidence in myself. I mean, you read any reports they do, they say, has grown in
confidence, has grown in confidence.]

The way in
which

her confidence

influenced

in the
way she describes her preparation

Pauline's development

for teaching during

as a teacher can be seen

her first placement.

[T2 65: in the

first school i
was terrified. And I got over it by making sure I had such a big lesson plan and it was written
down word for
word what I was going to say that I could never just sort of freeze. I could read it out and we
could get on with it! Gradually the lesson plans were getting shorter and shorter, just sort of coming down to
content of work rather than everything
else.]

7.2.6.2 The difficulties
Pauline

of knowing too much

expressedambivalenceover relationships with school students. On the one hand,

Paulinedescribedhelping

them out and was concerned to make sure that students were
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happy. On the other

hand, she found personal

contact

problematic.

[T2 152: It's an important

part. It's one of the ways you get to know people isn't it? talking and making sure they're OK and they're happy.
If they're not happy they're not going to come to school and do well].

[T2 155: Well, it's a bit of a pain

sometimes. It's always when you're busy. You've always got something to do. It's just nice to feel wanted really.
To feel useful. She's got a few problems with her family. I don't have any private conversations with her. I say
you'd better go and see your tutor. (TB: You brat the extentof it?) Yeah. I keep being very aware of how much

I'm supposed,it's not in confidence,I alwaystell her. If there'sanythingdangerousto you or something,I
] In some ways, it seemed that Pauline was the one who feared the
might have to tell someone.
disclosures. It was not clear why, but the pastoral side of work had always presented
difficulties for Pauline. Here she described the tutor group as creating the most difficult
situations. In her final interview after teaching as a qualified teacher, the pastoral side of work
was again seen as the source of many problems for herself and other teachers. It appeared to
be the diversity (of abilities, interests, maturity) that Pauline identified as problematic,
together with a lack of direction,

[T2 166: we get thesevery brief notesaboutwhat we are supposedto

do and we have to do this for about an hour.And I've got this Year 9 and thereare somereal painsin there.
And theyjust do not do as they are told] This was contrasted with the mathematics classes which
were set by ability and which, in comparison were not difficult to control and teach. For her
in
maths lessons, Pauline either knew the script or wrote one for herself. It would seem that
contrast, she didn't have a script for managing the students in a tutor group session and she
didn't seem to be sufficiently confident to write her own. [T2 210: I know what I'm doing really in
maths,whereasin tutorialsit's all a bit vaguereally.]

It must be said that it is not unusual for teachersto find themselvesin this type of situation.
What was interesting was the relative difference in Pauline's ability to self-organiseacrossthe
range of different settings that existed within the placement school.

Pauline found it easyto review her professional development as a teacher of mathematics.
She had been able to organise and teach a wide range of topics. She met the expectationsof
the other teachersin the department and organised practical lessons.She spent a lot of time
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finding practical activities that the students enjoyed and which exemplified the mathematics
that had to be taught. She derived a lot of satisfaction from the enjoyment that the students
got and to some extent her ability to see herself as successful was dependent on being able to
recognise that they were enjoying their mathematics lessons. The views of others continued
to remain important, not just because they could be encouraging or discouraging but because,
for Pauline, they continued to play an important part in the construction

of her teacher-self.

[T2 316: My friend'sa teacherand she'sreallyinterestedin how I'm doing here.Becauseshedidn't think I'd
be able to do it. She didn't have much faith in mel So I feel I've sort of proved myself.] [T2 332: Just my
family. They say that I'm so much happier. (TB: They'venoticed?
) Yes. They've noticed that. I must be!]

7.2.6.3 Growing into the job
Two years later, Pauline had been working in the same school since she qualified. She was
positive about the experience and obviously encouraged by many aspects of the work. Some
themes seemed to have continued throughout

the period. [T3 3: I've had loadsand loadsof

positivethings aboutmy work which hasreally mademe feelhappyand know that what I'm doing is what I
reallywantedto do. I mean,the first term it wasn't like that at all. I basicallyjust got on with it and I wasreally
working hard everynight, late at night. And I didn't know if I wasdoing it right or wrong. And at December
time I sort of said to my headof maths,`Am I doing OK?' And shewasreally surprisedthat I even thought that
question.And shesaid,'Yes you're reallydoing well. Were reallypleasedwith you.'] Her confidence and
enthusiasm was qualified by her need for external confirmation

to be direct, verbal and from

an authority (parental) figure. She had established herself as an effective mathematics teacher
and had taken on considerable responsibility

for organising the department's resources. She

was well thought of by parents and students. She has expanded her teaching to include Alevel work
and had been considered for promotion

within the school. She still disliked the

pastoral work. [T3 74: I don't
want to do the pastoralsidethough.No way! I hatethat. I don't like the little
Pettyproblems.I'd much

ratherstick with the subjectrather thango for jobs like assistantheadof year]

For Pauline,
getting to know the children was important. She saw herself as doing this most
effectively within the context of mathematics lessons.Managing the students'
emotional
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difficulties
constituting

continued

to frustrate

her most effective

her. It took her away from

contribution

to students'

the work that she saw as

learning.

[T3 94: when someone bursts

into tears and we talk to them and they say they've just had an argument with a friend. You spend time talking
to them and calming them down and the next step is they're back to normal again and you suddenly find out it
happens every couple of weeks and you just think, Oh! You wish you could spend your time on someone who
really needs it. Rather than being sort of distracted by the loudest ones.]

7.2.6.4 Constructing our selves and the selves of others
It is appropriate to write a short aside following this interpretation of Pauline's development.
My argument is that we construct not only our own selves,but the selvesof others too. I
argue that there is little value in describing ourselvesor others as if an externally verifiable
truth exists about an single completely definable entity that we might call `that person'.

My own perception of others is shaped by my personal constructs which emphasisepower
relationships between people. I am disposed to draw parallels between stories of childhood
and adolescence,and adult behaviours. I explore individuals' prior experiencesand retell them
in order to make senseof an individual's current behaviour.

From this perspective, I am emphasisingcertain aspectsof Pauline's development as a
teacher,because:
"I
"

am sensitisedto these aspectsof human behaviour;
as I have articulated previously, my developmental theory of the construction of a
teacher-selfimplicates earlier interpersonal dynamics as a powerful shaping and defining
influence.

From the perspective this offers, I can construct a story of the development of Pauline's
teacher-selfin which her childhood and adolescentexperienceshave shapedthe teacher she
has become. One test of validity of this narrative account is for readersto explore the
resonance they experience;either with my viewpoint, with Pauline's experiences,or with my
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use of this interpretative account as a way of illuminating teacher development. Where
resonance is experienced, a teacher who is reflecting on their own development can review
their own predispositions. How do they `sec' others? How do they `see' themselves? Can they
interpret their own childhood and adolescent experiences in ways that illuminate the process
of professional development and the emergence of an effective and harmonious teacher-self,
and make the process of self-development more efficacious?

7.2.7 Brigitte
I followed the sameprocedure with the data from Brigitte as with the two previous
interviewees. Interviews were recorded with permission. I transcribed the whole of the
interview except for the work with repertory grids which will form part of a subsequentstudy.
The transcriptions were used to explore themes and these appear below in list form. The
process of searchingfor themes allowed me to tune in to the undercurrents that exist in all
conversation. I then usedthe themes (but did not follow them slavishly) in my attempt to
give a narrative account of the emergenceof a teacher-self in Brigitte.

7.2.8 Themes that appeared in discussion with Brigitte
The following themes were identified in the three interviews.

7.2.8.1 Discussion 1(21-11-95)
"

Dislike of ambiguity.

"

Stressful and securesituations.

"

Apparent inconsistency between behaviour and speech.

"

Defining family roles.

"

Teaching as transmission.

"

Adjusting to the reality of teaching.

"

Statistics,influence and power.
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"

Enthusiasm and passions - self as unpredictable, unknowable.

"

Judging self by observing others.

"

Teaching through passion- the consequencesof being inspired.

"

The shaping of the emergent teacher-self.

"

Satisfaction derived from challenge.

"

Limitations of the training course.

"

School as the defining element in early development of teacher-self.

"

Qualities of the good teacher.

"

Challengingoneself to changeby putting oneself in disturbing situations.

7.2.8.2 Discussion 2 (12-6-96)
"

Recognition of transition as a loss of power for the student-teacher.

"

Pleasurein establishingrelationships.

"

Developing confidence.

"

Differential response to pupils of different ages.

"

The importance of Brigitte's own personal relationships.

"

Awarenessof the importance of endings.

"

Ambivalence about the teachingplacement.

"

Confirmation about choice of teaching maths.

"

Awarenessof self-development.

"A

desire to be organisedand in control.

"

High expectationsof self and others.

"

Managing different pedagogicalexpectationsof collegeand school.

"

Developing skills of classroommanagement.

"

Robustnessand personalconfidence set againstvulnerability.
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"

Gaining satisfaction from pupils' persistence,and motivation in lessons.

"

Interest in pastoralwork.

"

Teaching as performance -a different way of thinking and behaving.

7.2.8.3 Discussion 3 (31-7-98)
"

Relationshipswith pupils as a source of satisfaction.

"

Interest in pupils with SpecialEducational Needs.

"

Raisingpupils' self esteem.

"

Determination, self confidence and commitment.

"

The need for positive confirmation of ability and success.

"

Interacting with pupils in lessonsas a sourceof pleasure.

"

Working autonomously and making decisions.

"

Dislike of school politics.

"

Increasedconfidence and flexibility in teaching styles.

"

Using the training process for self-development.

"

The need for feedback, encouragement, support and mentoring.

7.2.9 Brigitte
-a narrative account of transition
Brigitte had
wanted to teach for a long time although she had been busy pursuing other interests
for a few
years.Her family hasa history of working in cateringand for a while Brigitte tried this
as a career.She ran a restaurantfor a yearbut found the work very stressful.She thought of
teaching statisticsbut does not seemto have consideredthat teachingtoo might be stressful.She
did not identify the
source of the stressthat she experiencedwhen catering, but did suggestthat
there was, for her, a senseof safetyand securityin working within mathematics.One source of
stressfor many people is the uncontrollability of life-events. Gaining and maintaining control of
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herself, significant others and her life-coursewere featuresof Brigitte's conversationsand
mathematics was something she could control.

Brigitte spoke rapidly, with enthusiasm and a bubbly lightness. I identified what I thought was a
contradiction between her manner and how she described herself. She appeared energetic and
busy, and I thought, spoke almost with a sense of urgency. When I probed, Brigitte disagreed. In
34:The differenceis that I amnot in a hurry, I'm not in a hurry, (obyournot?
) No. (IFbyis that?
).Why shouldI bein a
hurry? Nothing's got to be done tomorrow!]

She describedthe previous year'swork in her father's hotel with her sister.Later in the interview,,
shedescribedher experienceof sibling rivalry. She defined her relationshipswith her family in
terms of work: almost as a businessarrangement.In fact one could sayshe defined her family
relationshipsin terms of the work the family members did and how they did it. [Ti 52:working
with your family can be difficult and I have a very working relationship with my family anyway,we are not a very
close family.]

Brigitte enjoys maths and particularly statistics. She perceived mathematics in terms of clarity and
enjoys this quality. At the beginning of the interview she made a distinction between maths
(unambiguous, predictable) and other aspects of her fife (Ti 9: I like blackandwhite.I can'twrite
I havetealproblemswith.]
essays,numbersare good,but essays

Teachingwas describedin terms of her own learning as well as that of students. [ri 61: 1love
gaining knowledge and passingit on. And I get a lot of satisfaction out of that.]

At this early stageof the course Brigitte was alreadyadjustingher aspirationsin the light of the
teaching experiences on the first placement. (TI 61: not asgreatas I hopedit wouldbe but thereagainI
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) Oh class sizes,the way kids are, that was one of the reasonswhy I wanted to
am not surprised (what'snot sogreat?
teach at university cos the people are there becausethey want to learn the majority of the time.]

She saw statistics as a source of power, potentially available for controlling others and
manipulating them. She wanted to make students aware of this danger through her teaching. [Ti
79: you suddenlyrealisequite what a powerfultool it is, and in thewrong handsit canleadto verybad results.
]
She frequently expressed firm opinions and presented herself as a committed person, being led
by her beliefs.

7.2.9.1 Interpreting Brigitte's passions
In reading Brigitte's transcript I was reminded of the passion that was present during the
Interview. (Tl: 75:I think it is somethingyou eitherlove or hate,but the thing is that it is sucha new subjecton
it's own,

...

it is only whenyou isolateit that you suddenlyrealisequite what a powerfultool it is, andin the wrong

handsit canleadto verybad results.
] I speculated about questions that could be put to Brigitte along
the lines of, "What bad results do you fear when powerful tools are put into wrong hands?"

I was sensitised to the possibility of hearing some reference to her past experience which might
account for, or at least resonate with, her current desire. I wondered whether Brigitte wished to
protect young people, not specifically from bad statistics teaching, but from power exercised by
the `wrong hands'. And because of the passion that accompanied the discussion, I wondered
whether this theme meant something special to Brigitte.

Thus, my use Malan's ideasin this
of
context led me to consider the possibility that the passion
for teaching
statisticswell (so that young people can be protected from the 'wrong hands) may
be a defence
constructed in responseto an anxiety produced by thinking about young people
being

vulnerableto the unscrupuloususe of statistics.Such a defence could alsoserveto protect
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Brigitte from the emergenceof strong feelingsunconsciouslyassociatedwith earlier experiences
of being manipulatedin other ways by unscrupulouspeople.
7.2.9.2 Integrating aspects of the self
Brigitte often used dynamic and expressive language. She also perceived herself as passionate. [Ti
111:I probablyfeel aspassionate
] However, there is another
aboutmy rugbyasI do aboutmy statistics.
aspect to her character. This is presented in those parts of the interviews when she refers to
being overwhelmed on occasions by lack of motivation, depression and despondency. More
recently, Brigitte seemed to have been more accepting of these different aspects of her
personality. 20 [TI 127: it's just a matter of taking each day as it is and see how it is, some mornings I wake up and
it's bad and some mornings I wake and it's not.]

She introduced a complex idea about facing up to personal anxietiesand problems. Brigitte
recognisedthat one can trivialise personalproblems, and also that other people, in attempts to be
supportive, can dismissone's concerns.She seemedto be arguingthat if one attempts to dismiss
one's problems asminimal, in some way one is trivialising oneself,which in turn can lead to a
loss of self-respect.

She seemedto be sayingthat one should stay with the complexity and the intensity of the
feelingsassociatedwith one's personal problems rather than dismissingthem as trivial, especially
when one knows that one is strugglingwith a deep or painful issue.

She also compared herself with others [TI 131:but emI seethat a lot of peoplecancope soI don't seeany

], but only in order to encourageherself.
reason
whyI couldn'tcope.

20During this part of the interview I was remindedof Winston Churchill's descriptionof the `BlackDog' that
often accompaniedhim. Self and other separateand distinct: at one and the sametime, part and yet apart.
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Someof the qualitiesthat Brigitte saw as constituting an effective teacher-selfemergedin the
interview. First, there was the notion of passionas a driving force. This is a quality that she
recognisedin her own life experience.Brigitte recognisedsheis sometimesdriven by her
enthusiasm.She hinted that at other times, shecan be immobilised by depressionand an absence
of enthusiasmor passion.

Identification and non-identification

played important roles in the construct of Brigitte's

teaching-self. In Brigitte's judgement, bad teaching leads to boredom. At this stage in the training
she was beginning to articulate her notion of what constitutes bad and good teaching. She made
an interesting comparison between her current experiences with teachers and her past experience
as a pupil. She was reminded of teachers who engage learners in subtle ways. frl

142:He never

taughtus maths,but wewerelearningmathsthe wholetime, and it wasverysubtlyandcleverlydone.(Rs ?)He
was brilliant and I decided then I wanted to teach maths.]

Brigitte regardedthe
excessiveuseof textbooks as detrimental to learning. Her view was that the
majority of people can master the basic skillsif mathematicsis taught well. She suggestedthat
textbook learning is divorced from real life in the minds of studentsin
school.

She saw her
management.

own developmentalneedsin terms of acquiring classroomskills in organisationand
[fi

167: just really

about classroom

management

because that's where you are totally

vague.

I

mean I've got the maths knowledge, I just don't know how to handle
the children... That's what I'd like to karr. ]

Bad teaching
was associatedwith choking, with being sick, Cr 189:theyareactuallysickto deathof their
booklets,

they are absolutely choked with them, you can see it, everyone, take them away get rid of them for two

weeks,
getsomeinspiration
backintothem.]A second metaphor or double meaningcan be attachedto
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inspiration(inspire - to breathe in air). So, within one relatively short utterance,the theme of
breathing, choking, sicknessand death are all related to mathematics.

As an effective teacher Brigitte could already motivate

students [TI 223: I find them [students with

SEN] very challenging and very rewarding, becausethey don't have to actually learn that much before they are
pleasedwith themselves) and she recognised

that she already had expertise, as a teacher of statistics,

to offer colleagues [TI 240: they are not specialistsand already I have had a few ask me questions which is quite
nice cos' it means there could well be an opening for me in any sixth form if there is that lack of statistics teachers
around.]

7.2.9.3 Transition and powerlessness
Brigitte was unable to influence the college course sufficiently to deal with her need to explore
specific situations in a particular school. Instead, the course focused on generic teaching issues
(exploring situations that she considered to be idealistic) and failed to deal with specific problems
that she and other students faced [TI 263: their (collegetutors) ideason an idealschool. They do not exist.
They don't evennearlyexist.Soby teachingus somethinglike that reallyisn't gettingus anywhere.
]

Transition is often marked by the student's lack of power when negotiating their role in school
(for example when being required to teach extra classesat short notice) which Brigitte saw as
detracting from time that should have been spent by teachers giving students instruction and
guidance (Tl 275:what theyaremeantto be teachingus at schoolthey'renot havingtime enoughto do.] but
was unable to assert her needs. Brigitte recognised the powerful influence of the role model that
her professional school-based tutor provided but was not able to establish the level of contact
with him that she wanted. Here is an example of the relative `powerlessness' of the junior, and it
suggests that this powerlessness is an outcome of the process of traditional PGCE training with
students `belonging' to a university course being placed in school for periods of training.
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The trainee undergoing transition is expected to give up power on entry. Transition includes
acknowledginga lack of experienceand expertise that will be ameliorated as a direct consequence
of transition. The particular context of teaching can involve traineesdeferring to two sourcesof
expertise;first, the expertise possessedby the collegetutor and second, the expertisepossessed
by the school-basedprofessional.

Transition meant ambiguity. Brigitte was a student on a HE training course and at the same time
she showed signs of seeing herself as already belonging to the school. She said [Ti 307: w (my
emphasis)
haven'tgot the supportstaff... wr aremeantto haveclassroomassistants.
]

This was interestingly

ambiguous,becauseBrigitte followed this utterancewith [thereis meandthe

otherteacher.
] So the wecould have stood for 'we teachersworldng together in school' with selfidentificatory implications. Alternatively, the 'we' could be a plural: two people working in the
sameclassroom.Her decision to useweas a pronoun sensitisedme to searchfor other signsof
perceivedbelonging. Where elsecould one find thoughts of belonging,becoming attached,of
self-identificatory processesin the transitional space?

Non-identificatory

episodes also served to shape Brigitte's sense of teacher-self. The advice she

got from one male teacher was firmly rejected. He directly encouraged her to be aggressive and
threatening towards students in school. [Ti 396:He saidto me
afterwardsyou shouldhavebawledat him
because
he is serious.Go up to themthat far awayfrom their faceandyell.But afterwardsI saidthat'snot me,
that's not how I can handle the
situation.]

The infantalising
process may be a necessary part of transition. Brigitte recognised that much of
the power for determining the direction
of her study lay in the hands of others. [Ti 424:You learn
to adaptjust becausethat comeswith the job and I meanit's like this yearI havealmost to down
got sit
and shutup
IQdget throughthecourseand then assoonI get teachingthenmaybeI canstartmore to developmy own style.]
IT' 430:it's
a caseof doing as theysayat the momentand thenperhapsstart to developyour own ideas.]
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I detectedhere that Brigitte was awarethat shealreadyhad a style and `kneed(not necessarilyin a
way that could be articulatedat that moment) that she was developinga personal style.Brigitte
could recognisean emergent teacher-self.

Brigitte revealed another part of her personality when she described her time in London. Here,
we hear of a perturbed person, knocked off course by `being away' from `my base'. [Ti 477: in
Londonit wasvery stressful,by the end of it I wasreadyto just crawl into a comerand quite happilyfade awayinto
oblivion.]

The processof adjustmentmight not have been much different in some waysfrom learning the
restaurant trade. In both situations one is (Ti 482:involved with peopleall the time,you needto just break
away from it all.]

There was a single reference to violence [T1 529: The violenceand drinkingreallyI just tendto associate
the two very much and soI still can'thandlepubsbut everyso often IT think no I'm goingto the pub for an hour
and IT think yeahI did that.] There was a description of being encouraged to use potentially violent
and aggressive behaviour earlier when Brigitte was encouraged to stand close to students and
scream at them, but otherwise violence does not feature.

Here we have a discussionof violence and drinking and a `still can't handlepubs' which implied
another story. How does a teacherin training adjust to the vulnerability of school teaching and
the potential for aggressionthat accompaniesworking in school?

There were two themesof competition and attention-seekingthat emergedaround line 577.In

whatwayshadBrigittechangedroles,leavingthe role of youngersisterin a competitionshe`very
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rarely won', to become more like `the older sibling' or `Parent'in her role as school teacherfor
whose attention the students vie?Had her earlier childhood experiencesensitisedBrigitte to the
students'strugglefor attention?

The theme of confidence that emerged in line 630 was fascinating. Here was quite a different
aspect of personality. Unlike the dysfunctional state triggered by the London experience, here
was a person who had substantial control over her responses to situations [f1 630: most of the time,
if I'm in a situationlike teachingI haveto be (confident)so I switchinto that frameof mind.] Brigitte saw the
need to perform in order to teach as being a precipitating factor in changing or stimulating a
change in her behaviour. (Tl 638:I wasfinding it reallydifficult, andit wasalmostjust like flood therapy
[beingimmersedin a therapeuticcontext]for me.Just do it. You have just got to getout thereanddo it Soif I
hadn'tdoneit then I would probablystill be sittingin a basementflat in Wesdeasomewhere,
]
not doinganything.
Brigitte concludes this section with an enigmatic [Ti 650: thereis a lot moreto me than I know at the
moment.], which might refer to the transitional experience, but which could go much further
beyond her immediate circumstances.

Relationships are likely to be a strong theme running through transition to teaching and Brigitte
was not just interested in what people `make of her. She was also interested in establishing
appropriate relationships with pupils in school. [f1 697: I think theydeserveto be treatedhumanely.A
lot of the time theyarenot, I feelquite disgustedreally,theway someof the teachersspeakto them,becausethey
arestill people.] She was also exploring roles within the family. [TI 729: We only hug becauseI go along
]
andsayhi mute.And it's like I sayit everyso often just to seeher responsereally.just to seewhat happens.
Brigitte linked the theme
of intimacy with that of independence and self-expression. There was
an implied fear that intimacy can threaten independence and individuality, and could limit her
ability to assert her needs, particularly in relation to authority or Parent figures.
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The tension between the two contrasting aspects of Brigitte's psyche are seldom far away. They
are brought out here when Brigitte described two equally likely ways of behaving. [I'I 789: that's
whatmakesinc up ... sometimesI will sit and just be a real miserablecow, but, I sometimesjust think well sod it
tonightI going to be,and other timesI think well get off your arseand do somethingaboutit.]

What interestedme here was the extent to which the transitional experiencemight be bringing
thesethemesto the fore. There were severalinstanceswhere, for Brigitte, the past was strongly
presentin the here-and-now and appearedto havea considerableinfluence in determining her
current decisions,inclinations, motivations and responsesto the transitional experienceof
becoming a teacher.
7.2.9.4 Shifting from 'they' to 'we'
The second interview

took place towards the end of the training year. The final school placement

was almost finished. Brigitte

was revelling in the busy-ness and the challenge. She complained

about some aspects of the work but this appeared to be a complaint
she found irksome.

about those parts of the job

[T2 14 obviously you have to mark every week but you have to come back to the lessons so

there is that. You have books in, and then we have to do an awful lot of assessmentsjust for the sakeof it (right).I'm
driarn?
) department driven. We have got a
not the only one who feels like that (u that schooldritrx or department
temporary head at the moment, she's taken over the head for the summer term, and it's just got a bit ridiculous
really (m) she just gives assessmentsfor the sakeof assessing,filling in forms for the sakeof filling in forms.]

The role of student was perceived as one requiring acquiescence(T2 29:1ainjustlettingit ride.I've
only got a couple more weeks, and I'm here to keep people happy really ... 31 I've got quite good referencesoff

them,so] Brigitte was more relaxedhaving passeda job interview at another school.

There was evident pleasurein having been successfulduring this placement.[T2 51: I'veclicked
with then, theyaregreat.They don't get on with their usualteacherand I think theyhaveenjoyedthe refreshing
change

as well.
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There had been a change in Brigitte's self-perception. The development of a teacher-self was
evident in her language. The phrasing she used, the vocabulary, the descriptions of herself and
the school context all suggest being a member of the group - belonging. (I'2 57:1just doit myomwway
I'vegotthejob it'sgimnmetheconfidence
now,andbetraue
tojust sayyeahyoucan,* it, so
. just getoutthereanddoit. ] She was
aware of differences between schools, and of reacting differently to different schools (T2 71:I
didn't find that at Riverside,I found them the sameall theway through,andit wasonly herewhenI walkedin, and
I thoughtoh my god I don't like anyof these. I hadn'tcomeacrossthat.]

Brigitte

recognised that she had developed

during the course of the training.

(T2 150: I've grown a

lot since I've been here as such, and I remember the first day I got here and felt about this big [gestures]
and now I
feel about... I think lot
a
of that is becauseI have a job (yes)becauseit is very comforting to feel someoneelse thinks
you can do it.]

She recognised
what she needed if she was to be able to function
importance is

effectively.

[T2 160: my great

making sure that I am at least a day aheadon my lessonplan, at least a day aheadon my marking and

then I know where I am. If I'm not organised I just think badly.) On those occasions when Brigitte was
asked to do some unscheduled
preparation

was unsettling,

teaching at short notice, she found the lack of time for

[163 and sometimesI feel I can't do that becauseI'm being put on.]

In response to
questions about her qualities as a teacher, she described herself as relaxed and easy
going within the classroom. She saw herself as having high standards, which, for her, guarded
against complacency. She was also beginning to recognise the range of abilities and interests
within her classes. [f2 191:But I'm like that with the studentsaswell, I expecta lot of them.I think
what I
re2RYtry and do is push themto the bestof their ability,ratherthansayyou haveall got to do this typething. I'm
ty*

I'm learningto caterfor different children.]
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There were signs of an independent
department

demonstrate

thinker.

Brigitte's

she could hold opposing

reaction to the decisions made within

views to those in authority.

the

[T2 205: I had a very

nice five page booklet, two question on each page for the kids to answer. It would have been great just to put in
their folders as it was, em, then got told no you can't do that. So I feel the amount that we have just spent on
photocopying exam papers for assessmentsI feel a bit cheated by it.]

Brigitte had learned to organise and manage classroom her teaching so that she could respond to
the range of interests and abilities within

the classes that she taught. [T2 230: Divide them up with

extension work, make sure you alwayshave something for someone to be getting on with ] (T2 235: there would
be group discussion (abab) bringing it together at certain points, getting them to do a task and bringing them back,
getting them to do a lot of that, and they'll be doing a task by themselvesbut within groups so they will all actually
have something to show at the end.]

She derived much of her satisfaction from; teaching mathematics,teaching effectively, and seeing
the pupils develop their understanding.

(I'2 277: two or three of the lads......they worked really hard

through the lesson trying to find.... and eventually they found it with about two minutes to go and they were really
pleased and got quite a kick our of it, em, they were so pleasedthat they achieved it, becausethat was the whole
aim, it was nice to see them motivated enough to do it, and they didn't write a thing down all lesson but they sat
there discussing it and arguing it and eventually they got the rule which was the whole point, and it didn't matter
that they didn't write anything down (w) they didn't have anything to show for it except for the fact that they knew
the rules 8,9 minus 11, and that was good.]

She was able to acknowledge her own success (T2 294: I felt verypleasedwith myselfreally and it was
......
reallynice to seewhatI had donehad actuallysunkin.] and she recognised the successful relationships
she had established with the classes that she had taught [172358:and theywantedto stayon after school
to havethis party,and theyhavebeenmost helpful (s'#)someof themaregreatkids.] and with individual
pupils [T2 363:one girl washavingproblemsat homeandwe had a nicelong chatover my lunch timeand told
her tutor and the tutor is takingit up.] She also recognised that her position was an interim one and
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unlike that of a fully-fledged

teacher [T2 365: but it's difficult for me in my position (em)I don't want to be

seen as overriding anyone else dzere,and put anyone'snose out of joint.]

[T2 371: 1 like the pastoral side, it's the

side I want to get into.]

Brigitte was clear about some of the benefits sheexpected from a full-time appointment to a
Mathematics

department

(T2 373: I've got a tutor group there so my plan is for the for the first year I will just

try and get myself sorted there really. It will be nice just to have a classroom, instead of being portable in a portable
TES have
classroom.] [i'2 377: They have got three very big ICT suites each with about 30 computers in
... the
done quite
not.]

a few articles sayingwhat a great model school and all the rest of it but actually when you get in there it's

fF2 388: I can't wait to start earning some money, I can seethe benefits from it, you work like a fanatic

during term time
and you can actually get your holidays off, which I've managed to do, which has been really nice.]

The emergingteacher-selfwas evident in a number of ways.Brigitte recognisedthis herself in the
way she prepared herself for school. (T2 424.1 am very different here to what I am at home. I can't always
get up and immediately put my teacher'shead on and so I think part of the dress is part of the teacher'shead.]

Clothing featured several times in conversation. It was a symbol for Brigitte. It
could be an
important sign of her independence,
or a mark of the degree to which she had conformed.
Despite having
said she would not compromise, she did. [f2 437: I would very muchlike to wearmy
las in the winter especially.I don't like wearingskirtsin thewinter becausetheyare not reallyverypractical.It's
the last thing you want to do, wallt around with a skirt getting wrapped around your ankles.But, I mean it depends
On what place you are at, at Riverside it was a lot different as regards to what the staff are wearing. Here they tend
to be a little more
relaxed so, and also at the end of the day if they think I am good enough to take a job at A. they
will have to accept me as 1 OM I
will not compromise.]

She was

critical of the way the school failed to support her and the other student, but also

acknowledgedthat shehad learnt a great amount from the experience. U2 448:I'vebeenthrownin
at the deep end (righý here,
very much, We were told what our classeswere and we were then told to get on with it
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really.(Right)I don't think that would,I think if R. andI weren't thetypeof peoplewhich we are,I think a lot of
peoplecould havesunk,em, but we havelearnt,it is greathow muchwe havelearnt] She identified the
supporting influence of the other student. They shared ideas, discussed their teaching and the
pupils-

Although shecriticised what shecalled `being thrown in the deep end', Brigitte may have
unconsciously encouraged school tutors to do just that. [I'2 466:As I saidbefore I ama greatbelieverin
self-finding,you havejust to find, I think that comesfrom yourselfratherthan otherpeople.] Did she in fact

encourageothers to let her try things out for herself?

For Brigitte, one of the features of starting work as a qualified teacher would be that lesson
observations and assessment of her teaching will stop - or at least be reduced considerably.
Brigitte had mentioned previously that she performed differently while being observed. There
was an interesting contrast between showing people what she thought they wanted to see and
being prepared to challenge current procedures. For Brigitte, part of the transition from student
to teacher was the opportunity to `be yourself' [T2 474: I amnot going to be continuallyassessed,
I on
not going to havepeoplesayingI needto do an evaluationof you all the time, I amnot going to havethat typeof
] She saw this change to her own style as
pressure.I candevelopmy own stylemorein my own classroom.
)
part of her development (I2 480:a better bondwith the studentshavingmy own base.

She saw the professional work of teachers as falling into two categories. In keeping with many
students it was her work in the classroom, with its emphasis on learning and teaching and
building relationships with individual pupils, which was the main motivation for Brigitte. [T2 498:
I don't think anyonewoulddo it well and stayin theprofessiona long timeunlesstheyenjoyedit. I reallydon't.I
would hateto comehereand not enjoyit, I meannot enjoytheteachingsideof it (em,em)the restof it is just part
andparcelof the job.]
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Also, in keeping with many students
and newly qualified
been a time of personal development

teachers, the transition

to teaching had

for her. [T2 504: Changed me (wah)yes, it has built up my

confidence, em, but no I don't think it has changedme too much I still manageto go out and have some fun, I go
clubbing and see my sixth-form students which is quite embarrassing.)

7.2.9.5 Establishing relationships
The third interview took place towards the end of Brigitte's second full year of teaching.
Relationships with pupils were identified by Brigitte as being a major feature of her development
as an NQT. (T3 003: I get on brilliantlywith the kidsI reallydo.] She identified strongly with SEN
pupils, with the most able, and with pupils who might not be treated well within the school. The
theme of respect and caring for individual pupils was strongly in evidence. It was important to
Brigitte to gain pupils' respect and she saw this as coming at least in part from being respectful to
them.

Within the department and the school she had formally identified herself with
special education
needs (SEN) issues, representing the maths department as the SEN representative. She expressed
strong views about respect at several points during the interview and said she believed in treating
pupils... (T3 011: alsoI think, the specialneeds,treatingthemvery much asequalsnot treatingthemas shit
basicallywhich lot teachersdo,
a of
which I think is appalling,I reallydo.]

Much of her
own professional satisfaction as a teacher was connected to her interest in pupils
who find maths difficult, although she also referred briefly to her work with more able pupils. [T3
57: It's just somethingthat I've latched to, thekids themselves,
themoreablebecausetheyarelike spongesand
on
theyjust soakit up and theywantto learn,and the specialneedsone because,I meanmost of my lot do their work,
I MeanI don't
get that much troubleout of themat all,but theydon't, yougive it to themin suitablespoonsize.]
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Themes of praise and encouragement

appeared throughout

the interview,

as did determination.

(T3 105: so I supposeI'm quite deternvned. My year i is I have just put through hell, cos I had the B-C group and
I had a lot of students in there who were struggling Cs as well but I wouldn't let them move, they wanted to move
and I wouldn't let them move becausethey could do they were just being bloody lazy.]

Brigitte seemed confident about taking decisions without reference to other more senior
colleagues. She appeared willing to discuss ideas with others but didn't appear to lack confidence
in deciding for herself how to manage and organise her teaching. [I'3 143:My lowergroupsI tend to
do a lot moreem, a lot moreverbal,a lot moretalkingaboutthings,we don't tend to write that much down really,
becausea lot of their problemsarewith writing sowhat'sthepoint of just gettingthemto do thingsthey can'tdo?)
She also tended to take decisions that allowed her to be interactive in the classroom. So the
decision to encourage verbal discussion rather than written
personal preference

for Brigitte

the pupils. In contrast, working
same level of enthusiasm.

tasks could be seen as something

as well as having the effect of easing the struggle of writing
with the quiet year seven class was not reported

of a
for

by her with the

[f3 126: I've got a top set year 7 group, who just sit in silenceworking, and I don't

like silent working in a group like that becauseI think they will learn a lot of each other, but they are all polite, they
are all budding mathematicians, they just want to sit there and work and do their work and run up and show me
what they've done and all the rest of it and em in that caseI always try and, I just wander around and say things
really.)

Brigitte needed encouragement and support during this early part of her career. Teachers do not
always support colleagues to the same extent as they are prepared to support pupils. Brigitte
found various ways of obtaining feedback about her success.The reactions of pupils appeared to
be one of the most important sources of encouragement to her but examination results also
featured as a significant source. Brigitte displayed a distinctive personal style in that she
introduced change in an assertive way. [13 85: I had the top set year9 lastyearandI had,I managedto get
somethinglike six of them to do the 6-8 SATspaper,andit wasn'tsomethingthat wasdoneat the school,I had a
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bit of a run in as you can, I'm not one of those teacherswho just sits quietly by the way.]

She neededto seeherself as having a positive effect on pupils, particularly in influencing their
attitudes to work. [F3 214: 1 think this expectation I have of them they eventually end up having of themselves
I hope and that if they have high expectations, not an unrealistic one, but a high one, then they can also push
themselves.]

Brigitte made reference to her own self-esteem in this interview as in the two previous ones.
What is interesting is the appearance of self-esteem as a major theme in both her own life and
the way she chose to engage with pupils. [T3 401:I usedto beit real extrover5and then just everything
filtered awayand becamevery much anintrovert and lost an enormousamountof confidenceand I think it has
alwaysbeenthereit's just kind of like gettingit backagain,appreciating
]
yourself,gettingto like yourselfagain.

Becoming a teacher could well have played a part in the regaining of Brigitte's self-confidence.
She seems to have created a powerful dynamic tension between demands and expectations of the
training, and her temporarily introverted psychological state. Prior to starting the course her
extrovert nature had receded and was unavailable to her. She was finding life difficult. She had
lost her enthusiasm,
and engaging with groups of people was problematic. She appeared to use
the course to put herself in a position where she had to carry out tasks that were personally
challenging to her at that time. Her determination was also a factor in finding ways to push
herself to
change. [I'3 423:makingthechangeyourself,actuallysayingI've had enoughof this I wantmore, I
know I cando it, let
me get off my arseand do it basically.I think, I on one of those,a bit sadisticreally.I suppose
makingmyselfget into a situationwhereI think oh shit this is reallyawful, but onceyou havedoneit, you know
you cando it nexttime.]
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She forced herself to engagewith a personal struggleas she took on taskslike organisingand
speakingto largegroups of pupils and committing those public acts which are characteristicof
teaching

During

the two years as a newly qualified

colleagues and line managers, although

teacher, Brigitte

received insufficient

she did get valuable acknowledgement

praise from
from pupils. [T3

408: having to stand up in front of a dass ein having to communicate with people who I would otherwise have
absolutely no time for, em, having people appreciateyou, appreciatewhat you are doing em praising you]
Positive feedback from parents was also an important

source of encouragement.

[r3 100: I got

some feedback from one the parents who was a governor about how pleased they were and how enthusiastic their
son was with the work and all the rest, which is really nice.]

The school, or more particularly the department,was not a source of much support or
encouragement.

(T3 413: 1 think more time should be given, people actually sayingyes that was really good, well

done.] [T3 516: perhaps our department does not show any support, there is very little support there, and the first
year I didn't have a bloody clue as to what I was teachingwas right or not, and it is quite worrying]

For Brigitte,

working in a highly competitive

environment

with little encouragement

led to a feeling of being isolated from those colleagues who were potential
encouragement

and support

sources of

and help. [T3 516: now B. the other girl who started with me, the two of us would

occasionallyget together becauseof the whole ethos is very competitive. You are in competition with the person
next to you, it is as simple as that. And unfortunately you get swept along with it and it is only now that I am saying
bugger it I am not going. But becauseit is your first job and it's your first teaching post and you want to get on and
you want to show them that you are a good teacher, and that you are enthusiastic and all the rest, B. and I ended up
quite a bit in competition with each other.]

Lack of dear feedbackabout one's successesand the absenceof regularappraisallimited the pace
of Brigitte's emotional growth and learning. [T3 602: 1 sin not very goodat looking at myselfand saying
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yes you are doing that right or yes you are a good teacher basically. I on not very good at that side of things.]
Regular feedback from

an appropriate

mentor

and her ability to assess her own effectiveness.

could have accelerated her adjustment

to teaching

(T3 602: It is something I am very worried that I won't be,

ah I am not a good teacher and the kids don't like me normally or they think oh god I've got a maths lessonwith
this woman, I don't ever want that to happen.]

The evidence here points to a dynamic and enthusiastic teacher who learnt a lot about teaching in
a very short space of time. Brigitte's particular needs were not often directly related to pedagogy,
and improving her effectiveness as a teacher of mathematics. She already seems to have had a
very clear pedagogical model of mathematics teaching that served to guide her. Her model of
interactive, discursive, practical activity with elements of teacher-led exposition is
not far from
either that suggested by Cockcroft (1982) or what has been included in the National Numeracy
Strategy (DfEE, 1999). The most significant need was for support in personal
growth and
learning in the
affective domain. One of Brigitte's main professional needs was to be relieved of
anxiety about whether she was an ineffective teacher. She needed to receive constructive
feedback and
encouragement about her performance and her effectiveness. She knew that her
judgement of her
own performance was usually sound but that there were times when she was
unable to be objective and analytical. During these periods, more constructive feedback and a
regular mentoring process would have proved invaluable to her professional development.

7.3 Summary
The longitudinal
study followed the stages established in the previous chapters. Eight students
have been identified
and extensive interview data obtained over a three-year period. Three
different attempts
at narrative construction were made. A focus has been established for each of
the three sets of interviews. The themes emerging from the interview data have been
presented
as data and explored in relation to illustrative fragments of the transcripts. A narrative style was
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usedto provide an interpretation of the transition to a teacher-selffor eachof the three
interviewees.Key featuresof each respondent's transition havebeen identified and analysedin
depth, drawing on a number of theoretical perspectivesestablishedin earlier chapters.
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8. THEORISING

TRANSITION

TO TEACHING

8.1 Using important findings
Throughout this study, theorising has been a part of each stageof the researchand the
resulting theory has supported the subsequentstages.Important findings from the earliest
part of the study were identified on page 129. These emerged from the use of significant
events as part of a self-sensitisingprocess carried out through a searchfor emergent themes.
They were influential in shaping the work with Nicola, Sallyand others in the next stagesof
the study.

The findings from the pilot study were brought together and discussedin section 6.5, page
201. They showed that transition is implicated in shifts in self-perception and self-worth.
Winnicott's transitional spacewas useful in theorising the way interviewees engagedwith
significant others, to establish rapport with pupils, to receive mentoring, and to engagein
changing relationships both in professional settings and elsewhere.

The theory of self-objectification was used to analysethe "me" of the interviewees in terms
of integration of the self, cohesion and self-identity. The "I" was explored in relation to
previous transitions and the theory used to argue that the degreeto which the "I" can nurture
the "me" depends on the extent of coherence and identity at the outset of the transition.

Narrative was shown to be effective in conveying vivid, coherent and rich accounts of
changesto the self. These findings from the work with Nicola and Sallyin the pilot were used
to inform the longitudinal study.
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Chapter 7 presented the findings of the longitudinal study for each respondent in turn,
together with a narrative account of each transition through a process of transcript analysis,
including interpretation

of previous transitions from childhood and adolescence. Emergent

themes from each of the three interviews were combined and these produced a narrative of
the transition for each respondent that drew on theory and interpretations

of the data.

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the theory of transition further, and to theorise the
emergenceof the teacher-self from a more generalviewpoint, drawing on all the data and the
theoretical perspectivesintroduced at different point in the study. I have introduced a new,
more general interpretative paradigm developed from the work of Malan (1995) discussedin
section 4.3.8 on page 87. This hasbeen adapted to serve as a theoretical framework for
unifying the two sources of influence on the interviewees' transitions that so far have been
theorised separately.The use of Malan's theory for a demonstration of the inter-dependence
of the response to the current transition and the here-and-now objectifications of the self,
with the influences of the part. This discussion provides a more integrated view of the
influences on self-development during the transition to a teacher-self.

8.1.1 Getting to grips with transition
In this study, transition is seenas a rite-of-passagefrom any one of many previous contexts
into studentship, through a training period, and out into a teaching world as a qualified
professional. Ontologically, transition is seenas experiencein which the potential for meaning
abounds. It contains an essenceof `otherness': of `not-me', or rather `me-and-yet-not-me'. It
can be seenas a separator between different parts of the student's life course. Transition is
not characterisedhere, by sharp or abrupt change. For the casestudy respondents it is
characterisedby lack of distinct form, by fuzzy edgesand murky contents, from which clarity
can be sought through reflection, and analysis.The data I draw on is a source of narrative
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possibilities, a `space full of stories where you can move in all directions ... always finding
stories that cannot be told until other stories are told first'. (Calvino, 1981: 109)

The interpretation then is a story about stories, some drawn from the past, others fashioned
from the present, and some woven into a possible future. To draw on Calvino again,the
transition is a bridge that one can describe stone by stone.
"But which is the stone that supportsthe bridge?" Kublai Khan asks.
"The bridge is not supportedby one stoneor another," Marco answers,"but by
the line of the arch that they form."
Kublai Khan remains silent, reflecting. Then he adds: "Why do you speakto me
of the stones?It is only the arch that mattersto me."
Polo answers:"Without stonesthere is no arch." (Calvino, 1972: 82)

8.1.2 Constructing narratives
A theory of transition to teaching that operateswithin a qualitative paradigm, and which seeks
to offer insights to readers,should provide a languagein which to explore the phenomenon
under study. It should provide a conceptual framework for exploring the processesof
personal change and development that accompanypreparation for teaching and early
teaching experience.It should offer a vehicle for interpretation of transitional experience that
might not be possible in the absenceof the theory. It should also provide some insights into
those featuresof transition that have been identified as key influences of the transitional
process. These include the following arguments,that:

1. The past can become very present. Past experiences,earlier relationships, and previous
transitions can emerge as influencing factors that shape the changing life course during
the current transition.
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2. Transition is often characterisedby disturbance and perturbation. It is common to
experience;anxiety, confusion, excitement, agitation, a loss of self-determination, and a
later re-gaining of independence and self-direction.2'
3. Transition is a period of changeand reconstruction of the self, leading to; new ways of
perceiving the world, seeingoneself as different becauseof membership of a new group,
gaining new perceptions of the self, forming new relationships, (with pupils, etc.),
reconstructing relationships with significant others.
4. One perceives oneself as different, and one usesnew modes of self-identification, (e.g. me
as; teacher,a professional person, an adult, a Parent figure to pupils).

8.1.3 Adapting Malan's model
An adaptation of Malan's two triangles (Malan, 1995: 80) has proved useful in theorising the
transitional process. The two triangles are shown below in modified form (page 278).

TheTiiangk of Conflicthas been adaptedto illustrate the connection between anxiety expressed
in relation to some aspect of the current transition to teaching, the defence to the expressed
anxiety and the relation of both to hidden feelings.Sources of anxiety during transition are
related to:

"

perceived threats to the current integrity of the self;

"

the recognition of unresolved anxieties about power, relationships, responsibility;

"

emergenceof unresolved elements of earlier transitions and relationships with significant
others;

"

being a debutante, a novice, an incomplete teacher;

21Disturbancecan be experiencedas a consequence,but can also be invoked by the person undergoing
transition, as a mechanismfor focusing attention, and creating a dynamic that precipitateschange.
Disturbancemay originate in the recollectionof earlier aspectsof one's life, (e.g. memoriesof a deceased
significant other, or of childhood relationships,patternsof upbringing.
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"

feelings of vulnerability consequent upon a lack of knowledge, skills, or know-how. (See
Hargreaves, 1998)

The modification to Malan's second triangle The Triangleof Personallows us to illustrate links
between Context (the physical spacesand temporal situations in which the transition is played
out), the current or recent significant others, (tutors, teachers,pupils, close family and
partners playing an influential role in the current transition) and significant others from the
past, often the distant past, who often played Parent roles. This second triangle can also be
employed as a triangleof time,when appropriate.
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Figure 14 The triangles of conflict and person adapted from Malan (1995)
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The two triangles can be employed to symbolise and theorise the processes involved in
transition to teaching. In the case of Sally who experienced anxiety about `how well she was
doing' on the course, (see page 181) there were, she complained, too few marked assignments
and a lack of information

from tutors about the progress she was making and the progress

she was expected to make. She defended herself against powerful hidden feelings by
presenting her anxiety almost entirely in relation to a need for feedback from the assessment

process.

The hidden feelings related to a crucial loss of identity and Sally was able to discussthe
pressuresshe experienced at the outset of this transition to student-teacher. Her experienceis
not an uncommon one for women with family responsibilities. Duncan (1995)argues that
experienceof disturbance like Sally's can be partly accounted for by `the dominance of a
pattern which put the needsof husbands,children and the home first', and by `the
persistenceof gender inequalities in the home' (ibid p.299).

As Duncan reports, many women are pressured into only taking on studentship on the
condition that change to family life should be minimised. Where women have routinely
carried the main burden of domestic responsibilities prior to studentship, this state of affairs
is often expected to continue, with the requirement that any intrusion of academic studies
into home life is minimised. Unsurprisingly, this leads to intolerable burdens for some women
who choose to become teachers.

For Emily, the notion of becoming a teacherwas at odds with much of the family history of
expectation. Emily had been expected to work as an engineer,a chemist, a scientist, but
presented herself to prospective employers in such a way that she was unlikely to be
employed. (seepage 219). The hidden feelings were not clearly revealedbut the theory allows
for speculation about them. It is not inconceivable that the desire to become a teacher
remained hidden to avoid stressin the family. Perhaps Emily anticipated that her mother
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would be disappointed with her choice of career, and so kept it from her. Emily's initial
defence was to avoid being given a job as an engineer, but her strategyat least invited the
possibility that her mother would realise her reluctance to follow the family's earlier
expectations.

The second triangle allows us to look at Emily's relationship to tutor's, teachersand the
context of school. Her strong association with Parent - Child roles emergesin many sections
of her account. She responded to the Australian family's need to escapefrom a cycle of
frustrating and ineffective teaching and learning, by parenting the family. During her
placement in school on the PGCE course, many of the individual pupils that Emily identified
with were those who struggled with the school setting, or those whose home backgrounds
were problematic in some way. (seepages220 and 223).

The second triangle helps with an exploration of the curious feature of infantalisation that
occurs (perhaps inevitably) in the training course. Emily, as a successfulstudent, behaves and
is recognised as a teacherin the school setting, Context (C). Here sheis fully responsible for
her pupils, and is offered a job. She returns to college for a meeting but the tutor is absent.
Emily and the other students respond to the tutor, this missing other (0), by positioning him
as Parent and themselvesas Child. The group fails to organiseitself and use the time
effectively for its own ends. Capable as they are of organising groups of pupils in school, they
fail to organise themselvesin the university context. Although teachersin school may be
positioned as `in authority' over students, there is sufficient responsibility within classroom
settings for students who are nearing the end of their training to develop their status,vis-ä-vis
their pupils, in ways that approach the status of qualified teachers.Emily certainly achieved
this. In the college context, in contrast, there is little opportunity for students to alter their

statusin relation to tutors. The students'increasedabilityis symbolisedin record sheets,
reports and passgrades (themselvesmore symbolic of being a pupil than a teacher) and is
always in another context. Students are not generally called upon to demonstrate their
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teaching ability in the university setting, it is always distant, always other. The lack of
opportunity

to display new status means they remain students in the university setting: it is

always distant, always other.

The context of training for teaching has had an effect on Emily's friends. This is accessible
through analysisof the O/C link. Emily describesthe changing nature of her own interests
and the relatively static interests of one close friend in particular. Working in the school
context requires new skills and perspectives.Working in these new contexts effectively
changesEmily's interests and she finds there is less commonality between her interests and
her friend's. (Seepage 230) She expressesdisappointment but suggeststhe context is only
temporarily affecting relationships with friends. We can reflect on both the P/C link and the
P/O link and consider what Emily has gained from her earlier relationships that provide her
with the confidence to continue with the potential loss of long-term friendships.
Interestingly, she never suggeststhat a loss can be substituted for, by the gaining of new
friends. She makes little mention of personal friendships with either staff in school or with
other students on the course. There appearsto be a deep-seatedbelief in the uniquenessof
friendships that may change over time.

The quality of the C/O link appearsenhancedthrough the O/P link and the C/P link
respectively. It seemslikely that Emily can draw on distant past relationships with her parents
in shaping her relationships with pupils. The current context (a caring school created through
her own responsesto pupils) contrasts with her unsatisfactory experienceas a pupil when she
neededsupport. Unsurprisingly, current C/P links can be shapednot only by pleasurable
experiencesof C/P links but also unpleasantones (where her own teachers(P) ignored her
needs as an adolescentin the similar context of a school.)

For Pauline,parental and authority figures loomed large. I was awareof considerablecountertransference during our discussions,where I felt angered by her apparent acquiescencein the
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face of her parents' exerciseof control. Pauline's submissivenessleft me feeling frustrated and
annoyed, and later whilst reviewing the transcripts, looking at her relationship with her
parents through my own rebelliousnessto Parent figures in my own relationships. The, data
obtained from interviewing Pauline can be interpreted using the first triangle. Here, I see
Pauline functioning with a defence that provokes others to give her encouragement.
[T3 06:... and I didn't know if I wasdoing it right or wrong. And at Decembertime I sort of said to my
head of maths, `Am I doing OK?' And she wasreally surprisedthat I eventhought that question. And she
said, `Yes you're really doing well. We're really pleasedwith you. And I said that's all right because
nobodysaid anything at all to me.]

I interpret this as Pauline's defence against anxiety that emergesfrom insufficient direct
positive encouragement on a regular basis. She suggestsin the exchangethat she herself has
no criteria for making a judgement. I am dubious about accepting this at facevalue because
she provides plenty of evidence of being able to make highly perceptive judgements of herself
and others. So I am drawn to the conclusion that the defence operatesin the context of
status. Where Pauline perceives the other as an authority figure, she seeksto precipitate
feedback about herself. The triangle of conflict suggestsa link with early parental figures and
we know from Pauline that her parents exercisedtheir authority over her in a wide range of
ways.We can speculatethat within the family dynamic of Pauline's childhood there might
have been insufficient praise to sustain the developing self.

When we look at the second triangle, and examine the O/C link, we do find evidence that
Pauline may be reproducing earlier behaviours from her childhood. As a teacher in authority,
she is ambivalent for example, about pupils' emotional needs, perhaps in ways that reflect her
own parents' responses to her as a child. [T3 92: I think that what theymoanaboutis petty. It irritates
me. I don't know if that soundsawful for a teacherto saythat. But when someoneburstsinto tearsand we talk
to them and they saythey'vejust had an argumentwith it friend.You spendtime talkingto them and calming
them down and the next stepis they're backto normal againand you suddenlyfind out it happensevery couple
of weeksand you just think, Oh! You wish you could spendyour time on someonewho reallyneedsit. Rather
than beingsort of distractedby the loudestones]
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This is not to suggest that Pauline is uncaring. Far from it. The focus of this current
discussion is the underlying source of the ambivalence - and the use of the P/O and the P/C
links to explore what Pauline might mean by spending one's time on `someone who really
needs it', what being `distracted by the loudest ones' actually means to Pauline (as a teacher)
who as a child was brought up not to be one of the loudest ones.

Brigitte's preference for maths, because it is `black and white' and her dislike of essays (TI 9: 1
like black and white. I can'twrite essays,numbersare good,but essaysI havereal problemswith], suggests a
desire to avoid ambiguity. This is a C/O link. She prefers contexts which she sees as
unambiguous and she prefers `other' (mathematics, statistics and possibly her current
relationships with the members of her family) to be unambiguous too. She speaks of checking
to see her mother's reaction to her (Ti 728:I can'trememberthelast time any of our family hugged
eachother. We only hug becauseI go alongand sayhi mum. And it's like I sayit everyso often just to seeher
] Her concern for the misuse of statistics and her desire to
responsereally.Just to seewhat happens.
safeguard her students from harm can also be identified as a C/O link between the Context

in which Brigitte is working and her relationships with immediate others in her life.

There were two instances of competition for attention that arose. In the first, Brigitte
competed with her sister, a battle she `rarely won'. For children, this is often an O/P link, a
rivalry between siblings built on a desire to be noticed. In the second, pupils were competing
for Brigitte's attention
Brigitte made several references to her work with
-a C/O link.
disadvantaged (especially SEN) pupils and had found that giving them attention was an
important factor in building good relationships and acknowledging her own values. [T3 011:
alsoI think, the specialneeds,treatingthem very much asequalsnot treatingthem asshit basicallywhich a lot
of teachersdo, which I think is appalling,I reallydo.]

Self-esteemfigured in all three interviews. Brigitte's use of the training course is complex. It
appearsto have been a vehicle for redressingthe current imbalance between the despondent
and the optimistic sidesof her character. The demands of training and the accompanying
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expectations and requirement to perform in certain ways appears to have been used by
Brigitte to change the current state. The decision seems to have paid off. Thus, there is an
apparent C/P link. The current Context (the course) with its specific demands has taken the
place of the demands of the parent. [T3 423: makingthe changeyourself,actuallysayingI've had
enoughof this I want more, I know I can do it, let me get off my use and do it basically]

Brigitte wants a mentor who can act in the nurturing Parent role on occasions. Another
example of the C/P link where Brigitte's experience of being nurtured by Parent figure in her
childhood is unconsciously recognised as appropriate in her current situation as a newly
qualified teacher eager to develop and succeed. [T3 413: I think more time should be given,people
actuallysayingyes that wasreallygood,well done] (T3 602: I am not very good at looking at myselfand
sayingyes you are doing that right or yes you area good teacherbasically.I am not very good at that side of
things.] [T3 602: It is somethingI am very worried that I won't be, ah I am not a good teacher]

Adapting the triangles has allowed me to test out ideas about how the training process was
proceeding, and in particular, what internal resourcesthe trainee was able to mobilise to
support herself and ensure successthrough the transitional process.

Using the triangles in this way is not a trivial task. I would like to develop a more explicit use
of this way of working within the training process. I anticipate that traineeswho are exposed
to these ideas,initially with tutors, would learn to internalise this way of working as a selfreflective process.

8.2 Objectification
Brigitte gives an excellent example of the process of self-objectification and its use for

nurturing the `me'.Shesayssheis not verygood at looking at herselfand saying,`Yesyou are
a good teacher.' Four possible reasonscome to mind.
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1.

She knows it is possible to objectify the "me" but lacks the strategies to do it

effectively.
2.

She is able to do it but is discouraged- perhaps becausethere is insufficient reward in
doing it.

3.

She placescomparably greater value on positive regard and nurturing obtained from
significant others.

4.

She is unable to discern what constitutes a good teacher.

From the evidence of the transcript data I argue that it is possible to exclude possibilities 1
and 4, suggesting that for Brigitte the "I" is insufficiently

able to nurture the "me" , or there is

a lack of perceived value in self-nurturing, and a subsequent dependence on significant others
to carry out the nurturing role. Although this applies here-and-now, did it emerge primarily as
a response to this transition or are there echoes from the past? As I wrote above, self-esteem
featured in all three interviews with Brigitte. Her report of fighting with her sister and `rarely
winning', and hugging her mother to see what the response would be suggests that Brigitte
was seeking attention of Parent figures as a child and adolescent.

Pauline used a mechanism to involve others in proffering nurturing comments, and at the risk
of attracting criticism. For Pauline,it appeared that any comment was better than no
comment and the risk of being criticised was less unpleasantthan not being noticed.

Both Brigitte and Emily gave considerable attention to pupils with emotional needs and
learning difficulties. In Emily's case,it could be argued that she had received good nurturing
from both parents. She also learned to play a nurturing role for her mother when she was an
adolescent.Her ability to nurture pupils appeared to come partly from her own direct
experience of being nurtured and from her learned role of caring for her mother. Brigitte's
awarenessof the needsof others appearsto come from a recognition of a lack of her own
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self-esteemand a knowledge of what she needsif sheis to develop a more positive, integrated
senseof self.

All three respondents were able to create a transitional spacein which their development as
teacherswas supported by professional colleagues.Emily did not make much useof old
friendships, Brigitte made good use of the relationship with her partner, as did Pauline. Both
Emily and Brigitte were very effective at creating a transitional spacewith pupils who needed
pastoral support and help. All three were very effective at creating a transitional spacewhere
they and pupils played with mathematical ideas and where effective ways of teaching and
learning were established.

8.3 Summary
This chapter opened with a description of the cyclic process of theorising followed by
application and further theorising that typifies this study. A theoretical model hasbeen
introduced that allowed for an integrated discussion of the effects of current and past
transitions on the life course.The adapted Malan model hasbeen applied retrospectively to
Sally and her transition. It was then usedin detail to account for the data provided by Emily,
Pauline and Brigitte in the longitudinal study. Brigitte's self-initiated use of self-objectification
has been discussedand the chapter concluded with a discussionof Winnicottian transitional
spaceapplied to Emily and Brigitte.
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9. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

When I began this study I hoped I would be able to answer some personal questions that I
had posed about the development of teachersduring the initial training process and beyond,
and what accounted for the differences in responsesto the challenging situations that student
teachers face when they first encounter the formal process of training to teach. I was keen to
explore the interplay of cognitive and affective learning during the transitional period. To do
this I took a particular path that began by reviewing critical points in my own development as
a teacherin school and in my work in undergraduateand post graduate teaching. My
reasoning was that any themes which were evident across such a space-timemight be worthy
of consideration in the broader context of the British teacher training process. I theorised
that I could use a reflective approach to my own work as a self-sensitisingprocess in
preparation for a more focused casestudy of students in transition. And, as suggestedin the
literature, if the emergenceof the teacher-selfis a problematic process of growth and
development, then an exploratory casestudy approach of students' transition would provide
some answersto my questions. The study began with a set of conjectures. I then provided
evidence that supported each conjecture and led to the production of theses.

Conjecture 1. It is possible to give an account of the process of transition.
Conjecture 2. Knowledge can be gained from reflecting on one's own experienceas a
teacher.
Conjecture 3. Teachers develop a discernible teacher-self.
Conjecture 4. It is possible to produce a valid narrative account of transition which presents
the process of transition to a teacher-self in a way that can make senseto an informed
readership.
Conjecture 5: It is possible to theorise the process of transition to a teacher-self as a dynamic
life course event.
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In this concluding chapter, I will review the insights I gained from the researchprocess in
general and the casestudiesin particular. I have discussedthese insights in Chapters 6 and 7.
Here they need to be discussedwith reference to the theses and the claims that have been
made for the research.I will then conclude with a review of the limitations of the study and
recommendations for future research.

9.1.1 Establishing a thesis from an exploration of the conjectures
There is a need for a thorough examination of the extent to which the thesis can be said to
be justified by the evidence used to support the conjectures.

9.1.1.1The thesis arising from Conjecture 1

It is possible to give an account of the process of transition
I sought data from two principle sources;my own experience, and the experience of several
students usedas casestudy data. I undertook a review of my own early development as a
teacher and more recent teaching involving students. I drew on a critical incident paradigm to
explore issuesand themes. I augmented these sources with a detailed examination of three
recent casestudies where data were collected over a four-year period. I argued that an indepth interview process involving trainees' early childhood experiences would allow a search
for resonance between earlier and current transitional experiences.

I discerned a number of key elements that appear in the transitional process and may
influence the life course of any individual trainee, but which are unpredictable in terms of
occurrence or severity. They included:

"

emotional disturbance;

"

changesin self-objectification and what constitutes `me';

"

temporary loss of identity;
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"

infantalisation and the loss of opportunity

for self-directed decision-making and control

over current life events;
re-appearanceof themes and learned behaviours deriving from earlier transitions and
formative experiencesin childhood;
"

the evoking of earlier transitions and related emotional charge;

"

the unconscious displacement of emotional responsesrelated to earlier transitional
experiencesonto the current transition (projection and projective identification);

"

difficulty in taking on the various roles demandedof classroom teachers(for example,
responsibility, authority, caring for others, intimacy, ... ).

While it is possible to give an account of transition in terms of the possible changesto
perceptions of identity and the gradual emergenceof a teacher-self, it is not possible to give a
predictive account of the nature, path, intensity, or outcome for any one individual.

I established theses based on the conjectures in two ways: first through interpretative
accounts of specific case studies illustrating the transition in terms of an individual's life
course, and second through a general account of possible influences that explored the areas
identified in the bullet point list above.

9.1.1.2 Review of the data and the data analysis
Notwithstanding the richness of the data, there were some problems emanating from the
adopted interview procedure.
The interview questions did not directly ask for an account of transitional experience.
Formulating a question or a seriesof questions that explicitly ask for an account might have
revealedconnections that in practice had to tic made through interpretation. However, they
might also have provoked the students into obscuring or hiding some of what they in fact
revealed.
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Analysis of the data raisesa number of researchissues.The interpretative process relies on an
understanding of psychodynamics.This may mean the researchprocessesand procedures
may not be applicable to outsider-researchersand it presupposesthat insider-researchershave
both an intimate knowledge of schools and teacher-training together with an understanding
of psychodynamic processes.

The highly personal nature of the data that was elicited was a surprise to at least one case
study informant. (Pauline [Ti: 370-400] introduced the subject of her father. She then went on
to reflect on what he meant to her `for the first time in years'.) Seealso the discussion on the
therapeutic interview, page 92.

The highly personal nature of the information will inevitably create an imbalance between the
interviewer and the interviewee, since there is a great difference in the degreeof disclosure
about life history and life course issues.A rich and complex account of transition (at least in
the way transition is perceived within this study) could not be constructed without the degree
of intimacy and disclosure that was achieved.
9.1.1.3 The thesis arising from Conjecture 2

Knowledge can be gained from reflecting on one's own experienceas a teacher
In section 5.2 on page 129, I listed important know-how and praxis that the useof critical
incidents and subsequentreflection had enabledme to identify as significant in my
development as a teacher.The reflective process brought these featuresinto focus and
allowed me to exercisemore fully their usein subsequentwork with Nicola and others.

Reflection on my own development as a teacher formed a part of the early data. The reflexive
process, brought about a heightened sensitivity to my transition and the transitional process
in general.I have also been able to identify the development of praxis, and know-how in
relation to pedagogy,classroom management and the nurturing of learnersin teaching and
learning contexts.
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The procedures adopted in the pilot and in the longitudinal case studies were significantly
informed by the process of reflection undertaken during the first period of the study. My

work followed the spirit of enquiry suggestedby Schön:
What featuresdo I notice when I recognizethis thing? What are the criteria by
which I make this judgement?What proceduresam I enactingwhen I perform
this skill? How am I framing the problemthat I am trying to solve?(Schön,
1983:50-68)

A similar invitation to reflect on professional practice hasbeen made to the reader. I have
assumed that readerswill engagewith text in many different ways and that my attention to
the structure and content of the written study must at least attempt to make it easierrather
than harder for readers to engagewith the ideas presentedhere, and reflect on their own
practice should they choose to.
9.1.1.4 The thesis arising from Conjecture 3
Teachers develop a discernible teacher-self
One of the assumptions I made was that since training and studentship are the predominant
ways of gaining paid work within the recognised profession of school teaching, then there is a
purpose behind the training which, inter alia, anticipates that trainees will undergo a change (in
terms of cognition, affection, psyche, skills, values and beliefs). I also assumed that one

expected outcome of training would be that those who are successful(i.e. pass the required
tests and assessments,meet the required judgements that are made) could be expected to
behave more like the professionals whose body they have been trained to join.

The researchhas been carried out within a paradigm that acknowledgesinsider-researcher
expertise.The exact nature of the actions and attitudes, behaviours and beliefs that teachers
display has not been defined. Instead, there is a genuine expectation that the expert reader
(i.e. one with intimate insider-knowledge of teaching and schools) can detect teacherbehaviour and teacher-routines in the context of teaching episodeswithin school.
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The study sought to identify the emergenceof similar featureswithin the casestudies.
Typically, they include changes of dressand hair style, sleepingand dressing routines,
organising personal possessions,modified ways of conversing, questioning and giving
instructions, responding to authority, orders and advice, appropriate professional intimacy
with pupils. To theseone can add the technical languagein which discussion about teaching is
conducted, together with the routines of preparation, planning, implementing and evaluating
lessons,and the assessmentof pupils and their work.

Accordingly, the onset and adoption of these characteristicsof teacherly attitudes and
behaviours were looked for in the interviews and evidencewas found of complex responses
to the training demands experienced by the informants. In this respect the data confirms
Nias' research:
What emerges is the contradictory nature of the feelings associatedwith
teaching. Various reasonscan be adducedfor this. The outcomeof all of them,
for the successfulteacher,is masteryover a complex and difficult skill: the
themeof `balance', it can be argues,accountsfor the senseof fit between
identity and work which, at its best, characterizes`feelinglike a teacher'....
Somestresseda senseof fit betweenself and occupation [o]thers sawlittle
...
distinction betweentheir `selves' at work and outside. Many teacherslinked
...
the notions of `beingyourself and `being whole'. Someachieved`wholeness'
by blurring the boundariesbetweentheir personaland professionallives.... Yet
this senseof wholenessand fit betweenself and occupationis dearly bought.
(Nias, 1989: 181-197)

In all the casespresented in this study there was a discernible teacher-self coming into
existence.Like Nias' casestudies the interviewees often talked about themselvesin terms of
coherence, and wholeness,and referred to the degree of fit between who they judged
themselves to be and who they saw themselves becoming.

It is the degreeof coherence of the newly developing teacher-selfwith the current self that
shapesthe individual's identity and defines to some extent one's ability to function as a
teacher.Where the initial self is neither coherent nor whole, then the accretion of elements of
a teacher-self may be de-stabilising and jeopardise what coherence there is.
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9.1.1.5 The thesis arising from Conjecture 4
It is possible to produce a valid narrative account of transition that makes sense to an
informed reader
The narrative accounts were problematic. Three different attempts were needed before a
narrative discussion was developed.By drawing on the themes, and moving between
fragments of transcript and the narrative it hasbeen possible to chart the significant features
of eachinterviewee's development as a teacher.The narrative style has allowed connections
to be made between the here-and-now and the interviewee's earlier experiencesfrom
childhood and adolescence.

The useof Malan's Triangle of Conflict contributed to the robustnessof the narrative sinceit
raised my awarenessof the process by which hidden feelings and past events can interrupt the
life-course in the present. I was able to use data from earlier interviews to shape subsequent
interview questionsin an attempt to generate data that would shedlight on significant others
in the lives of the interviewees.

There was some evidence that the experiencesof authority and control in childhood certainly
shapedthe way Paulineresponded to pupils as an authority figure and to others in authority
over her. Brigitte's more challenging response too has its origins in the family relationships
she experienced as a child. The narrative structure allowed these discussionsto emerge and
the juxtaposition of interview data and interpretation allows the reader to searchfor
resonancewith their own experienceand also permits the production of alternative
hypotheses.

The narrative style has offered rich, multi-layered, descriptions of the individuals involved and
a way of connecting the numerous elements of their character that have been portrayed.
Comparing eachcharacterisation with individual responsesobtainable from the transcript
material it is possible for the reader to verify whether the narrative has accuratelyrepresented
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the degree of coherence between the interviewee's responsesto their training and their
articulation of who they are as people.

I have argued that the narrative is a vehicle for representing the person as a whole. It
provided opportunities for the reader to search for; evidence of consistency in an individual's
behaviour, attitudes and beliefs, coherence and integration as a professional.

It would be perfectly possible to write a completely different narrative having selectedand
emphasised different experiencesand interpreted them in different ways.However, I believe
the narrative structure used here demonstrates that we have created one of many believable
versions of who theseindividuals were in the process of becoming, as they negotiated their
transition to teaching and acquired a teacher-self.

9.1.1.6 The thesis arising from Conjecture 5

It is possible to theorise the process of transition to a teacher-self as a dynamic life
course event
I have analysed the interview data from a perspective which is inclined to the view that `there
exist ... multiple, socially constructed realities ungoverned by natural laws, causal or
otherwise' (Cuba & Lincoln, 1991: 161). There is a distinction to be made between using rules
to describe and predict social interaction, but quite another to suggest that social interaction
follows or is controlled by rules.

Within the study, interacting individuals (interviewer and interviewee) are believed to invest
socially constructed situations with meaning. Reality is seenas the consequenceof the
meaning-making process that individuals pursue in social situations.

The first searchfor theory involved an exploration of the data from a viewpoint that sees
social reality as defined by agency,intentionality and complex interactedness.The result was a
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theorising process that led to the identification

of themes arising in the interview discourse. I

theorised that there was evidence of an impetus to act and interpret arising from within the
self as agent. I further theorised that by connecting episodes arising from the discourse I
could present a coherent and meaningful narrative of the development of the agent in
transition whilst in the process of acquiring and developing a teacher-self.

It follows from this constructivist perspective that it is within the province of the reader to
construct meaning through the action of engagingwith the text. Such a reading includes a
search for resonancebetween meaning derived from one's own experience,and meaning
offered in the text through my particular construction of a narrative of transition.

The evidence derived from the interview and elsewherein the study points overwhelmingly to
an inextricable interconnectedness of cognition, affect, action and intent, and to the powerful
intervention of the past-as-presentin the shaping of the subjects' lives. In order to theorise
the development of a teacher-self,it was essentialto work with a theoretical model that
acknowledgescomplexity and ambiguity, tolerates interpretation, and recognisesthe influence
of past events on actions and searchesfor meaning in the present.

I have drawn on psychodynamic models partly for these reasons,partly becauseof the
potential for holism that characterisessome psychodynamic models, and partly becauseof
writers like Phillips, whose interest lies in:
is
in its useof analogyand promiscuousin
The psychoanalysisthat
... prodigal
its referencesbecausethe very processof comparing and contrasting, mixing
and matching, offers the possibility of more enlivening and diverse
redescriptions.One sensein which a life is always unexamined- or endlessly
examinable- is that it can always be describedin different ways, from different
points of view. (Phillips, 1993:xvi)

The second theorising process offered a model of interpretation (and meaning-making) that
drew together the key constituents that were found in the data, viz.:
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"

interconnectedness of cognition, affect, action and intent;

"

the powerful intervention of the past-as-presentin the shaping of the lives of the
subjects;

"

lives that were complex, indefinable, and endlesslyexaminable.

The interpretations that were generated through this second theorising process subscribe to
Spence'sview that:
Interpretationsare persuasive not becauseof their evidential valuebut
...
becauseof their rhetorical appeal:conviction emergesbecausethe fit is good.
(Spence,1982:32)

9.1.2 Reviewing the study - limitations and weaknesses
Any study that encompassesseven years of active research and interpretation will fail to
achieve some of the researcher'sambitions. I have found it useful to organisea review of the
study's limitations in terms of

"

scope and focus;

"

appropriateness;

"

effectiveness;

"

validation;

"

procedural efficiency.

The scope of the study was broad and with hindsight more could have been made of the
longitudinal study group. I could have relegatedsome of the self-sensitisingwork that I
carried out in the preliminary investigations of my own development, and reported this in a
briefer manner, allowing me greater opportunity to deal with the eight students in the
longitudinal study. One of them failed the course and the data collected on her development
is quite different from that selectedfor the study. Two men kept diaries,one wrote short
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accounts in a notebook for me and discussed the accounts reflexively. One man taught for a
year and then worked from home writing educational software. He continued to teach
privately but hated the culture of schools which he found bullying and oppressive.
Exploration

of these varied accounts of transition would not have changed the findings of

this study but their absence is a regret because of the richness and diversity of their accounts.

I used repertory grids2 consistently with the interviewees.At the end of the first interview I
showed interviewees how to construct a grid and generateconstructs. They were asked to
represent their current development by marking a place on a line joining the positive and
negative poles of each construct. Following each subsequentinterview I reviewed the
constructs with them and askedthem to consider how they had changed in respect to their
constructs since the last interview. They then recorded a new position on each of the
constructs to record the shifts they thought had taken place.

The time hasnot been availableto make full use of the data. Initially I had planned to
interpret the interview data and the repertory grids between one interview and the next so
that I could use:

"

the first interpretative turn to shapethe subsequentinterviews;

"

to look for resonancebetween interview data and repertory grid data.

In the event, I left the repertory grid data untouched, but continued to accumulatemore at
each interview opportunity.

22A
useful discussionof the developmentand useof repertorygrids appearsin a PhD thesis by Smith
(1990)
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Initially, I was hopeful that interview data would provide rich evidence of students'
developing classroom practice. This was not as abundant as I had hoped. My reasoning is
that:

"

students found it difficult to report on the aspectsof classroom practice that interested
me and which would have supported the study;

"I

had not planned classroom visits becausethey were already had a heavy scheduleof
assessmentvisits and so I felt additional visits would be too pressurising. Had I been able
to visit their classrooms I would have been able to use the data to formulate focused
questions at interview in order to probe featuresof classroom practice that would have
illuminated the study.

As a consequenceit has not been possible to explore some psychological issuesof teaching
and learning mathematics that I hoped the study would be able to tackle. In particular, the
work of Weyl-Kailey and the psychic material that Pimm (1994) discusseshave remained
beyond the scope of the study.

There was less opportunity for collaboration than I had originally planned. Collaboration with
Nicola was easyand showed what the advantageswere of regular contact during the training
process for monitoring the development of a teacher-self.The advantageswere demonstrated
by the pilot where Sallygenerously reviewed my initial interpretation of the interview data.
The lack of opportunity to send my interpretative accounts to students in the longitudinal
study and to receive their responsesprevented the production of collaborative accounts of
transition. It is possible that I will receive material from interviewees but it will be too late to
incorporate the material in the study.
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9.1.2.1 Access, reactivity and reflexivity
Access procedures to the teaching contexts and the casestudieswere governed by my role
as
a tutor and the respondents' roles as students. Much of the earlier work derived from
discussion within teaching episodesor informally with individuals and small groups between
sessions.The main constraint for me was time. More frequent opportunities for discussion
and interviews would have allowed me to follow-up areasthat have remained relatively
unexplored, such as the use of drawings and diagrams,which proved effective in the pilot
study but which were not extended to the longitudinal study, and the useof repertory grids
which has proved too complex to enter into at the present time and remains unexamined.

There has been little opportunity for me to work with students on their emotional response
to training within the corpus of the training programme. My work in this area has been
limited to small groups and individuals outside a formal curriculum which is increasingly
dominated by concern over cognitive aspectsof learning. If anything there has been an
regressionin teacher training towards greater adherenceto a Cartesianduality. The study has
been limited by this lack of opportunity.

The level of intimacy involved was a surprise to some participants. This did not appear to be
seenas invasive,but rather it appearedthat the interviewees did not think that intimate details
of their lives would be relevant or interesting to an interviewer studying their development.
This was not so much a surprise to me since my experienceis that many students in training
are highly focused on their performance in the classroom. Their attention is almost
universally focused on; controlling pupils, managing the pace of lessons,building up
relationships with pupils, teachersand parents, performing appropriately (and sometimes
cynically) in front of tutors. It was hard for some of them to accept that I was interested in
the relationships that existed within their families when they were children. Notwithstanding
this, a review of the interview data indicates immense generosity,tolerance and forbearance
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on behalf of the interviewees as well as an active interest in a joint pursuit of meaning - for
which I am indebted to them.

If time had permitted, accesscould have been more carefully orchestrated through
preliminary discussionsand interviews giving interviewees time to orient themselvesto my
focus before a main interview. Giving interviewees time to reflect between preliminary and
main interview might have yielded richer data. Modifying the researchprocedure would
inevitably lead to different data sets,perhaps richer and even more revealing,but probably
not contradicting what has emerged here.

Obviously I was a central component of the research.Contextual variability, informant and
researcheridiosyncrasies,all go to influence the quality and the quantity of data produced.
The key is transparency. I have tried to ensure researchtransparency. Where this has been
achieved there is value in engagingwith the text and the ideas expressed.I have tried to
ensure that there is nothing else to know that might changesignificantly one's perception of
my intent and the flow of the study. The question is whether the data as presented, reflects
the informants' lives as I have represented them.

It is impossible to resolve the problem of bias brought about by researcher participation. The
method of addressingthese important topics was by providing rich and multi-layered texts
that seek to provide evidence of a measure of interconnectedness that the reader can judge as
either demonstrating reliable and well validated `joined-up' researchor not. I have sought to
discussand accommodate subjectivity within the researchparadigm. It is likely that my
involvement with the students has influenced them in some way. The ethical issuesof highly
interactive and participant researchhave been discussedwithin the thesis and these
discussionswere an important part of the researchprocess. Not withstanding the above
comments and criticisms of the study, I do not judge the limitations and weaknessesto have
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invalidated the study or its findings. I remain confident that a professional readership will

contribute to the validation process further by critically examining the casethat I have made.

9.1.3 Implications and recommendations
The study has obvious limitations in terms of scope, breadth and duration. It commenced
with a study of a single teacher,the author, moved to an examination of a small number of
lessons and was completed with a study of three informants. Although the overall time span
is some thirty years,the longitudinal casestudiescould have been carried out more intensively
over the time period, with more frequent meetings, and with data from more of the original
group. I am not suggestingthat one could come nearer to `the truth' becauseI believe that I
have adequatelydemonstrated my position that there is no `truth-singularity' for one to arrive
at. Instead, a longer study, more numerous informants and a more intensive interview
schedulecould have given rise to richer texts in which the readercould become immersed.

I believe that within the constraints of the current study, it would have been difficult to
achieve greater depth of analysis of the data, and that the level of analysis is compatible with
the conclusions drawn. The significance of the study lies in any contribution

it makes to our

understanding of the process of becoming a teacher.

There is evidence from the study that the transition to teaching is unpredictably problematic.
In this respect the study supports earlier researchthat draws similar conclusions. I believe
that this study advancesour knowledge of the training process and contributes a different
perspective - in that it suggeststhat when one is engagedin challenging tasks relating to initial
training, reflection-in-the-moment on the eruption of intuitions, emotions, and cognitive
processes,can be self-informing.
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Knowing, prior to training, that the training process can evoke strong echoes from the past,
in some trainees, is both a fore-warning and perhaps even educative. I believe the study
shows that reflection-in-action can be fruitfully extended beyond a study of cognitive
responsesto behavioural objectives. There is a real opportunity to raise the quality of the
training process by working with students on their development as teachersin a broader
more holistic way. A broader exploration of trainees' responsesto the various elements of
training, encompassingexploration of emotional growth and development offers richer
opportunities to mediate between practice and thinking. It would allow discoursebetween
tutor and student about how one can draw on one's past and one's emotional present to
further the quality of the work one does whilst training. It has the potential to stimulate
introspective, internal dialogue of the type that Vygotsky (1986: 32) refers to as `inner speech'
and which he suggestsis a mechanism that supports meaning-making.

It is my contention that if `professional development' is to be effective, a cognitive and skillsbasedagendais insufficient. This is particularly true when we consider completion rates.
Some students, like Sallyin the pilot study, are temporarily overwhelmed by the effects of
starting the training process. Non-completion rates are important both at the level of the
institution and at the level of the individual. Courses that incorporate a practical exploration
of emotional growth and learning in relation to the development of a teacher-self in the
training context may meet the needsof some students who otherwise could fail to complete
their training.

Basedon the above discussion the following research developments may be worthy of
consideration:

1. There appeared to be a narrow researchbase offering insights into the useof critical
incidents as a researchtool. More researchin this areacould help guide and refine the
methodology.
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2. There is little research into the use of psychodynamic techniques in education. Some
interesting work has been reported by Blanchard-Laville

(1991), and in the book Victoires

sur lesmaths by Weyl-Kailey (both based in France.) There is little evidence of work having
been carried out in Britain.

3. Pimm (1994) indicated some potentially productive avenuesin his chapter `Another
Psychology of Mathematics Education'. At the outset of the longitudinal study it was my
intention to explore a hypothesis that emerged from my reading of Pimm.
The de-contextualised generalisabilityof mathematics makes it a suitablevehicle for
carrying psychological data such that Pimm illustrates. In the terminology I use,generalised
mathematics
can be referred to as `sticky stuff' which enablesit to be used to explore not
only specific mathematical casesbut under certain conditions one can attach other
specific meanings to mathematical ideas and symbols. Becausegeneralisedmathematics is
content and context free it can act metaphorically and metonymically in relation to latent
content. Where there is a strong emotional charge and an unconscious desire for
expression the very nature of mathematics createsthe conditions for conscious
expression of previously unconscious content: as in the caseof Katie the three-year-old
who, Pimm reports, was unable to count a triad group of man, woman and child, as a
gmkp of tone - although she saysshe knows the count is supposed to be one, two, three.
Pimm then remembers that when he arrived as a visitor Katie had remarked, `I nearly
called you daddy.' Her father had been killed when shewas nearly one. What does she
make of a triad that is oneman,onewomanandKatie?(seePimm's account in Pimm, 1994:
119-120.)

The languageof my second hypothesis contradicts the first, and I wish the contradiction
to be observed and worked on. It is that mathematics can be clean, sharp and incisive.
This view emerged from my reading of Weyl-Kailey (1985) who chose to use
mathematical symbolism with a girl who had been good at maths until she entered
secondary school and who subsequentlyfailed to progress in anything. In therapeutic
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interviews with her, it became clear she had lost her identity (her mother and father were
diplomats who travelled widely and who were of different nationalities). The girl had
suffered a crisis of identity, seeingherself as neither Swedish, not Italian, (her parents'
nationalities) nor French, (she was living in France at the time). Her reaction provoked a
crisis of identity: She felt as though she belonged nowhere: she was nothing, a nobody!
Weyl-Kailey skilfully used the mathematics of sets with her to emphasisethe union of two
sets.The mathematics was used to illuminate a wonderful possibility in her life. The
mathematical rules pertaining to sets (in this casetwo Parents) requires that the result of
the union belongs to both and has the attributes of both.

The girl came eventually to an internalised view of herself as having her being through the
union of her parents' individual nationalities. A dramatic psychological shift resulted from
seeingunion as `neither-one-nor-the-other' to the realisation of belonging to both. (As an
aside the word `union' in English also has sexualconnotations)

My hypothesis is that sincemathematics is entirely about representation of real and
imaginary worlds, mathematics can be employed to represent psychological and psychic
states,and in so doing can make these statesmore amenable to exploration.
There is an opportunity here for further researchalbeit of a challenging and complex
nature.

Transition to a teacher-self is also `sticky' in the sensethat it acts as a resonator where
previously weak associations between past experiencesand one's present life-course can
become intense. One can easilybe caught up in unexpected and potentially disturbing and
overwhelming ways in the resonancesbetween one's current-self and one's child,
adolescent,student, or teacher-self.
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4.

Research is needed into ways of extending teacher training to include an holistic approach
to teacher development that recognises the interconnectedness of cognition, affect and
agency. What type of course would most effectively offer the opportunity

to prepare

students in a more holistic way?

9.1.4 Concluding remarks
This study generatedmore questions than it answered.This does not invalidate the work but
offers lots of possibilities sincemany of the questions raised are ripe for further study and
research.Some generalisationshave been possible and the generalisingprocess is carried out
by following the process advocated by Davis (1992) of laying strands of experience against
each other and exploring the extent to which the interwoven strandsinform each other and
are pertinent to the study of other contexts, other researchers,other teachers in training and
other training situations. My immediate interest lies in exploring how to incorporate the
findings more effectively into the day-to-day process of education.
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TRANSFORMING THE SELF:
A STUDY OF TRANSITION AND
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
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Appendix Sally TI
Transcript of discussion with Sally T.
Interviewer : Tony Brown

Discussion 1- recorded 13.12.94
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TB: Thankyou for agreeing to talk tome. As you know, I'm interested in how you managed the change
to becoming a student. How did you manage to get here?
Sally: Right. Well, I decided I really wanted to get myself qualified becauseI realised that in my
situation as a wife and mother, I was looking at yearsand years of doing part time work, being paid very
little and hardly being able to cover the child minding feesthat occur even with part time work. So I
had that option which would mean that I would probably not have any responsibility and have a fairly
easylife but there'd be no opportunity for learning, really.

TB: Sowhatwasdrivingyou then? Wantingto learn or wantingto do morethan..

Sally: Wanting to do something useful with the rest of my life really and just get back to work properly.
I wanted to do it properly. Causethat particular option doesn'treally appeal to me. I mean I'm thirty
three now so probably thirty yearsmore work left in me and I want to put it to some good use. Really.
TB: So how did you decide what you really wanted to do?
Sally: I talked around a lot. I went to seea careersofficer in P.. That was really helpful becauseat the
time, even though I wanted to do something useful I felt as if I knew nothing about anything. I just felt
I'd been really immersed in child care. I've only had two, but even so, and the second one took a while
to come, so there was all that trauma in between. And I just felt that I'd got into this rut in a way.
Womenjoke and say they lose their brain along with the placenta in childbirth. I supposeit's not a very
nice expression but that's how I felt in some ways. So anyway, so I went to talk to him becauseI felt
that, or someonedown there, becauseI felt that they would say "Well, no I don't really think that you'll,
they'd either think that no, I think that you should aim for this. I wanted someoneelse to give me an
idea of what I should be aiming for.

TB: Whywasthat?

Sally: Lack of confidence I suppose.
TB: Of being in a rut? Of not being able to see what might be possible?
Sally: That's right, yeah, yeah. Not knowing. I wanted to get the information about what was possible.
I had an idea that I might be applying to college and I wanted to do it properly.
TB: Did you have teaching at the back of your mind? Or was it lots of things you could be doing?
Sally: Yes it was at the back of my mind, becauseI had worked as a negotiator with a firm of estate
agentsand I really loved it. I just loved the variety and I loved meeting lots of different people and
being able to see a project through from beginning to end. I felt a really valuable part of the team and
everything. When I had my first child they askedme to come back and work in their training
department becauseI think they thought my enthusiasmmight be infectious.

TB: Oh that's nice.
Sally: Yes,it wasnice, but
...
TB: Youmanagedto do that?

Sally: I did but I wasn't comfortable with it becauseI was speaking to people who had beenworking in
the business for years longer than myself very often and I wasn't comfortable with that. And I didn't feel
I had beensufficiently trained as a trainer. My confidence wasn't high becauseI had beenout, you
know, and had the baby, and so it wasn't totally comfortable. But I did like the idea of sharing with
...
people.

TB: Howdid you managewith the baby?

Sally: Well, my husband is a
he
So it was a mixture of the child-minder and
......... so works shifts.
daddy being at home which I was
comfortable with. It was part time but I also had to travel, up to
Somerset,and down to Cornwall. So I was happy that I wasn't leaving her with the child-minder all the
time becauseI don't feel very happy with that.
TB: So there's a limit to how much
you could make use of a child-minder.
Sally: There is for me.
TB: So how old are your children then? I know
one hasjust started at nursery hasn't she.
Sally: One is eight and the other one is three.

TB: Soeight and three.
Sally: Yes. With the eight yearold I did work fromthe time shewasfive monthsold, albeit parttime.
With the secondone,I did chooseto stayat homewith her.
TB: Sohowwasthe birth? All right?
Sally: What the secondone?
TB: Yeah.
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Sally: Well actually she was premature. (Oh.) She was very poorly. And the birth, the birth was all
right. My husband and I went to NCT classesboth times. We knew what we wanted. And the midwife
allowed it, as far as she could. But it was a very strange onsetof labour and when she was actually born
it was very quick in the end. So, and then she was in an incubator for six days. We were in SCBU for a
fortnight.
TB: Very worrying then.

Sally: Yesit was. But actually,whenthings arethat worryingI've realisedthat shutterscomedownand
youjust, I meantherewerelots of questionsI couldhaveaskedbut I didn't evenaskthan, becauseI just
tookeveryhouras it came.
TB: And what happened to your eight-year-old? She was, whatfive?

Sally: Shewasnearlyfive. It wasa coupleof weeksbeforeher birthday.
TB: How did shecope?

Sally: She's a little trooper anyway. She'sbeen in hospital quite a lot with asthma. And she'salways
beena very mature little girl. Even when she was, when she was first talking, people would sort of
laugh and say, "Isn't it funny the way she talks, the things she says." And people still say it to me

becauseshecomesacrossasa lot olderthan eight.
TB: Verygrown up.

Sally: Yes. She had a new teacher come into her school, yesterday; he's going to replace her other
teacher. And she went along to see how her other teacherwas, to make sure she was all right. In J's
eyesthe teacher was shoved off into another class. (Right. ) I think J. felt that wasn't fair. She went
along to see how she was. Unfortunately, there was a chicken pox epidemic in her class, when the baby
was born so she wasn't able to come into SCBU. So, I did go out a couple of times to see her. But she
was wonderful really.
TB: Wasshe? She managed to cope with that? Somechildren could find that quite difficult.
Sally: Yes, yes. Dad took time off work, and she did cope with it. She'svery supportive. In a funny
sort of way.
TB: Does she help with her baby sister. Well, her young sister, does she mother her a bit?
Sally: Yes she does try to. As time has gone on, the little one isn't half as accommodating as the older
one, she'sjealous. She's got a jealous side to her, so she'snot always willing to let the older one help
her... or interfere with what she's doing.
TB: (imitative voice) "I do it myself?"
Sally: Yeah. That's right. (Imitative voice.) "I'm talking to mummy, not you!" And, there's a lot of
that.
TB: A bit jealous of that role, or that relationship that you have with J.
Sally: Yeah. She'sjust got this she's just not as accommodating as J. {Pause}.
TB: So I've got this picture now,...this quite capable eight-year-old? (Yes). And did you talk to her
about coming to College?

Sally: Yes I did, yes.
TB: Whatdid shethink aboutthat?
Sally: Well shedid say,"Oh. I don'twant to go to a child-minder." Which I wassurprisedaboutreally,
becauseit had alwaysworkedfairly well. Wedid haveonebad episodewith onebut shewasawarethat
my time wouldn'tbe totally devotedto themas it hadbeen. Shecottonedon to that straightaway.
(Right.) And I said to her, yes but do you think you would like to be at home with children all the time
when you grow up? "Oh. No! " she said. I said, well I do love being with you, but I think really it'd be
very lazy of me to be at home all day, specially when C's at school. And I think I'll get pretty bored. I
said, "You know what its like when you're home poorly. You get bored don't you?" She said yes, so we
talked about it just like that. And then she thought it would be great I would be a teacher and could I
come and be her teacher?
TB: Oh right. So she could see another thing that could connect you together. Soyou could not just be
mother but teacher as well.
Sally: Yes be her teacher as well. But I explained that I wouldn't be becauseby the time I'd qualified
she would be at secondary school. But she still thought yeah well great, you know.

TB: Did theyoungerone haveany idea? She'sthree.
Sally: No I didn't sit downand explain it to her in greatdepthbecauseshe's,shedidn't really needthat.
And alsoshe'svery contrary. She'll,you know,she'sveryquick, to say,whateverwere planningto do.
"No!" So,I just, I let it go with the flow. I tooka little part timejob in a nurseryaroundthe timewhen
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my college interview was coming up, becauseI thought, well, I'll be with a group of children, which I've
never beenwith before; albeit, they're a lot younger but it'll give me an idea of what it's like to have a big
group to get together with individually, whether I can manage to suss out what the needs are of several
children at once, and whether I can handle that. And also how they relate to me. So I did that for a
little while and it meant that we did use a child-minder and that. (Pause)
TB: Wasthat in Hightown? (and that was a practice run).

Sally: Yeah. (andthat workedall right? Youenjoyedthat?) Yesto a certainextent. I foundit a bit
limiting reallybecausetheywerenoughtto threeyearolds.
TB: Right. Whatwaslimiting? Whatyou coulddo with them?

Sally: Yes well I was only there as a assistant anyway... (Pause) and so yes it was a bit limiting. And I
was aware that I wouldn't be having any more free time if I did start college. And I felt it was eroding
my time with friends and activities so... I enjoyed it to a certain extent but, but it was a practice run
really as well becauseI hadn't had any commitments to fulfil for, you know, two or three years I wanted
to make sure that I could...
TB: Did you ever feel you wanted to go back to being a negotiator?
Sally: Well, it's not very compatible with having a family becausethe hours are so long, (Right) and you
have to work weekends. I would like to do it again, I did, I was offered ajob with B&H in Hightown
but they wanted me to work on Saturdays and Sundaysand I just can't do it becausemy husband works
Saturdaysand Sundaysso I, you know, wasn't prepared to do it. But there's always that... if it doesn't
work out.

TB: Sowhatdo you think nowthat you've started? Haveyou madetheright decision?

Sally: I'm still not sure to be perfectly frank with you. A couple of weeks ago I did think why am I

I thoughtat my ageandat my, with my experience,
putting us all throughthis? Tobehonest. Because,
it would belike comingand doing a job of work. And I knewtherewouldbe work to do at home,but I
didn't think it would beas emotionallydraining asmy A levelswere. But it is.
TB: So what is the nature of the drain?

Sally: I think it's um, I've sort of comfortedmyselfwith the thoughtthat it's becauseit's thefirst lot of
I'm still not absolutelysurethat I
assignments,
and until you'vedonethem andyou'vebeenassessed,
be
here,
that
I'm
be
be
here,
should
going to ableto continueto
you know? So I've decidedthat's thebig
block.
stumbling

TB: You want to know how well you've done? (Yes) Sofar.

Sally: Yes. Although on the otherhand,yesthoughon the otherhand it wasfrighteningbecauseright
this is crunchtime folks. I've got this assignment
to doand if I don't,if I don't performthen I've taken
the wrongroad,youknow? (Um) (Interruption) I think that weighsquite heavilyreally. (Well,yes,
yes.) HaveI madethe right choice?
TB: Yesand what would you do if it isn't the right choice.

Sally: If it isn't the right choice. Although at least,I mean,that'swhyI didn't go to universityat
nineteen,twentybecauseI waskeento geton with my life. To get somedirection. So,at leastI feel I
havea life. If it doesn'twork out, it'll bea pity but I tried it.
TB: But you dofeel you havea life? (Yes.That'sright. Yes.) Sohow wouldyou describeyourselfat
themomentthen? If you haveto introduceyourselfto peoplethat you don't know.

Sally: Oh well yes the other night we were at a party and I said I've gone back to college actually and
they said, "Oh. Have you! " and I said yes that's right, teachertraining. (What do they say?) That's
what I say. They say, "Ooh. That's interesting." or they say, "Oh. I couldn't go through all that again.
But I find I'm very often talking to people who have done their degreesyou see,so
...

TB: Sotheycan appreciatewantingto do a degree? Is that a bit of it for you? Thatyou wantto do a
degree?
Sally: Well no, actually. I want to be a usefulworking memberof societyI suppose.I want a really
...
usefulrole. It's not having a degree.If... if it wasn'tvocationalI don't think I'd do it because... I think
it would betooselfish,you know,on the family. I did sayto my husband,actually,"Oh! apparentlyif
youdon't get on verywell with the teachingsideof it, which actuallyisn't a problem,for meat the

moment, I feel very comfortable with that side, (Right), but if you don't you can change to a BA. Well,
he said, what would be the
point of that at your age? OK his support will go so far ...

TB: Yes.His supportisfor vocationalwork
Sally: Yes. Which I think is fair enoughreally. I don'tblamehim for that. I think that's fair enough
becauseI think at my time life,
of
you know, if I cameoutof herein threeyearstime, and wastrying to
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get ajob, I supposeit would be in the personnel field that I would aim for then, but competing with
twenty-four year olds with degreesI don't see what edge I would have, whereas, I think being a parent
will help put me in good steadwith teaching. Just life experiencewill hold me in good stead,with
teaching, but perhaps not with, with other jobs.
TB: So wasyour husband supportive?

Sally: Very. (Very?
) Very. Right from the beginning. Hesaidwhataboutdoing a degreecourseor
something,beforeI wentto the careersoffice. I said,"I don't know." Hesaid,"You cando it. Youcan
do itl" Sohe'salwayshada lot of faith.

TB: And he's been supportive in a practical sense?
Sally: Yes. Absolutely. Which again in a way I feel slightly that I'm only just making it. I'm not doing
anything at home. He's done all the shopping for weeks and cleaning and washing, you know? All the
domestic things he's taken from me. Which I don't feel is very real. in a way. But I'm hoping that next
term, I will be a bit more adept at everything. But then, on the other hand, he is there during the day
and whereasI have a sort of a1daytimesocial life, he doesn't really bother with that. So, he, you know,
he's quite happy to, so long as he's got a video of rugby or cricket he'll stand and iron quite happily. But
I'm very grateful to him. But I feel it; I do feel it's unbalanced
...
TB: And that would concern you, would it, if it were to continue? (Yes.) You would need to redress the
balance?
Sally: Yes I want to redressthe balance.

TB: I think weneedto stopnow Thatwaslovely. Thankyou.

(The discussion stopped at this time by prior agreement and resumedafter a break of two hours.)
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TB: When we left off we were talking about the support your husband wasgiving you. (Oh yes.) The
way in which although he's doing a lot, you feel it's unbalanced And you want to do something about
the balance. And, I suppose,I'm going to say why? What's unbalanced about it?
Sally: Well, becauseit's all falling on him. (Right.) And it's never all fallen on me. We've always
shared it, although I've... I have done more since I've been at home. And he hasn't. CauseI used to do
all the domestic stuff so that when he was off, it was free time. So, I supposein a way it's redressing that
balance but then, he is out earning a living as well, which I wasn't at the time. So, that's why.
TB: And you're hoping that it will be different. (Pause.) I'm not sure whetheryou feel you can make it
different or not. I know you said part of it is waiting to see how you get on with the assessmentof this
term, but I can't remember the phrase you used you'll know you're getting it right, or something,...

Sally: Well, I'll know I've chosentheright thing to do. That I shouldbehere.

TB: I'm interested in the transition, how you are managing the transition and you're pointing to various
things. For each of the people in the family, you've identified something that you need to be aware of.
For your younger child you're aware that she is sometimesconfrontational and says "No! "so she needs
a different approach to the older child to J., (yeah that's right) who you could talk woman to woman
with her really, in a sense, (Yes.) And you even offered her the opportunity to put herself in your
position, and think about what it would be like to be at home all the time. You seemto me to be in a
very managing role, kind of maternal, if you like, role. You're looking after everybody else. You're
making sure that everybody else is being looked after and has a senseof being looked after. Even
though you are suggesting that the business of managing the home with your husband is to do with
being fair, and keeping a balance, it's still a very maternal, of looking, you're looking after him, it
seemsto me in a way. Making sure that he's not put upon. (Yes I supposeso.) So it seemsto me it's a
caring thing. You're not just saying, if he complains he complains, and w'll sort something out, (Oh no
we don't work like that.) You're much more aware of his needs and looking for how you might meet
those needs. (Yeah.) Whilst at the same time meeting your own (Yeah.) II seemsa very caring role
you have. I'm just wondering if you were to draw the family how you would draw them. Tat would be
something I would be interested in. Even if it was a little circle for each.
Sally: In my mind then I saw the three of them inside
a circle. When you actually said that.
TB: Would you like to? There's
some coloured pencils and pens.

Sally: I haven'tgot to analysethem?
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TB: No. no. no. It's not an analysis. It's your representation that I'm interested in.

Sally: It wasthe circle,just the circle reallyand um thethreeof themin it. (Pause.
) Yes,that'swhat I
saw. {Pause) But I supposeI feel I'm the circle in a way. Wheream I?

TB: Whereare you? Yes! (Pointing to circle) You're this? This thing that's around them? (Yes. I
suppose.) In a way? What is the circle? Is it the family? Not the family?
Sally: I supposeit must be our family. I supposeit must be... (Pause) the lot of us.
TB: And yet, that same circle... (Pause) is you? Where are you?
Sally: Yes. I knew immediately where I would put them. I sawthree of them in a circle. (Long pause)
But I'm not, you see,becauseI'm not, I'm not performing this, this all-encompassingrole now. You
know. I'm sort of; I'm not out here. (Points outside the circle) But no, so I don't think I can honestly
say I'm, that I'm the circle, (Long pause) in that sense. (Long pause)...

TB: 1 supposetheother thing to ask is wherewouldyou like to be?

Sally: I supposeI, yes, I would like to be the circle and be doing all the inside things which is an
impossibility.
TB: Maybe, maybe that's part of the transition? (Yeah.) That there we've highlighted something about
becoming a student and moving from the situation you were in before, to now. (Yes.) That it's

disturbedthis (Yes.) (Pointing to Fig 1). Is this a picture thatyou couldhavedrawnbeforehand?
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Before you became a student? That there would be the three of them and you would be containing them
as afamily? As part of your role? Not all the time but as part of your role? Would it ever have been
true?
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Sally: (Hesitant.) Probably.Yes. No. Maybenot really. BecauseI havealwayshad my own interests
andmy own friendsand things like that, so...{Pause}.
TB: Sowhereare you?
Sally: So where am I? Possiblesare... (Long pause} SupposeI'm there with him (laughs, sounds
relieved and draws herself in as a circle beside Fa.)...
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But
... then they'dhaveto bethere. (Pointto positioncloserto Fa.) if you'regoingto look at it like that.
(Laughsand modifiesdrawingre-positioningherselffurtheroft). Yeah,I seethe two of us, sort of,
working, working for them in a way. Yeah.
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TB: So, is that, is that how it is now? Or is that (Fig 3) how you would want it to be? Or how it used to
be? {Long pause.} (Long pause.)
Sally: Um. I think perhaps it would, it would have been, before I started college, it would have been
something like this. Where I would have beenthere, like that, (draws herself in close proximity to
children)...
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Then W. is slightly, {Pause} slightly out there. {Points to new positioning of Fa.)
...
TB: So that's before. (Yes.) And this is now? Or this is how you would like it to be? (Refers back to
Fig 3.)
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Sally: {Long pause} Perhaps, perhaps that's how I would like it to be. That's, that's, what I'm aiming
towards, I suppose. Because,if I was brutally honest, and did a time and motion study on myself, I
supposeI might be, I might be, slightly smaller and over here. I don't know where really. I supposeit
has to be like that becauseI'm not the one who's going everywherewith them, and, you know, cooking
their meals for them, so I suppose, in reality, it's got to be a bit like that. (Mo displaced from the others.)
TB: So looking at that one (Fig 4) you were in the centre and W. has now moved into that place. And
you've moved (No. ) slightly axay. (Yes. I haven't moved away as much {Pause}..) As much as he (as
he would have done when I had the more
central role I don't think. )
TB: But that's a classic mother's role, isn't it? With very young children. (Yes, I suppose.) And it
would be...

Sally: Well, I've never,I meanI do think somewomenmakereal martyrsof themselvesand they,you
know,they takeit all on board,andthe man is veryremote. And I hopethat doesn'tsuggestthat
becauseit wasn't like that, I
mean, becausehe's still, (No, I hear whatyou say.) becausehe's at home
during the day he was involved
with them, he ...
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TB: And quite clearly he's able to take that role becausethat's exactly whereyou've drawn him now.
(Yes.) So that helps me see part of that transition, (Transition) for you. That there's had to be a shi
and what you've reported is that it's been negotiated and it's been a shit that both of you havefelt
comfortable with. (Um. ) But there is something in the back of your mind you are concerned (Yes, yes)
that you don't want this to continue for too long. (Points to Fig 3.}
Sally: Well I supposeit has to but I've got to get comfortable with it.

TB: Oh right. That'sdifferent. That'sd jerent from taking overfrom himdoing all theshoppingand
the ironing,and so on andyou taking moreof that...
Sally: I supposeif we inter-linked a bit more there I would feel more comfortable. (Moves position of
Mo towards centre and closer to the other three.)
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TB: Has that put a strain on the relationship or has it all beenfairly easy to manage?
Sally: It hasn't put a strain on the relationship, but it's... it's put a strain on me. Becausethere are
always things to feel guilty about. You know if I spend more time in college, as I am today, I know I'm
clocking up the child-minder's bills. I know that they'll all have a late tea, not that we sit down rigidly
for tea at a certain time but I am still aware that they will be having tea later, (And its to do with you.)
yeah, and it's to do with me being here. And I sort of compensatethat by thinking hopefully that means
I'll have a day in the holiday when I won't have to come in. Otherwise I will have to. So that's how I
sort of justify it. But I do find I am constantly justifying, in my own mind. (To yourself?) Yes.

Sometimes
whenI sayit out loud to W. he laughsand saysdon't worry aboutit. But, but I do. I sort of
think, well, OK. this is taking butI'll give back,there,sort of thing. (Yes,ohyes.)

TB: I'm wondering what it was like for the younger one to start nursery and how you managedthat.
Becauseit feels as if it's quite different, looking at this picture, (Fig 4) than it would have been if you
had still been in that role, (points to Fig 4) whereyou'd been quite close.
Sally: She's very outgoing and sort of, happy at nursery, and with the child-minder. But, (Pause)I
don't know what her behaviour would have been like with me anyway, because,my eldest one I found
very difficult at this age, because{Pause} I encouragethem to talk and make small decisions like what
would you like to have for your lunch. But it sort of backfires on me becauseI find I haven't got the
control, (laughs) that, perhaps (Pause) well I supposethat my mother had, that's the role that I've got.
But then I've got, I set about it in a different way, consciously, so, but we won't go into all that. But you,
but sometimes I sort of wonder well I wonder if she would be having this tantrum. Is it her way of
saying I don't know where I am? I'm tired, I've had a long day without you and I don't know how I feel,
so I'm cross. But then other friends are sort of saying that their children are the same. One little girl
said to her mum, I wish you could go to college like Sally and 1 could go to S., the child-minder, so, it's
difficult to weigh it up really. Perhaps if I
was at home with her and she was behaving badly like that
then I would be thinking (Yes.) Oh! I needto get out of here. I need something else, (Yes.) I need a
break from it. So, I don't know. I don't feel, hand on heart that I'm causing her any major problems.
There's no bed-wetting, going off her food, or looking listless, or anything like that. She'sbasically a
very happy child. I'm sure of that, becauseI keep checking it. So, I really think she is. (Pause) I

mean,I've seendeeperunhappiness
in one of my ownchildren whenwemoved. And J. wasunhappy,
and she'dneverbeenunhappybefore,not seriously.Soalthoughit wasawful, nowat leastI know what
real unhappiness
is in them. (You'vegot somethingto measureher now.
) Yes.
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TB: So there's something on occasions then about nursery, no not nursery, about being where she is
now, as an eight year old, are we talking about the eight year old? (J. Yes.) Yes.

Sally: Oh no. WhenI wastalking aboutthetantrumsI wastalking aboutthe three-year-old.
TB: Right. I thoughtyou were thenI wasconfused

Sally: No, I'm sorry. I've seen real unhappiness in my eight-year-old. (Right.) and I know they are two
different people (Whenyou moved) Yes, when we moved house.
TB: Yousaid something about your mother and your childhood So, are they very different childhood's
yours and your children's.
TB: I was interested that you talked about your own mother whenyou talked about your own
mothering.
(Several minutes of discussion about Sallys relationship with her mother which have not been included
in this transcript. )
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TB: I've got two last questionsto askyou. Oneis aboutcriticism. Whetheryou'vefaced any criticism
aboutmakingthat transitionfrom not beinga studentto beinga student, You'vespokenverypositively
but I wonderedwhethertherewasany.

Sally: Yes. Yes there has been sort of covert criticism (Pause) and well I was talking to my mother at
the weekend, and at the time I was, feeling, and she said what news have you got? And I said I haven't
really got any news becauseit's felt like work, work, work and she said, oh well you've tried it, you can
always give it up, because,you know, the girls and W. must come first. So there was the implicit
criticism in that. (Right. That they're not comingfirst at the moment?) Yes. (And shejust thought
she'd let you know!) Yes that's right! And, a fellow student said, and I'm sure she was unconsciousof
what she was saying, but she said, oh well I could never leave my children with a child-minder. I'm just
not the sort of person who could do that, And I thought, oh, well what sort of person am I then? And
some people seemreally hung up about the age. They say, in quite a friendly way, what's it like being
with all these eighteen year olds? And I say, well I'm not actually. I don't feel that I am really becausea
lot of people are my sort of age, and someare even older. (Is that people outside college who don't know
there is such a mix here?) Yes, that's right, all sorts of people are here. So sometimes I wonder if there
is slightly implied criticism. (Right.) But perhapsthen that's just coming from me. Perhapsit's
because,well I have thought to myself well, why didn't I get myself qualified years ago? Usually, people
have their career then they have their family. I've done it all the other way round. But there are reasons
why I did. And there are reasons why I'm glad of it.

TB: Yousaid earlier that you wantedto makesomethingof your life.

Sally: Yeah. Get out there and live life! I didn't want to be studying anymore after I finished my'A'levels. But of course at that time I thought perhaps in a year or so I'll come back but life kind of took
over in a very positive and nice way. So that's why it didn't happen.
TB: My last question is what's been gained and what's beenlost?
Sally: What's been gained? (Long pause.) I supposein someways I've beenvindicated in the way that
I've felt here. It has been perfectly
possible for me to join in and keep up with people. On the other

hand,quite a lot of sleep'sbeenlost! Which I wasn'tanticipating.Quitea bit of peaceof mind hasbeen
lost,I'm afraid,at the moment.
TB: You'vesaid that some of that might be regained at the end of this term (I'm hoping so, I'm hoping
so) when you get some assignmentsback marked

Sally: A senseof beingin controlhas beenlost actually. BecauseI feel as if I'm just hangingon by the
tips of my fingers. (Really.) Yes. (And that doesn'tfeel verycomfortable.
) No, I don't feelvery

comfortable with it. Irritating things, where you arejust not in control.
TB: And you've movedfrom being very
much in control, if we look back to that (points to Fig 4)
Sally: Yes I had my time, I
could organise my time...
TB: So somepeace of mind has been lost.
Sally: And a senseof control
and being in control. But I've always been the sort of person who's haring
here and there becauseI've
always crammed a lot in. So I can't say 1 was always early for thing before
and now I'm always late becausethat's not true. I tend to be that sort of person. But (sighs) I just feel
that there's a lot to keep hold of. Sometimes it feels as if it's
all (Pause.)

TB: And there'sthat interestingphraseagain. Thatyou'rekeepinghold of (Yeah.) becausethat
remindsmeof whatI said to you aboutkeepingholdof thefamily.
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Sally: Yes. It's more the work, the college work, that I'm afraid of letting slip. And all these things as
well.

TB: All thesepeoplewhoaskyou to do extrathingsas well!
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Sally: And I want to as well! All of a sudden I want nothing better than to sit and I find myself being
pulled that way, (Pause.) (Like what?) For instanceon Saturday, I had to do this essay,and it was
what mum, they hadn't beenvery well so I couldn't let them out to play, and I would much rather have
put away the typewriter and sat down with a puzzle, which is strange, becausewhen I have had all the
time in the world to do puzzles, I didn't particularly want to do them. I did them but, so actually it's that
battle. So I've got my priorities slightly, slightly askew I suppose. (Askewfrom what?) From the college
point of view.
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TB: Whatdo you seethe collegewouldwant? Thatyou shouldbedoing theessay?
Sally: Oh yes. That I shouldbe doingthe essay.I thoughttherewouldbemoretime at universityto
...
go awayand explore,but for meit's not like that at all. I haven'tgot sparetime like that at all. So
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whether it will come I don't know. It's hard to saywhat's been gained.
TB: Yes,you were more hesitant about that. Perhaps it's a bit early for gains. You'vegained a place
here. (I've gained a place.) and some insight into your commitment, you know you're committed You
haven't said in any part of our conversation that you don't think you ought lobe here or made the wrong
decision, but you want some confirmation...
Sally: Yes, but I want someconfirmation. But I don't feel that I don't know what these people are
talking about, fellow students. Even the lectures on the whole I feel as if I understand.
TB: Do you feel a student?
Sally: Do I feel a student? Yes I supposeI do in a way. (Long pause.) Yes I supposeI do.
TB: Can I say thank you very much? It's been lovely. I've enjoyed listening to you. (It's beena bit one
sided.) Well that was quite deliberate becauseI wanted to hear from you what it was like to manage this
change.
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Categories for analysis

An initial analysis of the transcript was carried out in order to detect themes or issues,which
had arisen in the course of the discussion. Six major themes were identified in this initial
stage. They are:
motivation for change; parenting roles; relationships with partner; relationships extending
beyond the family; preparing for the transition; adjusting to change.
The transcript was then examined in order to find examples of speech,which could be coded
under this categorisation. These are represented below in brief. Numbers refer to the
transcript in Appendix A where the account of each episode can be read more fully.
Motivation for change- sensinga personalneedfor change
Transcript
line
005
006
007
009
011
147
158

wording
hardly being able to cover the child-minding fees...
-responsibility...
for learning...
...opportunity
life...
...useful with the rest of my
years more work left in me...
...so robabl
didn't
I
go to university at nineteen, twenty
...that's why
becauseI was keen to get on with my life.
1 want to be a useful workin member of society.
...

Role as parent

Transcript
line

Wording

015

knew nothing
...
care

016
043

I've only had two, there was all that trauma in between
...
daddy being being
it
... was a mixture of child-minder and
home
at

051

With the eight year old I did work
...

052
056
068
080
091
095
098
100
105
110
126
168

about anything ... just immersed in child

with the second one I did choose to stay at home.
...she was premature
She's a little trooper
she's very supportive
Did you talk to her about coming to college?
... she was aware that my time wouldn't be totally
devoted to them.
I do love love being with you but..
... well
I
I'll get pretty bored...
... think
be her teacher as well...
...
I just let it go with the flow
it's not very compatible with being a parent...
...
1 think beirr a parent will put me in good stead.

202

to theolderchild?
ro,thtyoungeroneneeds
a different
appmach
(Yes.)

219
254

I suppose I feel I'm the circle in a way
I'm not the one who's going everywhere with them.
1 haven't moved away as much as he would have done
when I had the more central role.

259

325

279
291
293
299
303
326
327
334
364
367

They'll all have a late tea.
difficult at this age...
-my eldest one I found very
I haven't got the control
...
Perhaps if I was home with her...
1 keep checking
...I could never leave my children with a child-minder
1
...what sort of person am
Usually people have their career then they have their
family
they hadn't been very well so I couldn't let them out to
play.
I've got my priorities slightly askew

Relationship with partner

Transcript
line

Wording

163
171
177

His support will go so far...
So was ur husbandr
rtive? Ve !
He's done all the shopping...

190

It's all fallirr on him.

242

1 see the two of us workin

for them

Perceptions of relationships

Transcript
line

Wording

039
114
122
133
214
219
225
240
253
262

I did like the idea of sharing with people...
how they relate to me...
...and also
And I felt it was eroding my time with my friends...
...wh am I putting them through all this?
I saw three of them inside a circle
I feel I'm the circle in a way...
I'm not performing this all-encompassing role now
So where am I?
I might be slightly smaller and over here
I do think some women make real martyrs of
themselves...
It hasn't put a strain on the relationship, but... it's put a
strain on me.
There are always things to feel guilty about.

277
277

Preparing for the transition

Transcript
line
013

Wording
I talked around a lot. I went to seea careers officer in

P.
021
025
090
110

I
...what should be aiming for...
I wanted to get the information about what was
ossible.
Did ou talk to her aboutcomingto Coke?
es .
I took a little part time job in a nursery...
326

Vulnerability

Transcript
line

Wording

038
278
292
295
320
323
326
332
343
347
348
356
377

My confidence wasn't high...
feel guilty about...
...always things to
I find I haven't got the control...
I
if
be having this tantrum...
... wonder she would
been
has
sort of covert criticism...
...there
tried,
oh
well
ou've
you can alwaysgive it u ...
...
I could never leave my child with a child-minder.
...
I wonder if there is a slightly im lied criticism...
Quite a lot of peace of mind has been lost...
being in control has been lost...
...a sense of
1 don't feel very comfortable...
I just feel there's a lot to keep hold of...
I
... want some confirmation...

Development of transcript analysis
This was written soon after the discussionand a copy sentto the informant who responded
with a brief commentary
1.
Sally is a friendly, outgoing and sociablepersonwith a bubblingpersonality. She is
frank and thoughtful. For Sally. a person whoselife is fulfilled will havea self-directed
senseof purpose. She hasa clear senseof who sheis. More precisely,shedid havea clear
senseof self prior to becominga student. At the time of discussionsheis uncomfortable
with the ambiguity of her presentsituation but not disturbedby it. She knows that in the
past shehasbeen ableto remain positive and purposefulwhen eventshavethreatenedto
overwhelm her. She knows shecan cope. The difficult birth of her secondchild is a story
of success:although a stressfuland worrying time, the family survivedand was
strengthenedby the experience. Knowing shehasbeensuccessfulin the past is something
Sally is ableto use to confirm in herselfand her family that sheis ableto come through
difficult times.
2.
Sally is a tolerant person. Sheacceptsthe views of others and is happy to "live and
let live". She acceptsthat other people are different from her and sheis happyto let them
expressbeliefswhich are very different from her own. She doesn'tusually feel threatened
by what other people say or believeand shedoesn'ttry to foist her own views onto them.
When Sally describesherself shedoesn'tdo so in terms of how other people seeher. She
hasa clear view of herselfthrough her own life-story as a stableand continually developing
person.
3.
Sally seesadult life in terms of action. Making somethingof your life is about
involved
getting
with others, beingproductive in a practical way. Being successfulis
related to "making your way" either in business,commerceor industry. She is a pragmatist
and this influencesher view of adult education. For Sallythe main purposeof educationis
to study to improve your chancesin life. For Sally educationis not a way of life itself
except for a minority: a different kind of person.
4.
Sally wants to be a valuableand valued memberof society. This may havedeep
spiritual roots, originating in a belief about what a "good person" should be like.
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5.
Sally sometimeslacksconfidence in new situationsand may defer to authority
figures. Males are seenas potentially in authority. Sally did not mentionher father in the
discussionso it is impossibleto discusshis influenceon Sally's childhood development
directly. It may be possibleto infer that by statusif not by temperamentSally'sfather was a
significantfigure in her life though perhapsnot a dominant one. Her mother did defer to
her father and insistedSally do the same. There areparallelsin Sally'srole as mother and
the mothering shereceived. There appearsto be an ambivalenceto her mother who still
triesto dominate Sally, while Sally resiststhis at the sametime trying to remain friendly and
respectful. She wantsher mother'sapproval and works to achieveit at one level of the
relationship. On another level, there is tension becauseSally seeksto give her own children
a different childhood experiencefrom the one shereceived. The dilemmamaybe that she
wishesto continue to have her mother'sapproval but shedoesnot want to be the mother to
her children that her mother was to her. Parentalapproval is not easyfor Sallyto achieve
andthere is perhapssomedisappointmentfor Sallyhere, if not friction in the relationship.
6.
Her new role as student hasbrought Sally some difficulties, though most were
anticipated. It is characteristicof her relationshipwith W that both Sally and W together
plannedthe processof Sally becominga student. They support eachother and Sally for her
part finds Ws encouragementsupportive and reassuring; both becauseshetrusts his
judgementbut also becauseW seesmany things the way Sally doesand so his view is
comfortablyconfirming.
7.
Sally wants to preservethe stability of the family. She is not anxiousabout this and
seesit as robust and strong. The well-being of the family group takes precedenceover her
individualneeds. She seesthe
need to further her own individual careeras both temporary
beneficial
and
to the family in the long term.
8.
She hasspenta lot of time consideringher changingrole. At a practical level, she
hasweighedup the advantages disadvantagesof returning to her
and
old job. She has
her qualities and presentqualifications including, characteristically,what shehas
assessed
gainedfrom life so far.
9.
The starting point for a desirefor changecameas Sally was able to seeaheadto a
time when both her children were in school. Sheunderstoodherselfwell enoughto realise
shewould not be fulfilled unlessshehad anotherrole to play; and a role which had some
possibilityof meeting deep seateddesiresto be valuedand valuableto society. Sally
exploreda numberof options, but academicstudy (for a vocational course) was always in
the background. The possibility of teachinghasbeena long held idea,but not a sharply
focusedone.
10.
Sally did not discussher ideal teacherin the discussionbut it is possibleto speculate
that a "good teacher" would for Sally be one who achievesthat remarkabledouble of being
a fulfilled person themselves,while also being ableto help others to gain fulfilment in their
own lives. Thus although Sally is a pragmatist, sheis also an idealist with strong beliefs
about what is good and worth striving for.
11.
Sallyrecognisesthe potential
we all havefor playing the martyr role and is
determinednot to
herself.
this
It may be that Sally'sspecific referenceto the
play
role
martyr role is triggered by her perceptionof the role her mother played during Sally's
childhood. It is problematicto criticise the martyr when you may havebeenone of the
(unknowing) participants in
the martyrdom process.
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12.
The task for Sally now is to adjust to the effectsof the transition to student life. It is
important not to imply that other aspectsof life havenecessarilybeengiven up. For a
person with children involved in a long term relationshipwith a partner, this period is a rebonding processrather than a bond breakingone - bond breakingbeing more typical for
thoseleaving home and looseningparentalties.
13.
In the short term Sally wishesto gain an understandingof what one hasto do to be
a good student. She wants to get somefeedbackabout her academicperformanceand is
keen to have someformally assessedwork returned from tutors, so shecan see"how she's
done". At the sametime there is a senseof vulnerability stemmingfrom anticipated
criticism about becominga student.
14.
The transition hasrequired a changeof roles at home. Since Sally hasdefined
herselfpartly in terms of a traditional role of mother, the transition haspresentedsome
difficulties. W hastaken on a caring role which is not uncommontoday. However, his new
role can be read as having becomemore closely associatedwith a traditional femalerole of
mother and this is still problematic for Sally sincepreviously this is in part how shehas
chosento define herself. Of most concernthen, is not the shifting of rolesper se, but the
way roles havebeen usedby Sally to defineherselfand her partner. With her role as mother
now taken up successfullyby her partnerand acceptedby her children, Sally may find
herselfexcludedfrom a triad sheonceformed with the children. Sheis havingto come to
terms with the contrastingfeelingsarising from exclusionon the one handand pleasure
arising from the liberation it provides. She hasyet to resolve how to defineher new role as
student-motherand this may prove to presentsomedifficulties.
As Sally herselfperceptivelyacknowledged,there have not been manygainsyet for her.
There havebeen losses. Sally hasgiven up her role as the focal adult in the family and sees
herself as having temporarily perhaps,movedto the edge of things. She hasexperienceda
senseof loss of control. She expectsto regain somecontrol as shelearnsto managethe
studentpart of her life and shemay needto learn to acceptthe changein her family role.
Although not life-threatening,the transition has brought somediscomfort for Sally and it
hastaken courageto persevere. Her overall demeanourduring the discussionwas one of a
successful,thoughtful person who was managingchangewell and enjoyingher life.

Responseby Sally T to the transcript analysis

Your commentsin paragraphI were accurateat the time. A few weeks after this I
experienceda severelack of confidenceand felt that I had lost my senseof self. After a
couple of sessionswith the counsellor,and talking it through with my partner some of my
self-confidencehasreturned. However, in the last few days, feelingsof panic at not being
strong enough,intellectually and emotionally,for this courseand the professionof teaching,
havethreatenedto overwhelm me againand I haverequestedanother appointmentwith the
counsellor.

Par.2. I amtolerantof othersbutoftendo feelthreatened
bywhat otherpeoplesayand
will sometimes
makeno commentratherthanappearconfrontational.
Par. 3. This was very accurate.
I agreewith paragraph4. It also stemsfrom knowing what I need to feel fulfilled and
worthwhile.
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Paragraph5 is spot on!
Paragraph6. This is true.
I didn't understandwhat you meant in the last sentenceof paragraph7.
Paragraphs8- 12. I would agreewith all this.
Paragraph13. Although positive assessments
havecome through in my major and
supportivesubjects,I feel nervous at not being formally assessedin my professionalstudies.
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